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Using STIGS
Includes mainframe security standard review and implementation guidelines.

When applied to IDMS, the security standards decrease the risk of unauthorized disclosure of sensitive information. We
developed our vendor Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGs) to enhance the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of customers using our mainframe products.

NOTE
Every STIG must be properly and fully implemented in the proper order.

Implementation Responsibility

Before you implement these standards within your production environment, especially within large user populations, we
recommend that you evaluate the specified standards in a local, representative test environment.  The extensive variety of
environments makes it impossible to test these standards for all potential mainframe environments.

IMPORTANT
Broadcom accepts no liability for the consequences of applying specific configuration settings that are made
based on the security standard. For some production environments, failure to test before implementation may
lead to a loss of required functionality.

Evaluating the risks and benefits of circumstances and requirements of a system is the responsibility of the system owner.
The evaluated risks resulting from not applying specified configuration settings must be approved by the responsible
authorizing official within respective organizations. Furthermore, Broadcom implies no warranty that the application of all
specified configurations results in a system that is 100 percent secure. We provide these security standards as guidelines.
Ensure that all applicable security guidance is applied at the device-hardening level and the architectural level. Some
settings may not be configurable in all environments. Each STIG is limited to the specific IDMS and assumes that you
have fully and properly implemented all security controls within IDMS.

Severity Definitions

These definitions are a measure of vulnerabilities that are used to assess a facility or system security posture. Each STIG
ID in this document is assigned one of the following values:
Severity 1- High

Any vulnerability, the exploitation of which directly and immediately result in loss of confidentiality, availability, or
integrity.

Severity 2 - Medium
Any vulnerability, the exploitation of which has a potential to result in loss of confidentiality, availability, or integrity.

Severity 3 - Low
Any vulnerability, the existence of which degrades measures to protect against loss of confidentiality, availability,
or integrity.

Depending upon the specific details within the access granted, aggregated risks may exist. The resulting risks could
increase the risk severity from one level to another.

User Roles and Least Privilege Access

The following list details typical mainframe infrastructure roles at the z/OS system level regardless if 0 to 500 applications
are running. These roles correspond to the roles allowed to have specific access levels within the STIG. Your
organization, least privilege, and separation of role requirements determine who is assigned a role by user ID. We
recommend that you build a formalized document that defines all roles, duties, responsibilities, and specific access
allowed and approved for each mainframe infrastructure role in your organization.
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• z/OS IDMS System Programmer (IDMSSYSP)
• Application Database Administrator (IDMSDBA)
• Application Developer/Programmer (DEVLPGMR)
• IDMS End User

Access is granted only based on valid requirements to product resources as documented by roles that individuals are
assigned. Ensure the least privilege access is granted, allowing individuals to perform the documented functions within the
assigned role.

STIG Articles by Findings for IDMS for ACF2

This article provides a list of all IDMS STIG articles for ACF2. Select the specific IDMS STIG ID to assess and implement
the guidance.

Severity 1
:  High

Severity 2
:  Medium

Severity 3
:  Low

To manage your STIG implementation, download this tracking tool.

Broadcom STIG
ID (Prioritized
by Severity)

Title Description

BIDMA001
Severity 1

Protect APF LOADLIB Data Sets Shows how to identify the APF load libraries not properly
protected and describes how to remove access from
unauthorized LIDs.

BIDMA007
Severity 1

Turn on External Security Shows how to set external security on.

BIDMA008
Severity 1

Implement ESM auditing of IDMS Shows how to activate logging of resource security
administration, accesses, and denials.

BIDMA009
Severity 1

Only Authorized Users and Accesses on
IDMS CVs

Shows how to define and permit appropriate IDMS resource
access to an ESM.

BIDMA002
Severity 2

Protect IDMS Installation Data Sets Shows how to identify installation data sets not properly
protected and describes how to remove inappropriate access
from unauthorized LIDs.

BIDMA003
Severity 2

Protect IDMS CV Data Sets Shows how to determine what IDMS CV data sets are not
properly secured and describes how to restrict access based on
user role.

BIDMA004
Severity 2

Protect IDMS Database Data Sets Shows how to identify IDMS database data sets not properly
restricted and describes how to secure them.

BIDMA006
Severity 2

Define the IDMS Resource Class within
ACF2

Shows how to verify the ACF2 SAF resource class is defined
and active.

BIDMA010
Severity 2

Define and Protect IDMS Resources Using
the ESM

Shows how to define and permit appropriate IDMS resource
access to an ESM.

BIDMA011
Severity 2

Secure IDMS programs Shows how to properly secure IDMS installation, registering,
and defining of programs and tasks using an ESM.

BIDMA012
Severity 2

Verify Active Nodes, Lines, and Pterms are
Secured

Shows how to verify any active nodes, lines, pterms, ports,
services, and data transmissions are secured.
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Broadcom STIG
ID (Prioritized
by Severity)

Title Description

BIDMA013
Severity 2

Limit the Number of Concurrent Online
Sessions

Shows how to limit the number of online sessions at the same
time for the same user to one.

BIDMA014
Severity 2

Prevent Unauthorized Access to Sensitive
Data for IDMS, IDMS Server, and Web
Services

Shows how to determine whether your data is exposed in any
of these ways and how to rectify this circumstance.

BIDMA015
Severity 2

Verify Input Data Does Not Compromise
Processing

Shows how to guard against adverse or unintended system
behavior caused by invalid inputs, where information system
responses to the invalid input may be disruptive or cause the
system to fail into an unsafe state.

BIDMA016
Severity 2

Limit the Use of Dynamic Statements and
Code

Shows how to verify dynamic statements of this nature are
protected from misuse.

BIDMA017
Severity 2

Limit Access to Error Messages Shows how to ensure the information displayed is appropriate
to the recipients of these messages.

BIDMA018
Severity 2

Terminate User Sessions or Tasks Shows how to detect and respond to sessions that need to be
cleared up.

BIDMA019
Severity 2

Limit Elevated Privileges Shows how to rectify situations where user privileges may be
inappropriately elevated, for example with a combination of the
key specification and the disabling of selected SVC functions.

BIDMA020
Severity 2

Use Pervasive Encryption to Protect
Sensitive Data

Shows how to use IBM-provided pervasive encryption and
Transport Layer Security (TLS) to ensure sensitive data is
appropriately encrypted.

BIDMA022
Severity 3

Deactivate Extraneous IDs and Functions Shows how to verify extraneous and default IDs and functions
are deactivated.

BIDMA023
Severity 3

Protect Against the Use of External
Request or Numbered Exits that Change
the User ID

Shows how to detect and rectify any such circumstances.

BIDMA024
Severity 3

Encrypt Passwords Sent through ODBC/
JDBC

Shows how to verify clear-text passwords are prevented over
ODBC and JDBC.

STIG ID - BIDMA001: Protect APF Load Library Data Sets
Severity: 1 - High

The Authorized Program Facility (APF) list designates the libraries containing program modules that possess a significant
capability to bypass system and security controls. Unauthorized access could result in the compromise of the operating
system environment, External Security Manager (ESM), applications, and customer data. Any APF-authorized libraries in
the LPA or LINKLIST should be considered as covered by this STIG as well.

The organization must verify WRITE or greater access to all APF-authorized libraries is limited to database systems
programmers only, according to their documented roles. Also, the organization must verify all WRITE or greater access is
logged according to the procedure in this article. To reduce risk, access to APF load libraries greater than READ should
be authorized only during time frames for approved changes.

Verifying APF-authorized load library data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization,
verifying the mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of APF.

This STIG article shows how to identify the APF load libraries not properly protected and describes how to remove
access from unauthorized LIDs. For more information about the libraries that must be APF-authorized, see the IDMS
documentation.
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Review the System APF, LLA, and LPA lists, and determine which IDMS LOADLIB data sets are APF-authorized.
The full list of active APF authorized libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:

D PROG,APF

    

Use to verify the active IDMS APF data set names against the installation list.
The full list of active LPA libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:

D PROG,LPA

  

Use to verify the active IDMS LPA data set names against the installation list.
The full list of active LINKLIST libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:

D LLA

  

Use to verify the active IDMS LLA data set names against the installation list.
2. Review ACF2 permissions for those LOADLIB data sets. Generate the reports to display who has access to IDMS

APF-authorized load library data sets:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(IDMS APF library data set name)

  

IDMS APF authorized load library data set name
Specifies the name of any IDMS APF-authorized load library data set as installed

Example output:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME('hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB')

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB   

                                                                            

Key: hlq                                                                  

                                                                            

Ruleline: IDMS.V- UID(*) READ(A) WRITE(A) EXEC(A)                       

Logonids with access to: hlqIDMS.version.LOADLIB SYSDBA1 READ(A), WRITE(A)

Lids: All logonids  IDMSDB1 READ(A), WRITE(A) ALL LIDS READ(A)

          

3. View the reports to identify all LIDSs with access to IDMS APF-authorized load library data sets.
4. If WRITE or greater access to the APF-authorized load library is limited only to responsible z/OS database systems

programmers and it is based on documented, assigned roles, your organization does not have an audit finding.
5. If any user LID has access greater than READ to IDMS APF-authorized load library data sets, your organization has

an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
6. If the ACF2 data set rules for APF-authorized libraries do not specify logging for WRITE (or greater) access, your

organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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Remediate Audit Finding

The mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team must verify WRITE and ALLOCATE access to all APF-authorized libraries
is limited to database systems programmers only, based on their documented roles, and all WRITE and ALLOCATE
access is logged.

Limit all access to change the IDMS APF-authorized load library data set to time frames for approved changes. Limit all
access greater than READ to time frames for approved changes. Outside of those approved time frames, reduce access
to READ only (including for database systems programmers).

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. Review the access authorization to IDMS APF-authorized load library data set (or sets) for your organization. Evaluate
the impact of removing access from LIDs. A LID can be either an individual user or part of a group specified either
using masking characters on a UID string or in an X-ROL record.

2. Change the rules referring to relevant IDMS APF-authorized load library data sets to remove WRITE or greater access
for each LID that should not have it:

ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY hlq MOD(IDMS.version.LOADLIB UID(*****OPRTOR) READ(A))

          

UID
Specifies the masked UID for the LIDs for which access is replaced.

3. Verify logging for write or greater access is in place for APF load library data sets by specifying “L” inside the
parentheses following WRITE or ALLOCATE access:

ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY hlq MOD(IDMS.version.LOADLIB UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) A(L))

            

UID
Specifies the masked UID string for the LIDs for which access is replaced.

4. Re-issue the ACCESS command to verify access to the IDMS APF-authorized load library data set no longer exists for
unauthorized LIDs:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB)

                

APF Load library Data set name
Specifies the name of the installed IDMS APF-authorized load library.

Example:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB)

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB   

                                                                            

Key: hlq                                                                  

                                                                            

Ruleline: IDMS.version.LOADLIB UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L)                       

Logonids with access to: hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB SYSPRG1 READ(A), WRITE(L), ALLOC(L)
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Output should confirm IDMS APF load library data set access no longer exists for unauthorized ACIDs.

Verifying APF load library data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization, verifying the
mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of APF.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BIDMA002: Protect IDMS Installation Data Sets
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS installation data sets (the data sets created when you install IDMS, such as SMP/E CSI, target, and distribution
libraries), can use privileged functions and access sensitive data. If access to these data sets is not properly restricted, the
integrity of the base product can be violated, which can compromise the operating system and sensitive data.

The organization must verify WRITE or greater access to IDMS installation data sets is limited to the responsible system
programmer who installs and upgrades the software product.

The cybersecurity team must verify all WRITE or greater access is logged, including the access granted during limited
periods of approved installation and upgrade projects. All access attempts, including successes and failures, must be
logged. READ access can be given to auditors, security team, and security batch users. The organization must verify
only users with valid requirements are granted access with the lowest level of access required to perform their roles. As
required, READ access may be granted to IDMS users who have a valid need to access the distribution libraries. These
libraries typically have data set name qualifiers of CAGJ*.

The system programmer who is responsible for the product must identify and document the product data sets and
categorize them according to users requiring WRITE or greater access, verifying all WRITE or greater access is
logged. The system programmer must identify other users or groups requiring WRITE or greater access for specific
data sets. After documenting the product data sets, the system programmer must work with the mainframe LPAR level
cybersecurity team to properly restrict the resources within the external security manager (ESM) active on the system.
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This STIG article shows how to identify installation data sets not secure and describes how to remove access from
unauthorized LIDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

Review the ACF2 rules to verify access to the IDMS for z/OS installation data sets is properly restricted.

1. Run a report to display who has access to IDMS installation data sets:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(installation_data_set_name)

installation_data_set_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS installation data set to be reported.
The product displays who has access to the IDMS installation data sets.

Example output:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME('hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB')

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB   

                                                                            

Key: hlq                                                                  

                                                                            

Ruleline: IDMS.V- UID(*) READ(A) WRITE(A) EXEC(A)                       

Logonids with access to: hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB SYSDBA1 READ(A), WRITE(A)

Lids: All logonids  IDMSDB1 READ(A), WRITE(A) ALL LIDS READ(A)

  

2. Review the output to determine whether the data sets are properly restricted. To be properly restricted, the ACF2 data
set rules must meet these requirements:
– Restrict WRITE and greater access to responsible IDMS systems programming personnel.
– Restrict users having valid requirements, such as auditors, to READ access.
– Specify all access requests of WRITE or greater (including failures and successes) are logged.

3. If the ACF2 data set rule requirements are met, your organization does not have an audit finding.
4. If any of the ACF2 data set rule requirements are not met, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit

Finding.

If access to the IDMS for z/OS installation data sets is properly restricted, your organization does not have an audit
finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The ISSO must verify WRITE or greater access to IDMS for installation data sets is limited to system programmers only
and all WRITE or greater access is logged. READ access can be given to authorized users who have a valid access
requirement.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. Review the access authorization to IDMS installation data sets for your organization. Evaluate the impact of removing
access from LIDs. A LID can be either an individual user or part of a group specified either using masking characters
on a UID string or in an X-ROL record.

2. Change the rules referring to relevant IDMS for z/OS installation data sets to remove WRITE or greater access for
each LID that should not have it:
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ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY hlq MOD(IDMS.version.LOADLIB UID(*****OPRTOR) READ(A))

          

UID
Specifies the masked UID string for the LIDs for which access is replaced.

The product confirms your change.
3. Verify logging for write or greater access is in place for IDMS installation data sets by specifying “L” inside the

parentheses following WRITE or ALLOCATE access:

ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY hlq MOD(IDMS.version.LOADLIB UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) A(L))

          

UID
Specifies the masked UID string for the LIDs for which access is replaced.
The product confirms your change.

4. Re-issue the ACCESS command to verify access to the IDMS installation data set no longer exists for unauthorized
LIDs:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB)

          

hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB
Specifies the name of the IDMS installation data set to be reported.
The product displays who has access to the IDMS installation data sets.

Example:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB)

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB   

                                                                            

Key: hlq                                                                  

                                                                            

Ruleline: IDMS.version.LOADLIB UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L)                       

Logonids with access to: hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB SYSPRG1 READ(A), WRITE(L), ALLOC(L)

          

Output should confirm IDMS installation data set access no longer exists for unauthorized LIDs.

Verifying product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234
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CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BIDMA003: Protect IDMS CV Data Sets
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS CV data sets can access and contain sensitive data, such as records showing the before and after images of
updated database records. Access to these data sets must be properly secured to preserve the confidentiality and
integrity of sensitive or PII data.

The organization must verify all IDMS CV data sets are secured properly according to the requirements described in
Identify Audit Finding. Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets could jeopardize the confidentiality and
integrity of critical applications and data. Verifying product-started task data sets are properly protected reduces risk and
exposures to the organization.

This STIG article shows how to determine what IDMS CV data sets are not properly secured and describes how to restrict
access based on user role.

Identify Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) must verify WRITE or greater access to IDMS CV data sets is limited to
only system programmers and IDMS CV started task LIDs or batch job LIDs. READ access can be granted to auditors
and users requiring access with a valid business justification.

Limit all access to change control options to time frames for approved changes. Outside of the approved time frames,
reduce access, including for system programmers, to READ.

Complete the following steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify IDMS CV data sets such as journals and logs. Ask the IDMS DBAs and system programmers for a list of
current IDMS data sets including the journals, log files, and SYSCTL files on each mainframe system within the
organization. Often such data set names end with SYSCTL, *LOG, and *JRNL. They may also have DD names such
as //SYSCTL, //J1JRNL, //*JRNL, as found within the IDMS CV JCL.

2. Review the access authorization to the CV data sets for the organization. Evaluate the impact of removing access from
unauthorized ACIDs. Retrieve a list of users who have access to the critical IDMS CV data sets:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(idms_cv_data_set_name)
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idms_cv_data_set_name
Specifies the name of an IDMS CV data set

The product displays who has access to the IDMS CV data sets.
Example output:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(‘idms_cv_data_set_name')

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: idms_cv_data_set_name  

                                                                            

Key: hlq                                                                  

                                                                            

Ruleline: IDMS_data_set_suffix- UID(*) READ(A) WRITE(A) EXEC(A)                       

Logonids with access to: iidms_cv_data_set_name SYSDBA1 READ(A), WRITE(A)

Lids: All logonids  IDMSDB1 READ(A), WRITE(A) ALL LIDS READ(A) 

          

3. Review the output and verify the following requirements are met:
– Access to the IDMS CV data sets is limited to only IDMS CV started tasks, IDMS CV batch LIDs, and system

programmers responsible for IDMS. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– READ access is limited to specific auditors and users with a valid business justification, which is documented.
– WRITE or greater access granted to individuals such as the responsible system programmers for IDMS is logged.

4. If all requirements are met, your organization does not have an audit finding.
5. If any requirements are not met, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

If the current IDMS data sets including the journals, log files, and SYSCTL files on each mainframe system within the
organization are appropriately protected by the ESM, your organization does not have an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The ISSO must verify WRITE or greater access to IDMS CV data sets is logged and is limited to system programmers and
IDMS started task LIDs or IDMS task batch LIDs. READ access can be granted to auditors and users requiring access
and have a valid business justification.

Limit access to change control options for individuals to time frames for approved changes. Outside of the approved time
frames, reduce access for individuals, including for system programmers, to READ.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. Review the access authorization to IDMS CV data sets for your organization. Evaluate the impact of removing access
from unauthorized LIDs and adding WRITE access with logging where appropriate.

2. Change the rules referring to relevant IDMS CV data sets to remove WRITE or greater access for each LID that should
not have it:

ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY hlq MOD(IDMS_CV_Suffix UID(*****OPRTOR) READ(A))

          

UID
Specifies the masked UID string for the LIDs for which access is replaced.
The product confirms your change.

3. Verify logging for write or greater access is in place for IDMS CV data sets by specifying “L” inside the parentheses
following WRITE or ALLOCATE access:

ACF
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SET RULE

RECKEY hlq MOD(IDMS_data_set_name_suffix UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) A(L))

              

UID
Specifies the masked UID string for the LIDs for which access is replaced.
The product confirms your change.

4. Re-issue the ACCESS command to verify access to the IDMS CV data set no longer exists for unauthorized LIDs:

  ACF

  ACCESS DSNAME(IDMS_CV_data_set_name)

              

IDMS_CV_data_set_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS CV data set to be reported.
The product displays who has access to the IDMS CV data sets.

Example:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(IDMS_CV_data_set_name)

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: IDMS_CV_data_set_name   

                                                                            

Key: hlq                                                                  

                                                                            

Ruleline: IDMS_data_set_name_suffix UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L)                       

Logonids with access to: IDMS_CV_data_set_name SYSPRG1 READ(A), WRITE(L), ALLOC(L)

              

Output should confirm IDMS CV data set access no longer exists for ACIDs.

Verifying IDMS CV data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-001754

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-001754

Published Date: 2013-02-28

Definition: The organization limits privileges to change system-related information within a production or operational
environment.
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Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-5 (5) (a)

STIG ID - BIDMA004: Protect IDMS Database Data Sets
Severity: 2- Medium

IDMS database z/OS STC data sets contain the databases for an organization. These data sets may contain sensitive
data, such as journals containing records showing the before and after images of updated database records.

The organization must verify all IDMS database data sets are secured properly according to the requirements described in
Identify Audit Finding. Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets compromises or violates the confidentiality and
integrity of critical applications and data.

This STIG article shows how to identify IDMS database data sets not secure and describes how to restrict access based
on user role.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify IDMS database data sets. Ask the IDMS DBAs and systems programmers for a list of the current IDMS
database data on each mainframe system within the organization. The IDMS CV startup decks and the CV DMCLs
can be used to compile the list.

2. Verify access to the IDMS database data sets is properly restricted to the specific IDMS CV, based on the assigned
role. Identify the users who have access:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(idms_database_data_set_name)

          

IDMS_database_data_set_name
Specifies the name of an IDMS database data set.

The product displays a security report listing who has access to the IDMS database data sets.
Example output:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(‘idms_database_data_set_name')

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: idms_database_data_set_name  

                                                                            

Key: hlq                                                                  

                                                                            

Ruleline: IDMS_data_set_suffix- UID(*) READ(A) WRITE(A) EXEC(A)                       

Logonids with access to: idms_database_data_set_name SYSDBA1 READ(A), WRITE(A)

  

3. Review the output and verify the ACF2 data set rules for the IDMS database restrict access according to assigned
role:
– READ access is restricted to auditors and authorized users with a documented requirement.
– WRITE or greater access is restricted to DBAs and system programmers responsible for the IDMS software.

Access is logged.
– WRITE or greater access is restricted to the STCs and IDMS CV batch LIDs of IDMS. Logging is not required.

4. If the restrictions are correct for each user based on the assigned role, your organization does not have an audit
finding.
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5. If the restrictions are not correct for a user, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit access greater than READ to time frames for approved changes. Outside of the time frames for approved changes,
reduce access to READ, including for system programmers.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. To identify IDMS Database data sets, ask the responsible IDMS DBAs. They provide a list of IDMS Database dataset
names on each mainframe system within the organization.

2. Verify access to the IDMS database data sets is properly restricted to the specific IDMS database, based on the
assigned role.
The Information Systems Security Officer (ISSO) must verify WRITE or greater access to IDMS for z/OS STC data
sets is limited to only the following users:

• IDMS DBAs and systems programmers. Access must be logged.
• IDMS CV LID started tasks or batch jobs. READ access can be given to auditors and authorized users with

documented business requirements.
3. Limit access by individuals to modify IDMS data sets to time frames for approved changes. Outside of the time frames

for changes, reduce access to READ only.
4. Change the rules referring to relevant IDMS database data sets to remove WRITE or greater access for each LID that

should not have it:

ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY hlq MOD(IDMS_database_Suffix UID(*****OPRTOR) READ(A))

          

UID
Specifies the masked UID string for the LIDs for which access is replaced.
The product confirms your change.

5. Verify logging for WRITE or greater access is in place for IDMS database data set (or sets) by specifying “L” inside the
parentheses following WRITE or ALLOCATE access:

ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY hlq MOD(IDMS_data_set_name_suffix UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) A(L))

          

UID
Specifies the masked UID string for the LIDs for which access is replaced.
The product confirms your change.

6. Re-issue the ACCESS command to verify access to the IDMS database data sets no longer exists for unauthorized
LIDs:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(IDMS_database_data_set_name)

  

IDMS_database_data_set_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS database data set to be reported.
The product displays who has access to the IDMS database data sets.

Example:
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ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(IDMS_database_data_set_name)

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: IDMS_database_data_set_name   

                                                                            

Key: hlq                                                                  

                                                                            

Ruleline: IDMS_data_set_name_suffix UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L)                       

Logonids with access to: IDMS_database_data_set_name> SYSPRG1 READ(A), WRITE(L), ALLOC(L)

            

Output should confirm IDMS database data set access no longer exists for unauthorized LIDs.

Verifying IDMS database data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000225

CCI: CCI-000225

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The organization employs the concept of least privilege, allowing only authorized accesses for users (and
processes acting on behalf of users) which are necessary to accomplish assigned tasks in accordance with
organizational missions and business functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-6
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-6.1

STIG ID - BIDMA006: Define the IDMS Resource Class within ACF2
Severity: 2 - Medium

Failure to use a robust external security manager (ESM) to control IDMS can compromise the integrity and availability of
the MVS operating system, applications, and user data. To verify the ESM can properly protect IDMS, you must properly
define the resource classes. An undefined or improperly defined resource class presents a security risk by allowing
unauthorized access, potentially compromising the integrity of the operating system environment, the ESM, and customer
data.

The organization must define a unique, specific IDMS SAF Resource Class for External Security.

This STIG article shows how to verify the ACF2 SAF resource class is defined and active.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Review the existing CLASMAP entries to verify the @IDMS and IDM are available. defined properly (if not, choose a
pair of values not already in use).
Example:

ACF

SHOW CLASMAP

 

-- MERGED CLASMAP DEFINITIONS --

 

MUSASS    RESOURCE    TYPE   ENTITY   PROFINT   LOG  MIXED  EXTERNAL  POSIT  SIGNL

  ID        CLASS     CODE   LENGTH                                   VALUE

========   ========   ===    ======   =======   ===  =====  ========  =====  =====

(...)

********   @IDMS      IDM     246

(...)

          

2. If you define the specific IDMS resource class in the CLASMAP, your organization does not have an audit finding.
3. If you do not define the IDMS resource class in CLASMPA, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate

Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. The ISSO must verify the @IDMS resource class is active.
2. Add the new @IDMS as a resource class with a three-character type of IDM (unless other values needed to be

chosen) to the ACF2 CLASMAP. Refer to the following examples for commands to add a resource class and produce
a list of the resource definitions.

Example: Command to add @IDMS as a resource class to the ACF2 RDT

TSS LIST(RDT) RESCLASS(@IDMS)

ACF

 

SET CONTROL(GSO)

 

INSERT CLASMAP.@IDMS RESOURCE(@IDMS) RSRCTYPE(IDM) ENTITYLN(246) 

CHANGE INFODIR TYPES(R-RIDM)

        

You then need to issue console commands to rebuild and refresh the relevant tables:
 

F ACF2,REBUILD(IDM),CLASS(R)

F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASMAP)

F ACF2,REFRESH(INFODIR)

Once you have added, display the CLASMAP values again to verify your definition is in place:
 

ACF
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SHOW CLASMAP

 

 

-- MERGED CLASMAP DEFINITIONS --

 

MUSASS    RESOURCE    TYPE   ENTITY   PROFINT   LOG  MIXED  EXTERNAL  POSIT  SIGNL

  ID        CLASS     CODE   LENGTH                                   VALUE

========   ========   ===    ======   =======   ===  =====  ========  =====  =====

(...)

********   @IDMS      IDM    246

(...)

Verifying IDMS uses the External Security Manager for resource security reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000336, CCI-002358

CCI: CCI-000336

Published Date: 2009-09-18

Definition: The organization, after the information system is changed, checks the security functions to verify the functions
are operating as intended.

Type: Policy

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-4 (2)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-4 (2)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-4 (2).1

CCI: CCI-002358

Published Date: 2013-06-25

Definition: The information system implements a reference monitor for organization-defined access control policies that is
always invoked.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-25

STIG ID - BIDMA007: Turn on External Security
Shows how to set external security on for IDMS

Severity: 1 - High

IDMS must use External Security. By coding a complete SRTT module with #SECRTT macro TYPE=ENTRY , and
SECBY=EXTERNAL , IDMS lets the ESM control the access to data sets and functions. Failure to properly control these
capabilities could compromise the operating system environment, ESM, and customer data.

The organization must verify IDMS External Security is turned on.

This STIG article shows how to set external security on.
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NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Verify IDMS data sets (APF and installation libraries, CV and database) are appropriately protected by the ESM (Refer
to these IDMS STIG Artiles BIDMA001, BIDMA002, BIDMA003, and BIDMA004 verifying they are fully implemented).

3. Issue the IDMS command DCPROFIL . If there is nothing specified for "Security System" and therefore no external
security system used, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. To examine load module RHDCSRTT, execute IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD" or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT
while signed onto the CV, and review the output.

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

5. If TYPE=ENTRY and TYPE=OCCUR macros with all secured RESTYPE values including SGON and SYST and all
with SECBY=EXTERNAL are not found, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. If RESTYPE=SGON or SYST or any other RESTYPE values are secured internally or none, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

7. Verify the IDMS SAF resources are appropriately protected by the ESM (Refer to these IDMS STIG Articles BIDMA006
and BIDMA010 verifying they are fully implemented).

8. If the IDMS security domains and data sets are appropriately protected by the ESM, your organization does not have
an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. The SRTT module in the RHDCSRTT macro library member must be coded to enable ESM security and then
assembled and linked; see STIG article BIDMA010 for a full sample of that module, the following excerpt being the
SGON portion:

#SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

        RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

        SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

        EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

        EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏

 

As discussed in STIG article BIDMA006, the EXTCLS is the IDMS resource name. Also, RESNAME is derived from
the SYSTEM ID name in SYSGEN.
After making the above changes, verify the ESM has the appropriate rules defined to give access to the desired users.
For example, in an ACF2 environment where the SYSGEN SYSTEM ID is SYSO187:
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ACF                                                                     ͏ 

                                                                        ͏ 

SET RES(IDM)                                                            ͏ 

RECKEY SGON ADD(SYSO187 USER(LID) ALLOW SERVICE(READ) LOG)              ͏ 

                                                                        ͏ 

STORE                                                                   ͏ 

F ACF2,REBUILD(IDM)     

          

Once the change is made and saved, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new
SRTT, either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY                   ͏ 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD                                   ͏

          

2. Verify all IDMS datasets, particularly including macro libraries, are protected with the ESM's dataset level security, as
described for APF, Installation, CV, and database datasets in STIG articles BIDMA001, BIDMA002, BIDMA003, and
BIDMA004.

Verifying IDMS uses the External Security Manager reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000015, CCI-000366, CCI-001813, CCI-002235, CCI-002358

CCI: CCI-000015

Published Date: 2009-05-13

Definition: The organization employs automated mechanisms to support the information system account management
functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-2 (1)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-2 (1)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-2 (1).1

CCI: CCI-000366

Published Date: 2009-09-18

Definition: The organization implements the security configuration settings.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-6 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-6 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-6.1 (iv)

CCI: CCI-001813

Published Date: 2013-03-01

Definition: The information system enforces access restrictions

Type: Technical
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References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-5 (1)

CCI: CCI-002235

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system prevents non-privileged users from executing privileged functions to include disabling,
circumventing, or altering implemented security safeguards/countermeasures.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (10)

CCI: CCI-002358

Published Date: 2013-06-25

Definition: The information system implements a reference monitor for organization-defined access control policies that is
always invoked.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-25

STIG ID - BIDMA008: Implement ESM Auditing of IDMS
Implement IDMS logging of resource security administration, accesses, and denials.

Severity: 1 - High

The ability to create and log records of auditable events is a key requirement of a properly secured system of record
such as an IDMS production database. To accomplish this, use an ESM, as IDMS on its own does not log such records.
However, the ESM’s auditing functionality includes tracking of IDMS security calls such as administering authorization and
accessing or denied access to IDMS-specific resources.

IDMS must use External Security. By coding the SRTT module #SECRTT macros including TYPE=ENTRY ,
RESTYPE=SGON , SYST , DB , DMCL , DBTB , SLOD , SACC , QUEU , TASK , and SPGM , and with SECBY=EXTERNAL (see
STIG article BIDMA010 for a more complete example), and activating EXIT 14 if any custom security is needed, IDMS lets
the ESM control and log the access to data sets and functions. Failure to properly log these events could let threats and
compromises to the operating system environment, ESM, and customer data go undetected.

The organization must verify IDMS External Security and logging of resource security administration, accesses, and
denials are turned on.

This STIG article shows how to activate logging of resource security administration, accesses, and denials.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see STIG articles BIDMA006 and BIDMA007 and the
following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.
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2. Verify IDMS data sets (APF and installation libraries, CV and database) are appropriately protected by the ESM
(Refer to these IDMS STIG Articles, BIDMA001, BIDMA002, BIDMA003, and BIDMA004), verifying they are fully
implemented).

3. Verify the IDMS ESM external security is turned on (Refer to the IDMS STIG Article BIDMA007, verifying it is fully
implemented).

4. Issue DCPROFIL . If there is nothing specified for "Security System" and therefore no external security system being
used, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. Verify the IDMS SAF resources are appropriately protected by the ESM (Refer to IDMS STIG Articles BIDMA006 and
BIDMA010, verifying they are fully implemented).

6. To examine load module RHDCSRTT, execute IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD", or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT
while signed onto the CV, and review the output.

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476, and EXIT 14 are required to complete this step.

7. If the ESM specification does not match the RHDCSRTT entry, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

8. If a TYPE=ENTRY for any of the following RESTYPE= is not found, your organization has an audit finding: SGON , SYST ,
DB , DMCL , DBTB , SLOD , SACC , QUEU , TASK , and SPGM . See Remediate Audit Finding.

9. If any of the following RESTYPE= values are not secured externally (i.e. SECBY=EXTernal ), your organization has an
audit: SGON , SYST , DB , DMCL , DBTB , SLOD , SACC , QUEU , TASK , and SPGM . See Remediate Audit Finding

10. Check the SRTT for externally secured resource SYST which lets the SYSGEN be modified and application program
definitions added.

11. If "SYST" is not found as the resource type in any of the entries, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

12. If "SYST" is secured internally, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
13. If "SYST" is found to be secured externally, verify the ESM contains the correct definition using the external resource

class name and the external name construction rules. If it is not defined or not defined correctly, your organization has
an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

14. To examine load module IDMSCTAB, execute IDMS utility IDMSCTAD or issue command DCMT DISPLAY CTAB
while signed onto the CV and review the output.

NOTE
PTF SO08199 is required to complete this step.

15. If there is execution of certain OCF/BCF commands not defined in the IDMSCTAB module using the #CTABGEN
macro, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

16. If these task codes are defined to the IDMSCTAB module but not defined for the related activities to the RHDCSRTT
module, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

17. Use IDMS utility IDMSCTAB to examine load module IDMSCTAD, or issue command DCMT DISPLAY CTAB while
signed onto the CV, and review the output.

NOTE
PTF SO08527 is required to complete this step.

18. If the execution of DCMT utility command codes is not defined in the IDMSUTAB module using the #UTABGEN macro,
your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

19. If IDMSUTAB load module has defined commands but has not defined the related activities to the RHDCSRTT
module, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

20. If any of the above tasks are completed from local mode, use a custom EXIT 14 to trigger a security check going
through the ESM. If an EXIT 14 is not configured for each such situation, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

21. If the IDMS security domains and data sets are appropriately protected by the ESM, your organization does not have
an audit finding.
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Remediate Audit Finding

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. You must code the SRTT module in the RHDCSRTT macro library member to enable ESM security (see STIG article
BIDMT010 for a full sample below) and then assemble and link; change it in the following manner:

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏

          

The following is the full sample from IDMS STIG article BIDMT010.

    #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,                                         X

            ENVNAME=TEST                                             ͏

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DBNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSUSER’                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSTEM'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSMSG'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CATSYS'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DBTB,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NRU,                                          X
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            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=AREA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DMCL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYSA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE)                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYST,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,ACTI)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='DBUG'                                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QUEU,                                         X
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            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TABL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SLOD,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPGM,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DDNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X
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            RESTYPE=UPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=USER,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DCA,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=GROU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=FINAL                                               ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    END                                                              ͏ 

          

As discussed in IDMS STIG article BIDMT006, the EXTCLS is the IDMS resource name. Also, RESNAME for signons
is derived from the SYSTEM ID name in SYSGEN.

2. If any of the resource types were not defined to the #SECRTT with SECBY=EXTERNAL , update the #SECRTT security
module to include the appropriate definitions.
Access Actions such as login – Resource type SGON
Privileged system access – Resource types SYST, DB, DMCL, DBTB
Privileged object access – Resource types SLOD, SACC, QUEU
Privileged program access – Resource type TASK, SPGM

3. To update the #SECRTT entries, change any invalid settings of SECBY= to SECBY=EXTERNAL for the resources listed
above. If any of the resource types are missing, add them.

4. After making the above changes, verify the ESM has the appropriate rules defined to give access to the desired users.
For example, in a ACF2 environment where the SYSGEN SYSTEM ID is SYSO187:

ACF                                                                     ͏ 

                                                                        ͏ 

SET RES(IDM)                                                            ͏ 

RECKEY SGON ADD(SYSO187 USER(LID) ALLOW SERVICE(READ) LOG)              ͏ 

                                                                        ͏ 

STORE                                                                   ͏ 

F ACF2,REBUILD(IDM)                                                    

            

5. Once the change is made and saved, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new
SRTT, either recycle any CVs that use the SRTT or issue these commands:
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DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY                          ͏ 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD                                            ͏ 

            

6. Once this is done, confirm the resource types are referenced appropriately by the external security manager:

ACF                                                                         ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

SET R(IDM)                                                                  ͏ 

LIST LIKE(-)                                                                ͏ 

          

7. If the IDMSUTAB load module needs to be updated to secure and audit the OCF/BCF commands, re-run the
#UTABGEN macro to create an updated version. Here is an example of the syntax:

#UTABGEN (FORMAT,14,PRINTPAGE,14)                                      ͏ 

            

This syntax assigns the FORMAT and PRINTPAGE commands to activity 14, which can now be secured by the
RHDCSRTT module.

8. If the IDMSCTAB load module needs to be updated to secure and audit the DCMT commands, update the #CTABGEN
macro to create an updated version. Here is an example of the syntax:

#CTABGEN (B,2),(N022,B,N050,B)                                         ͏ 

          

This syntax assigns security label B to activity #2, then it assigns the tasks DCMT VARY MEMORY and DCMT VARY
LOADLIB to security label B. With this definition, secure activity #2 appropriately in the RHDCSRTT module.

Verifying IDMS uses the External Security Manager reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000169

CCI: CCI-000169

Published Date: 2009-05-22

Definition: The information system provides audit record generation capability for the auditable events defined in AU-2 a.
at organization-defined information system components.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AU-12 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AU-12 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AU-12.1 (ii)

STIG ID - BIDMA009: Only Authorized Users and Accesses on IDMS CVs
Verify all IDMS signons and resource accesses are handled through external security.

Severity: 1 - High
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Unauthorized users signing on to IDMS can pose varying amounts of risk depending upon the security of the IDMS
resources in an IDMS CV. Until the IDMS sign-on resource type (SGON) is secured, anyone can sign on to IDMS. To
mitigate this risk, secure the SGON resource. Like this resource, any other securable IDMS resources must also be
handled through an External Security Manager (ESM) - see IDMS STIG article BIDMT010.

The organization must verify IDMS External Security is turned on.

This STIG article shows how to verify all signons and resource accesses are handled through external security.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Verify the IDMS SAF resources are appropriately protected by the ESM (Refer to these IDMS STIG Articles BIDMT006
and BIDMT010, verifying they are fully implemented).

3. To examine load module RHDCSRTT, execute IDMS utility IDMSSRTD or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT
while signed onto the CV, and review the output.

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

4. Look for a #SECRTT statement with the string RESTYPE=SGON and SECBY=EXTERNAL . If no RESTYPE=SGON is
found or SECBY=OFF or SECBY=INTERNAL is specified, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

5. In the SRTT, #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY and TYPE=OCCURRENCE statements protect resources. Examine the SRTT to
verify there are #SECRTT statements for the desired resources having SECBY=EXTERNAL . If there are none, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. Execute an external security manager (ESM) resource access list for resource SGON for each CV on the system. If
the resource access is not restricted to only users authorized in the site security plan, your organization has an audit
finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to verify IDMS is configured to require users to sign on and have resource access through external
security appropriately:

1. In the source for RHDCSRTT, add or edit an existing #SECRTT entry to secure the sign-on process such as this
example excerpt from the full sample in BIDMA010:

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 
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The following is the full sample from IDMS STIG article BIDMT010.

    #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,                                         X

            ENVNAME=TEST                                             ͏

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DBNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSUSER’                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSTEM'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSMSG'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CATSYS'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DBTB,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NRU,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=AREA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DMCL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X
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            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYSA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE)                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYST,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,ACTI)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='DBUG'                                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QUEU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X
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            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TABL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SLOD,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPGM,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DDNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=UPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=USER,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DCA,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X
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            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=GROU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=FINAL                                               ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    END                                                              ͏ 

          

The RESNAME used during sign-on is the CV system name as defined in SYSGEN. To find the system name, sign
into SYSGEN in the CV. Then issue command SIGNON DICT SYST and then issue command DISP SYS nnn where
nnn is the CV number. Look for SYSTEM ID IS to find the system name used as RESNAME.

2. Update RHDCSRTT adding #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY and TYPE=OCCURRENCE statements as needed to secure the
desired resources. For example:

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=resource,                                     X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

  

3. Before implementing changes, contact the security administrator and verify the ESM has the necessary rules for the
EXTCLS and EXTNAME values chosen. The appropriate ESM rules must then be given to the appropriate users. For
instance, in ACF2:

ACF                                                                         ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

SET RES(IDM)                                                                ͏ 

RECKEY your_restype ADD(your_resname USER(LID) ALLOW SERVICE(READ) LOG)     ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

STORE                                                                       ͏ 

F ACF2,REBUILD(IDM)                                                                                       

  ͏ 

  

4. After making the above changes, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT,
either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY                             ͏ 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD                                               ͏ 

 

Verifying IDMS users are required to sign on and access only permitted resources using the External Security Manager
reduces risk and exposure to the organization.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-3

STIG ID - BIDMA010: Define and Protect IDMS Resources Using ESM
Severity: 2 - Medium

You must define and secure IDMS resources within the external security manager (ESM). You must define and secure
IDMS resources such as tasks, database objects, SYSGEN settings, commands, system profiles, and more. This verifiess
only those users who have a valid requirement to access them are given such access consistent with their documented
roles. There is a wide range of such resources, as described below, and once the ESM resource security was enabled
(see STIG article BIDMT006), these resources must all be defined and access permitted as appropriate to each role. Key
to doing this properly is assessing what each user, whether in an organizational role or others using the system, needs
from a business value and security perspective, and assigning them access entitlements according to their documented
roles.

The organization must define all IDMS resources to the ESM and grant appropriate access for those roles that require
access.

This STIG article shows how to define and permit appropriate IDMS resource access to an ESM.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.
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2. To verify all IDMS resources are defined in a manner consistent being externally secured through an ESM, inspect the
relevant IDMS modules:
a. To examine load module "RHDCSRTT" or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT while signed onto the CV,

execute IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD", and review the output.
NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

b. Verify the SRTT has a #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY with a SECBY=EXTERNAL macro for every IDMS resource type
you are securing in your environment. See Roles for a list of recommended roles, Macros and Exit for information
about each relevant macro and exit, Resources for the list of standard resource types, and Figure 1 for a best
practices sample of a complete SRTT. If this load module doesn’t exist, or if any of the types listed in the sample
version in Roles are missing or not SECBY=EXTERNAL, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

c. If there is no IDMSCTAB load module into which the #CTABGEN was generated to specify the nodes names
corresponding to the DCMT commands DCMT VARY DYNAMIC - N046; DCMT VARY MEMORY - N033) , your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

d. To examine load module IDMSCTAB or issue command DCMT DISPLAY CTAB while signed onto the CV, use
IDMS utility IDMSCTAD and review the output.

NOTE
PTF SO08199 is required to complete this step.

e. If DCMT command codes N024, N025, and N033 are not defined, or the command codes for the commands listed
below are not present in the output, your organization has an audit finding See Remediate Audit Finding. See
#CTABGEN for syntax, examples, and command codes.
• DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY
• DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM
• DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK
• DCMT VARY LOADLIB
• DCMT VARY MEMORY
• DCMT VARY NUCLEUS
• DCMT VARY PROGRAM
• DCMT VARY RUN UNIT
• DCMT VARY SYSGEN

f. To examine load module IDMSUTAB or issue command DCMT DISPLAY UTAB while signed onto the CV, use
IDMS utility IDMSUTAD, and review the output.

NOTE
PTF SO08527 is required to complete this step.

g. If there is no IDMSUTAB load module into which the #UTABGEN was generated to specify the nodes names
corresponding to the UTILITY statements, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

h. If an ACTI statement for DBUG securing DBUG externally is found, verify the program IDMSGTAB resides in the
CV's CDMSLIB concatenation. If not, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

i. If IDMSGTAB is found, perform a DUMPT of IDMSGTAB using AMASPZAP. The last 28 bytes are a table of 14
halfwords, one for each security category secured by the #GTABGEN macro. Examine this table in the DUMPT.
If all halfwords are zero, and no debugger functions are secure, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

j. If the debug activity is found to be secured externally, confer with the security office to verify the external security
manager (ESM) contains the correct definition using the external resource class name and the external name
construction rules. If it is not defined correctly, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

k. If the ESM definition is correct but the role(s)/groups(s) are not defined correctly to give the appropriate
permissions, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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3. Verify each resource type is defined with appropriate security to the ESM. See Resources for a list of resources to
validate plus best practice settings and suggested role security.
a. For each resource type, issue the following command to validate they are defined to the ESM and permitted

appropriately to the specified roles - in this example, using TASK. as the resource type:

ACF                                                                         ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

ACCESS RESOURCE(TASK.ADM) TYPE(IDM) CLASS(R)  

   

b. If any of the resources listed in Resources are not defined to the ESM, or if the permission is not consistent with
that table, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. If CAGJMAC and AAGJMAC libraries and the CUSTLOAD load library, or wherever the generated security load
modules used by the IDMS environment are stored, are not secured with external security manager (ESM) data set
level security are not secured, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. If local IDMS security domain shares a single user catalog and SRTT, your organization does not have an audit
finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

1. The SRTT module must be coded to enable external security. See Figure 1 for a suggested best practice version.
2. Compare it with any local version you may already have and verify any changes ensuing do not violate any

documented local standards. See Macros and Exit for more information.
3. Assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT, either recycle any CVs using the

SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

  

4. Define the resources specified in the SRTT and give permissions to them consistent with Resources. To define and
give access to a resource, for example, of ADS, one could issue the commands:

ACF                                                                         ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

SET RES(IDM)                                                                ͏ 

RECKEY TASK ADD(ADS USER(LID) ALLOW SERVICE(READ))                          ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

STORE                                                                       ͏ 

F ACF2,REBUILD(IDM)

            

5. Update the source for IDMSCTAB. This example #CTABGEN entry secures the DCMT commands listed in the check
and assigns a task number to each:

CTAB TITLE 'GENERATE DCMT SECURITY TABLE'                      ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

#CTABGEN LOGIN=YES,                                           X

        (A,1,B,2,C,3,D,4,E,5,F,6,G,7,H,8,I,9),                X

        (N022,A),      DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY                    X

        (N046001,B),   DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM              X
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        (N046002,C),   DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK                 X

        (N050,D),      DCMT VARY LOADLIB                      X

        (N033,E),      DCMT VARY MEMORY                       X

        (N063,F),      DCMT VARY NUCLEUS                      X

        (N025,G),      DCMT VARY PROGRAM                      X

        (N073,H),      DCMT VARY RUN UNIT                     X

        (N095,I)       DCMT VARY SYSGEN                          ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    END                                                              ͏ 

  

The ACTIVITY passed to the external security manager (ESM) is the first up to five bytes of the application name
followed by the three-byte activity number or, using the above example, DCMT010 for a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC or a
DMCT VARY MEMORY command.
See #CTABGEN for syntax, examples, and command codes.

6. After making the above changes, IDMSCTAB and RHDCSRTT must then be reassembled and relinked. To implement
the new SRTT and IDMSCTAB, either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE IDMSCTAB NEW COPY                                  ͏ 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD                                                    ͏

  

7. Create, or modify as needed, an entry in the SRTT to secure the DEBUG categories and compile into module
RHDCSRTT. You must specify the external class and external name construction rules. An example of this OCCUR
type macro is in Figure 1.

8. After making the above changes, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT,
either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD                                                    ͏

  

9. Review the IDMSGTAB module and make changes to the #GTABGEN macro as needed. Here is an example securing
all possible DEBUG categories:

    #GTABGEN (A,01,B,02,C,03,D,04,E,05,F,06,G,07,H,08,I,09,J,10,  X

            K,11,L,12,M,13,N,14),                                 X

            (UPGMR,A,UPGMU,B,USTGR,C,USTGU,D,SHSTGR,E,SHSTGU,F,   X

            AUPGMR,G,AUPGMU,H,ASYSTGR,I,ASYSTGU,J,                X

            ASYSPGR,K,ASYSPGU,L,ALLR,M,ALLU,N)                       ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    END                                                              ͏ 

    

Assume the TYPE=INITIAL #SECRTT macro specified ENVNAME=TEST0001 and the particular debug activity was
UPGMR (let the user retrieve user programs, schemas, maps, and tables). In that case, the external resource name
would be TEST0001.DBUG001. Using this information, a Top Secret example to grant access could be:

ACF                                                                         ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

SET RES(IDM)                                                                ͏ 

RECKEY TEST0001 ADD(DBUG001 USER(LID) ALLOW SERVICE(READ))                  ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

STORE                                                                       ͏ 
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F ACF2,REBUILD(IDM)                                  ͏ 

      

10. Confer with the security office to verify the correct entries are in the ESM to give access to the appropriate role(s)/
group(s) permissions for the desired DEBUG categories.

Roles

The following contains the roles and descriptiond for suggested resource permissions:

USER
These are application users who have no responsibility for the technical or security state of IDMS or any of its
data or applications beyond what is available through the applications they use.

DEVELOPER
These are the people who design, write, and maintain applications on IDMS.

DBADMIN
These are the database administrators responsible for configuring, defining, and maintaining the functionality of a
single database under IDMS.

DCADMIN
These are the database administrators responsible for configuring, defining, and maintaining the functionality of
databases under multiple IDMS systems.

SYSADMIN
These are the IDMS-wide security administrators.

Macros and Exit

The following contains the macros and exit and their recommended settings for implementing ESM control of resource
access:

#SECRTT
In module RHDCSRTT, this is the primary macro for activating external security and defining resources. Can be
used to granularly specify which resources are externally, internally, and not secured. Best practices indicate
using the simple “secure everything” approach which requires just a single macro for each resource type. See
Figure 1 for a suggested version of the module.
See #SECRTT for syntax, parameters/usage, and examples.

#CTABGEN
In module IDMSCTAB, this macro is the DCMT Command Activity Assignments (CTAB). It.assigns activity
numbers to DCMT commands. Displayed using the DCMT DISPLAY CTAB command or the batch program
IDMSCTAD. Its ESM-related function is to have these activity numbers available for external security, so the
absence of this table and its contents constitute a finding.
See #CTABGEN for syntax, examples, and command codes.

#UTABGEN
In module IDMSUTAB, this macro specifies the activity number associated with the utility statement on the
#UTABGEN macro. For example, #UTABGEN (A,3),(OCF,EXPANDPAGE,I). The ACTIVITY passed to the ESMis
the first up to five bytes of the application name followed by the three-byte activity number. Using the activity
number "3" in the #UTABGEN, the ACTIVITY sent to the ESM would be OCF003.
See #UTABGEN for syntax, parameters, usage, and control blocks.

#GTABGEN
In module IDMSGTAB, this macro is provided by the IDMS/DC online debugger macro for assigning activity
numbers to online debugger functions. In the #GTABGEN macro, you associate an activity number with an online
debugger security Category.
See #GTABGEN for syntax, parameters, usage, and examples.
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Exit 14
This is an optional user-customizable exit letting for granular securing of individual resources if special exceptions
are required. It issues a security check when a BIND RUN-UNIT or READY AREA is done.
As long as all IDMS resource security is done through the ESM and no custom resources need special treatment,
this exit is not required.
See Numbered Exits for details about coding, changing, and activating IDMS exits.

Figure 1: Sample best practice SRTT

This suggested SRTT has the basic settings for defining the IDMS resources as externally secured. If you already have a
table, be careful not to change or overwrite any local settings without first verifying the reasons for any variations from the
below.

Suggested sample settings for EXTNAME below are reflected in Resources. See Constructing an External Resource
Name for parameter descriptions and additional optional values.

    #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,                                         X

            ENVNAME=TEST                                             ͏

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DBNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSUSER’                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSTEM'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSMSG'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CATSYS'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DBTB,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NRU,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X
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            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=AREA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DMCL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYSA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE)                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYST,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,ACTI)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='DBUG'                                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QUEU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X
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            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TABL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SLOD,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPGM,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DDNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=UPRF,                                         X
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            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=USER,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DCA,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=GROU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=FINAL                                               ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    END                                                           

 ͏

Table 1: Resources

The following table contains the resources and the recommended access by roles:

For Top Secret, the resource type is suggested to be @IDMS, and the specific resource names are listed below. So, to
give access to a resource, for example, of ADS, one could issue the commands:

ACF                                                                         ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

SET RES(IDM)                                                                ͏ 

RECKEY TASK ADD(ADS USER(LID) ALLOW SERVICE(READ) LOG)                      ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

STORE                                                                       ͏ 

F ACF2,REBUILD(IDM)                                            ͏ 

        

NOTE
The “LOG” parameter is only required where specified in Table 1.

To validate a given resource is defined as owned, either at a high level (e.g. TASK.) or a more granular one (e.g.
TASK.ADS), issue an ACF2 ACCESS command, such as:

ACF                                                                         ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

ACCESS RESOURCE(TASK.ADS) TYPE(IDM) CLASS(R)                                                                 

         ͏ 
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NOTE
In the below table, an “A” under the role means all access allowed, an “R” means specific relevant instances of
this type may be allowed, and blank means this is not appropriate or available for this role. The Audit column
indicates whether the resource gives sufficiently “privileged” access it should be audited.

Resource Name and
Description:

Audit? USER DEVELOPER DBADMIN DCADMIN SYSADMIN

ACT
Activity

R R R A A

AREA
Database Area

R R R A A

DACC
Database Access Module

R R R A A

DB
DBADMIN, Database

Yes R A A

DBTB
Database Namte Table

R R R A A

DCA
DCADMIN privilege

Yes A A

DMCL
DMCL

R R R A A

GROU
Group

Yes R R R A A

NRU
Database Rununit

R R R A A

NSCH
Database Non-SQL Schema

R R R A A

QSCH
Database Schema (SQL)

R R R A A

QUEU
Queue

R R R A A

SACC
Access Modules

R R R A A

SGON
Signon

R R R A A

SLOD
Load Modules

R R R A A

SPGM
Program

R R R A A

SPRF
System Profile

R A A

SYSA
SYSADMIN privilege

Yes A

SYST
System

R R R A A
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System ID
Literal ID of System when used
in resource names

R R R A A

TABL
Database Table

R R R A A

TASK
Task - generic access

Yes R R R A A

TASK.B
BYE or B signs the user off
from the DC/UCF system and
terminates the connection with
the system.

A A A A A

TASK.CLIST
CLIST executes a series of task
statements in a module and
stored in the data dictionary.

R R R A A

TASK.CLOD
CLOD erases logically deleted
modules from the load area
(DDLDCLOD) of the data
dictionary.

Yes R A A

TASK.DCMT
DCMT lets DC/UCF users
monitor system runtime
activities and update system
definitions while a DC/
UCFsystem is executing.

Yes R A A

TASK.DCPROFILE
DCPROFIL lets DC/UCF users
display information about the
configuration of a DC/UCF
system.

R R R A A

TASK.DCUF
DCUF provides user functions
controlling various aspects of a
DC/UCF terminal session.

A A A A A

TASK.LOCKMON
LOCKMON lets DC/UCF users
display information about the
lock status in their DC/UCF
system.

R R A A

TASK.LOOK
LOOK lets DC/UCF users view
the contents of selected load
modules.

Yes R R A A

TASK.OLP
OLP (online PLOG) lets DC/
UCF users display the current
contents of the DDLDCLOG
area online.

Yes R A A
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TASK.OPER
OPER enables DC/UCF users
to monitor system activity and to
cancel active task threads.

Yes R A A

TASK.QUED
QUED erases expired
queues from the queue area
(DDLDCRUN) of the data
dictionary.

Yes R A A

TASK.SDEL
SDEL erases logically
deleted users from the
database security area
(SYSUSER.DDLSEC).

Yes A A

TASK.SEND
SEND transmits a user-supplied
message to other DC/UCF
terminals.

R R A A A

TASK.SHOWMAP
SHOWMAP displays maps
defined using the IDMS
Mapping Facility.

R A A

TASK.SIGNOFF
SIGNOFF signs the user off
from the DC/UCF system but
maintains the connection with
the system.

A A A A A A

TASK.SIGNON
SIGNON or S signs the user on
to the DC/UCF system.

A A A A A A

TASK.SUSPEND
SUSPEND terminates UCF
dedicated mode but maintains
the connection with the UCF
back end.

R A A

TASK.other-custom
Other local custom tasks
should be made available as
appropriate to the roles that use
them, and audited if they have
any privileged functionality.

When
privileged

R R R R A

UPRF
User Profile

R R R R A

USER
USER Privilege

Yes R R R R A

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.
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CCIs: CCI-000192, CCI-000213, CCI-000764, CCI-000804, CCI-001082, CCI-001084, CCI-001499, CCI-001812,
CCI-001813, and CCI-002235

CCI: CCI-000192

Published Date: 2009-09-15

Definition: The information system enforces password complexity by the minimum number of upper case characters
used.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-5 (1) (a)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-5 (1) (a)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-5 (1).1 (v)

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-3.1

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of organizational users).

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-2.1

CCI: CCI-000804

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates non-organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of non-organizational users).

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-8
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-8
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-8.1

CCI: CCI-001082

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Definition: The information system separates user functionality (including user interface services) from information
system management functionality.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SC-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SC-2.1

CCI: CCI-001084
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Published Date: 2009-09-21

Definition: The information system isolates security functions from nonsecurity functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SC-3.1 (ii)

STIG ID - BIDMA011: Secure IDMS Programs
Severity: 2 - Medium

The ability to add programs to be executed under IDMS can introduce vulnerabilities if malicious programs are added.
Additionally, if user-level, Developer-level, DBA-level, and DC Administrator-level programs are not secured, then
unauthorized users may use them to access to privileged IDMS capabilities and manipulate various resources within the
DBMS. IDMS must prevent installation of unauthorized programs and unauthorized use, the ability to dynamically register
new programs and tasks, and the failure to properly secure any programs that are added.

The organization must properly secure IDMS installation, registering, and defining of programs and tasks using an ESM.

This STIG article shows how to properly secure IDMS installation, registering, and defining of programs and tasks using
an ESM.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Contact the Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to confirm the programs in this list are secured via
the ESM and assigned to the appropriate users. Each program listed must be secured.
The following are batch programs executed using JCL rather than by the CV. As a best practice, the external security
manager (ESM) must secure all program resources listed below rather than through the SRTT. If any of them are not
secured via ACF2, then your organization has a finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

2. Review and validate the following suggested programs are secured by the ESM and granted to the appropriate user
role by using the ACF2 ACCESS subcommand to find out whether a given program is defined to the ESM and who has
access to it is:

ACF                                                                         ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

ACCESS RESOURCE(program-name) TYPE(PGM) CLASS(R)                                        

            

Example output if program-name is ADSBATCH:

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 06/17/21-14:02 for:                           ͏ 

 ADSBATCH                                                                     ͏ 

                                                                               ͏ 

Key: RPGMADSBATCH                                                             ͏ 

                                                                               ͏ 

Ruleline: USER(SYSADM1) ALLOW                                                 ͏ 
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Lids: SYSADM1                                                                 ͏ 

                                                                               ͏ 

                                                                               ͏   

Ruleline: USER(SYSPROG) ALLOW                                                 ͏          

Lids: SYSPROG                                                                   ͏               

            

3. Review the output to validate the following suggested programs are secured by the ESM and granted to the
appropriate user roles:

4. User-level:
a. ADSBATCH
b. ADSOBPLG
c. CULPRIT
d. IDMSBCF
e. OLQBATCH
f. OLQBNOTE

5. Developer-level:
a. ADSOBCOM
b. ADSORPTS
c. IDMSDMLA
d. IDMSDMLC
e. IDMSDMLP
f. IDMSLOOK
g. IDMSRPTS
h. RHDCMAP1
i. RHDCMPUT

6. DBA-level:
a. ADSOBSYS
b. ADSOBTAT
c. IDMSCHEM
d. IDMSDBN1
e. IDMSDBN2
f. IDMSDDDL
g. IDMSPASS
h. IDMSRSTC
i. IDMSUBSC
j. RHDCOMVS
k. IDMSDIRL
l. RHDCSGEN
m. RHDCTTBL

7. If the programs in this list are not secured, or if they were not permitted to appropriate roles, contact the Information
System Security Officer (ISSO), for your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding. See also
IDMS STIG article BIDMA010.

If the ESM has secured the programs in this list and they are assigned to the appropriate users, your organization does
not have an audit finding.
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Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.
2. Contact the Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to confirm the programs in this list are secured via the ESM

and assigned to the appropriate users. Secure each program in the list i the following manner:

ACF                                                                         ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

SET RES(PGM)                                                                ͏ 

RECKEY program-name ADD( ROLE(role-level) ALLOW)                            ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

STORE                                                                       ͏ 

F ACF2,REBUILD(PGM)               

       

Where:
program-name

Name of one of above-listed programs appropriate to role, UID, or LID being granted access. Contact the
Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to confirm programs in this list are secured via the ESM and assigned
to appropriate users. Secure each program in the list.

role-level
Role name to be given access to specified program per above lists of user-level, developer-level, and DBA-level
programs. Alternatively, UID or LID may be specified.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-001082, CCI-001813

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-3.1

CCI: CCI-001082

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Definition: The information system separates user functionality (including user interface services) from information
system management functionality.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SC-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SC-2.1
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CCI: CCI-001813

Published Date: 2013-03-01

Definition: The information system enforces access restrictions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-5 (1)

STIG ID - BIDMA012: Verify Active Nodes, Lines, and Pterms are Secured
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS Network access (nodes, lines, pterms, ports, and protocols), services (including the applications supporting them)
and data transmission (including tunneling - i.e., embedding of data types within data types) not explicitly mandated by
production requirements represent security exposures. This can include applications offering multiple services from a
single component (e.g. email and web services). It is important to explicitly disable all such access points, transmission
types, and network services not proven to be required and fully secured, and to properly secure those kept active.

The organization must verify any active nodes, lines, pterms, ports, protocols, services, and data transmission are fully
and properly secured.

This STIG article shows how to verify any active nodes, lines, pterms, ports, services, and data transmissions are
secured.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. For each load area, run a CREPORT 43 to check the nodes and access types for each node. Here is a sample of
CREPORT 43:

REPORT NO. 43                                  CA IDMS/DC NODE NAME REPORT   REL nn.n                     

      mm/dd/yy PAGE   1

 CREPORT 043                                            LISTING OF NODES

      SYSTEM VERSION                                                                                      

 BUILDER      ACTION

          NUMBER          NODE NAME      ACCESS TYPE      DEFAULT NODE      CV NUMBER      SVC NUMBER     

   CODE        CODE

              71           A06IVT12        CCI                                                            

    R
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              71           SYSTEM22        CCI                                                            

    R

              71           SYSTEM92        CCI                                                            

    R

              71           DBDCGR          GROUP            NULL                                          

    R

              71           DBGNOD1         GROUP            NULL                                          

    R

              71           DBGNOD2         GROUP            LOCAL                                         

    R

              71           DBGNOD3         GROUP            SYSTEM72                                      

    R

              71           IDMSGR          GROUP            NULL                                          

    R

              71           SYSTEM71        LOCAL                                                          

    R

              71           CVNOD1          SVC                                  101            173        

    R

              71           CVNOD2          SVC                                  102            102        

    R

              71           SYSTEM72        TCP/IP                                                         

    R

              71           SYSTEM73        TCP/IP                                                         

    R

              71           SYSTEM74        VTAM 

For each node, issue:

DCMT D LINE
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The following is an example of such a command:

For each LINE type with a status of InSrv, inspect the access type for potential unauthorized connection types.
For TCP/IP, any line with access type SOCKET, issue:

DCMT D LINE <tcp-line-id>

If any terminals are of type LIST and status InSrv, check port number for a valid port. If the port number is
unacceptable as defined in the PPSM CAL, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

3. For each terminal with the type of LIST and InSrv, issue DCMT D PTE <pterm-id> .
4. For each task and (possible PARM STRING which could pass a task) identified in the PTE display, issue DCMT D

TASK <task-id> . If the task is IDMSJSRV and the associated program is NOT RHDCNP3J, your organization has
an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
If the task/program was not authorized, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. If other access types (e.g., VTAM, SVC, CCI) were deemed nonsecure in the PPSM CAL, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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If any active nodes, lines, pterms, ports, services, and data transmissions are secured, your organization does not have
an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

Complete the following steps to determine if you need remediation:

1. For any pterm found to have nonsecure attributes (task, program, or port), disable by issuing:

DCMT V PTE <pterm-id> OFF

          

2. Using SYSGEN, remove offending lines, pterms, lterms, and/or port numbers, then validate and regenerate the
system. The following is an example SYSGEN:

            SYSTEM01

.

.

LINE TCPIP

     TYPE IS SOCKET.

PTERM TCPDDS2

      TYPE IS DDSTCPIP

      TARGET ADDRESS IS DDSNODE2

      TARGET PORT IS 3772

      IDLE INTERVAL IS 60

      NUMBER PERMANENT CONNECTIONS IS 5.

LTERM TCPDDS2 PTERM IS TCPDDS2.

PTERM TCPLIST1

      TYPE IS LISTENER

      PORT IS 3771

      BACKLOG IS 100

      TASK IS RHDCNP3J

      MODE IS SYSTEM

      PARM IS 'TASK=IDMSJSRV'.

LTERM TCPLIST1 PTERM IS TCPLIST1.

PTERM TCPBLK01

      TYPE IS BULK

      REPEAT COUNT IS 20.

LTERM TCPBLK01 PTERM IS TCPBLK01.

          

You can see various LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements. Any which meet the above criteria for elimination may
be removed, and the SYSGEN in question be regenerated. The following online method may be followed to update a
SYSGEN:

1. Use the DISPLAY or PUNCH verb to display the entity definition as syntax.
2. Modify the definition by typing over the displayed syntax. You can make changes to the entire work file by scrolling

through the file and by using the top-line command APPLY (or a control key associated with the APPLY command) to
apply the changes to the files without submitting the syntax to the compiler.
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3. Submit the modified syntax to the compiler by using the top-line command UPDATE (or a control key associated with
the UPDATE command).

NOTE
When you update an entity definition online, you can verify your modifications before you enter the
GENERATE command by using DISPLAY CHANGES .

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000382, CCI-001762

CCI: CCI-000382

Published Date: 2009-09-18

Definition: The organization configures the information system to prohibit or restrict the use of organization-defined
functions, ports, protocols, and/or services.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-7
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-7 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-7.1 (iii)

CCI: CCI-001762

Published Date: 2013-02-28

Definition: The organization disables organization-defined functions, ports, protocols, and services within the information
system deemed to be unnecessary and/or nonsecure.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-7 (1) (b)

STIG ID - BIDMA013: Limit the Number of Concurrent Online Sessions
Severity: 2 - Medium

Multiple interactive sessions (may also be referred to as connections or logons for the purposes of this requirement) can
provide a way to cause a DoS (Denial of Service) attack against IDMS by exhausting connection resources if a user ID
and password were compromised; and a system can also fail or be degraded by an overload of legitimate users.

Database management includes the ability to control the number of sessions by account type, by account, or a
combination thereof, concurrently using a DBMS. Limiting the number of concurrent sessions per user (for example, by
use of a logon trigger) is helpful to reduce these risks.

Note it is not sufficient to limit sessions via a web server or application server alone, because legitimate users and
adversaries can potentially connect to the DBMS by other means.

In defining the appropriate number, it is important to consider the work requirements of the various types of users. For
example, one or two might be an acceptable limit for general users accessing the database via an application; but
10 might be too few for a database administrator using a database management GUI tool, where each query tab and
navigation pane may count as a separate session.

This requirement addresses concurrent session control for a single account. It does not address concurrent sessions by a
single user via multiple system accounts; and it does not deal with the total number of sessions across all accounts.
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This STIG article shows how to limit the number of online sessions at the same time for the same user to one.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Use task SYSGEN if online, or program RHDCSGEN if batch.
3. Sign on to the dictionary where the System definition is maintained:

SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM

  

for example.
4. Enter:

DISPLAY SYSTEM 123

  

where 123 is the number of the system checked.
5. Scroll through the returned text until "MULTIPLE SIGNON" is found.

If the associated value is "YES", your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
6. Consult the system DBA and review system procedures for measures establishing a dataset to be used as a lock file.

If there is no such procedure, your organization has an audit finding.

If there is a limit to the number of online sessions at the same time for the same user to one, your organization does not
have an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

To verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately, use the following steps:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Use TASK SYSGEN if online, or program RHDCSGEN if batch.
3. Sign on to the dictionary where the System definition is maintained:

SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM

            

for example.
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4. Enter:

MODIFY SYSTEM 123 MULTIPLE SIGNON IS NO

            

where 123 is the number of the system being modified.
5. Enter:

VALIDATE

  

6. Enter:

GENERATE

  

7. The change becomes effective the next time the CV is stopped and started.
8. To implement single-threading in batch, one approach is to require users to use specific JCL including exclusive

access to a dataset used as a lock file. This would prevent more than one job from running at a time. However, unless
each user has their own individual lock file, it would not let multiple users have one session active at a time. This would
be one active session, no matter how many individual users attempt to run the batch jobs.
As an example, if you were to choose a data set, allocate it with a unique name, and use it for locking, if that data set’s
name was, for example, “MYAPPL.MYLOCK.FILE” then you would include the following DD (your choice of file/DD
name) in each step of each job that needed exclusive access to an arbitrary resource for single-threading purposes:

//MYDD     DD DSN=MYAPPL.MYLOCK.FILE,DISP=OLD

  

9. The IDMS DBA must develop a Journal Analyzer procedure for authorized users to capture, record, and log all content
related to a user.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000054

CCI: CCI-000054

Published Date:: 2009-05-19

Definition:: The information system limits the number of concurrent sessions for each organization-defined account and/or
account type to an organization-defined number of sessions.

Type: Technical

Note: The organization may define the maximum number of concurrent sessions for an information system account
globally, by account type, by account, or a combination. This control addresses concurrent sessions for a
given information system account and does not address concurrent sessions by a single user via multiple
system accounts.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-10.1 (ii)
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STIG ID - BIDMA014: Prevent Unauthorized Access to Sensitive Data for IDMS,
IDMS Server, and Web Services
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS manages critically strategic and confidential data, which must therefore be protected from exposure to unintended
third parties, either in transit or in storage or cache during and after its active use, whether or not encrypted. The purpose
of this control is to prevent such exposure.

If such information is produced by the actions of a prior user/role (or the actions of a process acting on behalf of a prior
user/role), it must be protected from any current user/role (or current process) obtaining access to a shared system
resource (e.g., registers, main memory, secondary storage) after the resource was released back to the information
system. Control of information in shared resources is also referred to as object reuse.

Information can also be either unintentionally or maliciously disclosed or modified during preparation for transmission,
including, for example, during aggregation, at protocol transformation points, and during packing/unpacking. These
unauthorized disclosures or modifications compromise the confidentiality or integrity of the information.

When transmitting data, the DBMS, associated applications, and infrastructure must leverage transmission protection
mechanisms.

Finally, assigning each process a separate address space means database management systems can maintain separate
execution domains for each executing process. Each process has a distinct address space so communication between
processes is controlled through the security functions. One process cannot modify the executing code or data of another
process. Implementing separate address spaces can achieve maintaining separate execution domains for executing
processes.

Use of this requirement is appropriate for situations where the data owner has a strict requirement for ensuring data
integrity and confidentiality is maintained at every step of the data transfer and handling process.

This STIG article shows how to prevent unauthorized access to sensitive data in memory, storage, or cache for IDMS,
IDMS Server, and web services.

The organization must prevent unauthorized and/or unintended exposure of sensitive data in memory, storage, or cache
for IDMS, IDMS Server, and web services.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Log on to an IDMS DC system and issue DCPROFIL The output may look something like this, referenced in this
section and the next:

            

VERSION:          19.00.02              NUMBER OF SCTS:        0006
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                                        OPERATING SYSTEM:      z/OS   ZIIP=Y

                                        zIIP ENGINES:          0004

SYSTEM TRACE:            NO             TRACE SAVE:  OFF  (DDLDCLOG)

 

CWA SIZE:         0000005000            DMCL TABLE:          CVDMCL

 

                                        PRIMARY STORAGE

SCRATCH HWM       0000000005            PROTECT KEY:             04

 

SIZE OF XA                              ACTIVE TRANSACTION

STORAGE AREA:     0040861696            COUNT:                 0015

 

QUEUE AREA                              SECURITY

LOW PAGE:         0000040001            SECURITY SYSTEM: CA TOP SECRET

HIGH PAGE:        0000041000            SIGNON SECURITY: OFF

 

DC VERSION ID:          0072            SVC NUMBER:             173

 

USER TRACE BUFFERS:     0500            GETMAIN SUBPOOL:        001

              PAGE 00001 - NEXT PAGE:

SYSTEM SHORT ON STORAGE:      NO        SHORT ON ONE OR MORE RESOURCES:   NO

MAX TASKS CONDITION EXISTS:   NO        SHORT ON RLES:                    NO

SYSTEM STORAGE PROTECTED:     YES       SHORT ON RCES:                    NO

HPSPO ENABLED:                YES       SHORT ON DPES:                    NO

TRACING TURNED ON:            NO        VECTOR TIMING ENABLED:            NO

STACK CHECKING TURNED ON:     YES       WAITING FOR ERUS QUIESCE:         NO

64-BIT ADDRESSING SUPPORTED:  YES       KEPT RESOURCE TIMEOUT OCCURRED:   NO

TIMER SUPPORTED:              NO        USER TRACE WANTED:                YES

SYSTEM BEING QUIESCED:        NO        DDLDCRUN AREA AVAILABLE:          YES

RUN THIS TASK ONLY:           NO        XA CAPABLE OPERATING SYSTEM:      YES

REENTRANT SNAPS WANTED:       NO        31-BIT AMODE SUPPORTED:           YES

LE/370 SUPPORTED:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS DISABLED:            NO

INIT. OF DC DONE:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:     NO

PAGE RELEASE ENABLED:         YES       TASKS SNAPS DISABLED:             NO

DC RUNNING AUTHORIZED:        NO        TASKS SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:      NO

ONLINE RESOURCE LIMITS:       YES       STATISTICS DRIVEN BY TIMER:       NO

EXTERNAL RESOURCE LIMITS:     NO        STATISTICS FOR EACH TASK:         YES

ONLINE LIMITS ENABLED:        YES       STATISTICS COLLECTED BY TRANSACT: YES

EXTERNAL LIMITS ENABLED:      NO        STATISTICS WRITTEN PER TASK:      NO

ANY RESOURCE LIMITS:          YES       STATISTICS FOR EACH LINE:         NO

ANY LIMITS ENABLED:           YES       STATISTICS FOR USER MODE:         YES

LOG GOES TO DATABASE:         YES       STATISTICS GO TO DATABASE:        NO

 

              PAGE 00002 - NEXT PAGE:

 

                              * CURRENT SVC *

SVC NUMBER (#SVCOPT):         174       CV NUMBER (CENTRAL VERSION #):      203

SVC NAME:                     IDMSMSVC  SVC COMPILE DATE:              20140806

SVC RELEASE:                  19.0      SVC COMPILE TIME:                 15.49

SVC FMID:                     CAGJJ00   SVC PTF:                            N/A

 

                              * SVC OPTIONS *
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AUTHREQ:                      NO        CVKEY:                        UNSECURED

SMF:                          YES       SVCXLEN (ERE Extension length):   00112

 

                              * SVC CV TABLE *

CV LIST:                      203 -209 210

 

              PAGE 00003 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * SYSTEM/USER EXITS *

EXIT                            CALL             NEED TO           ENTRY POINT/

NUMBER     DEFINED     MODE     CONVENTIONS      LOAD    AMODE     MODULE NAME

 

  017      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECAA4

  018      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECB00

              PAGE 00004 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Named User Exits *

EXIT                   ENTRY              EXIT                   ENTRY

NAME       DEFINED     POINT              NAME       DEFINED     POINT

BTCIDXIT   NO          00000000           DBLUEREX   NO          00000000

IDDEXITB   NO          00000000           IDDEXITO   NO          00000000

IDMSAJNX   NO          00000000           IDMSCLCX   NO          00000000

IDMSDPLX   NO          00000000           IDMSIOXT   NO          00000000

IDMSIOX2   NO          00000000           IDMSJNL2   NO          00000000

SCHEXITB   NO          00000000           SCHEXITO   NO          00000000

SGNEXITB   NO          00000000           SGNEXITO   NO          00000000

SUBEXITB   NO          00000000           SUBEXITO   NO          00000000

TCKREXIT   NO          00000000           USRIDXIT   NO          00000000

WAITEXIT   NO          00000000           WTOEXIT    NO          00000000

WTOREXIT   NO          00000000

              PAGE 00005 - NEXT PAGE:

                                  *  R C E  *

  ALLOCATED             IN USE                THRESHOLD             FREE

  0000002945            0000000267            0000002925            0000002678

 

            TYPE      # IN USE            DESCRIPTION

 

            00        0000002678          UNALLOCATED

            01        0000000080          STORAGE

            02        0000000164          PROGRAM

            03        0000000000          FILE CONTROL ELEMENT

            04        0000000001          SCRATCH ELEMENT

            05        0000000000          INTERNAL RUN-UNIT ALLOC.

            06        0000000000          QUEUE ELEMENT

            07        0000000000          CHUNK TO DUMP, TASK ABND

            08        0000000000          MESSAGE QUEUE ELEMENT

            09        0000000000          SIGNON ELEMENT

            10        0000000000          ENQUEUE ELEMENT

            11        0000000004          SINGLE THRD. RES. ELEM.

            12        0000000000          ECBID ELEMENT

            13        0000000001          MSG. DICT QUEUE ELEMENT
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            14        0000000015          IDMS RUN UNIT

            15        0000000002          INTERVAL CONTROL ELEMENT

            16        0000000000          BLL LIST (COBOL SUPPORT)

            17        0000000000          BLAST MESSAGE BUFFER

            FF        0000000000          UNINITIALIZED RCE TYPE

              PAGE 00006 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * ADSO CONTROL BLOCK *

 

MENU PROC. PRG. TASK     ADS            MAIN PROC. TASK CODE     ADS2

AUTO DIALOG NAME                        PRIMARY REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084

SECOND. REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084     INTRNL. TASK CDE TCF     ADS2T

FAST MODE THRESHOLD      NO             THRESHOLD FOR SCRTCH     0000000000

MAX. LINK LEVEL          0010           STAT. DEF. REC. VRSN     0001

USER MENU ONLY           YES            KEEP MENU IN SCRATCH     NO

AUTOSTATUS = YES         YES            AUTOSTATUS MANDATORY     NO

STAT. DEF. MANDATORY     NO             BYPASS DIAG. SCREEN      NO

MAPOUT NEWPAGE REQ.      NO             RELOCATABLE STORAGE      NO

ACTIVITY LOGGING         YES            DIAGLOG STATS. COLL.     NO

SELECTED DIALOG STAT     NO             COBOL MOVE               NO

STATS. CHKPOINT CNT.     0000           STORAGE MODE CALC.       NO

COMMENT DELIMITER        !

STATUS DEF. REC NAME     ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

              PAGE 00007 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * OLQ CONTROL BLOCK *

 

PRINT LINE SIZE             0080        PRINT PAGE SIZE             0060

INTERRUPT COUNT             0100        INTERNAL STG PAGE SIZE      1920

REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE       4000        INPUT LINE SIZE             0004

REPORT RETENTION            0001        MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION    0005

MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES        0030        MAXIMUM REPORTS COUNT       0005

USER QUEUE RETENTION        0000        USER MENU MODE DISALLOWED   NO

USER MENU MODE ONLY         NO          USER UPLOW CASE             NO

USER SECURITY - HIGH        NO          USER SECURITY - LOW         NO

USER SECURITY - NO          NO          CONTINUATION CHARACTER      -

SEPARATOR CHARACTER         !           COMMENT CHARACTER           ;

TRANSACTIONS IDENTIFIER     OLQ         PFKEY MODULE NAME

MAX INTERRUPT COUNT         0000        REPORT DICTIONARY NAME

MAX SORT SPACE IN K BYTES   0040        BATCH CLASS                 0000 

              PAGE 00008 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * STARTUP OPTIONS *

 

         OS ROUTE CODES                             00000000

         ATTACH TCKR AND CHKR FROM STEPLIB          YES

         ATTACH STARTUP AUTOTASKS                   YES

         LENGTH OF ABEND STORAGE IN WORDS           3000

         MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TASKS                    0136

         LENGTH OF TCE STACK IN WORDS               3000

         RUNAWAY TASK TIME INTERVAL                 0120

         INACTIVE TASK TIME INTERVAL                0300

         DUMP REQUESTED ON SYSTEM ABEND             YES
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         SYSTEM IS MP                               YES

         ALTERNATE STORAGE KEY                      09

         TICKER INTERVAL IN SECONDS * 100           0000000100

         INTERVAL IN SECONDS FOR STATISTICS         0000

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT INTERVAL            NONE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAM             RHDCBYE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAMS VERSION    0001

         NUMBER OF STORAGE PAGES                    0000000203

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN STORAGE CUSHION         0000000000

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN PROGRAM POOL            0000000125

         RENT. PGM. POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLOCKS    0000004000

         XA PROGRAM POOL SIZE IN 4K PAGES           0000000125

         XA RENT. PGM POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLKS    0000024000

         SCRATCH IN XA STORAGE                      YES

              PAGE 00009 - NEXT PAGE:

** OPTION FLAGS (RHDCOPTF) **

 

              PAGE 00010 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Product Intent Status *

IDMS Core Products                        IDMS Tools Products

---------------------                     ----------------------

CA ADS                             YES    CA ADS Alive                       YES

CA ADS Batch                       YES    CA ADS Trace                       YES

CA ADS APPC                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Analyzer                YES

CA IDMS CMS Option                 YES    CA IDMS/DB Audit                   YES

CA IDMS DDS                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Extractor               YES

CA IDMS Dictionary Loader          YES    CA IDMS/DB Reorg                   YES

CA EDP Auditor                     YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator        YES

CA ICMS                            YES    CA IDMS DML Online                 YES

CA CULPRIT for CA IDMS             YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor   YES

CA IDMS/DB                         YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Query Facility  YES

CA IDMS/DC                         YES    CA IDMS Enforcer                   YES

CA OLQ                             YES    CA IDMS Journal Analyzer           YES

CA IDMS/TP Monitor                 YES    CA IDMS Log Analyzer               YES

CA IDMS Performance Monitor        YES    CA IDMS Masterkey                  YES

CA IDMS Presspack                  YES    CA IDMS Online Log Display         YES

CA IDMS Server                     YES    CA IDMS SASO                       YES

CA IDMS SQL                        YES    CA IDMS Schema Mapper              YES

CA IDMS UCF                        YES    CA IDMS/DC Sort                    YES

                                          CA IDMS Task Analyzer              YES

 

IDMS Transparency Options                 Endevor/DB for IDMS

----------------------------              ----------------------

CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency         YES    CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS          YES

              PAGE 00011 - NEXT PAGE:

CA IDMS DLI Transparency           YES

CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency         YES

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency          YES

V72  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release 18.0 tape GJI00B node SYSTEM72
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              PAGE 00012 - NEXT PAGE:

            

a. If PRIMARY STORAGE PROTECT KEY is the same as the ALTERNATE STORAGE KEY, your organization has
an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

b. If SYSTEM STORAGE PROTECTED is "NO", your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

c. If HPSPO ENABLED: display is "NO", your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
3. Issue commands:

DCMT DISP PROG xxxxxxxx

DCMT DISP DYN PROG xxxxxxxx

          

replacing [xxxxxxxx] with the names of user programs in addition to ADSOMAIN, ADSORUN1, and RHDCWSSP and
look for Storage Prot. If any are "NO", then your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. Issue command:

DCMT DISP BUFFER

  

If any of the buffers do not have OPSYS in the Getstg column, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

5. For IDMS CV, issue:

SELECT * FROM SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT

          

a. If rows are returned, caching is on.
b. For local, if no statement, SQL_CACHE_ENTRIES=0 exists in the SYSIDMS specification, caching is on.
c. If caching is on, to determine whether SQL cache tables are secured, issue the following commands

(which assume the EXTNAME settings in the SRTT are set as described in IDMS STIG BIDMA010:
EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME) for RESTYPE=TABL and EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DBNA) for
RESTYPE=DB - adjust accordingly if you have other parameter values).

ACF                                                                         ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

ACCESS RESOURCE(TASK.DSCCACHE) TYPE(IDM) CLASS(R)                           ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

ACCESS RESOURCE(DB.DSCCACHE) TYPE(IDM) CLASS(R)                           

      

d. If you receive specific accesses listed for each, then it is secured. Otherwise it is not.
e. If caching is on and is not secured, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. Check the SRTT for externally secured ACTI which can be used to secure DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY and DCMT VARY
MEMORY .
a. Examine load module RHDCSRTT using IDMS utility IDMSSRTD, or by issuing command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT

while signed onto the CV and reviewing the output.
NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

b. If RESTYPE=ACTI is not found as the resource type in any of the entries, your organization has an audit finding.
See Remediate Audit Finding.

7. If RESTYPE=ACTI is found but the entry is secured internally, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.
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8. Use IDMS utility IDMSCTAD to examine load module IDMSCTAB or issue command DCMT DISPLAY CTAB while
signed onto the CV and review the output. Here is example output:

DISPLAY CTAB 

                     #CTABGEN DCMT Command Activity Assignments

               The IDMSCTAB load module was created Apr 22 2019 07:56

                         All DCMT commands will be logged

                         Code   Activity DCMT Command

                         N001      3     SHUTDOWN 

                         N002      3     ABORT 

                         N011     10     VARY DATABASE PROGRAM 

                         N025     10     VARY PROGRAM 

                         N025007  60     VARY STORAGE PROTECT ON 

                         N033      3     VARY MEMORY 

                         N040    251     DISPLAY REPLIES 

                         N041     13     DISPLAY/VARY/WRITE STATISTICS 

                         N042     14     DISPLAY JOURNAL 

                         N043     15     VARY JOURNAL 

                         N044     16     VARY UCF FETID 

                         N045     17     VARY UCF SYSTEM

          

The column under code shows the codes that are in place.
NOTE
PTF SO08199 is required to complete this step.

a. Verify these DCMT command codes are present:

N022 - DISPLAY MEMORY

N033 - VARY MEMORY

            

b. If they are not present, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

If there is authorized access to sensitive data in memory, storage, or cache for IDMS, IDMS Server, and web services.
Otherwise, your organization does not have an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Use DCMT DISPLAY ALL STORAGE POOLS to take note of what pools support any type of user storage, that is, user,
user-kept, shared, shared-kept, or ALL, in preparation for the next steps.
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3. Do the following to place buffers into storage acquired from the operating system rather than from IDMS and enable
the use of high performance storage protection. Use the following system generation parameters to enable the use of
OPSYS storage for the buffers:
a. Set the STORAGE KEY parameter of the SYSGEN SYSTEM statement to “9” and ensure the ALTERNATE STORAGE

KEY is different.
b. Set the PROTECT/NOPROTECT parameter of the SYSGEN SYSTEM statement to PROTECT .
c. Set the PROTECT/NOPROTECT parameter of the SYSGEN PROGRAM statement to PROTECT for ADSOMAIN,

ADSORUN1, RHDCWSSP, and user PROGRAMS required to run with the alternate protect key (i.e., 9).
4. If necessary, redefine storage pools in such a manner all forms of user-oriented storage (user, user-kept, shared, and

shared-kept) are segregated from the system storage (database, terminal). For example:

ADD STORAGE POOL 1

CONTAINS TYPES ( SHARED SHARED-KEPT USER USER-KEPT )

ADD XA STORAGE POOL 128

CONTAINS TYPES ( USER USER-KEPT )

ADD XA STORAGE POOL 129

CONTAINS TYPES ( SHARED SHARED-KEPT )

ADD XA STORAGE POOL 130

CONTAINS TYPES ( TERMINAL DATABASE )

5. Generate and start the system. The storage pool definitions were set up correctly if the message DC004001 HPSPO
HAS BEEN DISABLED DUE TO INCORRECT STORAGE POOL DEFINITIONS is not issued at startup.

6. Use the #CTABGEN macro to secure DCMT commands:
a. VARY BUFFER (code N010)
b. DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY (code N022, TASK 011)
c. VARY PROGRAM (code N025)
d. DCMT VARY MEMORY (code N033)
e. VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM (code N046001, TASK 001)

Here is an example where all five commands are assigned task code 3:

    CTAB TITLE 'GENERATE DCMT SECURITY TABLE'                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏

    #CTABGEN (A,3),                                               X

            (N010,A,N022,N025,A,N033,A,N046001,A)                    ͏

                                                                     ͏

    END                                                              ͏ 

          

f. Using the above example, and assuming the SYSTEM ID of this IDMS system specified in SYSGEN is TEST001,
the SRTT entry could be: ͏

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(SYST,ACTI)                                      ͏ 

              

7. After making the above changes, IDMSCTAB and RHDCSRTT must be reassembled and relinked. To implement the
new SRTT and IDMSCTAB, either recycle any CVs that use the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE IDMSCTAB NEW COPY 
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DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

  

8. The ACTIVITY passed to the ESM is the first up to 5 bytes of the application name followed by the 3 byte activity
number or, using the above example, DCMT011 for a DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY .

9. Assign DCMT commands to users in ACF2. Verify the ESM gives access to the appropriate people. Here are some
ACF2 commands based on the above information. Assume the SYSTEM ID in SYSGEN is TEST001:

ACF                                                                         ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

SET RES(IDM)                                                                ͏ 

RECKEY TEST001 ADD(DCMT001 USER(LID) ALLOW SERVICE(READ))                   ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

RECKEY TEST001 ADD(DCMT011 USER(LID) ALLOW SERVICE(READ))                   ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

STORE                                                                       ͏ 

F ACF2,REBUILD(IDM)                                                         ͏    

  

NOTE
For more comprehensive examples of these tables, see IDMS STIG BIDMA010.

10. Reassemble the SRTT and/or module IDMSCTAB and issue commands:

DCMT VARY NUC MODULE IDMSCTAB NEW COPY - for IDMSCTAB

DCMT VARY NUC MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY - for RHDCSRTT

  

then for either or both:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD 

              

11. To set buffers to OPSYS storage:
a. Access OCF or BCF and connect to the applicable dictionary.
b. Enter DISPLAY BUFFER nnnnnnnn AS SYNTAX VERB ALTER where [nnnnnnnn] is the name of the buffer.
c. Change the DC STORAGE parameter to "OPSYS STORAGE".
d. After changing all needed buffers, GENERATE the DMCL.
e. Punch and link the DMCL module.
f. Cycle the CV or issue DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY .

NOTE
If specifying OPSYS storage for buffers, IDMS attempts to allocate the buffer storage in operating system
storage rather than in IDMS storage. Should the allocation attempt fail, IDMS attempts to allocate the
buffer in IDMS storage, and messages DC205032 and DC205029 are issued indicating this.

12. Either turn off use of SQL cache or externally secure SQL cache tables.
a. To turn off SQL cache use in local, use SYSIDMS parameter SQL_CACHE_ENTRIES=0.
b. To turn off SQL cache use in IDMS CV, modify sysgen with statement DELETE SQL CACHE .
c. Otherwise, to secure SQL cache tables add RESTYPE=DB entry and RESTYPE=TABL occurrences for SQL cache

tables (table procedures and views) DSCCACHE, DSCCACHEOPT, DSCCACHECTRL, DSCCACHEV and any
other views of DSCCACHE created by the organization. See IDMS STIG BIDMA010 for an example of #SECRTT
macros securing RESTYPE DB and TABLE. Verify SECBY=EXTERNAL .

d. Per IDMS STIG BIDMA010, to give access to the protected resource, once it was defined using the ACF2
RECKEY ADD command such as:

ACF                                                                         ͏ 
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                                                                            ͏ 

SET RES(IDM)                                                                ͏ 

RECKEY TASK ADD(DSCCACHE USER(LID) ALLOW SERVICE(READ))                     ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

RECKEY DB ADD(DSCCACHE USER(LID) ALLOW SERVICE(READ))                       ͏ 

                                                                            ͏ 

STORE                                                                       ͏ 

F ACF2,REBUILD(IDM) 

  

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-001090, CCI-002420, CCI-002422, CCI-002530

CCI: CCI-001090

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Definition: The information system prevents unauthorized and unintended information transfer via shared system
resources.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SC-4
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-4
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SC-4.1

CCI: CCI-002420

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system maintains the confidentiality and/or integrity of information during preparation for
transmission.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-8 (2)

CCI: CCI-002422

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system maintains the confidentiality and/or integrity of information during reception.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-8 (2)

CCI: CCI-002530

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system maintains a separate execution domain for each executing process.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-39

STIG ID - BIDMA015: Verify Input Data Does Not Compromise Processing
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Severity: 2 - Medium

Invalid user input occurs when a user inserts data or characters into an application's data entry fields and the application
is unprepared to process that data. This can result in unanticipated application behavior, potentially leading to an
application or information system compromise. Invalid user input is one of the primary methods employed when
attempting to compromise an application.

With respect to database management systems, one class of threat is known as SQL injection, or more generally, code
injection. It takes advantage of the dynamic execution capabilities of various programming languages, including dialects
of SQL. Potentially, the attacker can gain unauthorized access to data, including security settings, and severely corrupt or
destroy the database.

Even when no such hijacking takes place, invalid input recorded in the database, whether accidental or malicious, reduces
the reliability and usability of the system. Available protections include data types, referential constraints, uniqueness
constraints, range checking, and application-specific logic. Application-specific logic can be implemented within the
database in stored procedures and triggers, where appropriate.

When the use of dynamic SQL or other code is necessary, the code should be written so the invalid data can be found
and the appropriate action taken.

This STIG article shows how to guard against adverse or unintended system behavior caused by invalid inputs.
Information system responses to the invalid input may be disruptive or cause the system to fail into an unsafe state.

The organization must verify data input to IDMS, directly or indirectly, cannot compromise processing with invalid values,
code injection, or other dynamic invocation of unpredictable and undesirable actions.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Validating user input, for example against a list of valid values for a given column, is a standard programming
behavior which must be included when accepting user input. Such validation, whether in COBOL or ADS or any
other programming language, must compare the values of relevant input fields to ensure no restricted characters
are present, and if there is a set list of accepted values, to compare those fields against the values to ensure nothing
invalid is accepted.

2. Validate SQL-defined tables with DISPLAY TABLE <schema-name>.<table-name> . If there is not a CHECK
for the columns and accompanying accepted values, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

3. Validate network-defined records using DISPLAY SCHEMA or DISPLAY RECORD . If there is no CALL to a procedure
BEFORE STORE and BEFORE MODIFY , your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. Review the source code for checks, procedures, and edits to identify how the system responds to invalid input. If it
does not implement the documented behavior, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. For any data inputs specifically identified by the organization as exempt from validity checks, this is not applicable. If
the procedure does not validate the non-exempt columns, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

6. Other applications and front-ends using mapping can use the automatic editing feature and edit and code tables to
verify an input value is valid. If dynamic code execution is used and identified user input is not validity checked, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

If your organization’s input data does not compromise processing, your organization does not have an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.
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Remediate Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine if you need remediation.

Revise and deploy source code changes for checks, procedures, and edits to implement the documented behavior:

1. For SQL-defined tables, ALTER TABLE <schema-name>.<table-name> ADD CHECK (search-condition) .
2. For network-defined records, MODIFY <record-name> CALL procedure BEFORE STORE/MODIFY . Create or

update procedure to validate provided record field values.
3. Other applications and front-ends using mapping can use the automatic editing feature and edit and code tables to

verify an input value is valid.

Verifying all application and database input is validated to avoid code injection or data corruption is an important measure
to preserve the integrity of IDMS and its applications and protect them from hacking.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-001310, CCI-002754

CCI: CCI-001310

Published Date: 2009-09-22

Definition: The information system checks the validity of organization-defined inputs.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SI-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SI-10.1

CCI: CCI-002754

Published Date: 2013-07-11

Definition: The information system behaves in a predictable and documented manner that reflects organizational and
system objectives when invalid inputs are received.

Type: Policy, Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-10 (3)

STIG ID - BIDMA016: Limit the Use of Dynamic Statements and Code
Severity: 2 - Medium

Dynamic statements, whether SQL or IDMS Common Facilities commands, must prevent unauthorized users from
executing.

Dynamic SQL statements are compiled at runtime and, if manipulated by an unauthorized user, can produce an
innumerable array of undesired results. These statements should not be used casually. Additionally, server tasks can
execute dynamic SQL code and should be protected.

The IDMS Common Facilities (BCF and OCF) can execute commands making updates to IDMS, and their use should
likewise be protected.

This STIG article shows how to limit the use of dynamic statements and code.
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The organization must limit the use of dynamic statements and code in IDMS and IDMS Server exclusively to trusted and
authorized users.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. To examine load module RHDCSRTT, execute IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD" or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT
while signed onto the CV, and review the output.

3. Issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT while signed onto the CV, and review the output. Here is an example of what
the output of the command may look like:

        DISPLAY SRTT                                                   ͏ 

                          Security Resource Type Table                 ͏

                                                                     ͏

                The RHDCSRTT load module was created Feb 05 2019         ͏

                                                                     ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,                                         X

               ENVNAME=SYSO219,                                        X

               SGNRETN=2,                                              X

               SYSPROF=(DEFAULT,OFF),                                  X

               USRPROF=(USER,OFF),                                     X

               DFLTSGN=YES,                                            X

               DFLTUID=(VTAMNODE,PTERMID,LTERMID),                     X

               EXTRUID=EXTUSER,                                        X

               MAXRESN=150,                                            X

               SVCNUM=174                                               ͏ 

                                                                     ͏

*                                                                    ͏    

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

                                                                     ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DMCL,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DBTB,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏
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         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=AREA,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=QSCH,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=TABL,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏      

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DACC,                                           X

              PAGE 00001 - NEXT PAGE                                   ͏

4. Check the SRTT for externally secured resource TASK for command facility task codes (e.g.OCF or organization-
defined task codes invoking program IDMSOCF or IDMSBCF ) and IDMS Server task codes IDMSJSRV and CASERVER
. Here is an example of what you’re looking for:

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='OCF'                                            ͏            

            

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

5. Review the output looking for those statements securing RESTYPE=TASK and RESNAMEs OCF or any organization-
defined task codes invoking programs IDMSOCF or IDMSBCF . (See previous.) If none are found for OCF , your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. BCF may not be defined as a task. If it is, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
7. If no TASK entry is found for either IDJSJSRV or CASERVER , or either is not secured externally, your organization has

an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding. Here’s an example of what you’re looking for:

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='IDMSJSRV'                                       ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CASERVER'                                       ͏ 

            

8. Issue the DCMT DISP TASK task-name to determine the invoked program. Review the code to determine if any of
these execute dynamic code. If any do, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

9. Review source code in applications, procedures, and exits. If EXECUTE IMMEDIATE , PREPARE , and EXECUTE
statements are found in code not requiring it, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

See IDMS STIG BIDMT010 for a more comprehensive discussion of externally securing SRTT and related resources and
tables.
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Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Create, or modify as needed, entries in the SRTT and then reassemble and relink the module RHDCSRTT for the
security domain. RESTYPE=TASK should have SECBY set to EXTERNAL , as in the following example (see also IDMS
STIG BIDMT010).

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

            

2. If RESTYPE=TASK had a different value than EXTERNAL for SECBY and you were not in a position to correct that, then
you would want specific OCCUR entries for OCF , IDMSJSRV , and CASERVER , as in the following example. However,
that would violate the best practice of having all TASK resources externally secured:

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=OFF,                                            X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='OCF'                                            ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='IDMSJSRV'                                       ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CASERVER'                                       ͏ 

3. Consult with the security department to verify the ESM contains the correct rules to secure the entries and permit
access to the appropriate users.

4. After making any above changes, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT,
either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

            

5. Modify the code to remove the dynamic statements EXECUTE IMMEDIATE , PREPARE , and EXECUTE . If these
statements must be used, secure resources (databases, access modules, tasks, programs, etc.) to use other
measures to eliminate possible code injection success. Because security checks are issued by IDMS as it executes
the commands and the authorization permissions are cached for the life of the transaction or task, whichever ends
first, the use of strongly typing parameters and validating inputs are other ways to guard against code injection when
dynamic statement execution must be used.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI: CCI-001310

CCI: CCI-001310

Published Date: 2009-09-22

Definition: The information system checks the validity of organization-defined inputs.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SI-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SI-10.1

STIG ID - BIDMA017: Limit Access to Error Messages
Learn how to limit access to error messages so it is not exploited.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Error messages and codes issued by IDMS and its applications and custom and user code may contain information
misusable by non-privileged users and adversaries. Such messages should not display confidential information to anyone
who is not trusted with it.

Databases can inadvertently provide a wealth of information to an attacker through improperly handled error messages.
In addition to sensitive business or personal information, database errors can provide host names, IP addresses,
usernames, and other system information not required for troubleshooting but very useful to someone targeting the
system.

This STIG article shows how to limit access to error messages providing information exploitable by adversaries.

The organization must prevent non-privileged users from having access to information in error messages and codes
exploitable by adversaries.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Log on to IDMS DC system and issue DCPROFIL . Following is example output, as referenced in the following points:

            VERSION:          19.00.02              NUMBER OF SCTS:        0006
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                                        OPERATING SYSTEM:      z/OS   ZIIP=Y

                                        zIIP ENGINES:          0004

SYSTEM TRACE:            NO             TRACE SAVE:  OFF  (DDLDCLOG)

 

CWA SIZE:         0000005000            DMCL TABLE:          CVDMCL

 

                                        PRIMARY STORAGE

SCRATCH HWM       0000000005            PROTECT KEY:             04

 

SIZE OF XA                              ACTIVE TRANSACTION

STORAGE AREA:     0040861696            COUNT:                 0015

 

QUEUE AREA                              SECURITY

LOW PAGE:         0000040001            SECURITY SYSTEM: CA TOP SECRET

HIGH PAGE:        0000041000            SIGNON SECURITY: OFF

 

DC VERSION ID:          0072            SVC NUMBER:             173

 

USER TRACE BUFFERS:     0500            GETMAIN SUBPOOL:        001

              PAGE 00001 - NEXT PAGE:

SYSTEM SHORT ON STORAGE:      NO        SHORT ON ONE OR MORE RESOURCES:   NO

MAX TASKS CONDITION EXISTS:   NO        SHORT ON RLES:                    NO

SYSTEM STORAGE PROTECTED:     YES       SHORT ON RCES:                    NO

HPSPO ENABLED:                YES       SHORT ON DPES:                    NO

TRACING TURNED ON:            NO        VECTOR TIMING ENABLED:            NO

STACK CHECKING TURNED ON:     YES       WAITING FOR ERUS QUIESCE:         NO

64-BIT ADDRESSING SUPPORTED:  YES       KEPT RESOURCE TIMEOUT OCCURRED:   NO

TIMER SUPPORTED:              NO        USER TRACE WANTED:                YES

SYSTEM BEING QUIESCED:        NO        DDLDCRUN AREA AVAILABLE:          YES

RUN THIS TASK ONLY:           NO        XA CAPABLE OPERATING SYSTEM:      YES

REENTRANT SNAPS WANTED:       NO        31-BIT AMODE SUPPORTED:           YES

LE/370 SUPPORTED:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS DISABLED:            NO

INIT. OF DC DONE:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:     NO

PAGE RELEASE ENABLED:         YES       TASKS SNAPS DISABLED:             NO

DC RUNNING AUTHORIZED:        NO        TASKS SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:      NO

ONLINE RESOURCE LIMITS:       YES       STATISTICS DRIVEN BY TIMER:       NO

EXTERNAL RESOURCE LIMITS:     NO        STATISTICS FOR EACH TASK:         YES

ONLINE LIMITS ENABLED:        YES       STATISTICS COLLECTED BY TRANSACT: YES

EXTERNAL LIMITS ENABLED:      NO        STATISTICS WRITTEN PER TASK:      NO

ANY RESOURCE LIMITS:          YES       STATISTICS FOR EACH LINE:         NO

ANY LIMITS ENABLED:           YES       STATISTICS FOR USER MODE:         YES

LOG GOES TO DATABASE:         YES       STATISTICS GO TO DATABASE:        NO

 

              PAGE 00002 - NEXT PAGE:

 

                              * CURRENT SVC *

SVC NUMBER (#SVCOPT):         174       CV NUMBER (CENTRAL VERSION #):      203

SVC NAME:                     IDMSMSVC  SVC COMPILE DATE:              20140806

SVC RELEASE:                  19.0      SVC COMPILE TIME:                 15.49

SVC FMID:                     CAGJJ00   SVC PTF:                            N/A

 

                              * SVC OPTIONS *

AUTHREQ:                      NO        CVKEY:                        UNSECURED
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SMF:                          YES       SVCXLEN (ERE Extension length):   00112

 

                              * SVC CV TABLE *

CV LIST:                      203 -209 210

 

              PAGE 00003 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * SYSTEM/USER EXITS *

EXIT                            CALL             NEED TO           ENTRY POINT/

NUMBER     DEFINED     MODE     CONVENTIONS      LOAD    AMODE     MODULE NAME

 

  017      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECAA4

  018      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECB00

              PAGE 00004 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Named User Exits *

EXIT                   ENTRY              EXIT                   ENTRY

NAME       DEFINED     POINT              NAME       DEFINED     POINT

BTCIDXIT   NO          00000000           DBLUEREX   NO          00000000

IDDEXITB   NO          00000000           IDDEXITO   NO          00000000

IDMSAJNX   NO          00000000           IDMSCLCX   NO          00000000

IDMSDPLX   NO          00000000           IDMSIOXT   NO          00000000

IDMSIOX2   NO          00000000           IDMSJNL2   NO          00000000

SCHEXITB   NO          00000000           SCHEXITO   NO          00000000

SGNEXITB   NO          00000000           SGNEXITO   NO          00000000

SUBEXITB   NO          00000000           SUBEXITO   NO          00000000

TCKREXIT   NO          00000000           USRIDXIT   NO          00000000

WAITEXIT   NO          00000000           WTOEXIT    NO          00000000

WTOREXIT   NO          00000000

              PAGE 00005 - NEXT PAGE:

                                  *  R C E  *

  ALLOCATED             IN USE                THRESHOLD             FREE

  0000002945            0000000267            0000002925            0000002678

 

            TYPE      # IN USE            DESCRIPTION

 

            00        0000002678          UNALLOCATED

            01        0000000080          STORAGE

            02        0000000164          PROGRAM

            03        0000000000          FILE CONTROL ELEMENT

            04        0000000001          SCRATCH ELEMENT

            05        0000000000          INTERNAL RUN-UNIT ALLOC.

            06        0000000000          QUEUE ELEMENT

            07        0000000000          CHUNK TO DUMP, TASK ABND

            08        0000000000          MESSAGE QUEUE ELEMENT

            09        0000000000          SIGNON ELEMENT

            10        0000000000          ENQUEUE ELEMENT

            11        0000000004          SINGLE THRD. RES. ELEM.

            12        0000000000          ECBID ELEMENT

            13        0000000001          MSG. DICT QUEUE ELEMENT

            14        0000000015          IDMS RUN UNIT
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            15        0000000002          INTERVAL CONTROL ELEMENT

            16        0000000000          BLL LIST (COBOL SUPPORT)

            17        0000000000          BLAST MESSAGE BUFFER

            FF        0000000000          UNINITIALIZED RCE TYPE

              PAGE 00006 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * ADSO CONTROL BLOCK *

 

MENU PROC. PRG. TASK     ADS            MAIN PROC. TASK CODE     ADS2

AUTO DIALOG NAME                        PRIMARY REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084

SECOND. REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084     INTRNL. TASK CDE TCF     ADS2T

FAST MODE THRESHOLD      NO             THRESHOLD FOR SCRTCH     0000000000

MAX. LINK LEVEL          0010           STAT. DEF. REC. VRSN     0001

USER MENU ONLY           YES            KEEP MENU IN SCRATCH     NO

AUTOSTATUS = YES         YES            AUTOSTATUS MANDATORY     NO

STAT. DEF. MANDATORY     NO             BYPASS DIAG. SCREEN      NO

MAPOUT NEWPAGE REQ.      NO             RELOCATABLE STORAGE      NO

ACTIVITY LOGGING         YES            DIAGLOG STATS. COLL.     NO

SELECTED DIALOG STAT     NO             COBOL MOVE               NO

STATS. CHKPOINT CNT.     0000           STORAGE MODE CALC.       NO

COMMENT DELIMITER        !

STATUS DEF. REC NAME     ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

              PAGE 00007 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * OLQ CONTROL BLOCK *

 

PRINT LINE SIZE             0080        PRINT PAGE SIZE             0060

INTERRUPT COUNT             0100        INTERNAL STG PAGE SIZE      1920

REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE       4000        INPUT LINE SIZE             0004

REPORT RETENTION            0001        MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION    0005

MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES        0030        MAXIMUM REPORTS COUNT       0005

USER QUEUE RETENTION        0000        USER MENU MODE DISALLOWED   NO

USER MENU MODE ONLY         NO          USER UPLOW CASE             NO

USER SECURITY - HIGH        NO          USER SECURITY - LOW         NO

USER SECURITY - NO          NO          CONTINUATION CHARACTER      -

SEPARATOR CHARACTER         !           COMMENT CHARACTER           ;

TRANSACTIONS IDENTIFIER     OLQ         PFKEY MODULE NAME

MAX INTERRUPT COUNT         0000        REPORT DICTIONARY NAME

MAX SORT SPACE IN K BYTES   0040        BATCH CLASS                 0000 

              PAGE 00008 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * STARTUP OPTIONS *

 

         OS ROUTE CODES                             00000000

         ATTACH TCKR AND CHKR FROM STEPLIB          YES

         ATTACH STARTUP AUTOTASKS                   YES

         LENGTH OF ABEND STORAGE IN WORDS           3000

         MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TASKS                    0136

         LENGTH OF TCE STACK IN WORDS               3000

         RUNAWAY TASK TIME INTERVAL                 0120

         INACTIVE TASK TIME INTERVAL                0300

         DUMP REQUESTED ON SYSTEM ABEND             YES

         SYSTEM IS MP                               YES
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         ALTERNATE STORAGE KEY                      09

         TICKER INTERVAL IN SECONDS * 100           0000000100

         INTERVAL IN SECONDS FOR STATISTICS         0000

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT INTERVAL            NONE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAM             RHDCBYE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAMS VERSION    0001

         NUMBER OF STORAGE PAGES                    0000000203

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN STORAGE CUSHION         0000000000

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN PROGRAM POOL            0000000125

         RENT. PGM. POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLOCKS    0000004000

         XA PROGRAM POOL SIZE IN 4K PAGES           0000000125

         XA RENT. PGM POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLKS    0000024000

         SCRATCH IN XA STORAGE                      YES

              PAGE 00009 - NEXT PAGE:

              ** OPTION FLAGS (RHDCOPTF) **

 

              PAGE 00010 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Product Intent Status *

IDMS Core Products                        IDMS Tools Products

---------------------                     ----------------------

CA ADS                             YES    CA ADS Alive                       YES

CA ADS Batch                       YES    CA ADS Trace                       YES

CA ADS APPC                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Analyzer                YES

CA IDMS CMS Option                 YES    CA IDMS/DB Audit                   YES

CA IDMS DDS                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Extractor               YES

CA IDMS Dictionary Loader          YES    CA IDMS/DB Reorg                   YES

CA EDP Auditor                     YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator        YES

CA ICMS                            YES    CA IDMS DML Online                 YES

CA CULPRIT for CA IDMS             YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor   YES

CA IDMS/DB                         YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Query Facility  YES

CA IDMS/DC                         YES    CA IDMS Enforcer                   YES

CA OLQ                             YES    CA IDMS Journal Analyzer           YES

CA IDMS/TP Monitor                 YES    CA IDMS Log Analyzer               YES

CA IDMS Performance Monitor        YES    CA IDMS Masterkey                  YES

CA IDMS Presspack                  YES    CA IDMS Online Log Display         YES

CA IDMS Server                     YES    CA IDMS SASO                       YES

CA IDMS SQL                        YES    CA IDMS Schema Mapper              YES

CA IDMS UCF                        YES    CA IDMS/DC Sort                    YES

                                          CA IDMS Task Analyzer              YES

 

IDMS Transparency Options                 Endevor/DB for IDMS

----------------------------              ----------------------

CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency         YES    CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS          YES

              PAGE 00011 - NEXT PAGE:

CA IDMS DLI Transparency           YES

CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency         YES

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency          YES

V72  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release 18.0 tape GJI00B node SYSTEM72

              PAGE 00012 - NEXT PAGE:
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3. Scroll to the OPTION FLAGS screen (see highlighted section). If "OPT00051" is not listed (as in the previous
example), your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. Also in the “** OPTION FLAGS (RHDCOPTF) **” section, for IDMS LOG messages, if OPT00226 is not listed, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. Review your database source code (in COBOL, ADS, or any other language your applications are written in) in your
production source repository, looking for any code that issues error messages. Ensure error messages do not contain
information beyond what is needed for troubleshooting the issue. If database errors contain Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) data, sensitive business data, or information useful for identifying the host system or database
structure, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. Also while reviewing your database source code (in COBOL, ADS, or any other language your applications are
written in) in your production source repository, looking for any code that issues error messages, check to determine
if detailed error messages are ever displayed to unauthorized individuals. If detailed error messages are displayed to
individuals not authorized to view them, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

7. Check security messages from external security managers (ESMs) are sent only to the log which can be secured. Log
on to IDMS DC system and issue DCPROFIL .

8. Contact the security office and verify the user, groups, and roles are defined to the ESM so DC log can only be viewed
by Information System Security Officer (ISSO), Information System Security manager (ISSM), Systems Administrator
(SA), and Database Administrator (DBA). If others can view it, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

9. Consult the system DBA and review system procedures for WTO exits modifying IDMS messages going to non-
privileged users. If there is no procedure, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

To verify if there is limited access to error messages, complete these steps:

1. In the source for RHDCOPTF, add lines:

#DEFOPT OPT00051 <-for messages sent to user

#DEFOPT OPT00226 <-for messages sent to IDMS log

            

2. Reassemble and relink RHDCOPTF. To reload RHDCOPTF in the CV, issue the following commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCOPTF NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

            

3. Contact the security office to verify ADSOBPLG, the ADS print log utility, is secured via the ESM and assigned to the
appropriate users, and the ADS log file is secured from being read by others than ISSO, ISSM, SA, and DBA, also via
the ESM.

4. Configure custom database code, and associated application code not to divulge sensitive information or information
useful for system identification in detailed error messages to those not authorized to view them.

5. Develop an IDMS user exit WTOEXIT to review, alter, redirect and suppress text of IDMS messages written to the
operator's console.

NOTE
Some system messages are written to the DC/UCF log as they are originally issued. Some system
messages are written only to the console, regardless of how they are defined in the message dictionary).

Verifying IDMS messages do not divulge sensitive information to unauthorized parties reduces risk and exposure to the
organization.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-001312, CCI-001314

CCI: CCI-001312

Published Date: 2009-09-22

Definition: The information system generates error messages that provide information necessary for corrective actions
without revealing information that could be exploited by adversaries.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SI-11 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-11 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SI-11.1 (iii)

CCI: CCI-001314

Published Date: 2009-09-22

Definition: The information system reveals error messages only to organization-defined personnel or roles.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SI-11 c
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-11 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SI-11.1 (iv)

STIG ID - BIDMA018: Terminate User Sessions or Tasks
Severity: 2 - Medium

When an IDMS user or connected process finishes their session, it is appropriate to explicitly terminate and/or log off
from any active processes or connections they have (other than batch jobs deliberately designed to persist). However,
for reasons ranging from leaving a terminal unattended (possibly after turning it off) to having a connection abend, it is
possible for DBMS sessions and other related processes to remain active, even if they appear closed.

It is thus important to use available mechanisms to detect when connected sessions terminate, and also to detect when
a session was inactive long enough it was likely abandoned, to terminate any associated sessions or processes not
deliberately intended to persist. Essentially, both the explicit and implicit logouts must be detected by the DBMS. Similarly,
if a batch request terminates abnormally the external run unit process needs to be terminated.

It may also be desired to limit the amount of time a task can wait for a resource before terminating it.

In all cases, the DBMS must verify the user's DBMS session and all processes owned by the session are terminated,
other than those intentionally running as batch and allowed to persist.

The organization must configure IDMS to automatically terminate user sessions or tasks when certain conditions are
reached such as time outs, abnormal termination, or disconnection.

This STIG article shows how to configure IDMS to automatically terminate user sessions or tasks when conditions such as
time outs, abnormal termination, or disconnections occur.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Use task SYSGEN if online, or program RHDCSGEN if batch. Sign on to the dictionary where the System definition is
maintained: SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM. , for example.

3. Enter: DISPLAY SYSTEM 123. where 123 is the number of the system checked.
4. Scroll through the returned text until CHKUSER TASK is found.

If the associated value is not the organization-defined number of subtasks detecting abnormally terminated batch
external request units, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. Scroll through the returned text until RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL is found.
If the associated value is not the organization-defined timeout number of wall-clock seconds, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. Scroll through the returned text until EXTERNAL WAIT is found.
If the associated value is not the organization-defined timeout number of wall-clock seconds, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

7. Scroll through the returned text until INACTIVE INTERVAL is found.
If the associated value is not the organization-defined timeout number of wall-clock seconds, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

8. Scroll through the returned text until RUNAWAY INTERVAL is found.
If the associated value is not the organization-defined timeout number of wall-clock seconds, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Use TASK SYSGEN if online, or program RHDCSGEN if batch.
3. Sign on to the dictionary where the system definition is maintained: SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM. , for example.
4. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL is <the organization-defined timeout

number of wall-clock seconds>. where 123 is the number of the system being modified.
NOTE
The system RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL can be overridden with the TASK RESOURCE TIMEOUT
INTERVAL for individual tasks.

5. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 CHKUSER TASK is <the organization-defined number of subtasks>.
where 123 is the number of the system being modified.

6. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 EXTERNAL WAIT is <the organization-defined timeout number of
wall-clock seconds>. where 123 is the number of the system being modified.
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NOTE
The system EXTERNAL WAIT can be overridden with the EXTERNAL WAIT parameter of the TASK
statement.

7. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 INACTIVE INTERVAL is <the organization-defined timeout number of
wall-clock seconds> where 123 is the number of the system being modified.

NOTE
The system INACTIVE INTERVAL can be overridden with the INACTIVE INTERVAL TASK parameters,
e.g., for task RHDCNP3S which services external tasks/sessions.

8. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 RUNAWAY INTERVAL is <the organization-defined timeout number of
wall-clock seconds>. where 123 is the number of the system being modified.

9. Enter: VALIDATE .
10. Enter: GENERATE .

The change becomes effective the next time the CV is stopped and started.

NOTE
Upon completion of the above tasks, as an option, the UCFCICZ interface may be used to clean up
the IDMS session if access was through CICS, once the CICS session has ended.

Verifying abandoned sessions are terminated keeps IDMS data and applications protected from misuse of those sessions.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-002361, CCI-002363

CCI: CCI-002361

Published Date: 2013-06-26

Definition: The information system automatically terminates a user session after organization-defined conditions or
trigger events requiring session disconnect.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-12
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-4 (2).1

CCI: CCI-002363

Published Date: 2013-06-26

Definition: The information system provides a logout capability for user-initiated communications sessions whenever
authentication is used to gain access to organization-defined information resources.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-12 (1)

STIG ID - BIDMA019: Limit Elevated Privileges
Severity: 2 - Medium

Whatever the reason, when a user has elevated privileges, they may be able to deliberately or inadvertently make
alterations to the DBMS structure or data.
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That includes if an SVC is used to ease interpartition communication for online applications executing under other DC
systems, batch application programs, and programs executed under TP monitors other than DC when running on the
same LPAR.

Such privileged functions must be protected from being used by untrusted entities.

The organization must restrict the use of code in IDMS providing elevated privileges or SVC calls to only select trusted
programs.

This STIG article shows how to rectify situations where user privileges may be inappropriately elevated, for example with
a combination of the key specification and the disabling of selected SVC functions.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Issue DCPROFIL and press ENTER until the page with * CURRENT SVC * is displayed at the top. In the * SVC
OPTIONS * section, verify AUTHREQ is YES and CVKEY has a valid number. If AUTHREQ is NO , or CVKEY is
UNSECURED , your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

3. Review the system documentation, database, and DBMS security configuration (in SRTT and ESM), source code for
DBMS internal logic, source code of external modules invoked by the DBMS, and source code of the application(s)
using the database.

4. If elevation of DBMS privileges is used but not documented, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

5. If elevation of DBMS privileges is documented, but not implemented as described in the documentation, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. If the privilege-elevation logic can be invoked in ways other than intended, or in contexts other than intended, or by
subjects/principals other than intended, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Choose an appropriate value for the CVKEY value in the #SVCOPT macro based on the AllowUserKeyCsa
parameter setting in the z/OS PPT:
a. If AllowUserKeyCsa(YES) is specified, then use a value in the range of 10 to 15 as the CVKEY.
b. If AllowUserKeyCsa(NO) is specified, then use a value in the range of 1 to 7 as the CVKEY; 4 is recommended.

2. Set #SVCOPT parameters CVKEY to the chosen key for startup modules and AUTHREQ=YES to create a secured SVC.
3. Assemble, relink and install SVC.
4. Create an entry in the Z/OS PPT for the startup module in the chosen key. To update the z/OS PPT, ask the authorized

systems programmer to do so, in a manner like the following:
a. Edit SCHEDxx in SYS1.PARMLIB.
b. Insert the required entry.
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c. To make changes effective, either IPL the system or issue the z/OS SET SCH= console command.
5. All IDMS CV startup modules must reside in an authorized library and must be linked as authorized (SETCODE

AC(1)).
6. The IBM Z/OS parameter AllowUserKeyCsa should also be checked since the setting may impact the CVKEY choice

(see TEC574934 for details).
7. Document where, when, how, and by what principals/subjects elevated privilege is in place per the steps in the

previous section, and contact the owner or authority over each account to determine what is actually needed.
8. Modify the database and DBMS security configuration (in SRTT and external security manager [ESM]), DBMS internal

logic, external modules invoked by the DBMS, and the application(s) using the database, to verify privilege elevation is
used only as required.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-002233, CCI-002530

CCI: CCI-002233

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system prevents organization-defined software from executing at higher privilege levels than
users executing the software.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (8)

CCI: CCI-002530

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system maintains a separate execution domain for each executing process.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-39

STIG ID - BIDMA020: Use Pervasive Encryption to Protect Sensitive Data
Severity: 2 - Medium

This control is intended to address the confidentiality and integrity of information, whether at rest in non-mobile devices or
in transit. It is applicable to IDMS environments which have data subject to regulatory or other requirements for protection.
It covers user information and system information.

Information at rest refers to the state of information when it is located on a secondary storage device (e.g., disk drive, tape
drive) within an organizational information system.

Information in transit refers to information passing through networks, either public or private.

If the confidentiality and integrity of application data is not protected, the data is open to compromise and unauthorized
modification.

Use of weak or untested encryption algorithms undermines the purposes of using encryption to protect data. The
application must implement cryptographic modules adhering to the higher standards approved by the federal government
since this provides assurance they were tested and validated.
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It is the responsibility of the data owner to assess the cryptography requirements in light of applicable federal laws,
Executive Orders, directives, policies, regulations, and standards.

For detailed information, refer to NIST FIPS Publication 140-2, Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules. Note
that the product's cryptographic modules must be validated and certified by NIST as FIPS-compliant.

The organization must use pervasive encryption to cryptographically protect the confidentiality and integrity of all
information at rest and implement NIST FIPS 140-2 validated cryptographic modules to protect data-in-transit for IDMS
data.

This STIG article shows how to use IBM-provided pervasive encryption and Transport Layer Security (TLS) to verify
sensitive data is appropriately encrypted.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. If this IDMS environment has no requirement for confidentiality and integrity of all information at rest in accordance
with the data owner’s requirements, this is not applicable.

2. For each IDMS application having sensitive data, if its critical files are not defined as a VSAM datasets, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

3. Perform the following for each relevant VSAM dataset:
a. Using the IDCAMS utility, issue the following command:

LISTC ENT('dsn') ALL

Where "dsn" is the DSNAME of the cluster; review the ATTRIBUTES section of the output to verify the database is
defined as NONINDEXED (the cluster is an ESDS). If not, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

b. In the IDCAMS LISTC output, look for the SMSDATA section. If none is found, your organization has an audit
finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

c. Otherwise, find the DATACLASS name and query the systems programmer to ensure the SMS data class specifies
"Extended Format" but does not specify "Extended Addressing". If not, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

d. In the IDCAMS LISTC output:
Find the STORAGECLASS and query the systems programmer to verify it supports extended format VSAM datasets.
If not, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

e. Confirm the database(s) have a data set key label. Places to check for a data set key label:
a. In the SMS data class definition by reviewing the entry for the appropriate data class in ISMF.
b. In the output of an IDCAMS LISTC in the ENCRYPTIONDATA section. If IF DATA SET ENCRYPTION is YES ,

then the label is displayed after DATA SET KEY LABEL .
c. The key label may be assigned through the ESM. Inquire of the security team to determine if this is the case.
d. The database(s) must be defined in the DMCL as VSAM . Run IDMSLOOK to print the contents of the DMCL and

look for the desired database(s). If the TYPE column is not VSAM , your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.
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4. Verify network connections to IDMS are FIPS-compliant.
a. For ODBC and JDBC Type 2 connections:

a. Configure the Data Source to enable the DTS-JCLI logging option as in this example IDMS Server screen shot:

b. Perform a connection test using the "Test" function on the administrator
using the top right button on the Data Source tab as in this screen shot:

c. View the generated log entries to determine the TLS version, cipher algorithm, and certificate employed. The
following sample output illustrates a desirable response:
2020/04/27 09:51:41.946 P:0000502C T:00005DC8 JCLI Trace: SSL_connect(832) successful!
2020/04/27 09:51:41.946 P:0000502C T:00005DC8 JCLI Trace: SSL_connect(832) connection attempts: 1
2020/04/27 09:51:41.947 P:0000502C T:00005DC8 JCLI Trace: SSL_connect(832) TLS version TLSv1.2
2020/04/27 09:51:41.947 P:0000502C T:00005DC8 JCLI Trace: SSL_connect(832) cipher
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256 (this should be one or more of the accepted ciphers)
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Cipher Specifications

3DES_SHA

AES_256_SHA

AES_128_SHA

                      

If the connection is not verified, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
b. For all connection types: IBM provides configuration options for multiple TLS (formerly SSL) components, to force

FIPS-140 compliance.
a. System TLS: The environment variable GSK_FIPS_STATE specifies GSK_FIPS_STATE_ON in the envar file in

the GSKSRVR home directory or message "GSK01057I TLS server starting in FIPS mode" is in the JES log.
b. ICFS: Review the JES log for the ICSF region for the following message is issued on startup:

CSFM015I FIPS 140 SELF CHECKS FOR PKCS11 SERVICES SUCCESSFUL.
• If either of the above is true, you do not have a finding.
• If none of the above is true, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Enable pervasive encryption to protect data at rest:
a. Query system programmers, DBAs, and security team members as needed to determine SMS data and storage

classes and data set key labels to use.
b. Convert the desired database to a VSAM cluster.

a. If necessary, expand the page size of the area(s) current files. The optimal page size is eight bytes less than
the VSAM control interval size.

b. Alter the file definition to change its access method and then generate, punch, and link all DMCLs in which the
file's segment is included. Optionally, specify a new database name or other location information

c. Then, run the IDCAMS JCL or other method to allocate the new database file(s).
c. Modify the CV and batch JCL to reference the new VSAM data set name(s) in the DNS= parameter of relevant JCL

DD cards
d. Using the appropriate OS utility, copy the original database file(s) to the new VSAM database file(s).

NOTE
The actual data encryption takes place when the database is written to or read from.

2. Contact the appropriate system administrators to make the needed changes to allow the use of AT-TLS and the
associated software.
See Broadcom Techdocs for further information:

1. Configure Secure Sockets
See IBM's z/OS Communications Server bookshelf for information on:

1. Configuring AT-TLS

See IBM's z/OS Cryptographic Services System bookshelf for information on:
a. Algorithms and key sizes
b. System TLS
c. ICSF Services
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000119, CCI-002450, CCI-2476

CCI: CCI-000119

Published Date: 2009-05-20

Definition: The organization reviews and updates the audit and accountability policy on an organization-defined
frequency.

Type: Policy

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AU-1 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AU-1 b 1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AU-1.2 (ii)

CCI: CCI-002450

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system implements organization-defined cryptographic uses and type of cryptography
required for each use in accordance with applicable federal laws, Executive Orders, directives, policies,
regulations, and standards.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-13

CCI: CCI-002476

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system implements cryptographic mechanisms to prevent unauthorized disclosure of
organization-defined information at rest on organization-defined information system components.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-28 (1)

STIG ID - BIDMA022: Deactivate Extraneous IDs and Functions
Severity: 3 - Low

Default and generic IDs provided by IDMS and its web applications can be anonymously misused as a back door into
IDMS data and applications. Likewise, demonstration, sample, and unused objects, applications, functions, and services
can be misused as back doors into IDMS if not explicitly configured to give only the necessary access (which, if not
officially used, is no access).

It is therefore imperative IDMS IDs, features, and functions adhere to the principles of least functionality by providing only
essential capabilities and otherwise be disabled.

The organization must remove or disable all default, generic, demo, or unsecured IDs, accesses, and configurations.

This STIG article shows how to verify extraneous and default IDs and functions are deactivated.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. To examine load module "RHDCSRTT", execute IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD" or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT
while signed onto the CV, and review the output.

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

3. If the TYPE=INITIAL #SECRTT has DFLTSGN=YES specified, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

4. If DFLTUID is defined in the output from step 2, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
5. If there are web-based applications to which individual users sign on, and a generic ID associated with the application

is used to access back-end IDMS databases, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
6. On the IDMS CV system where IDMS Web Services executes, enter WEBC to check Web Services configuration.
7. If REQUIRE SIGNON = NO , your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
8. If a CAISAG base installation completed with EMPDEMO=YES and/or SQLDEMO=YES , or if a base installation completed

with CSM and CREATE_DB_DEMO and/or CREATE_SQL_DEMO selected, your organization has an audit finding See
Remediate Audit Finding.

9. In OCF/BCF , DISPLAY DMCL <dmclname> . If segments EMPDEMO , SQLDEMO , and/or PROJDEMO exist, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

10. In OCF/BCF , DISPLAY DBTABLE <dbtbname> . If segments EMPDEMO , SQLDEMO , and/or PROJDEMO exist, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

11. In OCF/BCF , DISPLAY SCHEMA DEMOEMPL and DISPLAY SCHEMA DEMOPROJ . If either or both exist, your
organization has an audit finding. If schema EMPSCHM exists, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

12. Using ISPF Browse or similar tools, review the directories of load libs used by the installation. If any of the following
load modules are in load libs used by the installation, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.
EMPSS01 , EMPDMCL , EMPLOAD , EMPRPT , EMPINQ

13. If any of the following files are found using the installation, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.
<installation prefix>.EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO. <installation prefix>.EMPDEMO.INSDEMO,
<installation prefix>.ORGDEMO.EMPDEMO, <installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO,
<installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO, <installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.INFODEMO,
<installation prefix>.PROJSEG.PROJDEMO

14. Log on to the IDMS DC system and issue DCPROFIL . Scroll to the Product Intent Status screen. If any unused
product has a status of YES , your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. In the #SECRTT INITIAL macro inputting to the RHDCSRTT module, set DFLTSGN=NO and remove the DFLTUID from
the #SECRTT INITIAL macro inputting to the RHDCSRTT module, then reassemble and relink RHDCSRTT.
See IDMS STIG BIDMT010 for more details about #SECRTT .
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2. After making the above changes, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT,
either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD   

  

3. For web-based applications using generic IDs, set the individual user ID (external identity) to be recorded in the
journal:
a. For JDBC applications, use the IdmsConnection setIdentity method.
b. For ODBC applications, use the SQLSetConnectAttr function with the IDMS_ATTR_EXTERNAL_IDENTITY

attribute type.
c. Run journal report JREPORT 010 and JREPORT 008 to audit the individual user ID.

4. On the IDMS CV system where IDMS Web Services executes, enter WEBC REQUIRE SIGNON=YES .
5. In OCF/BCF , ALTER DMCL <dmclname> and EXCLUDE SEGMENT EMPDEMO , SQLDEMO and/or PROJDEMO .

Generate, punch, and relink dmcl. Do the same for DBTABLE <dbtbname> .
6. Remove load modules EMPSS01 , EMPDMCL , EMPLOAD , EMPRPT , and EMPINQ from installation load libraries.
7. Remove files <installation prefix>.EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO. <installation prefix>.EMPDEMO.INSDEMO

, <installation prefix>.ORGDEMO.EMPDEMO , <installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO ,
<installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO , <installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.INFODEMO ,
<installation prefix>.PROJSEG.PROJDEMO from installation and installation JCL.

8. Remove database demo objects from application dictionaries including EMPSCHM record elements and records,
EMPSS01 , and schemas DEMOEMPL and DEMOPROJ , dropping all the tables in these schemas.

9. For future base installs, as described in the “Add-on Installation for IDMS SQL (Using CAISAG and CSM)” section of
the IDMS documentation, verify all the DEMO parameters are set to NO.

10. Edit RHDCPINT source and remove or comment out products identified as unused. Reassemble, relink, and
implement changes by either recycling any affected CV or issue the following commands in any affected CV:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCPINT NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

  

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000166, CCI-000381

CCI: CCI-000166

Published Date: 2009-05-22

Definition: The information system protects against an individual (or process acting on behalf of an individual) falsely
denying having performed organization-defined actions to be covered by non-repudiation.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AU-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AU-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AU-10.1

CCI: CCI-000381

Published Date: 2009-09-18
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Definition: The organization configures the information system to provide only essential capabilities.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-7
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-7 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-7.1 (ii)

STIG ID - BIDMA023: Protect Against the Use of External Request or Numbered
Exits that Change the User ID
Severity: 3 - Low

Non-repudiation of actions taken is required to maintain data integrity. Examples of particular actions taken by individuals
include creating information, sending a message, approving information (e.g., indicating concurrence or signing a
contract), and receiving a message.

Non-repudiation protects against later claims by a user of not having created, modified, or deleted a particular data item or
collection of data in the database.

In designing a database, the organization must define the types of data and the user actions that must be protected from
repudiation. The implementation must then include building audit features into the application data tables and configuring
the DBMS's audit tools to capture the necessary audit trail. Design and implementation also must verify applications pass
individual user identification to the DBMS, even where the application connects to the DBMS with a standard, shared
account.

User exits changing userids can hide the true identities of those who may perform an action and should be carefully
restricted or eliminated.

The organization must protect against the use of external request or numbered exits in IDMS changing the User ID to a
Shared ID when actions are performed that may be audited.

This STIG article shows how to protect against the use of external request or numbered exits that change the User ID to a
Shared ID.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the recommended

best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by IDMS internal
security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository of IDMS user
definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview

2. Log in to the CV and enter command DCPROFIL . Press Enter until the page titled Named User Exits appears.
Find the entry for USRIDXIT .

3. If the DEFINED column in the page Named User Exits says YES , then a user-written exit was linked with IDMSUXIT.
4. If a user-written exit USRIDXIT was linked with IDMSUXIT (for batch or TSO-front end use), UCFCICS (UCF access

from a CICS transaction) or IDMSINTC (DML or SQL access form a CICS transaction server front-end) and the
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USRIDXIT changes the User ID to a Shared User ID, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

5. Issue LOOK PROGRAM=RHDCUXIT . If there are non-zeros in the 12 bytes starting at X'200', exit 27 is being used.
6. If there are non-zeros in the 12 bytes starting at X'20C', exit 28 is being used.
7. Check exits for a change in User ID and if there is a change to a Shared User ID, your organization has an audit

finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediated Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Remove code from USRIDXIT changing the individual User ID to a Shared User or remove the exit entirely.
2. After making the above changes, assemble and link IDMSUXIT.
3. Remove code from exit 27 and/or exit 28 changing the individual User ID to a Shared User or remove the exit entirely,

then reassemble and relink RHDCUXIT.
4. To implement the new RHDCUXIT and/or IDMSUXIT, either recycle any CVs using them or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE IDMSUXIT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCUXIT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD   

  

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000166, CCI-000381

CCI: CCI-000166

Published Date: 2009-05-22

Definition: The information system protects against an individual (or process acting on behalf of an individual) falsely
denying having performed organization-defined actions to be covered by non-repudiation.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AU-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AU-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AU-10.1

STIG ID - BIDMA024: Encrypt Passwords Sent through ODBC/JDBC
Severity: 3 - Low

Unencrypted passwords transmitted from ODBC and JDBC may be intercepted in a plain-text format.

This STIG article shows how to verify clear-text passwords are prevented over ODBC and JDBC.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. When using ODBC (with the CCI communications protocol) or a JDBC type 2 driver, if TLS encryption is not used with
CAICCI r2.1 and above, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

2. When using ODBC (with the IDMS communications protocol), if TLS encryption is not used as indicated on the
"Server" tab of the Data Source definition, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

3. When using a JDBC type 4 driver, if TLS is not used as indicated by the connection URL, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediated Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. If using ODBC (with the CCI communications protocol) or a JDBC type 2 driver, TLS encryption can be enabled using
CAICCI r2.1 and above. Select the TLS option in the CAICCI properties panel and configure and start the CCISSL task
on the mainframe.

2. If using ODBC (with the IDMS communications protocol), to enable TLS encryption, select the TLS check-box on the
Server tab of the Data Source definition, and provide the certificate name(s) on the TLS tab within the IDMS ODBC
Administrator.

3. If using a JDBC type 4 driver, use the TLS parameter on the JDBC connection URL to enable TLS encryption by
Setup. This is described in informational APAR QI83006 on Broadcom Support Online.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see the
National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI: CCI-000197

CCI: CCI-000197

Published Date: 2009-09-15

Definition: The information system, for password-based authentication, transmits only cryptographically-protected
passwords.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-5 (1) (c)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-5 (1) (c)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-5 (1).1 (v)

STIG Articles by Findings for IDMS for RACF

This article provides a list of all IDMS STIG articles for RACF. Select the specific IDMS STIG ID to assess and implement
the guidance.

Severity 1
:  High

Severity 2
:  Medium
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Severity 3
:  Low

To manage your STIG implementation, download this tracking tool.

Broadcom STIG
ID (Prioritized
by Severity)

Title Description

BIDMR001
Severity 1

Protect APF LOADLIB Data Sets Shows how to identify authorized program facility (APF) load
libraries that are not secure and describes how to remove
access from unauthorized User IDs.

BIDMR007
Severity 1

Turn on External Security Shows how to set external security on.

BIDMR008
Severity 1

Implement ESM auditing of IDMS Shows how to activate logging of resource security
administration, accesses, and denials.

BIDMR009
Severity 1

Only Authorized Users and Accesses on
IDMS CVs

Shows how to verify all signons and resource accesses are
handled through external security.

BIDMR002
Severity 2

Protect IDMS Installation Data Sets Shows how to identify installation data sets that are not secure
and describes how to remove access from unauthorized User
IDs.

BIDMR003
Severity 2

Protect IDMS CV Data Sets Shows how to determine what IDMS CV data sets are not
properly secured and describes how to restrict access based on
user role.

BIDMR004
Severity 2

Protect IDMS Database Data Sets Shows how to identify IDMS database data sets that are not
secure and describes how to restrict access based on user role.

BIDMR006
Severity 2

Define the IDMS Resource Class within Shows how to verify the  SAF resource class is defined and
active.

BIDMR010
Severity 2

Define and Protect IDMS Resources Using
the ESM

Shows how to define and permit appropriate IDMS resource
access to an ESM.

STIG ID - BIDMR001: Protect APF Load Library Data Sets
Severity: 1 - High

The Authorized Program Facility (APF) list designates the libraries that can contain program modules which possess a
significant capability to bypass system and security controls. Unauthorized access could result in the compromise of the
operating system environment, External Security Manager (ESM), applications, and customer data. Any APF-authorized
libraries that are in the LPA or LINKLIST should be considered as covered by this STIG as well.

The organization must ensure that UPDATE or greater access to all APF-authorized libraries is limited to database
systems programmers only, according to their documented roles. Also, the organization must ensure that all UPDATE or
greater access is logged according to the procedure in this article. To reduce risk, access to APF load libraries greater
than READ should be authorized only during time frames for approved changes.

Ensuring that APF-authorized load library data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization,
ensuring that the mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of APF.

This STIG article shows how to identify the APF load libraries that are not properly protected and describes how to
remove access from unauthorized User IDs. For more information about the libraries that must be APF-authorized, see
the IDMS documentation.
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Review the System APF, LLA, and LPA lists, and determine which IDMS LOADLIB data sets are APF-authorized.
The full list of active APF authorized libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:
D PROG,APF

This can be used to verify the active IDMS APF data set names against the installation list.
The full list of active LPA libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:
D PROG,LPA

This can be used to verify the active IDMS LPA data set names against the installation list.
The full list of active LINKLIST libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:
D LLA

This can be used to verify the active IDMS LLA data set names against the installation list.
The Global Access Table (GAT) entries can be displayed using the TSO command:
RLIST GLOBAL DATASET

This can be used to look for any IDMS data set names in the Global Access Table.
2. Review RACF profiles and permissions for those LOADLIB data sets. Generate the reports to display who has access

to IDMS APF-authorized load library data sets:
LISTDSD DATASET(hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB) ALL 

LISTDSD DATASET(hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB) ALL GENERIC

APF_authorized_load_library_data_set_name
Secifies the name of any IDMS APF load library Data set as installed.

The product displays a report of who has access to IDMS APF load library data sets.
Example output:

INFORMATION FOR DATASET hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB (G)

              

LEVEL OWNER    UNIVERSAL ACCESS    WARNING    ERASE

----- -------- ----------------    -------    -----

00     SYSADM       NONE              NO        NO

              

AUDITING

--------

FAILURES(READ)

              

NOTIFY

--------

NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

              

YOUR ACCESS CREATION GROUP DATASET TYPE

----------- -------------- ------------

ALTER          SYS1          NON-VSAM

              

GLOBALAUDIT

-----------

NONE

              

NO INSTALLATION DATA

              

SECURITY LEVEL
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------------------------------------------

NO SECURITY LEVEL

              

CATEGORIES

----------

NO CATEGORIES

              

SECLABEL

--------

NO SECLABEL

              

CREATION DATE LAST REFERENCE DATE LAST CHANGE DATE

(DAY) (YEAR) (DAY) (YEAR) (DAY) (YEAR)

------------- ------------------- ----------------

  177    21     NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE              

ALTER COUNT CONTROL COUNT UPDATE COUNT READ COUNT

----------- ------------- ------------ ----------

   NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE

              

ID       ACCESS

-------- -------

NO ENTRIES IN STANDARD ACCESS LIST

              

ID ACCESS CLASS ENTITY NAME

-------- ------- -------- ------------------------------------------------

----

NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

            

3. View the reports to identify all User IDs with access to IDMS APF-authorized load library data sets.
4. If UPDATE or greater access to the APF-authorized load library is limited only to responsible z/OS database systems

programmers and it is based on documented, assigned roles, your organization does not have an audit finding.
5. If any user User ID has access greater than READ to IDMS APF-authorized load library data sets, your organization

has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
6. If the RACF data set rules for APF-authorized libraries do not specify logging for UPDATE (or greater) access, your

organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team must ensure that UPDATE and greater access to all APF-authorized
libraries is limited to database systems programmers only, based on their documented roles, and that all UPDATE and
greater access is logged.

Limit all access to change the IDMS APF authorized load libraries to time frames for approved changes. Limit all access
greater than READ to time frames for approved changes. Outside of those approved time frames, reduce access to READ
only (including for database systems programmers).

Complete the following steps to determine remediation:

1. Review the access authorization to IDMS APF-authorized load library data sets for your organization. Evaluate the
impact of removing access from user or group profiles.

2. Set the UACC to NONE and remove access to the IDMS APF-authorized load library data set permissions for each
user ID that should not have access to IDMS APF-authorized load library data set:
ALTDSD APF library data set profile name UACC(NONE)
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PERMIT APF library data set profile name DELETE ID(user ID)

User ID
Specifies the User ID of the userid/profile from which access is being revoked.

APF library data set name
Specifies the name of the IDMS APF-authorized load library that is installed.

The product confirms your change.
3. If a data set is in the Global Access Table (GAT), use the following method to remove it:

– Use RALTER to remove any data sets from the GAT:
RALTER GLOBAL DATASET DELMEM(APF data set name)

APF dataset name
Specifies the name of IDMS APF load library as installed.

4. Use the following method to ensure logging for UPDATE or greater access is granted to APF-authorized load library
data sets:
– Use ALTDSD to specify auditing for any access greater than READ to the data sets:

ALTDSD APF data set name GLOBALAUDIT(ALL(UPDATE,ALTER,CONTROL))

APF data set name
Specifies the name of IDMS APF load library as installed.

5. Re-issue the LISTDSD commands to verify that the access to the IDMS APF-authorized load library data set no longer
exists for unauthorized User IDs:
LISTDSD DATASET(hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB) ALL 

LISTDSD DATASET(hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB) ALL GENERIC

APF_authorized_load_library_data_set_name
Specifies the name of any IDMS APF load library Data set as installed.

Output should confirm that IDMS APF load library data set access no longer exists for unauthorized User IDs.

Ensuring APF load library Data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization, ensuring the
mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of APF.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see the
National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213,CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.
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Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BIDMR002: Protect Installation Data Sets
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS installation data sets (the data sets that are created when you install IDMS, such as SMP/E CSI, target, and
distribution libraries), can use privileged functions and access sensitive data. If access to these data sets is not properly
restricted, the integrity of the base product can be violated, which can compromise the operating system and sensitive
data.

The organization must ensure that UPDATE or greater access to IDMS installation data sets is limited to the responsible
system programmer who installs and upgrades the software product.

The cybersecurity team must ensure that all UPDATE or greater access is logged, including the access that is
granted during limited periods of approved installation and upgrade projects. All access attempts, including successes
and failures, must be logged. READ access can be given to auditors, security team, and security batch users. The
organization must ensure that only users with valid requirements are granted access with the lowest level of access that
is required to perform their roles. As required, READ access may be granted to IDMS users who have a valid need to
access the distribution libraries. These libraries typically have data set name qualifiers of CAGJ*.

The system programmer who is responsible for the product must identify and document the product data sets and
categorize them according to users that require UPDATE or greater access, ensuring that all UPDATE or greater access
is logged. The system programmer must identify other users or groups that require UPDATE or greater access for specific
data sets. After documenting the product data sets, the system programmer must work with the mainframe LPAR level
cybersecurity team to properly restrict the resources within the external security manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify installation data sets that are not properly protected and describes how to remove
inappropriate access from unauthorized User IDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

Follow these steps:

Review the access authorization to IDMS for z/OS installation data sets for your organization. Evaluate the impacto of
removing access from user or group profiles.

1. Review RACF profiles and permissions for those data sets. Generate the reports to display who has access to IDMS
for z/OS installation data sets:
LISTDSD DATASET(hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB) ALL 

           

LISTDSD DATASET(hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB) ALL GENERIC

hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB
Specifies the name of the IDMS installation data set to be reported.

The product displays who has access to the IDMS installation data sets.
Example output:

INFORMATION FOR DATASET hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB (G)    
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 LEVEL  OWNER    UNIVERSAL ACCESS   WARNING   ERASE       

 -----  -------- ----------------   -------   -----       

  00    SYSADM          NONE          NO      NO          

                                                          

 AUDITING                                                 

 --------                                                 

 FAILURES(READ)                                           

                                                          

 NOTIFY                                                         

 --------                                                       

 NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED                                         

                                                                

 YOUR ACCESS  CREATION GROUP  DATASET TYPE                      

 -----------  --------------  ------------                      

    ALTER        SYS1           NON-VSAM                        

                                                                

 GLOBALAUDIT                                                    

 -----------                                                    

  NONE                                                          

                                                                

 NO INSTALLATION DATA                                           

                                                                

               SECURITY LEVEL                                   

 ------------------------------------------                     

 NO SECURITY LEVEL                                              

                                                                

 CATEGORIES                                                     

 ----------                                                     

 NO CATEGORIES                                                  

                                                                

 SECLABEL                                                       

 --------                                                       

 NO SECLABEL                                                    

                                                                

 CREATION DATE  LAST REFERENCE DATE  LAST CHANGE DATE           

 (DAY) (YEAR)        (DAY) (YEAR)      (DAY) (YEAR)             

 -------------  -------------------  ----------------           

  177    21      NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE             

 ALTER COUNT  CONTROL COUNT  UPDATE COUNT  READ COUNT                           

 -----------  -------------  ------------  ----------                           

 NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE                                             

                                                                                

    ID     ACCESS                                                               

 --------  -------                                                              

 NO ENTRIES IN STANDARD ACCESS LIST                                             

                                                                                

    ID    ACCESS   CLASS                ENTITY NAME                             

 -------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------------------- 

 NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

          

2. Review the output to determine whether the data sets are properly restricted. To be properly restricted, the RACF data
set rules must meet these requirements:
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– Restrict UPDATE and greater access to responsible IDMS systems programming personnel
– Restrict users that have valid requirements, such as auditors, to READ access
– Specify that all access requests of UPDATE or greater (including failures and successes) are logged

3. If the RACF data set rule requirements are met, your organization does not have an audit finding.
4. If any of the RACF data set rule requirements are not met, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate

Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The ISSO must ensure that UPDATE or greater access to IDMS for z/OS installation data sets is limited to system
programmers only and all UPDATE or greater access is logged. READ access can be given to authorized users who have
a valid access requirement.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the access authorization to IDMS installation data set (or sets) for your organization. Evaluate the impact of
removing access from User IDs.

2. Set the UACC to NONE and remove access permissions for each user ID that should not have access to IDMS
installation data sets:
ALTDSD installation_data_set_profile_name UACC(NONE) 

              

PERMIT installation_data_set_profile_name DELETE ID(User ID)

User ID
Specifies the User ID of the userid/profile from which access is being revoked.

installation_data_set_profile_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS installation data set.

The product confirms your change.
3. If a data set is in the Global Access Table (GAT), use the following method to remove it:

Use RALTER to remove any data sets from the GAT:
RALTER GLOBAL DATASET DELMEM(installation_data_set_profile_name)

installation_data_set_profile_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS installation data set.

The product confirms your change.
4. Use the following method to ensure logging for UPDATE or greater access is granted to IDMS installation data sets:

– Use ALTDSD to specify auditing for any access greater than READ to the data sets:
ALTDSD installation_data_set_name GLOBALAUDIT(ALL(UPDATE,ALTER,CONTROL))

installation_data_set_name
Specifies the name of IDMS installation data set.

5. Re-issue the LISTDSD commands to verify that the access to the IDMS installation data sets no longer exists for
unauthorized User IDs:
LISTDSD DATASET(hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB) ALL 

             

LISTDSD DATASET(hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB) ALL GENERIC 

hlq.IDMS.version.LOADLIB
Specifies the name of the IDMS installation data set to be reported.

The product displays who has access to the IDMS installation data sets.

Ensuring that product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see the
National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213,CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BIDMR003: Protect IDMS CV Data Sets
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS CV data sets can access and contain sensitive data, such as for example, records showing the before and after
images of updated database records. Access to these data sets must be properly secured to preserve the confidentiality
and integrity of sensitive or PII data.

The organization must ensure that all IDMS CV data sets are secured properly according to the requirements that are
described in Identify Audit Finding. Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets could jeopardize the confidentiality
and integrity of critical applications and data. Ensuring that product-started task data sets are properly protected reduces
risk and exposures to the organization.

This STIG article shows how to determine what IDMS CV data sets are not properly secured and describes how to restrict
access based on user role.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) must ensure that UPDATE or greater access to IDMS CV data sets is
limited to only system programmers and IDMS CV started task User IDs or batch job User IDs. READ access can be
granted to auditors and users that require access with a valid business justification.
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Limit all access to change control options to time frames for approved changes. Outside of the approved time frames,
reduce access, including for system programmers, to READ.

1. Identify IDMS CV data sets such as journals and logs. Ask the IDMS DBAs and system programmers for a list of
current IDMS data sets that include the journals, log files, and SYSCTL files on each mainframe system within the
organization. Often such data set names end with SYSCTL, *LOG, and *JRNL. They may also have DD names such
as //SYSCTL, //J1JRNL, //*JRNL, as found within the IDMS CV JCL.

2. Review the access authorization to the CV data sets for the organization. Evaluate the impact of removing access from
unauthorized User IDs. Retrieve a list of users who have access to the critical IDMS CV data sets:
LISTDSD DATASET(idms_cv_data_set_name) ALL 

              

LISTDSD DATASET(idms_cv_data_set_name) ALL GENERIC            

idms_cv_data_set_name
Specifies the name of an IDMS CV data set.

The product displays who has access to the IDMS CV data sets.
Example output:
INFORMATION FOR DATASET idms_cv_data_set_name (G)

LEVEL OWNER UNIVERSAL ACCESS WARNING ERASE

----- -------- ---------------- ------- -----

00 SYSADM NONE NO NO

AUDITING

--------

FAILURES(READ)

NOTIFY

--------

NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

YOUR ACCESS CREATION GROUP DATASET TYPE

----------- -------------- ------------

ALTER SYS1 NON-VSAM

GLOBALAUDIT

-----------

NONE

NO INSTALLATION DATA

SECURITY LEVEL

------------------------------------------

NO SECURITY LEVEL

CATEGORIES

----------

NO CATEGORIES

SECLABEL

--------

NO SECLABEL

CREATION DATE LAST REFERENCE DATE LAST CHANGE DATE

(DAY) (YEAR) (DAY) (YEAR) (DAY) (YEAR)

------------- ------------------- ----------------

177 21 NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE

ALTER COUNT CONTROL COUNT UPDATE COUNT READ COUNT

----------- ------------- ------------ ----------

NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE

ID ACCESS

-------- -------

NO ENTRIES IN STANDARD ACCESS LIST
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ID ACCESS CLASS ENTITY NAME

-------- ------- -------- ------------------------------------------------

----

NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST

3. Review the output and ensure that the following requirements are met:
– Access to the IDMS CV data sets is limited to only IDMS CV started tasks, IDMS CV batch User IDs, and system

programmers responsible for IDMS.
– READ access is limited to specific auditors and users with a valid business justification, which is documented.
– UPDATE or greater access that is granted to individuals such as the responsible system programmers for IDMS is

logged.
4. If all requirements are met, your organization does not have an audit finding.
5. If any requirements are not met, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The ISSO must ensure that UPDATE or greater access to IDMS CV data sets is logged and is limited to system
programmers and IDMS started task User IDs or IDMS task batch User IDs. READ access can be granted to auditors and
users that require access and have a valid business justification.

Limit access to change control options for individuals to time frames for approved changes. Outside of the approved time
frames, reduce access for individuals, including for system programmers, to READ.

Follow these steps:

Review the access authorization to IDMS CV data sets for your organization. Evaluate the impact of removing access
from unauthorized User IDs and adding UPDATE access with logging where appropriate.

1. Set the UACC to NONE and remove access permissions for each user ID that should not have access to IDMS
installation data sets:
ALTDSD IDMS_CV_data_set_profile_name UACC(NONE)

       

PERMIT IDMS_CV_data_set_profile_name DELETE ID(User ID)

User ID
Specifies the User ID of the userid/profile from which access is being revoked.

IDMS_CV_data_set_profile_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS CV data set.

The product confirms your change.
2. If a data set is in the Global Access Table (GAT), use the following method to remove it:

Use RALTER to remove any data sets from the GAT:
RALTER GLOBAL DATASET  DELMEM(IDMS_CV_data_set_profile_name)          

IDMS_CV_data_set_profile_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS CV data set.

The product confirms your change.
3. Use the following method to ensure logging for UPDATE or greater access is granted to IDMS installation data sets:

– Use ALTDSD to specify auditing for any access greater than READ to the data sets:
  ALTDSD IDMS_CV_data_set_profile_name

  GLOBALAUDIT(ALL(UPDATE,ALTER,CONTROL))          

IDMS_CV_data_set_profile_name
Specifies the name of IDMS CV data set.
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4. Re-issue the LISTDSD commands to verify that the access to the IDMS CV data sets no longer exists for unauthorized
User IDs:
LISTDSD DATASET(IDMS_CV_data_set_profile_name) ALL

LISTDSD DATASET(IDMS_CV_data_set_profile_name) ALL GENERIC

IDMS_CV_data_set_profile_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS CV data set to be reported.

The product displays who has access to the IDMS CV data sets.

Ensuring IDMS CV data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see the
National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213,CCI-001754

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-001754

Published Date: 2013-02-28

Definition: The organization limits privileges to change system-related information within a production or operational
environment.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-5 (5) (a)

STIG ID - BIDMR004: Protect IDMS Database Data Sets
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS database z/OS STC data sets contain the databases for an organization. These data sets may contain sensitive
data, such as journals that contain records showing the before and after images of updated database records.

The organization must ensure that all IDMS database data sets are secured properly according to the requirements that
are described in Identify Audit Finding. Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets compromise or violate the
confidentiality and integrity of critical applications and data.

This STIG article shows how to identify IDMS database data sets that are not properly restricted and describes how to
secure them.
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify IDMS database data sets. Ask the IDMS DBAs and systems programmers for a list of the current IDMS
database data sets that are on each mainframe system within the organization. The IDMS CV startup decks and the
CV DMCLs can be used to compile the list.

2. Review the access authorization to the database data sets for the organization. Evaluate the impact of removing
access from unauthorized User IDs. Retrieve a list of users who have access to the critical IDMS database data sets:
LISTDSD DATASET(idms_database_data_set_name) ALL

            

LISTDSD DATASET(idms_database_data_set_name) ALL GENERIC

idms_database_data_set_name
Specifies the name of an IDMS database data set.

The product displays who has access to the IDMS database data sets.
Example output:

INFORMATION FOR DATASET idms_database_data_set_name (G)

            

LEVEL OWNER    UNIVERSAL ACCESS WARNING ERASE

----- -------- ---------------- ------- -----

00    SYSADM           NONE        NO     NO

            

AUDITING

--------

FAILURES(READ)

            

NOTIFY

--------

NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED

            

YOUR ACCESS CREATION GROUP DATASET TYPE

----------- -------------- ------------

   ALTER         SYS1        NON-VSAM

            

GLOBALAUDIT

-----------

NONE

            

NO INSTALLATION DATA

            

SECURITY LEVEL

------------------------------------------

NO SECURITY LEVEL

            

CATEGORIES

----------

NO CATEGORIES

            

SECLABEL

--------

NO SECLABEL
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CREATION DATE LAST REFERENCE DATE LAST CHANGE DATE

(DAY) (YEAR) (DAY) (YEAR)         (DAY) (YEAR)

------------- ------------------- ----------------

177     21      NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE

            

ALTER COUNT CONTROL COUNT UPDATE COUNT READ COUNT

----------- ------------- ------------ ----------

NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE

            

ID       ACCESS

-------- -------

NO ENTRIES IN STANDARD ACCESS LIST

            

ID       ACCESS  CLASS                ENTITY NAME

-------- ------- -------- ----------------------------------------

----

NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST     

     

3. Review the output and ensure that the RACF data set rules for the IDMS database restrict access according to
assigned role:
– READ access is restricted to auditors and authorized users with a documented requirement.
– UPDATE or greater access is restricted to DBAs and system programmers that are responsible for the IDMS

software. Access is logged.
– UPDATE or greater access is restricted to the STCs and IDMS CV batch User IDs of IDMS for z/OS. Logging is not

required.
4. If the restrictions are correct for each user based on the assigned role, your organization does not have an audit

finding.
5. If the restrictions are not correct for a user, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit access greater than READ to time frames for approved changes. Outside of the time frames for approved changes,
reduce access to READ, including for system programmers.

Complete the following steps to determine remediation:

1. Identify IDMS database data sets by asking the IDMS DBAs and system programmers for a list of current IDMS
database data sets on each mainframe system within the organization.

2. Verify that access to the IDMS database data sets is properly restricted to the specific IDMS CV, based on the
assigned role.
The Information Systems Security Officer (ISSO) must verify UPDATE or greater access to IDMS for z/OS STC data
sets is limited to only the following users:
– IDMS DBAs and systems programmers. Access must be logged.
– IDMS CV user ID started tasks or batch jobs. READ access can be given to auditors and authorized users with

documented business requirements.
3. Limit access by individuals to modify IDMS data sets to time frames for approved changes. Outside of the time frames

for changes, reduce access to READ only.
4. Set the UACC to NONE and remove access permissions for each user ID that should not have access

to IDMS installation data sets:
ALTDSD IDMS_database_data_set_profile_name UACC(NONE) 

PERMIT IDMS_database_data_set_profile_name DELETE ID(User ID) 
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User ID
Specifies the User ID of the userid/profile from which access is being revoked.

IDMS_database_data_set_profile_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS database data set.

The product confirms your change.
5. If a data set is in the Global Access Table (GAT), use the following method to remove it:

Use RALTER to remove any data sets from the GAT:
RALTER GLOBAL DATASET DELMEM(IDMS_database_data_set_profile_name)

IDMS_database_data_set_profile_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS database data set.

The product confirms your change.
6. Use the following method to ensure logging for UPDATE or greater access is granted to IDMS installation data sets:

– Use ALTDSD to specify auditing for any access greater than READ to the data sets:
ALTDSD IDMS_database_data_set_profile_name 

GLOBALAUDIT(ALL(UPDATE,ALTER,CONTROL))

IDMS_database_data_set_profile_name
Specifies the name of IDMS database data set.

7. Re-issue the LISTDSD commands to verify that the access to the IDMS database data sets no longer exists for
unauthorized User IDs:
LISTDSD DATASET(IDMS_database_data_set_profile_name) ALL 

LISTDSD DATASET(IDMS_database_data_set_profile_name) ALL GENERIC

IDMS_database_data_set_profile_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS database data set to be reported

The product displays who has access to the IDMS database data sets.

Ensuring IDMS database data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see the
National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000225

CCI: CCI-CCI-000225

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The organization employs the concept of least privilege, allowing only authorized accesses for users (and
processes acting on behalf of users) which are necessary to accomplish assigned tasks in accordance with
organizational missions and business functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-6
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-6.1

STIG ID - BIDMR006: Define the IDMS Resource Facility Class within RACF
Severity: 2 - Medium
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Failure to use a robust external security manager (ESM) to control IDMS can compromise the integrity and availability of
the MVS operating system, applications, and user data. To ensure that the ESM can properly protect IDMS, the resource
classes must be properly defined. An undefined or improperly defined resource class presents a security risk by allowing
unauthorized access, potentially compromising the integrity of the operating system environment, the ESM, and customer
data.

The organization must define a unique, specific IDMS SAF Resource Class for External Security.

This STIG article shows how to ensure that the RACF SAF resource class is defined and active.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics in the IDMS documentation: For
more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Issue the RACF command to list resource classes to determine whether the @IDMS resource class is defined:
SETROPTS LIST

2. If a resource class is defined for IDMS such as @IDMS with UACC(NONE) and DEFAULTUACC(NONE) your
organization does not have an audit finding.

3. If the IDMS resource class is not defined with UACC(NONE) and DEFAULTUACC(NONE), your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The ISSO must ensure that the @IDMS resource class is active.

Complete the following steps to determine remediation:

1. Choose a unique Resource Class name. @IDMS is recommended.
2. Review the existing Class Descriptor Table and choose a unique, unused class.

SETROPTS LIST

3. Define the new Resource Class.

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CDT)

RDEFINE CDT @IDMS UACC(NONE)

RALTER CDT @IDMS CDTINFO(DEFAULTUACC(NONE) FIRST(ALPHA) MAXLENGTH(246))

RALTER CDT @IDMS CDTINFO(OTHER(ALPHA,NUMERIC,NATIONAL,SPECIAL))

RALTER CDT @IDMS CDTINFO(DEFAULTRC(8) OPERATIONS(NO))

RALTER CDT @IDMS CDTINFO(PROFILESALLOWED(YES) GENERIC(ALLOWED) )

RALTER CDT @IDMS CDTINFO(POSIT(501) RACLIST(REQUIRED))

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CDT)

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(CDT)

SETROPTS CLASSACT(@IDMS)

SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(@IDMS)

SETROPTS AUDIT(@IDMS)

SETROPTS GENERIC(@IDMS)

            

Once you have added, please list and review to ensure correct setup:
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SETROPTS LIST

Ensuring IDMS is using the External Security Manager for SAF resource classes reduces risk and exposure to the
organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see the
National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000336, CCI-002358

CCI: CCI-000336

Published Date: 2009-09-18

Definition: The organization, after the information system is changed, checks the security functions to verify that the
functions are operating as intended.

Type: Policy

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-4 (2)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-4 (2)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-4 (2).1

CCI: CCI-002358

Published Date: 2013-06-25

Definition: The information system implements a reference monitor for organization-defined access control policies that is
always invoked.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-25

STIG ID - BIDMR007: External Security On
Severity: 1 - High

IDMS must use External Security. By coding a complete SRTT module with #SECRTT macro TYPE=ENTRY, and
SECBY=EXTERNAL, IDMS allows the ESM to control the access to data sets and functions. Failure to properly control
these capabilities could compromise the operating system environment, ESM, and customer data.

The organization must ensure IDMS External Security is turned on.

This STIG article shows how to set external security on.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics in the IDMS documentation: For
more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains (a set of DC systems and local mode applications sharing a single user catalog
and SRTT). For each given security domain, logon to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Ensure that IDMS data sets (APF and installation libraries, CV and database) are appropriately protected by the ESM
(BIDMR001, BIDMR002, BIDMR003, BIDMR004).

3. Issue DCPROFIL . If there is nothing specified for "Security System" and therefore no external security system being
used, you have a finding.

4. Examine load module RHDCSRTT by executing IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD", or by issuing command "DCMT DISPLAY
SRTT" while signed onto the CV, and reviewing the output.

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

5. If TYPE=ENTRY and TYPE=OCCUR macros with all secured RESTYPE values including SGON and SYST and all
with SECBY=EXTERNAL are not found, you have a finding.
If RESTYPE=SGON or SYST or any other RESTYPE values are secured internally or none, you have a finding.

6. Ensure that the IDMS SAF resources are appropriately protected by the ESM (BIDMR006 and BIDTM010).

If any of the above exceptions are discovered, you have a finding.

Otherwise, you do not have a finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Ensure that IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.Follow these steps:

1. The SRTT module in the RHDCSRTT macro library member must be coded to enable ESM security and then
assembled and linked; see STIG article BIDMR010 for a full sample of that module, the following excerpt being the
SGON portion:
#SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                     X

            RESTYPE=SGON,                                     X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                     X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                     X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME 

            

As discussed in STIG article BIDMR006, the EXTCLS will be the IDMS resource name. Also, RESNAME will be
derived from the SYSTEM ID name in SYSGEN.
After making the above changes, ensure the ESM has the appropriate rules defined to give access to the desired
users. For example, in a RACF environment where the SYSGEN SYSTEM ID is SYSO187:
PERMIT SGON.SYSO187 CLASS(@IDMS) ID(userid) ACCESS(READ)

Once the change has been made and saved, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the
new SRTT, either recycle any CVs that use the SRTT or issue these commands:
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY                   ͏ 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

2. Ensure all IDMS datasets, particularly including macro libraries, are protected with the ESM's dataset level security, as
described for APF, Installation, CV, and database datasets in STIG articles BIDMR001, BIDMR002, BIDMR003, and
BIDMR004.

Ensuring IDMS is using the External Security Manager reduces risk and exposure to the organization.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see the
National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000015, CCI-000366, CCI-001813, CCI-002235, CCI-002358

CCI: CCI-000015

Published Date: 2009-05-13

Definition: The organization employs automated mechanisms to support the information system account management
functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-2 (1)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-2 (1)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-2 (1).1

CCI: CCI-000366

Published Date: 2009-09-18

Definition: The organization implements the security configuration settings.

Type: Policy, Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-6 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-6 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-6.1 (iv)

CCI: CCI-001813

Published Date: 2013-03-01

Definition: The information system enforces access restrictions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-5 (1)

CCI: CCI-002235

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system prevents non-privileged users from executing privileged functions to include disabling,
circumventing, or altering implemented security safeguards/countermeasures.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (10)

CCI: CCI-002358

Published Date: 2013-06-25

Definition: The information system implements a reference monitor for organization-defined access control policies that is
always invoked.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-25

STIG ID - BIDMR008: Implement ESM auditing of IDMS
Severity: 1 - High
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The ability to create and log records of auditable events is a key requirement of a properly secured system of record such
as an IDMS production database. In order to accomplish this, an ESM must be employed, as IDMS on its own does not
log such records, but the ESM’s auditing functionality includes the tracking of IDMS security calls such as administering
authorization and accessing or being denied access to IDMS-specific resources.

IDMS must use External Security. By coding the SRTT module #SECRTT macros that include TYPE=ENTRY,
RESTYPE=SGON, SYST, DB, DMCL, DBTB, SLOD, SACC, QUEU, TASK, and SPGM, and with SECBY=EXTERNAL
(see STIG article BIDMR010 for a more complete example), and activating EXIT 14 if any custom security is needed,
IDMS allows the ESM to control and log the access to data sets and functions. Failure to properly log these events could
allow threats and compromises to the operating system environment, ESM, and customer data to go undetected.

The organization must ensure IDMS External Security and logging of resource security administration, accesses, and
denials are turned on.

This STIG article shows how to activate these.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see STIG articles BIDMR006 and BIDMR007 and the
following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains (a set of DC systems and local mode applications sharing a single user catalog
and SRTT). For each given security domain, logon to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Ensure that IDMS data sets (APF and installation libraries, CV and database) are appropriately protected by the ESM
(BIDMR001, BIDMR002, BIDMR003, BIDMR004).

3. Ensure that the IDMS ESM external security is turned on (BIDMR007).
4. Issue DCPROFIL . If there is nothing specified for "Security System" and therefore no external security system being

used, you have a finding.
5. Ensure that the IDMS SAF resources are appropriately protected by the ESM (BIDMR006 and BIDMR010).
6. Examine load module RHDCSRTT by executing IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD", or by issuing command "DCMT DISPLAY

SRTT" while signed onto the CV, and reviewing the output.

NOTE
PTFs SO07995, and SO09476, and EXIT 14 are required to complete this step.

a. If the ESM specification does not match the RHDCSRTT entry, you have a finding.
b. If a TYPE=ENTRY for any of the following RESTYPE= is not found, you have a finding: SGON, SYST, DB, DMCL,

DBTB, SLOD, SACC, QUEU, TASK, and SPGM.
c. If any of the following RESTYPE= values is not secured externally (i.e. SECBY=EXTernal), you have a finding:

SGON, SYST, DB, DMCL, DBTB, SLOD, SACC, QUEU, TASK, and SPGM.
7. Check the SRTT for externally secured resource SYST which allows the SYSGEN to be modified and application

program definitions added.
a. If "SYST" is not found as the resource type in any of the entries, you have a finding.
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b. If "SYST" is secured internally, you have a finding.
c. If "SYST" is found to be secured externally, ensure that the ESM contains the correct definition using the external

resource class name and the external name construction rules. If it is not defined or not defined correctly, you have
a finding.

8. Examine load module IDMSCTAB by executing CA IDMS utility IDMSCTAD, or by issuing command "DCMT DISPLAY
CTAB" while signed onto the CV and reviewing the output.

NOTE
PTF SO08199 is required to complete this step.

a. If there is execution of certain OCF/BCF commands that have not been defined in the IDMSCTAB module using
the #CTABGEN macro, this is a finding.

b. If these task codes are defined to the IDMSCTAB module but have not been defined for the related activities to the
RHDCSRTT module, this is a finding.

9. Examine load module IDMSUTAB using CA IDMS utility IDMSUTAD, or by issuing command 'DCMT DISPLAY UTAB'
while signed onto the CV, and reviewing the output.

NOTE
PTF SO08527 is required to complete this step.

a. If the execution of DCMT utility command codes is not defined in the IDMSUTAB module using the #UTABGEN
macro, this is a finding.

b. If IDMSUTAB load module has defined commands but has not defined the related activities to the RHDCSRTT
module, this is a finding.

c. If any of the above tasks are completed from local mode, utilize a custom EXIT 14 to trigger a security check that
will go through the ESM. If an EXIT 14 is not configured for each such situation, this is a finding.

If any of the above exceptions are discovered, you have a finding.

Otherwise, you do not have a finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Ensure that IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

Complete the following to determine remediation:

1. The SRTT module in the RHDCSRTT macro library member must be coded to enable ESM security (see STIG article
BIDMR010 for a full sample) and then assembled and linked; change it in the following manner:

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                               X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏

            

As discussed in STIG article BIDMR006, the EXTCLS will be the IDMS resource name. Also, RESNAME for signons
will be derived from the SYSTEM ID name in SYSGEN.
If any of the resource types were not defined to the #SECRTT with SECBY=EXTERNAL, update the #SECRTT
security module to include the appropriate definitions.
Access Actions such as login – Resource type SGON
Privileged system access – Resource types SYST, DB, DMCL, DBTB
Privileged object access – Resource types SLOD, SACC, QUEU
Privileged program access – Resource type TASK, SPGM
To update the #SECRTT entries, change any invalid settings of SECBY= to SECBY=EXTERNAL for the resources
listed above. If any of the resource types are missing, add them.
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After making the above changes, ensure the ESM has the appropriate rules defined to give access to the desired
users. For example, in a RACF environment where the SYSGEN SYSTEM ID is SYSO187:
PERMIT SGON.SYSO187 CLASS(@IDMS) ID(userid) ACCESS(READ)

Once the change has been made and saved, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the
new SRTT, either recycle any CVs that use the SRTT or issue these commands:
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

Once this is done, confirm that the resource types are referenced appropriately by the external security manager.
RLIST @IDMS *.* AUTHUSER

2. If the IDMSUTAB load module needs to be updated to secure and audit the OCF/BCF commands, re-run the
#UTABGEN macro to create an updated version. Here is an example of the syntax:
#UTABGEN (FORMAT,14,PRINTPAGE,14)

This syntax assigns the FORMAT and PRINTPAGE commands to activity 14, which can now be secured by the
RHDCSRTT module.

3. If the IDMSCTAB load module needs to be updated to secure and audit the DCMT commands, update the
#CTABGEN macro to create an updated version. Here is an example of the syntax:
#CTABGEN (B,2),(N022,B,N050,B)

This syntax assigns security label B to activity #2, then it assigns the tasks DCMT VARY MEMORY and DCMT VARY
LOADLIB to security label B. With this definition, secure activity #2 appropriately in the RHDCSRTT module.

Ensuring IDMS is using the External Security Manager reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see the
National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000169

CCI: CCI-000169

Published Date: 2009-05-22

Definition: The information system provides audit record generation capability for the auditable events defined in AU-2 a.
at organization-defined information system components.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AU-12 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AU-12 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AU-12.1 (ii)

STIG ID - BIDMR009: Only Authorized Users and Accesses on IDMS CVs
Severity: 1 - High

Unauthorized users signing on to IDMS can pose varying amounts of risk depending upon the security of the IDMS
resources in an IDMS CV. Until the IDMS sign-on resource type (SGON) is secured anyone can sign on to IDMS. This risk
can be mitigated by securing the SGON resource. Like this resource, any other securable IDMS resources must also also
be handled through an External Security Manager (ESM) - see BIDMR010.

The organization must ensure IDMS External Security is turned on.
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This STIG article shows how to ensure all signons and resource accesses are handled through external security.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics::

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains (a set of DC systems and local mode applications sharing a single user catalog
and SRTT). For each given security domain, logon to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Ensure that the IDMS SAF resources are appropriately protected by the ESM (BIDMR006, BIDMR010).
3. Examine load module RHDCSRTT by executing CA IDMS utility IDMSSRTD, or by issuing command "DCMT

DISPLAY SRTT" while signed onto the CV, and reviewing the output.
NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

4. Look for a #SECRTT statement with the string "RESTYPE=SGON" and SECBY=EXTERNAL. If no
"RESTYPE=SGON" is found or "SECBY=OFF" or "SECBY=INTERNAL" is specified, you have a finding.

5. In the SRTT, resources are protected by #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY and TYPE=OCCURRENCE statements. Examine
the SRTT to ensure that there are #SECRTT statements for the desired resources that have "SECBY=EXTERNAL". If
there are none, you have a finding.

6. Execute an external security manager (ESM) resource access list for resource "SGON" for each CV on the system. If
the resource access is not restricted to only users authorized in the site security plan, you have a finding.

If any of the above exceptions are discovered, you have a finding.

Otherwise, you do not have a finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Ensure that IDMS is configured to require users to sign on and have resource access through external security
appropriately.

Complete the following to determine remediation:

1. In the source for RHDCSRTT add or edit an existing #SECRTT entry to secure the sign-on process such as this
example excerpt from the full sample in BIDMR010:

#SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                   X

RESTYPE=SGON,                 X

SECBY=EXTERNAL,               X

EXTCLS='@IDMS',               X

EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)              

            

The RESNAME used during sign-on is the CV system name as defined in SYSGEN. To find the system name sign into
SYSGEN in the CV. Then issue command "SIGNON DICT SYST" and then issue command "DISP SYS nnn" where
nnn is the CV number. Look for "SYSTEM ID IS" to find the system name used as RESNAME.
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2. Secure the desired resources by updating RHDCSRTT adding #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY and TYPE=OCCURRENCE
statements as needed. For example:

        #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                  X

        RESTYPE=resource,            X

        SECBY=EXTERNAL,              X

        EXTCLS='@IDMS',              X

        EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME) 

            

3. Before implementing changes, contact the security administrator and ensure that the ESM has the necessary rules for
the EXTCLS and EXTNAME values chosen. The appropriate ESM rules must then be given to the appropriate users.
For instance, in RACF:
PERMIT your_extname CLASS(@IDMS) ID(userid) ACCESS(READ)

4. After making the above changes, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT,
either recycle any CVs that use the SRTT or issue these commands:
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

͏

Ensuring IDMS users are required to signon and access only permitted resources using the External Security Manager
reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see the
National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI: CCI-000213

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

STIG ID - BIDMR010: Define and Protect IDMS Resources Using ESM
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS resources must be defined and secured within the external security manager (ESM). IDMS resources such as
tasks, database objects, SYSGEN settings, commands, system profiles, and more must be defined and secured. This is
to ensure that only those users who have a valid requirement to access them are given such access consistent with their
documented roles. There is a wide range of such resources, as described below, and once the ESM resource security has
been enabled (see STIG article BIDMT006), these resources must all be defined and access permitted as appropriate to
each role. Key to doing this properly is assessing what each user, whether in an organizational role or others using the
system, needs from a business value and security perspective, and assigning them access entitlements according to their
documented roles.
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The organization must define all IDMS resources to the ESM and give appropriate access to them only to those roles that
need them.

This STIG article shows how to define and permit appropriate IDMS resource access to an ESM.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation: Follow these steps:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains (a set of DC systems and local mode applications sharing a single user catalog
and SRTT). For each given security domain, logon to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Inspect the relevant IDMS modules to ensure all IDMS resources are defined in a manner consistent with being
externally secured through an ESM:
a. Examine load module "RHDCSRTT" by executing CA IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD", or by issuing command "DCMT

DISPLAY SRTT" while signed onto the CV, and reviewing the output.
NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete these steps.

Ensure the SRTT has a #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY with a SECBY=EXTERNAL macro for every IDMS resource type
you are securing in your environment. See Table 1 for a list of recommended roles, Table 2 for information about
each relevant macro and exit, Table 3 for the list of standard resource types, and Figure 1 for a best practices
sample of a complete SRTT. If this load module doesn’t exist, or if any of the types listed in the sample version in
Table 1 are missing or not SECBY=EXTERNAL, you have a finding.

b. If there is no IDMSCTAB load module into which the #CTABGEN has been generated that specifies the nodes
names that correspond to the DCMT commands (DCMT VARY DYNAMIC - N046; DCMT VARY MEMORY -
N033), you have a finding.
Examine load module IDMSCTAB using CA IDMS utility IDMSCTAD, or by issuing command "DCMT DISPLAY
CTAB" while signed onto the CV, and reviewing the output.

NOTE
PTF SO08199 is required to complete this step.

If DCMT command codes N024, N025, and N033 are not defined, or the command codes for the commands listed
below are not present in the output, you have a finding. See #CTABGEN for syntax, examples, and command
codes.
• DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY
• DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM
• DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK
• DCMT VARY LOADLIB
• DCMT VARY MEMORY
• DCMT VARY NUCLEUS
• DCMT VARY PROGRAM
• DCMT VARY RUN UNIT
• DCMT VARY SYSGEN
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c. Examine load module IDMSUTAB using CA IDMS utility IDMSUTAD, or by issuing command "DCMT DISPLAY
UTAB" while signed onto the CV, and reviewing the output.

NOTE
PTF SO08527 is required to complete this step.

If there is no IDMSUTAB load module into which the #UTABGEN has been generated that specifies the nodes
names that correspond to the UTILITY statements, you have a finding.

d. If an ACTI statement for DBUG that secures DBUG externally is found, verify the program IDMSGTAB resides in
the CV's CDMSLIB concatenation. If not, you have a finding.
If IDMSGTAB is found, perform a DUMPT of IDMSGTAB using AMASPZAP. The last 28 bytes are a table of 14
halfwords, one for each security category that can be secured by the #GTABGEN macro. Examine this table in the
DUMPT. If all halfwords are zero, and no debugger functions are secure, you have a finding.
If the debug activity is found to be secured externally, confer with the security office to ensure that the external
security manager (ESM) contains the correct definition using the external resource class name and the external
name construction rules. If it is not defined correctly, you have a finding.
If the ESM definition is correct but the role(s)/groups(s) are not defined correctly to give the appropriate
permissions, you have a finding.

3. Ensure each resource type is defined with appropriate security to the ESM. See Table 3 for a list of resources to
validate plus best practice settings and suggested role security. For each resource type, issue the following command
to validate that they are defined to the ESM and permitted appropriately to the specified roles - in this example, using
TASK. as the resource type:
RLIST @IDMS TASK.* AUTHUSER

If any of the resources listed in Table 3 is not defined to the ESM, or if the permission is not consistent with that table,
you have a finding.

4. If CAGJMAC and AAGJMAC libraries and the CUSTLOAD load library, or wherever the generated security load
modules used by the IDMS environment are stored, are not secured with external security manager (ESM) dataset
level security are not secured, you have a finding.

If any of the above exceptions are discovered, you have a finding.

Otherwise, you do not have a finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Ensure that IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

Complete the following steps to determine remediation:

1. The SRTT module must be coded to enable external security. See Figure 1 for a suggested best practice version.
Compare it with any local version you may already have and ensure any changes that ensue do not violate any
documented local standards. See Table 2 for more information.
Assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT, either recycle any CVs that use
the SRTT or issue these commands:
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY    

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

2. Define the resources specified in the SRTT and give permissions to them consistent with Table 3. To define and give
access to a resource, for example, of ADS, one could issue the commands:
RDEFINE @IDMS TASK.ADS AUDIT(FAILURE(READ),ALL(UPDATE)) UACC(NONE)           

PERMIT TASK.ADS CLASS(@IDMS) ID(IDMSDBA) ACCESS(READ)

͏
3. Update the source for IDMSCTAB. This example #CTABGEN entry secures the DCMT commands listed in the check

and assigns a task number to each:

CTAB TITLE 'GENERATE DCMT SECURITY TABLE'
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#CTABGEN LOGIN=YES,                                                     X

                 (A,1,B,2,C,3,D,4,E,5,F,6,G,7,H,8,I,9),                 X

                (N022,A), DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY                           X

                (N046001,B), DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM                  X

                (N046002,C), DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK                     X

                (N050,D), DCMT VARY LOADLIB                             X

                (N033,E), DCMT VARY MEMORY                              X

                (N063,F), DCMT VARY NUCLEUS                             X

                (N025,G), DCMT VARY PROGRAM                             X

                (N073,H), DCMT VARY RUN UNIT                            X

                (N095,I) DCMT VARY SYSGEN

END 

            

The ACTIVITY passed to the external security manager (ESM) will be the first up to five bytes of the application name
followed by the three-byte activity number or, using the above example, DCMT010 for a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC or a
DMCT VARY MEMORY command.
See #CTABGEN for syntax, examples, and command codes.
After making the above changes, IDMSCTAB and RHDCSRTT must then be reassembled and relinked. To implement
the new SRTT and IDMSCTAB, either recycle any CVs that use the SRTT or issue these commands:
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE IDMSCTAB NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

4. Create, or modify as needed, an entry in the SRTT to secure the DEBUG categories and compile into module
RHDCSRTT. The external class and external name construction rules must be specified. An example of this OCCUR
type macro is in Figure 1.
After making the above changes, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT,
either recycle any CVs that use the SRTT or issue these commands:
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY  

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

5. Review the IDMSGTAB module and make changes to the #GTABGEN macro as needed. Here is an example that
secures all possible DEBUG categories:

#GTABGEN (A,01,B,02,C,03,D,04,E,05,F,06,G,07,H,08,I,09,J,10,   X

K,11,L,12,M,13,N,14),                                X

(UPGMR,A,UPGMU,B,USTGR,C,USTGU,D,SHSTGR,E,SHSTGU,F,  X

AUPGMR,G,AUPGMU,H,ASYSTGR,I,ASYSTGU,J,               X

ASYSPGR,K,ASYSPGU,L,ALLR,M,ALLU,N)

              

END

            

Assume the TYPE=INITIAL #SECRTT macro specified ENVNAME=TEST0001 and the particular debug activity was
UPGMR (allow the user to retrieve user programs, schemas, maps, and tables). In that case, the external resource
name would be TEST0001.DBUG001. Using this information, a RACF example to grant access could be:
PERMIT TEST0001.DBUG001 CLASS(@IDMS) ID(IDMSDBA) ACCESS(READ)

Confer with the security office to ensure that the correct entries are in the ESM to give access to the appropriate
role(s)/group(s) permissions for the desired DEBUG categories.

Roles

The following contains the roles and descriptiond for suggested resource permissions:
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USER
These are application users who have no responsibility for the technical or security state of IDMS or any of its
data or applications beyond what is available through the applications they use.

DEVELOPER
These are the people who design, write, and maintain applications on IDMS.

DBADMIN
These are the database administrators responsible for configuring, defining, and maintaining the functionality of a
single database under IDMS.

DCADMIN
These are the database administrators responsible for configuring, defining, and maintaining the functionality of
databases under multiple IDMS systems.

SYSADMIN
These are the IDMS-wide security administrators.

Macros and Exit

The following contains the macros and exit and their recommended settings for implementing ESM control of resource
access:

#SECRTT
In module RHDCSRTT, this is the primary macro for activating external security and defining resources. Can be
used to granularly specify which resources are externally, internally, and not secured. Best practices indicate
using the simple “secure everything” approach which requires just a single macro for each resource type. See
Figure 1 for a suggested version of the module.
See #SECRTT for syntax, parameters/usage, and examples.

#CTABGEN
In module IDMSCTAB, this macro is the DCMT Command Activity Assignments (CTAB). It.assigns activity
numbers to DCMT commands. Displayed using the DCMT DISPLAY CTAB command or the batch program
IDMSCTAD. Its ESM-related function is to have these activity numbers available for external security, so the
absence of this table and its contents constitute a finding.
See #CTABGEN for syntax, examples, and command codes.

#UTABGEN
In module IDMSUTAB, this macro specifies the activity number associated with the utility statement on the
#UTABGEN macro. For example, #UTABGEN (A,3),(OCF,EXPANDPAGE,I). The ACTIVITY passed to the ESMis
the first up to five bytes of the application name followed by the three-byte activity number. Using the activity
number "3" in the #UTABGEN, the ACTIVITY sent to the ESM would be OCF003.
See #UTABGEN for syntax, parameters, usage, and control blocks.

#GTABGEN
In module IDMSGTAB, this macro is provided by the IDMS/DC online debugger macro for assigning activity
numbers to online debugger functions. In the #GTABGEN macro, you associate an activity number with an online
debugger security Category.
See #GTABGEN for syntax, parameters, usage, and examples.

Exit 14
This is an optional user-customizable exit letting for granular securing of individual resources if special exceptions
are required. It issues a security check when a BIND RUN-UNIT or READY AREA is done.
As long as all IDMS resource security is done through the ESM and no custom resources need special treatment,
this exit is not required.
See Numbered Exits for details about coding, changing, and activating IDMS exits.

Figure 1: Sample best practice SRTT
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This suggested SRTT has the basic settings for defining the IDMS resources as externally secured. If you already have a
table, be careful not to change or overwrite any local settings without first verifying the reasons for any variations from the
below.

Suggested sample settings for EXTNAME below are reflected in Resources. See Constructing an External Resource
Name for parameter descriptions and additional optional values.

    #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,                                         X

            ENVNAME=TEST                                             ͏

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DBNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSUSER’                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSTEM'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSMSG'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CATSYS'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DBTB,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NRU,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=AREA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 
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                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DMCL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYSA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE)                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYST,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,ACTI)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='DBUG'                                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QUEU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 
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                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TABL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SLOD,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPGM,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DDNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=UPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=USER,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X
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            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DCA,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=GROU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=FINAL                                               ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    END                                                           

 ͏

Table 1: Resources

The following table contains the resources and the recommended access by roles:

For RACF, the resource type is suggested to be @IDMS, and the specific resource names are listed below. So, to give
access to a resource, for example, of ADS, one could issue the commands:
RDEFINE @IDMS TASK.ADS AUDIT(FAILURE(READ)) UACC(NONE)

PERMIT TASK.ADS CLASS(@IDMS) ID(IDMSDBA) ACCESS(READ)

NOTE
Where Table 1 specifies to audit, the RDEFINE AUDIT parameter should contain “ALL(READ)” instead of
“FAILURE(READ).”

To validate that a given resource is defined as owned, either at a high level (e.g. TASK.) or a more granular one (e.g.
TASK.ADS) issue a RACF RLIST command, such as:
RLIST @IDMS TASK.* AUTHUSER

NOTE
In the below table, an “A” under the role means all access allowed, an “R” means specific relevant instances of
this type may be allowed, and blank means this is not appropriate or available for this role. The Audit column
indicates whether the resource gives sufficiently “privileged” access it should be audited.

Resource Name and
Description:

Audit? USER DEVELOPER DBADMIN DCADMIN SYSADMIN

ACT
Activity

R R R A A

AREA
Database Area

R R R A A

DACC
Database Access Module

R R R A A

DB
DBADMIN, Database

Yes R A A

DBTB
Database Namte Table

R R R A A
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DCA
DCADMIN privilege

Yes A A

DMCL
DMCL

R R R A A

GROU
Group

Yes R R R A A

NRU
Database Rununit

R R R A A

NSCH
Database Non-SQL Schema

R R R A A

QSCH
Database Schema (SQL)

R R R A A

QUEU
Queue

R R R A A

SACC
Access Modules

R R R A A

SGON
Signon

R R R A A

SLOD
Load Modules

R R R A A

SPGM
Program

R R R A A

SPRF
System Profile

R A A

SYSA
SYSADMIN privilege

Yes A

SYST
System

R R R A A

System ID
Literal ID of System when used
in resource names

R R R A A

TABL
Database Table

R R R A A

TASK
Task - generic access

Yes R R R A A

TASK.B
BYE or B signs the user off
from the DC/UCF system and
terminates the connection with
the system.

A A A A A

TASK.CLIST
CLIST executes a series of task
statements in a module and
stored in the data dictionary.

R R R A A
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TASK.CLOD
CLOD erases logically deleted
modules from the load area
(DDLDCLOD) of the data
dictionary.

Yes R A A

TASK.DCMT
DCMT lets DC/UCF users
monitor system runtime
activities and update system
definitions while a DC/
UCFsystem is executing.

Yes R A A

TASK.DCPROFILE
DCPROFIL lets DC/UCF users
display information about the
configuration of a DC/UCF
system.

R R R A A

TASK.DCUF
DCUF provides user functions
controlling various aspects of a
DC/UCF terminal session.

A A A A A

TASK.LOCKMON
LOCKMON lets DC/UCF users
display information about the
lock status in their DC/UCF
system.

R R A A

TASK.LOOK
LOOK lets DC/UCF users view
the contents of selected load
modules.

Yes R R A A

TASK.OLP
OLP (online PLOG) lets DC/
UCF users display the current
contents of the DDLDCLOG
area online.

Yes R A A

TASK.OPER
OPER enables DC/UCF users
to monitor system activity and to
cancel active task threads.

Yes R A A

TASK.QUED
QUED erases expired
queues from the queue area
(DDLDCRUN) of the data
dictionary.

Yes R A A

TASK.SDEL
SDEL erases logically
deleted users from the
database security area
(SYSUSER.DDLSEC).

Yes A A

TASK.SEND
SEND transmits a user-supplied
message to other DC/UCF
terminals.

R R A A A
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TASK.SHOWMAP
SHOWMAP displays maps
defined using the IDMS
Mapping Facility.

R A A

TASK.SIGNOFF
SIGNOFF signs the user off
from the DC/UCF system but
maintains the connection with
the system.

A A A A A A

TASK.SIGNON
SIGNON or S signs the user on
to the DC/UCF system.

A A A A A A

TASK.SUSPEND
SUSPEND terminates UCF
dedicated mode but maintains
the connection with the UCF
back end.

R A A

TASK.other-custom
Other local custom tasks
should be made available as
appropriate to the roles that use
them, and audited if they have
any privileged functionality.

When
privileged

R R R R A

UPRF
User Profile

R R R R A

USER
USER Privilege

Yes R R R R A

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see the
National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000192, CCI-000213, CCI-000764, CCI-000804, CCI-001082, CCI-001084, CCI-001499, CCI-001812,
CCI-001813, and CCI-002235

CCI: CCI-000192

Published Date: 2009-09-15

Definition: The information system enforces password complexity by the minimum number of upper case characters
used.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-5 (1) (a)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-5 (1) (a)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-5 (1).1 (v)

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.
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Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-3.1

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of organizational users).

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-2.1

CCI: CCI-000804

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates non-organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of non-organizational users).

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-8
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-8
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-8.1

CCI: CCI-001082

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Definition: The information system separates user functionality (including user interface services) from information
system management functionality.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SC-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SC-2.1

CCI: CCI-001084

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Definition: The information system isolates security functions from nonsecurity functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SC-3.1 (ii)

CCI: CCI-001499

Published Date: 2009-09-29

Definition: The organization limits privileges to change software resident within software libraries.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-5 (6)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-5 (6)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-5 (6).1

CCI: CCI-001812
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Published Date: 2013-03-01

Definition: The information system prohibits user installation of software without explicit privileged status.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-11 (2)

CCI: CCI-001813

Published Date: 2013-03-01

Definition: The information system enforces access restrictions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-5 (1)

CCI: CCI-002235

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system prevents non-privileged users from executing privileged functions to include disabling,
circumventing, or altering implemented security safeguards/countermeasures.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (10)

STIG ID - BIDMR011: Secure IDMS programs
Severity: 2 - Medium

The ability to add programs to be executed under IDMS can introduce vulnerabilities if malicious programs are added.
Additionally, if user-level, Developer-level, DBA-level, and DC Administrator-level programs are not secured, then
unauthorized users may use them to access to privileged IDMS capabilities and manipulate various resources within the
DBMS. IDMS must prevent installation of unauthorized programs and unauthorized use, the ability to dynamically register
new programs and tasks, and the failure to properly secure any programs that are added.

The organization must properly secure IDMS installation, registering, and defining of programs and tasks using an ESM.

This STIG article shows how to do this.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Contact the Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to confirm that the programs in this list are secured via the
ESM and assigned to the appropriate users. Each program listed must be secured.
The following are batch programs executed using JCL rather than by the CV. As a best practice, the external security
manager (ESM) must secure all program resources listed below rather than through the SRTT. If any of them are not
secured via TSS then your organization has a finding. See the below section to Remediate Audit Finding.

2. Review and validate the following suggested programs are secured by the ESM and granted to the appropriate user
role by using the RLIST command to find out whether a given program is defined to the ESM and who has access to it
is:
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RLIST PROGRAM program-name AUTHUSER

Example output if program-name is ADSBATCH:

CLASS      NAME                                                                ͏ 

-----      ----                                                                ͏ 

PROGRAM    ADSBATCH                                                            ͏ 

.                                                                              ͏ 

.                                                                              ͏ 

.                                                                              ͏ 

USER     ACCESS  ACCESS COUNT                                                  ͏ 

----     ------  ------ -----                                                  ͏ 

SYSDBA1  READ       000103                                                     ͏ 

.                                                                              ͏ 

.                                                                              ͏ 

.                                                                            

  

3. Review the output to validate the following suggested programs are secured by the ESM and granted to the
appropriate user roles:

4. User-level:
a. ADSBATCH
b. ADSOBPLG
c. CULPRIT
d. IDMSBCF
e. OLQBATCH
f. OLQBNOTE

5. Developer-level:
a. ADSOBCOM
b. ADSORPTS
c. IDMSDMLA
d. IDMSDMLC
e. IDMSDMLP
f. IDMSLOOK
g. IDMSRPTS
h. RHDCMAP1
i. RHDCMPUT

6. DBA-level:
a. ADSOBSYS
b. ADSOBTAT
c. IDMSCHEM
d. IDMSDBN1
e. IDMSDBN2
f. IDMSDDDL
g. IDMSPASS
h. IDMSRSTC
i. IDMSUBSC
j. RHDCOMVS
k. IDMSDIRL
l. RHDCSGEN
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m. RHDCTTBL
7. If the programs in this list are not secured, or if they were not permitted to appropriate roles, contact the Information

System Security Officer (ISSO), for you have a finding. See also IDMS STIG article BIDMA010.

If any of the above exceptions are discovered,you have a finding.

Otherwise,you do not have a finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately. See STIG article BIDMA010.
2. Contact the Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to confirm the programs in this list are secured via the ESM

and assigned to the appropriate users. Secure each program in the list in the following manner:
PERMIT program-name CLASS(PROGRAM) ID(role-group-or-user)

Where:
program-name

Name of one of above-listed programs appropriate to GROUP or user ID being granted access. Contact the
Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to confirm programs in this list are secured via the ESM and assigned
to appropriate users. Secure each program in the list.

role-group-or-user
Group or user ID profile name to be given access to specified program per above lists of user-level, developer-
level, and DBA-level programs.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-001082, CCI-001813

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-3.1

CCI: CCI-001082

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Definition: The information system separates user functionality (including user interface services) from information
system management functionality.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SC-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SC-2.1
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CCI: CCI-001813

Published Date: 2013-03-01

Definition: The information system enforces access restrictions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-5 (1)

STIG ID - BIDMR012: Ensure any Active Nodes, Lines, and Pterms are Secured
Severity: 2 - Medium

Network access (nodes, lines, pterms, ports, and protocols), services (including the applications supporting them) and
data transmission (including tunneling - i.e., embedding of data types within data types) not explicitly mandated by
production requirements represent security exposures. This can include applications offering multiple services from a
single component (e.g. email and web services). It is important to explicitly disable all such access points, transmission
types, and network services not proven to be required and fully secured, and to properly secure those kept active.

The organization must ensure any active nodes, lines, pterms, ports, protocols, services, and data transmission are fully
and properly secured.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains (a set of DC systems and local mode applications sharing a single user catalog
and SRTT). For each given security domain, logon to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. For each load area, run a CREPORT 43 to check the nodes and access types for each node. Here is a sample of
CREPORT 43:

REPORT NO. 43                                  CA IDMS/DC NODE NAME REPORT   REL nn.n                     

      mm/dd/yy PAGE   1

 CREPORT 043                                            LISTING OF NODES

      SYSTEM VERSION                                                                                      

 BUILDER      ACTION

          NUMBER          NODE NAME      ACCESS TYPE      DEFAULT NODE      CV NUMBER      SVC NUMBER     

   CODE        CODE

              71           A06IVT12        CCI                                                            

    R

              71           SYSTEM22        CCI                                                            

    R
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              71           SYSTEM92        CCI                                                            

    R

              71           DBDCGR          GROUP            NULL                                          

    R

              71           DBGNOD1         GROUP            NULL                                          

    R

              71           DBGNOD2         GROUP            LOCAL                                         

    R

              71           DBGNOD3         GROUP            SYSTEM72                                      

    R

              71           IDMSGR          GROUP            NULL                                          

    R

              71           SYSTEM71        LOCAL                                                          

    R

              71           CVNOD1          SVC                                  101            173        

    R

              71           CVNOD2          SVC                                  102            102        

    R

              71           SYSTEM72        TCP/IP                                                         

    R

              71           SYSTEM73        TCP/IP                                                         

    R

              71           SYSTEM74        VTAM                      

For each node, issue:
DCMT D LINE

The following is an example of such a command:
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For each LINE type with a status of InSrv, inspect the access type for potential unauthorized connection types. In the
above example, four lines are status InSrv and they are all type LIST.

3. For TCP/IP, any line with access type SOCKET, issue:
DCMT D LINE <tcp-line-id>

If any terminals are of type LIST and status InSrv, check port number for a valid port. If the port number is
unacceptable as defined in the PPSM CAL, you have a finding.

4. For each terminal with the type of LIST and InSrv, issue DCMT D PTE <pterm-id>. For each task and (possible
PARM STRING which could pass a task) identified in the PTE display, issue DCMT D TASK <task-id>. If the task is
IDMSJSRV and the associated program is NOT RHDCNP3J, you have a finding.
If the task/program was not authorized, you have a finding.

5. If other access types (e.g., VTAM, SVC, CCI) were deemed nonsecure in the PPSM CAL, you have a finding.

If any of the above exceptions are discovered, you have a finding.

Otherwise, you do not have a finding.
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Remediate Audit Finding

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

Complete the following steps to determine if you need remediation:

1. For any pterm found to have nonsecure attributes (task, program, or port), disable by issuing:
DCMT V PTE <pterm-id> OFF

2. Using SYSGEN, remove offending lines, pterms, lterms, and/or port numbers, then validate and regenerate the
system. The following is an example SYSGEN:

SYSTEM01

.

.

LINE TCPIP

     TYPE IS SOCKET.

PTERM TCPDDS2

      TYPE IS DDSTCPIP

      TARGET ADDRESS IS DDSNODE2

      TARGET PORT IS 3772

      IDLE INTERVAL IS 60

      NUMBER PERMANENT CONNECTIONS IS 5.

LTERM TCPDDS2 PTERM IS TCPDDS2.

PTERM TCPLIST1

      TYPE IS LISTENER

      PORT IS 3771

      BACKLOG IS 100

      TASK IS RHDCNP3J

      MODE IS SYSTEM

      PARM IS 'TASK=IDMSJSRV'.

LTERM TCPLIST1 PTERM IS TCPLIST1.

PTERM TCPBLK01

      TYPE IS BULK

      REPEAT COUNT IS 20.

LTERM TCPBLK01 PTERM IS TCPBLK01.

          

You can see various LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements. Any which meet the above criteria for elimination may
be removed, and the SYSGEN in question be regenerated. The following online method may be followed to update a
SYSGEN:

1. Use the DISPLAY or PUNCH verb to display the entity definition as syntax.
2. Modify the definition by typing over the displayed syntax. You can make changes to the entire work file by scrolling

through the file and by using the top-line command APPLY (or a control key associated with the APPLY command) to
apply the changes to the files without submitting the syntax to the compiler.

3. Submit the modified syntax to the compiler by using the top-line command UPDATE (or a control key associated with
the UPDATE command).

NOTE
When you update an entity definition online, you can verify your modifications before you enter the
GENERATE command by using DISPLAY CHANGES .
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000382, CCI-001762

CCI: CCI-000382

Published Date: 2009-09-18

Definition: The organization configures the information system to prohibit or restrict the use of organization-defined
functions, ports, protocols, and/or services.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-7
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-7 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-7.1 (iii)

CCI: CCI-001762

Published Date: 2013-02-28

Definition: The organization disables organization-defined functions, ports, protocols, and services within the information
system deemed to be unnecessary and/or nonsecure.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-7 (1) (b)

STIG ID - BIDMR013: Limit the Number of Concurrent Online Sessions
Severity: 2 - Medium

Multiple interactive sessions (may also be referred to as connections or logons for the purposes of this requirement) can
provide a way to cause a DoS (Denial of Service) attack against IDMS by exhausting connection resources if a user ID
and password were compromised; and a system can also fail or be degraded by an overload of legitimate users.

Database management includes the ability to control the number of sessions by account type, by account, or a
combination thereof, concurrently using a DBMS. Limiting the number of concurrent sessions per user (for example, by
use of a logon trigger) is helpful to reduce these risks.

Note that it is not sufficient to limit sessions via a web server or application server alone, because legitimate users and
adversaries can potentially connect to the DBMS by other means.

In defining the appropriate number, it is important to consider the work requirements of the various types of users. For
example, one or two might be an acceptable limit for general users accessing the database via an application; but
10 might be too few for a database administrator using a database management GUI tool, where each query tab and
navigation pane may count as a separate session.

This requirement addresses concurrent session control for a single account. It does not address concurrent sessions by a
single user via multiple system accounts; and it does not deal with the total number of sessions across all accounts.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:
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• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Use task SYSGEN if online, or program RHDCSGEN if batch.
3. Sign on to the dictionary where the System definition is maintained:

SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM

for example.
4. Enter:

DISPLAY SYSTEM 123

where 123 is the number of the system checked.
5. Scroll through the returned text until "MULTIPLE SIGNON" is found.

If the associated value is "YES", your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
6. Consult the system DBA and review system procedures for measures establishing a dataset to be used as a lock file.

If there is no such procedure, your organization has an audit finding.

If there is a limit to the number of online sessions at the same time for the same user to one, your organization does not
have an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

To verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately, use the following steps:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Use TASK SYSGEN if online, or program RHDCSGEN if batch.
3. Sign on to the dictionary where the System definition is maintained:

SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM

for example.
4. Enter:

MODIFY SYSTEM 123 MULTIPLE SIGNON IS NO

where 123 is the number of the system being modified.
5. Enter:

VALIDATE

6. Enter:
GENERATE

7. The change becomes effective the next time the CV is stopped and started.
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8. To implement single-threading in batch, one approach is to require users to use specific JCL including exclusive
access to a dataset used as a lock file. This would prevent more than one job from running at a time. However, unless
each user has their own individual lock file, it would not let multiple users have one session active at a time. This would
be one active session, no matter how many individual users attempt to run the batch jobs.
As an example, if you were to choose a data set, allocate it with a unique name, and use it for locking, if that data set’s
name was, for example, “MYAPPL.MYLOCK.FILE” then you would include the following DD (your choice of file/DD
name) in each step of each job that needed exclusive access to an arbitrary resource for single-threading purposes:
//MYDD     DD DSN=MYAPPL.MYLOCK.FILE,DISP=OLD

9. The IDMS DBA must develop a Journal Analyzer procedure for authorized users to capture, record, and log all content
related to a user.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000054

CCI: CCI-000054

Published Date:: 2009-05-19

Definition:: The information system limits the number of concurrent sessions for each organization-defined account and/or
account type to an organization-defined number of sessions.

Type: Technical

Note: The organization may define the maximum number of concurrent sessions for an information system account
globally, by account type, by account, or a combination. This control addresses concurrent sessions for a
given information system account and does not address concurrent sessions by a single user via multiple
system accounts.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-10.1 (ii)

STIG ID - BIDMR014: Prevent Unauthorized Access to Sensitive Data for IDMS,
IDMS Server, and Web Services
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS manages critically strategic and confidential data, which must therefore be protected from exposure to unintended
third parties, either in transit or in storage or cache during and after its active use, whether or not encrypted. The purpose
of this control is to prevent such exposure.

If such information is produced by the actions of a prior user/role (or the actions of a process acting on behalf of a prior
user/role), it must be protected from any current user/role (or current process) obtaining access to a shared system
resource (e.g., registers, main memory, secondary storage) after the resource was released back to the information
system. Control of information in shared resources is also referred to as object reuse.

Information can also be either unintentionally or maliciously disclosed or modified during preparation for transmission,
including, for example, during aggregation, at protocol transformation points, and during packing/unpacking. These
unauthorized disclosures or modifications compromise the confidentiality or integrity of the information.
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When transmitting data, the DBMS, associated applications, and infrastructure must leverage transmission protection
mechanisms.

Finally, assigning each process a separate address space means database management systems can maintain separate
execution domains for each executing process. Each process has a distinct address space so communication between
processes is controlled through the security functions. One process cannot modify the executing code or data of another
process. Implementing separate address spaces can achieve maintaining separate execution domains for executing
processes.

Use of this requirement is appropriate for situations where the data owner has a strict requirement for ensuring data
integrity and confidentiality is maintained at every step of the data transfer and handling process.

This STIG article shows how to determine whether your data is exposed in any of these ways and how to rectify this
circumstance.

The organization must prevent unauthorized and/or unintended exposure of sensitive data in memory, storage, or cache
for IDMS, IDMS Server, and web services.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify local IDMS security domains (a set of DC systems and local mode applications sharing a single user catalog
and SRTT). For each given security domain, logon to one DC system.
a. If you specify IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the recommended

best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by IDMS internal
security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository of IDMS user
definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Log on to an IDMS DC system and issue DCPROFIL . The output may look something like this, referenced in this
section and the next:

 VERSION:          19.00.02              NUMBER OF SCTS:        0006

                                        OPERATING SYSTEM:      z/OS   ZIIP=Y

                                        zIIP ENGINES:          0004

SYSTEM TRACE:            NO             TRACE SAVE:  OFF  (DDLDCLOG)

 

CWA SIZE:         0000005000            DMCL TABLE:          CVDMCL

 

                                        PRIMARY STORAGE

SCRATCH HWM       0000000005            PROTECT KEY:             04

 

SIZE OF XA                              ACTIVE TRANSACTION

STORAGE AREA:     0040861696            COUNT:                 0015

 

QUEUE AREA                              SECURITY

LOW PAGE:         0000040001            SECURITY SYSTEM: CA TOP SECRET

HIGH PAGE:        0000041000            SIGNON SECURITY: OFF
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DC VERSION ID:          0072            SVC NUMBER:             173

 

USER TRACE BUFFERS:     0500            GETMAIN SUBPOOL:        001

              PAGE 00001 - NEXT PAGE:

SYSTEM SHORT ON STORAGE:      NO        SHORT ON ONE OR MORE RESOURCES:   NO

MAX TASKS CONDITION EXISTS:   NO        SHORT ON RLES:                    NO

SYSTEM STORAGE PROTECTED:     YES       SHORT ON RCES:                    NO

HPSPO ENABLED:                YES       SHORT ON DPES:                    NO

TRACING TURNED ON:            NO        VECTOR TIMING ENABLED:            NO

STACK CHECKING TURNED ON:     YES       WAITING FOR ERUS QUIESCE:         NO

64-BIT ADDRESSING SUPPORTED:  YES       KEPT RESOURCE TIMEOUT OCCURRED:   NO

TIMER SUPPORTED:              NO        USER TRACE WANTED:                YES

SYSTEM BEING QUIESCED:        NO        DDLDCRUN AREA AVAILABLE:          YES

RUN THIS TASK ONLY:           NO        XA CAPABLE OPERATING SYSTEM:      YES

REENTRANT SNAPS WANTED:       NO        31-BIT AMODE SUPPORTED:           YES

LE/370 SUPPORTED:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS DISABLED:            NO

INIT. OF DC DONE:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:     NO

PAGE RELEASE ENABLED:         YES       TASKS SNAPS DISABLED:             NO

DC RUNNING AUTHORIZED:        NO        TASKS SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:      NO

ONLINE RESOURCE LIMITS:       YES       STATISTICS DRIVEN BY TIMER:       NO

EXTERNAL RESOURCE LIMITS:     NO        STATISTICS FOR EACH TASK:         YES

ONLINE LIMITS ENABLED:        YES       STATISTICS COLLECTED BY TRANSACT: YES

EXTERNAL LIMITS ENABLED:      NO        STATISTICS WRITTEN PER TASK:      NO

ANY RESOURCE LIMITS:          YES       STATISTICS FOR EACH LINE:         NO

ANY LIMITS ENABLED:           YES       STATISTICS FOR USER MODE:         YES

LOG GOES TO DATABASE:         YES       STATISTICS GO TO DATABASE:        NO

 

              PAGE 00002 - NEXT PAGE:

 

                              * CURRENT SVC *

SVC NUMBER (#SVCOPT):         174       CV NUMBER (CENTRAL VERSION #):      203

SVC NAME:                     IDMSMSVC  SVC COMPILE DATE:              20140806

SVC RELEASE:                  19.0      SVC COMPILE TIME:                 15.49

SVC FMID:                     CAGJJ00   SVC PTF:                            N/A

 

                              * SVC OPTIONS *

AUTHREQ:                      NO        CVKEY:                        UNSECURED

SMF:                          YES       SVCXLEN (ERE Extension length):   00112

 

                              * SVC CV TABLE *

CV LIST:                      203 -209 210

 

              PAGE 00003 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * SYSTEM/USER EXITS *

EXIT                            CALL             NEED TO           ENTRY POINT/

NUMBER     DEFINED     MODE     CONVENTIONS      LOAD    AMODE     MODULE NAME

 

  017      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECAA4

  018      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECB00

              PAGE 00004 - NEXT PAGE:
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                             * Named User Exits *

EXIT                   ENTRY              EXIT                   ENTRY

NAME       DEFINED     POINT              NAME       DEFINED     POINT

BTCIDXIT   NO          00000000           DBLUEREX   NO          00000000

IDDEXITB   NO          00000000           IDDEXITO   NO          00000000

IDMSAJNX   NO          00000000           IDMSCLCX   NO          00000000

IDMSDPLX   NO          00000000           IDMSIOXT   NO          00000000

IDMSIOX2   NO          00000000           IDMSJNL2   NO          00000000

SCHEXITB   NO          00000000           SCHEXITO   NO          00000000

SGNEXITB   NO          00000000           SGNEXITO   NO          00000000

SUBEXITB   NO          00000000           SUBEXITO   NO          00000000

TCKREXIT   NO          00000000           USRIDXIT   NO          00000000

WAITEXIT   NO          00000000           WTOEXIT    NO          00000000

WTOREXIT   NO          00000000

              PAGE 00005 - NEXT PAGE:

                                  *  R C E  *

  ALLOCATED             IN USE                THRESHOLD             FREE

  0000002945            0000000267            0000002925            0000002678

 

            TYPE      # IN USE            DESCRIPTION

 

            00        0000002678          UNALLOCATED

            01        0000000080          STORAGE

            02        0000000164          PROGRAM

            03        0000000000          FILE CONTROL ELEMENT

            04        0000000001          SCRATCH ELEMENT

            05        0000000000          INTERNAL RUN-UNIT ALLOC.

            06        0000000000          QUEUE ELEMENT

            07        0000000000          CHUNK TO DUMP, TASK ABND

            08        0000000000          MESSAGE QUEUE ELEMENT

            09        0000000000          SIGNON ELEMENT

            10        0000000000          ENQUEUE ELEMENT

            11        0000000004          SINGLE THRD. RES. ELEM.

            12        0000000000          ECBID ELEMENT

            13        0000000001          MSG. DICT QUEUE ELEMENT

            14        0000000015          IDMS RUN UNIT

            15        0000000002          INTERVAL CONTROL ELEMENT

            16        0000000000          BLL LIST (COBOL SUPPORT)

            17        0000000000          BLAST MESSAGE BUFFER

            FF        0000000000          UNINITIALIZED RCE TYPE

              PAGE 00006 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * ADSO CONTROL BLOCK *

 

MENU PROC. PRG. TASK     ADS            MAIN PROC. TASK CODE     ADS2

AUTO DIALOG NAME                        PRIMARY REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084

SECOND. REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084     INTRNL. TASK CDE TCF     ADS2T

FAST MODE THRESHOLD      NO             THRESHOLD FOR SCRTCH     0000000000

MAX. LINK LEVEL          0010           STAT. DEF. REC. VRSN     0001

USER MENU ONLY           YES            KEEP MENU IN SCRATCH     NO

AUTOSTATUS = YES         YES            AUTOSTATUS MANDATORY     NO
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STAT. DEF. MANDATORY     NO             BYPASS DIAG. SCREEN      NO

MAPOUT NEWPAGE REQ.      NO             RELOCATABLE STORAGE      NO

ACTIVITY LOGGING         YES            DIAGLOG STATS. COLL.     NO

SELECTED DIALOG STAT     NO             COBOL MOVE               NO

STATS. CHKPOINT CNT.     0000           STORAGE MODE CALC.       NO

COMMENT DELIMITER        !

STATUS DEF. REC NAME     ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

              PAGE 00007 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * OLQ CONTROL BLOCK *

 

PRINT LINE SIZE             0080        PRINT PAGE SIZE             0060

INTERRUPT COUNT             0100        INTERNAL STG PAGE SIZE      1920

REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE       4000        INPUT LINE SIZE             0004

REPORT RETENTION            0001        MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION    0005

MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES        0030        MAXIMUM REPORTS COUNT       0005

USER QUEUE RETENTION        0000        USER MENU MODE DISALLOWED   NO

USER MENU MODE ONLY         NO          USER UPLOW CASE             NO

USER SECURITY - HIGH        NO          USER SECURITY - LOW         NO

USER SECURITY - NO          NO          CONTINUATION CHARACTER      -

SEPARATOR CHARACTER         !           COMMENT CHARACTER           ;

TRANSACTIONS IDENTIFIER     OLQ         PFKEY MODULE NAME

MAX INTERRUPT COUNT         0000        REPORT DICTIONARY NAME

MAX SORT SPACE IN K BYTES   0040        BATCH CLASS                 0000 

              PAGE 00008 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * STARTUP OPTIONS *

 

         OS ROUTE CODES                             00000000

         ATTACH TCKR AND CHKR FROM STEPLIB          YES

         ATTACH STARTUP AUTOTASKS                   YES

         LENGTH OF ABEND STORAGE IN WORDS           3000

         MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TASKS                    0136

         LENGTH OF TCE STACK IN WORDS               3000

         RUNAWAY TASK TIME INTERVAL                 0120

         INACTIVE TASK TIME INTERVAL                0300

         DUMP REQUESTED ON SYSTEM ABEND             YES

         SYSTEM IS MP                               YES

         ALTERNATE STORAGE KEY                      09

         TICKER INTERVAL IN SECONDS * 100           0000000100

         INTERVAL IN SECONDS FOR STATISTICS         0000

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT INTERVAL            NONE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAM             RHDCBYE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAMS VERSION    0001

         NUMBER OF STORAGE PAGES                    0000000203

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN STORAGE CUSHION         0000000000

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN PROGRAM POOL            0000000125

         RENT. PGM. POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLOCKS    0000004000

         XA PROGRAM POOL SIZE IN 4K PAGES           0000000125

         XA RENT. PGM POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLKS    0000024000

         SCRATCH IN XA STORAGE                      YES

              PAGE 00009 - NEXT PAGE:
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** OPTION FLAGS (RHDCOPTF) **

 

              PAGE 00010 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Product Intent Status *

IDMS Core Products                        IDMS Tools Products

---------------------                     ----------------------

CA ADS                             YES    CA ADS Alive                       YES

CA ADS Batch                       YES    CA ADS Trace                       YES

CA ADS APPC                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Analyzer                YES

CA IDMS CMS Option                 YES    CA IDMS/DB Audit                   YES

CA IDMS DDS                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Extractor               YES

CA IDMS Dictionary Loader          YES    CA IDMS/DB Reorg                   YES

CA EDP Auditor                     YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator        YES

CA ICMS                            YES    CA IDMS DML Online                 YES

CA CULPRIT for CA IDMS             YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor   YES

CA IDMS/DB                         YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Query Facility  YES

CA IDMS/DC                         YES    CA IDMS Enforcer                   YES

CA OLQ                             YES    CA IDMS Journal Analyzer           YES

CA IDMS/TP Monitor                 YES    CA IDMS Log Analyzer               YES

CA IDMS Performance Monitor        YES    CA IDMS Masterkey                  YES

CA IDMS Presspack                  YES    CA IDMS Online Log Display         YES

CA IDMS Server                     YES    CA IDMS SASO                       YES

CA IDMS SQL                        YES    CA IDMS Schema Mapper              YES

CA IDMS UCF                        YES    CA IDMS/DC Sort                    YES

                                          CA IDMS Task Analyzer              YES

 

IDMS Transparency Options                 Endevor/DB for IDMS

----------------------------              ----------------------

CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency         YES    CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS          YES

              PAGE 00011 - NEXT PAGE:

CA IDMS DLI Transparency           YES

CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency         YES

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency          YES

V72  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release 18.0 tape GJI00B node SYSTEM72

              PAGE 00012 - NEXT PAGE:

        

If PRIMARY STORAGE PROTECT KEY is the same as the ALTERNATE STORAGE KEY, you have a finding.
If SYSTEM STORAGE PROTECTED is "NO", you have a finding.
If HPSPO ENABLED: display is "NO", you have a finding.

3. Issue commands:
DCMT DISP PROG xxxxxxxx

DCMT DISP DYN PROG xxxxxxxx

replacing [xxxxxxxx] with the names of user programs in addition to ADSOMAIN, ADSORUN1, and RHDCWSSP and
look for Storage Prot. If any are "NO", then you have a finding.

4. Issue command:
DCMT DISP BUFFER

If any of the buffers do not have OPSYS in the Getstg column, you have a finding.
5. For IDMS CV, issue:
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SELECT * FROM SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT

If rows are returned, caching is on.
For local, if no statement, SQL_CACHE_ENTRIES=0 exists in the SYSIDMS specification, caching is on.
If caching is on, to determine whether SQL cache tables are secured, issue the following commands (which assume
the EXTNAME settings in the SRTT are set as described in IDMS STIG BIDMA010: EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)
for RESTYPE=TABL and EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DBNA) for RESTYPE=DB - adjust accordingly if you have
other parameter values).
RLIST @IDMS TASK.DSCCACHE AUTHUSER

RLIST @IDMS DB.DSCCACHE AUTHUSER

If you receive specific accesses listed for each, then it is secured. Otherwise, it is not.
If caching is on and is not secured, you have a finding.

6. Check the SRTT for externally secured ACTI which can be used to secure DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY and DCMT
VARY MEMORY.
Examine load module RHDCSRTT using IDMS utility IDMSSRTD, or by issuing command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT
while signed onto the CV and reviewing the output.

NOTE
This requires PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 to complete this step.

7. If RESTYPE=ACTI is not found as the resource type in any of the entries, you have a finding. If RESTYPE=ACTI is
found but the entry is secured internally, you have a finding.

8. Examine load module IDMSCTAB using CA IDMS utility IDMSCTAD, or by issuing command DCMT DISPLAY CTAB
while signed onto the CV and reviewing the output. Here is an example output:
DISPLAY CTAB 

                     #CTABGEN DCMT Command Activity Assignments

               The IDMSCTAB load module was created Apr 22 2019 07:56

                         All DCMT commands will be logged

                         Code   Activity DCMT Command

                         N001      3     SHUTDOWN 

                         N002      3     ABORT 

                         N011     10     VARY DATABASE PROGRAM 

                         N025     10     VARY PROGRAM 

                         N025007  60     VARY STORAGE PROTECT ON 

                         N033      3     VARY MEMORY 

                         N040    251     DISPLAY REPLIES 

                         N041     13     DISPLAY/VARY/WRITE STATISTICS 

                         N042     14     DISPLAY JOURNAL 

                         N043     15     VARY JOURNAL 

                         N044     16     VARY UCF FETID 

                         N045     17     VARY UCF SYSTEM          

          

NOTE
This requires PTF SO08199.

Verify these DCMT command codes are present:
N022 - DISPLAY MEMORY
N033 - VARY MEMORY
If they are not present, you have a finding
.
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If any of the above exceptions are discovered, you have a finding.

Otherwise, you do not have a finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains (a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, logon to one DC system.
a. If you specify IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the recommended

best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by IDMS internal
security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository of IDMS user
definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. DCMT DISPLAY ALL STORAGE POOLS can be used to take note of what pools support any type of user storage, that
is, user, user-kept, shared, shared-kept, or ALL, in preparation for the next steps.

3. Do the following to place buffers into storage acquired from the operating system rather than from IDMS and enable
the use of high performance storage protection. Use the following system generation parameters to enable the use of
OPSYS storage for the buffers:
Set the STORAGE KEY parameter of the SYSGEN SYSTEM statement to “9” and ensure the ALTERNATE STORAGE
KEY is different.
Set the PROTECT/NOPROTECT parameter of the SYSGEN SYSTEM statement to PROTECT.
Set the PROTECT/NOPROTECT parameter of the SYSGEN PROGRAM statement to PROTECT for ADSOMAIN,
ADSORUN1, RHDCWSSP, and user PROGRAMS required to run with the alternate protect key (i.e., 9).

4. If necessary, redefine storage pools in such a manner all forms of user-oriented storage (user, user-kept, shared, and
shared-kept) are segregated from the system storage (database, terminal). For example:
ADD STORAGE POOL 1

CONTAINS TYPES ( SHARED SHARED-KEPT USER USER-KEPT )

ADD XA STORAGE POOL 128

CONTAINS TYPES ( USER USER-KEPT )

ADD XA STORAGE POOL 129

CONTAINS TYPES ( SHARED SHARED-KEPT )

ADD XA STORAGE POOL 130

CONTAINS TYPES ( TERMINAL DATABASE )

5. Generate and start the system. The storage pool definitions were set up correctly if the message DC004001 HPSPO
HAS BEEN DISABLED DUE TO INCORRECT STORAGE POOL DEFINITIONS is not issued at startup.

6. Using the #CTABGEN macro, secure DCMT commands:
– VARY BUFFER (code N010)
– DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY (code N022, TASK 011)
– VARY PROGRAM (code N025)
– DCMT VARY MEMORY (code N033)
– VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM (code N046001, TASK 001)
Here is an example where all five commands are assigned task code 3:
CTAB TITLE 'GENERATE DCMT SECURITY TABLE'

#CTABGEN (A,3),                                            X

       (N010,A,N022,N025,A,N033,A,N046001,A)

END

Using the above example, and assuming the SYSTEM ID of this IDMS system specified in SYSGEN is TEST001, the
SRTT entry could be: ͏
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#SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                         X

       RESTYPE=ACTI,                                       X

       SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                     X

       EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                     X

       EXTNAME=(SYST,ACTI)

After making the above changes, IDMSCTAB and RHDCSRTT must be reassembled and relinked. To implement the
new SRTT and IDMSCTAB, either recycle any CVs that use the SRTT or issue these commands:
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE IDMSCTAB NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

The ACTIVITY passed to the ESM is the first up to 5 bytes of the application name followed by the 3 byte activity
number or, using the above example, DCMT011 for a DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY.
The DCMT commands can be assigned to users in RACF. Verify the ESM gives access to the appropriate people.
Here are some RACF commands based on the above information. Assume the SYSTEM ID in SYSGEN is TEST001:
PERMIT TEST001.DCMT001 CLASS(@IDMS) ID(IDMSDBA) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT TEST001.DCMT011 CLASS(@IDMS) ID(IDMSDBA) ACCESS(READ)

NOTE
For more comprehensive examples of these tables, see BIDMR010.

7. Reassemble the SRTT and/or module IDMSCTAB and issue commands:
DCMT VARY NUC MODULE IDMSCTAB NEW COPY - for IDMSCTAB

DCMT VARY NUC MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY - for RHDCSRTT

then for either or both:
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

8. To set buffers to OPSYS storage:
Access OCF or BCF and connect to the applicable dictionary.
Enter DISPLAY BUFFER nnnnnnnn AS SYNTAX VERB ALTER where [nnnnnnnn] is the name of the buffer.
Change the DC STORAGE parameter to OPSYS STORAGE
After changing all needed buffers, GENERATE the DMCL.
Punch and link the DMCL module.
Cycle the CV or issue DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY .

NOTE
If specifying OPSYS storage for buffers, IDMS attempts to allocate the buffer storage in operating system
storage rather than in IDMS storage. Should the allocation attempt fail, IDMS attempts to allocate the buffer
in IDMS storage, and messages DC205032 and DC205029 are issued indicating this.

9. Either turn off use of SQL cache or externally secure SQL cache tables.
To turn off SQL cache use in local use SYSIDMS parameter SQL_CACHE_ENTRIES=0. .
To turn off SQL cache use in IDMS CV, modify sysgen with statement DELETE SQL CACHE .
Otherwise, to secure SQL cache tables add RESTYPE=DB entry and RESTYPE=TABL occurrences for SQL cache
tables (table procedures and views) DSCCACHE, DSCCACHEOPT, DSCCACHECTRL, DSCCACHEV and any other
views of DSCCACHE created by the organization. See IDMS STIG BIDMR010 for an example of #SECRTT macros
securing RESTYPE DB and TABLE. Ensure SECBY=EXTERNAL .
Per IDMS STIG BIDMR010, to give access to the protected resource, once it was defined using the RDEFINE
command such as:
PERMIT TASK.DSCCACHE CLASS(@IDMS) ID(IDMSDBA) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT DB.DSCCACHE CLASS(@IDMS) ID(IDMSDBA) ACCESS(READ)
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-001090, CCI-002420, CCI-002422, CCI-002530

CCI: CCI-001090

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Definition: The information system prevents unauthorized and unintended information transfer via shared system
resources.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SC-4
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-4
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SC-4.1

CCI: CCI-002420

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system maintains the confidentiality and/or integrity of information during preparation for
transmission.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-8 (2)

CCI: CCI-002422

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system maintains the confidentiality and/or integrity of information during reception.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-8 (2)

CCI: CCI-002530

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system maintains a separate execution domain for each executing process.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-39

STIG ID - BIDMR015: Verify Input Data Does Not Compromise Processing
Severity: 2 - Medium

Invalid user input occurs when a user inserts data or characters into an application's data entry fields and the application
is unprepared to process that data. This can result in unanticipated application behavior, potentially leading to an
application or information system compromise. Invalid user input is one of the primary methods employed when
attempting to compromise an application.

With respect to database management systems, one class of threat is known as SQL injection, or more generally, code
injection. It takes advantage of the dynamic execution capabilities of various programming languages, including dialects
of SQL. Potentially, the attacker can gain unauthorized access to data, including security settings, and severely corrupt or
destroy the database.
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Even when no such hijacking takes place, invalid input recorded in the database, whether accidental or malicious, reduces
the reliability and usability of the system. Available protections include data types, referential constraints, uniqueness
constraints, range checking, and application-specific logic. Application-specific logic can be implemented within the
database in stored procedures and triggers, where appropriate.

When the use of dynamic SQL or other code is necessary, the code should be written so the invalid data can be found
and the appropriate action taken.

This STIG article shows how to guard against adverse or unintended system behavior caused by invalid inputs.
Information system responses to the invalid input may be disruptive or cause the system to fail into an unsafe state.

The organization must verify data input to IDMS, directly or indirectly, cannot compromise processing with invalid values,
code injection, or other dynamic invocation of unpredictable and undesirable actions.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Validating user input, for example against a list of valid values for a given column, is a standard programming
behavior which must be included when accepting user input. Such validation, whether in COBOL or ADS or any
other programming language, must compare the values of relevant input fields to ensure no restricted characters
are present, and if there is a set list of accepted values, to compare those fields against the values to ensure nothing
invalid is accepted.

2. Validate SQL-defined tables with  DISPLAY TABLE <schema-name>.<table-name> . If there is not a CHECK for
the columns and accompanying accepted values, you have a finding.

3. Validate network-defined records using DISPLAY TABLE <schema-name>.<table-name> . If there is no CALL to
a procedure BEFORE STORE and BEFORE MODIFY, you have a finding.

4. Review the source code for checks, procedures, and edits to identify how the system responds to invalid input. If it
does not implement the documented behavior, you have a finding.

5. For any data inputs that are specifically identified by the organization as exempt from validity checks, this is not
applicable. If the procedure does not validate the non-exempt columns, you have a finding.

6. Other applications and front-ends using mapping can use the automatic editing feature and edit and code tables to
verify that an input value is valid. If dynamic code execution is used and identified user input is not validity checked,
you have a finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Revise and deploy source code changes for checks, procedures, and edits to implement the documented behavior:

1. For SQL-defined tables, ALTER TABLE <schema-name>.<table-name> ADD CHECK (search-condition) .
2. For network-defined records, MODIFY <record-name> CALL procedure BEFORE STORE/MODIFY . Create or

update procedure to validate provided record field values.
3. Other applications and front-ends using mapping can use the automatic editing feature and edit and code tables to

verify an input value is valid.

Ensuring all application and database input is validated to avoid code injection or data corruption is an important measure
to preserve the integrity of IDMS and its applications and protect them from hacking.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-001310, CCI-002754

CCI: CCI-001310

Published Date: 2009-09-22

Definition: The information system checks the validity of organization-defined inputs.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SI-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SI-10.1

CCI: CCI-002754

Published Date: 2013-07-11

Definition: The information system behaves in a predictable and documented manner that reflects organizational and
system objectives when invalid inputs are received.

Type: Policy, Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-10 (3)

STIG ID - BIDMR016: Limit the Use of Dynamic Statements and Code
Severity: 2 - Medium

Dynamic statements, whether SQL or IDMS Common Facilities commands, must prevent unauthorized users from
executing.

Dynamic SQL statements are compiled at runtime and, if manipulated by an unauthorized user, can produce an
innumerable array of undesired results. These statements should not be used casually. Additionally, server tasks can
execute dynamic SQL code and should be protected.

The IDMS Common Facilities (BCF and OCF) can execute commands making updates to IDMS, and their use should
likewise be protected.

This STIG article shows how to ensure that dynamic statements of this nature are protected from misuse.

The organization must limit the use of dynamic statements and code in IDMS and IDMS Server exclusively to trusted and
authorized users.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. To examine load module RHDCSRTT, execute IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD" or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT
while signed onto the CV, and review the output.

3. Issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT while signed onto the CV, and review the output. Here is an example of what
the output of the command may look like:
        DISPLAY SRTT                                                   ͏ 

                          Security Resource Type Table                 ͏

                                                                     ͏

                The RHDCSRTT load module was created Feb 05 2019         ͏

                                                                     ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,                                         X

               ENVNAME=SYSO219,                                        X

               SGNRETN=2,                                              X

               SYSPROF=(DEFAULT,OFF),                                  X

               USRPROF=(USER,OFF),                                     X

               DFLTSGN=YES,                                            X

               DFLTUID=(VTAMNODE,PTERMID,LTERMID),                     X

               EXTRUID=EXTUSER,                                        X

               MAXRESN=150,                                            X

               SVCNUM=174                                               ͏ 

                                                                     ͏

*                                                                    ͏    

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

                                                                     ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DMCL,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DBTB,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=AREA,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=QSCH,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X
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               RESTYPE=TABL,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏      

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DACC,                                           X

              PAGE 00001 - NEXT PAGE                                   ͏

4. Check the SRTT for externally secured resource TASK for command facility task codes (e.g.OCF or organization-
defined task codes invoking program IDMSOCF or IDMSBCF ) and IDMS Server task codes IDMSJSRV and CASERVER
. Here is an example of what you’re looking for:
    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='OCF'

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

5. Review the output looking for those statements securing RESTYPE=TASK and RESNAMEs OCF or any organization-
defined task codes invoking programs IDMSOCF or IDMSBCF . (See previous.) If none are found for OCF , your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. BCF may not be defined as a task. If it is, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
7. If no TASK entry is found for either IDJSJSRV or CASERVER , or either is not secured externally, your organization has

an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding. Here’s an example of what you’re looking for:
    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='IDMSJSRV'                                       ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CASERVER'

8. Issue the DCMT DISP TASK task-name to determine the invoked program. Review the code to determine if any of
these execute dynamic code. If any do, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

9. Review source code in applications, procedures, and exits. If EXECUTE IMMEDIATE , PREPARE , and EXECUTE
statements are found in code not requiring it, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

See IDMS STIG BIDMT010 for a more comprehensive discussion of externally securing SRTT and related resources and
tables.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Create, or modify as needed, entries in the SRTT and then reassemble and relink the module RHDCSRTT for the
security domain. RESTYPE=TASK should have SECBY set to EXTERNAL , as in the following example (see also IDMS
STIG BIDMT010).
    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)
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2. If RESTYPE=TASK had a different value than EXTERNAL for SECBY and you were not in a position to correct that, then
you would want specific OCCUR entries for OCF , IDMSJSRV , and CASERVER , as in the following example. However,
that would violate the best practice of having all TASK resources externally secured:

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=OFF,                                            X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='OCF'                                            ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='IDMSJSRV'                                       ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CASERVER'

3. Consult with the security department to ensure that the ESM contains the correct rules to secure the entries and permit
access to the appropriate users.

4. After making any above changes, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT,
either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

5. Modify the code to remove the dynamic statements EXECUTE IMMEDIATE , PREPARE , and EXECUTE . If these
statements must be used, secure resources (databases, access modules, tasks, programs, etc.) to use other
measures to eliminate possible code injection success. Because security checks are issued by IDMS as it executes
the commands and the authorization permissions are cached for the life of the transaction or task, whichever ends
first, the use of strongly typing parameters and validating inputs are other ways to guard against code injection when
dynamic statement execution must be used.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI: CCI-001310

CCI: CCI-001310

Published Date: 2009-09-22

Definition: The information system checks the validity of organization-defined inputs.

Type: Technical
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References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SI-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SI-10.1

STIG ID - BIDMR017: Limit Access to Error Messages
Severity: 2 - Medium

Error messages and codes issued by IDMS and its applications and custom and user code may contain information
misusable by non-privileged users and adversaries. Such messages should not display confidential information to anyone
who is not trusted with it.

Databases can inadvertently provide a wealth of information to an attacker through improperly handled error messages.
In addition to sensitive business or personal information, database errors can provide host names, IP addresses,
usernames, and other system information not required for troubleshooting but very useful to someone targeting the
system.

This STIG article shows how to ensure that the information displayed is appropriate to the recipients of these messages.

The organization must prevent non-privileged users from having access to information in error messages and codes that
could be exploited by adversaries..

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains (a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, logon to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Log on to IDMS DC system and issue DCPROFIL . Following is example output, as referenced in the following points:
VERSION:          19.00.02              NUMBER OF SCTS:        0006

                                        OPERATING SYSTEM:      z/OS   ZIIP=Y

                                        zIIP ENGINES:          0004

SYSTEM TRACE:            NO             TRACE SAVE:  OFF  (DDLDCLOG)

 

CWA SIZE:         0000005000            DMCL TABLE:          CVDMCL

 

                                        PRIMARY STORAGE

SCRATCH HWM       0000000005            PROTECT KEY:             04

 

SIZE OF XA                              ACTIVE TRANSACTION

STORAGE AREA:     0040861696            COUNT:                 0015
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QUEUE AREA                              SECURITY

LOW PAGE:         0000040001            SECURITY SYSTEM: CA TOP SECRET

HIGH PAGE:        0000041000            SIGNON SECURITY: OFF

 

DC VERSION ID:          0072            SVC NUMBER:             173

 

USER TRACE BUFFERS:     0500            GETMAIN SUBPOOL:        001

              PAGE 00001 - NEXT PAGE:

SYSTEM SHORT ON STORAGE:      NO        SHORT ON ONE OR MORE RESOURCES:   NO

MAX TASKS CONDITION EXISTS:   NO        SHORT ON RLES:                    NO

SYSTEM STORAGE PROTECTED:     YES       SHORT ON RCES:                    NO

HPSPO ENABLED:                YES       SHORT ON DPES:                    NO

TRACING TURNED ON:            NO        VECTOR TIMING ENABLED:            NO

STACK CHECKING TURNED ON:     YES       WAITING FOR ERUS QUIESCE:         NO

64-BIT ADDRESSING SUPPORTED:  YES       KEPT RESOURCE TIMEOUT OCCURRED:   NO

TIMER SUPPORTED:              NO        USER TRACE WANTED:                YES

SYSTEM BEING QUIESCED:        NO        DDLDCRUN AREA AVAILABLE:          YES

RUN THIS TASK ONLY:           NO        XA CAPABLE OPERATING SYSTEM:      YES

REENTRANT SNAPS WANTED:       NO        31-BIT AMODE SUPPORTED:           YES

LE/370 SUPPORTED:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS DISABLED:            NO

INIT. OF DC DONE:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:     NO

PAGE RELEASE ENABLED:         YES       TASKS SNAPS DISABLED:             NO

DC RUNNING AUTHORIZED:        NO        TASKS SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:      NO

ONLINE RESOURCE LIMITS:       YES       STATISTICS DRIVEN BY TIMER:       NO

EXTERNAL RESOURCE LIMITS:     NO        STATISTICS FOR EACH TASK:         YES

ONLINE LIMITS ENABLED:        YES       STATISTICS COLLECTED BY TRANSACT: YES

EXTERNAL LIMITS ENABLED:      NO        STATISTICS WRITTEN PER TASK:      NO

ANY RESOURCE LIMITS:          YES       STATISTICS FOR EACH LINE:         NO

ANY LIMITS ENABLED:           YES       STATISTICS FOR USER MODE:         YES

LOG GOES TO DATABASE:         YES       STATISTICS GO TO DATABASE:        NO

 

              PAGE 00002 - NEXT PAGE:

 

                              * CURRENT SVC *

SVC NUMBER (#SVCOPT):         174       CV NUMBER (CENTRAL VERSION #):      203

SVC NAME:                     IDMSMSVC  SVC COMPILE DATE:              20140806

SVC RELEASE:                  19.0      SVC COMPILE TIME:                 15.49

SVC FMID:                     CAGJJ00   SVC PTF:                            N/A

 

                              * SVC OPTIONS *

AUTHREQ:                      NO        CVKEY:                        UNSECURED

SMF:                          YES       SVCXLEN (ERE Extension length):   00112

 

                              * SVC CV TABLE *

CV LIST:                      203 -209 210

 

              PAGE 00003 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * SYSTEM/USER EXITS *

EXIT                            CALL             NEED TO           ENTRY POINT/

NUMBER     DEFINED     MODE     CONVENTIONS      LOAD    AMODE     MODULE NAME

 

  017      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECAA4
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  018      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECB00

              PAGE 00004 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Named User Exits *

EXIT                   ENTRY              EXIT                   ENTRY

NAME       DEFINED     POINT              NAME       DEFINED     POINT

BTCIDXIT   NO          00000000           DBLUEREX   NO          00000000

IDDEXITB   NO          00000000           IDDEXITO   NO          00000000

IDMSAJNX   NO          00000000           IDMSCLCX   NO          00000000

IDMSDPLX   NO          00000000           IDMSIOXT   NO          00000000

IDMSIOX2   NO          00000000           IDMSJNL2   NO          00000000

SCHEXITB   NO          00000000           SCHEXITO   NO          00000000

SGNEXITB   NO          00000000           SGNEXITO   NO          00000000

SUBEXITB   NO          00000000           SUBEXITO   NO          00000000

TCKREXIT   NO          00000000           USRIDXIT   NO          00000000

WAITEXIT   NO          00000000           WTOEXIT    NO          00000000

WTOREXIT   NO          00000000

              PAGE 00005 - NEXT PAGE:

                                  *  R C E  *

  ALLOCATED             IN USE                THRESHOLD             FREE

  0000002945            0000000267            0000002925            0000002678

 

            TYPE      # IN USE            DESCRIPTION

 

            00        0000002678          UNALLOCATED

            01        0000000080          STORAGE

            02        0000000164          PROGRAM

            03        0000000000          FILE CONTROL ELEMENT

            04        0000000001          SCRATCH ELEMENT

            05        0000000000          INTERNAL RUN-UNIT ALLOC.

            06        0000000000          QUEUE ELEMENT

            07        0000000000          CHUNK TO DUMP, TASK ABND

            08        0000000000          MESSAGE QUEUE ELEMENT

            09        0000000000          SIGNON ELEMENT

            10        0000000000          ENQUEUE ELEMENT

            11        0000000004          SINGLE THRD. RES. ELEM.

            12        0000000000          ECBID ELEMENT

            13        0000000001          MSG. DICT QUEUE ELEMENT

            14        0000000015          IDMS RUN UNIT

            15        0000000002          INTERVAL CONTROL ELEMENT

            16        0000000000          BLL LIST (COBOL SUPPORT)

            17        0000000000          BLAST MESSAGE BUFFER

            FF        0000000000          UNINITIALIZED RCE TYPE

              PAGE 00006 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * ADSO CONTROL BLOCK *

 

MENU PROC. PRG. TASK     ADS            MAIN PROC. TASK CODE     ADS2

AUTO DIALOG NAME                        PRIMARY REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084

SECOND. REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084     INTRNL. TASK CDE TCF     ADS2T

FAST MODE THRESHOLD      NO             THRESHOLD FOR SCRTCH     0000000000
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MAX. LINK LEVEL          0010           STAT. DEF. REC. VRSN     0001

USER MENU ONLY           YES            KEEP MENU IN SCRATCH     NO

AUTOSTATUS = YES         YES            AUTOSTATUS MANDATORY     NO

STAT. DEF. MANDATORY     NO             BYPASS DIAG. SCREEN      NO

MAPOUT NEWPAGE REQ.      NO             RELOCATABLE STORAGE      NO

ACTIVITY LOGGING         YES            DIAGLOG STATS. COLL.     NO

SELECTED DIALOG STAT     NO             COBOL MOVE               NO

STATS. CHKPOINT CNT.     0000           STORAGE MODE CALC.       NO

COMMENT DELIMITER        !

STATUS DEF. REC NAME     ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

              PAGE 00007 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * OLQ CONTROL BLOCK *

 

PRINT LINE SIZE             0080        PRINT PAGE SIZE             0060

INTERRUPT COUNT             0100        INTERNAL STG PAGE SIZE      1920

REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE       4000        INPUT LINE SIZE             0004

REPORT RETENTION            0001        MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION    0005

MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES        0030        MAXIMUM REPORTS COUNT       0005

USER QUEUE RETENTION        0000        USER MENU MODE DISALLOWED   NO

USER MENU MODE ONLY         NO          USER UPLOW CASE             NO

USER SECURITY - HIGH        NO          USER SECURITY - LOW         NO

USER SECURITY - NO          NO          CONTINUATION CHARACTER      -

SEPARATOR CHARACTER         !           COMMENT CHARACTER           ;

TRANSACTIONS IDENTIFIER     OLQ         PFKEY MODULE NAME

MAX INTERRUPT COUNT         0000        REPORT DICTIONARY NAME

MAX SORT SPACE IN K BYTES   0040        BATCH CLASS                 0000 

              PAGE 00008 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * STARTUP OPTIONS *

 

         OS ROUTE CODES                             00000000

         ATTACH TCKR AND CHKR FROM STEPLIB          YES

         ATTACH STARTUP AUTOTASKS                   YES

         LENGTH OF ABEND STORAGE IN WORDS           3000

         MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TASKS                    0136

         LENGTH OF TCE STACK IN WORDS               3000

         RUNAWAY TASK TIME INTERVAL                 0120

         INACTIVE TASK TIME INTERVAL                0300

         DUMP REQUESTED ON SYSTEM ABEND             YES

         SYSTEM IS MP                               YES

         ALTERNATE STORAGE KEY                      09

         TICKER INTERVAL IN SECONDS * 100           0000000100

         INTERVAL IN SECONDS FOR STATISTICS         0000

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT INTERVAL            NONE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAM             RHDCBYE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAMS VERSION    0001

         NUMBER OF STORAGE PAGES                    0000000203

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN STORAGE CUSHION         0000000000

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN PROGRAM POOL            0000000125

         RENT. PGM. POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLOCKS    0000004000

         XA PROGRAM POOL SIZE IN 4K PAGES           0000000125

         XA RENT. PGM POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLKS    0000024000
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         SCRATCH IN XA STORAGE                      YES

              PAGE 00009 - NEXT PAGE:

              ** OPTION FLAGS (RHDCOPTF) **

 

              PAGE 00010 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Product Intent Status *

IDMS Core Products                        IDMS Tools Products

---------------------                     ----------------------

CA ADS                             YES    CA ADS Alive                       YES

CA ADS Batch                       YES    CA ADS Trace                       YES

CA ADS APPC                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Analyzer                YES

CA IDMS CMS Option                 YES    CA IDMS/DB Audit                   YES

CA IDMS DDS                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Extractor               YES

CA IDMS Dictionary Loader          YES    CA IDMS/DB Reorg                   YES

CA EDP Auditor                     YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator        YES

CA ICMS                            YES    CA IDMS DML Online                 YES

CA CULPRIT for CA IDMS             YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor   YES

CA IDMS/DB                         YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Query Facility  YES

CA IDMS/DC                         YES    CA IDMS Enforcer                   YES

CA OLQ                             YES    CA IDMS Journal Analyzer           YES

CA IDMS/TP Monitor                 YES    CA IDMS Log Analyzer               YES

CA IDMS Performance Monitor        YES    CA IDMS Masterkey                  YES

CA IDMS Presspack                  YES    CA IDMS Online Log Display         YES

CA IDMS Server                     YES    CA IDMS SASO                       YES

CA IDMS SQL                        YES    CA IDMS Schema Mapper              YES

CA IDMS UCF                        YES    CA IDMS/DC Sort                    YES

                                          CA IDMS Task Analyzer              YES

 

IDMS Transparency Options                 Endevor/DB for IDMS

----------------------------              ----------------------

CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency         YES    CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS          YES

              PAGE 00011 - NEXT PAGE:

CA IDMS DLI Transparency           YES

CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency         YES

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency          YES

V72  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release 18.0 tape GJI00B node SYSTEM72

              PAGE 00012 - NEXT PAGE:

3. Scroll to the ** OPTIONS FLAGS (RHDCOPTF) ** OPTION FLAGS screen (see boldfaced section). If "OPT00051"
is not listed as in the previous example, you have a finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. Also in the ** OPTIONS FLAGS (RHDCOPTF) ** for IDMS LOG messages, if OPT00226 is not listed, you have a
finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. Review your database source code (in COBOL, ADS, or any other language your applications are written in) in your
production source repository, looking for any code that issues error messages. Ensure error messages do not contain
information beyond what is needed for troubleshooting the issue. If database errors contain Personally Identifiable
Information (PII) data, sensitive business data, or information useful for identifying the host system or database
structure, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. Also while reviewing your database source code (in COBOL, ADS, or any other language your applications are
written in) in your production source repository, looking for any code that issues error messages, check to determine
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if detailed error messages are ever displayed to unauthorized individuals. If detailed error messages are displayed to
individuals not authorized to view them, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

7. Check security messages from external security managers (ESMs) are sent only to the log which can be secured. Log
on to IDMS DC system and issue DCPROFIL .

8. Contact the security office and verify the user, groups, and roles are defined to the ESM so DC log can only be viewed
by Information System Security Officer (ISSO), Information System Security manager (ISSM), Systems Administrator
(SA), and Database Administrator (DBA). If others can view it, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

9. Consult the system DBA and review system procedures for WTO exits modifying IDMS messages going to non-
privileged users. If there is no procedure, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Follow these steps:

1. In the source for RHDCOPTF, add lines:
#DEFOPT OPT00051 <-for messages sent to user

#DEFOPT OPT00226 <-for messages sent to IDMS log

Then, reassemble and relink RHDCOPTF. Reload RHDCOPTF in the CV by issuing the following commands:
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCOPTF NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

2. Contact the security office to ensure that ADSOBPLG, the ADS print log utility, is secured via the ESM and assigned to
the appropriate users, and the ADS log file is secured from being read by others than ISSO, ISSM, SA, and DBA, also
via the ESM.

3. Configure custom database code, and associated application code not to divulge sensitive information or information
useful for system identification in detailed error messages to those not authorized to view them.

4. Develop an IDMS user exit WTOEXIT to review, alter, redirect and suppress text of IDMS messages written to the
operator's console.

NOTE
Some system messages are written to the DC/UCF log as they are originally issued. Some system
messages are written only to the console, regardless of how they are defined in the message dictionary).

Ensuring IDMS messages do not divulge sensitive information to unauthorized parties reduces risk and exposure to the
organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-001312, CCI-001314

CCI: CCI-001312

Published Date: 2009-09-22

Definition: The information system generates error messages that provide information necessary for corrective actions
without revealing information that could be exploited by adversaries.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SI-11 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-11 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SI-11.1 (iii)
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CCI: CCI-001314

Published Date: 2009-09-22

Definition: The information system reveals error messages only to organization-defined personnel or roles.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SI-11 c
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-11 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SI-11.1 (iv)

STIG ID - BIDMR018: Terminate User Sessions or Tasks
Severity: 2 - Medium

When an IDMS user or connected process finishes their session, it is appropriate to explicitly terminate and/or log off
from any active processes or connections they have (other than batch jobs deliberately designed to persist). However,
for reasons ranging from leaving a terminal unattended (possibly after turning it off) to having a connection abend, it is
possible for DBMS sessions and other related processes to remain active, even if they appear closed.

It is thus important to use available mechanisms to detect when connected sessions terminate, and also to detect when
a session was inactive long enough it was likely abandoned, to terminate any associated sessions or processes not
deliberately intended to persist. Essentially, both the explicit and implicit logouts must be detected by the DBMS. Similarly,
if a batch request terminates abnormally the external run unit process needs to be terminated.

It may also be desired to limit the amount of time a task can wait for a resource before terminating it.

In all cases, the DBMS must verify the user's DBMS session and all processes owned by the session are terminated,
other than those intentionally running as batch and allowed to persist.

The organization must configure IDMS to automatically terminate user sessions or tasks when certain conditions are
reached such as time outs, abnormal termination, or disconnection.

This STIG article shows how to detect and respond to sessions that need to be cleared up.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains (a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, logon to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Use task SYSGEN if online, or program RHDCSGEN if batch. Sign on to the dictionary where the System definition is
maintained: SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM. , for example.

3. Enter: DISPLAY SYSTEM 123. where 123 is the number of the system checked.
4. Scroll through the returned text until CHKUSER TASK is found.
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If the associated value is not the organization-defined number of subtasks detecting abnormally terminated batch
external request units, you have a finding.

5. Scroll through the returned text until RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL is found.
If the associated value is not the organization-defined number of subtasks that detect abnormally terminated batch
external request units, you have a finding..

6. Scroll through the returned text until EXTERNAL WAIT is found.
If the associated value is not the organization-defined timeout number of wall-clock seconds, you have a finding..

7. Scroll through the returned text until INACTIVE INTERVAL is found.
If the associated value is not the organization-defined timeout number of wall-clock seconds, you have a finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

8. Scroll through the returned text until RUNAWAY INTERVAL is found.
If the associated value is not the organization-defined timeout number of wall-clock seconds, you have a finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Use TASK SYSGEN if online, or program RHDCSGEN if batch.
3. Sign on to the dictionary where the system definition is maintained: SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM. , for example.
4. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL is <the organization-defined timeout

number of wall-clock seconds>. where 123 is the number of the system being modified.
NOTE
The system RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL can be overridden with the TASK RESOURCE TIMEOUT
INTERVAL for individual tasks.

5. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 CHKUSER TASK is <the organization-defined number of subtasks>.
where 123 is the number of the system being modified.

6. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 EXTERNAL WAIT is <the organization-defined timeout number of
wall-clock seconds>. where 123 is the number of the system being modified.

NOTE
The system EXTERNAL WAIT can be overridden with the EXTERNAL WAIT parameter of the TASK
statement.

7. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 INACTIVE INTERVAL is <the organization-defined timeout number of
wall-clock seconds> where 123 is the number of the system being modified.

NOTE
The system INACTIVE INTERVAL can be overridden with the INACTIVE INTERVAL TASK parameters,
e.g., for task RHDCNP3S which services external tasks/sessions.

8. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 RUNAWAY INTERVAL is <the organization-defined timeout number of
wall-clock seconds>. where 123 is the number of the system being modified.

9. Enter: VALIDATE .
10. Enter: GENERATE .

The change becomes effective the next time the CV is stopped and started.
NOTE
Upon completion of the above tasks, as an option, the UCFCICZ interface may be used to clean up
the IDMS session if access was through CICS, once the CICS session has ended.
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Verifying abandoned sessions are terminated keeps IDMS data and applications protected from misuse of those sessions.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-002361, CCI-002363

CCI: CCI-002361

Published Date: 2013-06-26

Definition: The information system automatically terminates a user session after organization-defined conditions or
trigger events requiring session disconnect.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-12
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-4 (2).1

CCI: CCI-002363

Published Date: 2013-06-26

Definition: The information system provides a logout capability for user-initiated communications sessions whenever
authentication is used to gain access to organization-defined information resources.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-12 (1)

STIG ID - BIDMR019: Limit Elevated Privileges
Severity: 2 - Medium

Whatever the reason, when a user has elevated privileges, they may be able to deliberately or inadvertently make
alterations to the DBMS structure or data.

That includes if an SVC is used to ease interpartition communication for online applications executing under other DC
systems, batch application programs, and programs executed under TP monitors other than DC when running on the
same LPAR.

Such privileged functions must be protected from being used by untrusted entities.

The organization must restrict the use of code in IDMS providing elevated privileges or SVC calls to only select trusted
programs.

This STIG article shows how to rectify situations where user privileges may be inappropriately elevated, for example with
a combination of the key specification and the disabling of selected SVC functions.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains (a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, logon to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Issue DCPROFIL and press ENTER until the page with * CURRENT SVC * is displayed at the top. In the * SVC
OPTIONS * section, verify AUTHREQ is YES and CVKEY has a valid number. If AUTHREQ is NO , or CVKEY is
UNSECURED , you have a finding.

3. Review the system documentation, database, and DBMS security configuration (in SRTT and ESM), source code for
DBMS internal logic, source code of external modules invoked by the DBMS, and source code of the application(s)
using the database.

4. If elevation of DBMS privileges is used but not documented, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

5. If elevation of DBMS privileges is documented, but not implemented as described in the documentation, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. If the privilege-elevation logic can be invoked in ways other than intended, or in contexts other than intended, or by
subjects/principals other than intended, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Choose an appropriate value for the CVKEY value in the #SVCOPT macro based on the AllowUserKeyCsa
parameter setting in the z/OS PPT:
a. If AllowUserKeyCsa(YES) is specified, then use a value in the range of 10 to 15 as the CVKEY.
b. If AllowUserKeyCsa(NO) is specified, then use a value in the range of 1 to 7 as the CVKEY; 4 is recommended.

2. Set #SVCOPT parameters CVKEY to the chosen key for startup modules and AUTHREQ=YES to create a secured SVC.
3. Assemble, relink and install SVC.
4. Create an entry in the Z/OS PPT for the startup module in the chosen key. To update the z/OS PPT, ask the authorized

systems programmer to do so, in a manner like the following:
a. Edit SCHEDxx in SYS1.PARMLIB.
b. Insert the required entry.
c. To make changes effective, either IPL the system or issue the z/OS SET SCH= console command.

5. All IDMS CV startup modules must reside in an authorized library and must be linked as authorized (SETCODE
AC(1)).

6. The IBM Z/OS parameter AllowUserKeyCsa should also be checked since the setting may impact the CVKEY choice
(see TEC574934 for details).

7. Document where, when, how, and by what principals/subjects elevated privilege is in place per the steps in the
previous section, and contact the owner or authority over each account to determine what is actually needed.

8. Modify the database and DBMS security configuration (in SRTT and external security manager [ESM]), DBMS internal
logic, external modules invoked by the DBMS, and the application(s) using the database, to verify privilege elevation is
used only as required.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.
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CCIs: CCI-002233, CCI-002530

CCI: CCI-002233

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system prevents organization-defined software from executing at higher privilege levels than
users executing the software.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (8)

CCI: CCI-002530

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system maintains a separate execution domain for each executing process.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-39

STIG ID - BIDMR020: Use Pervasive Encryption to Protect Sensitive Data
Severity: 2 - Medium

This control is intended to address the confidentiality and integrity of information, whether at rest in non-mobile devices or
in transit. It is applicable to IDMS environments which have data subject to regulatory or other requirements for protection.
It covers user information and system information.

Information at rest refers to the state of information when it is located on a secondary storage device (e.g., disk drive, tape
drive) within an organizational information system.

Information in transit refers to information passing through networks, either public or private.

If the confidentiality and integrity of application data is not protected, the data is open to compromise and unauthorized
modification.

Use of weak or untested encryption algorithms undermines the purposes of using encryption to protect data. The
application must implement cryptographic modules adhering to the higher standards approved by the federal government
since this provides assurance they were tested and validated.

It is the responsibility of the data owner to assess the cryptography requirements in light of applicable federal laws,
Executive Orders, directives, policies, regulations, and standards.

For detailed information, refer to NIST FIPS Publication 140-2, Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules. Note
that the product's cryptographic modules must be validated and certified by NIST as FIPS-compliant.

The organization must use pervasive encryption to cryptographically protect the confidentiality and integrity of all
information at rest and implement NIST FIPS 140-2 validated cryptographic modules to protect data-in-transit for IDMS
data.

This STIG article shows how to use IBM-provided pervasive encryption and Transport Layer Security (TLS) to ensure
sensitive data is appropriately encrypted.
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. If this IDMS environment has no requirement for confidentiality and integrity of all information at rest in accordance
with the data owner’s requirements, this is not applicable.

2. For each IDMS application with sensitive data, if its critical files are not defined as VSAM data sets, your organization
has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

3. Perform the following for each relevant VSAM dataset:
a. Using the IDCAMS utility, issue the following command:

LISTC ENT('dsn') ALL

Where "dsn" is the DSNAME of the cluster; review the ATTRIBUTES section of the output to verify the database is
defined as NONINDEXED (the cluster is an ESDS). If not, you have a finding.

b. In the IDCAMS LISTC output, look for the SMSDATA section. If none is found, you have a finding.
c. Otherwise, find the DATACLASS name and query the systems programmer to verify the SMS data class specifies

"Extended Format" but does not specify "Extended Addressing". If not, you have a finding.
d. In the IDCAMS LISTC output:

Find the STORAGECLASS and query the systems programmer to verify it supports extended format VSAM datasets.
If not, you have a finding.

e. Confirm the database(s) have a data set key label. Places to check for a data set key label:
a. In the SMS data class definition by reviewing the entry for the appropriate data class in ISMF.
b. In the output of an IDCAMS LISTC in the ENCRYPTIONDATA section. If IF DATA SET ENCRYPTION is YES ,

then the label is displayed after DATA SET KEY LABEL .
c. The key label may be assigned through the ESM. Inquire of the security team to determine if this is the case.
d. The database(s) must be defined in the DMCL as VSAM . Run IDMSLOOK to print the contents of the DMCL and

look for the desired database(s). If the TYPE column is not VSAM , you have a finding.
4. Verify network connections to IDMS are FIPS-compliant.

a. For ODBC and JDBC Type 2 connections:
a. Configure the Data Source to enable the DTS-JCLI logging optionIDMS as in this example IDMS Server screen

shot:
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b. Perform a connection test using the "Test" function on the administrator using the top right button on the Data
Source tab as in this screen shot:

c. View the generated log entries to determine the TLS version, cipher algorithm, and certificate employed. The
following sample output illustrates a desirable response:
2020/04/27 09:51:41.946 P:0000502C T:00005DC8 JCLI Trace: SSL_connect(832) successful!
2020/04/27 09:51:41.946 P:0000502C T:00005DC8 JCLI Trace: SSL_connect(832) connection attempts: 1
2020/04/27 09:51:41.947 P:0000502C T:00005DC8 JCLI Trace: SSL_connect(832) TLS version TLSv1.2
2020/04/27 09:51:41.947 P:0000502C T:00005DC8 JCLI Trace: SSL_connect(832) cipher
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256 (this should be one or more of the accepted ciphers)
Cipher Specifications
3DES_SHA

AES_256_SHA

AES_128_SHA

If the connection is not verified, you have a finding. S.
b. For all connection types: IBM provides configuration options for multiple TLS (formerly SSL) components, to force

FIPS-140 compliance.
a. System TLS: The environment variable GSK_FIPS_STATE specifies GSK_FIPS_STATE_ON in the envar file in

the GSKSRVR home directory or message "GSK01057I TLS server starting in FIPS mode" is in the JES log.
b. ICFS: Review the JES log for the ICSF region for the following message is issued on startup:

CSFM015I FIPS 140 SELF CHECKS FOR PKCS11 SERVICES SUCCESSFUL.
• If either of the above is true, you do not have a finding.
• If none of the above is true, you have a finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Enable pervasive encryption to protect data at rest:
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– Query system programmers, DBAs, and security team members as needed to determine SMS data and storage
classes and data set key labels to use.

– Convert the desired database to a VSAM cluster.
• If necessary, expand the page size of the area(s) current files. The optimal page size is eight bytes less than the

VSAM control interval size.
• Alter the file definition to change its access method and then generate, punch, and link all DMCLs in which the

file's segment is included. Optionally, specify a new database name or other location information
• Allocate the new database file(s).

– Modify the CV and batch JCL to reference the new VSAM data set(s).
– Using the appropriate OS utility, copy the original database file(s) to the new VSAM database file(s).

NOTE
The actual data encryption takes place when the database is written to or read from.

2. Contact the appropriate system administrators to make the needed changes to allow the use of AT-TLS and the
associated software.
See Broadcom Techdocs for further information:

• Configure Secure Sockets
See IBM's z/OS Communications Server bookshelf for information on:

• Configuring AT-TLS

See IBM's z/OS Cryptographic Services System bookshelf for information on:
– Algorithms and key sizes
– System TLS
– ICSF Services

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000119, CCI-002450, CCI-2476

CCI: CCI-000119

Published Date: 2009-05-20

Definition: The organization reviews and updates the audit and accountability policy on an organization-defined
frequency.

Type: Policy

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AU-1 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AU-1 b 1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AU-1.2 (ii)

CCI: CCI-002450

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system implements organization-defined cryptographic uses and type of cryptography
required for each use in accordance with applicable federal laws, Executive Orders, directives, policies,
regulations, and standards.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-13
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CCI: CCI-002476

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system implements cryptographic mechanisms to prevent unauthorized disclosure of
organization-defined information at rest on organization-defined information system components.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-28 (1)

STIG ID - BIDMR022: Deactivate Extraneous IDs and Functions
Severity: 3 - Low

Default and generic IDs provided by IDMS and its web applications can be anonymously misused as a back door into
IDMS data and applications. Likewise, demonstration, sample, and unused objects, applications, functions, and services
can be misused as back doors into IDMS if not explicitly configured to give only the necessary access (which, if not
officially used, is no access).

It is therefore imperative IDMS IDs, features, and functions adhere to the principles of least functionality by providing only
essential capabilities and otherwise be disabled.

The organization must remove or disable all default, generic, demo, or unsecured IDs, accesses, and configurations.

This STIG article shows how to verify extraneous and default IDs and functions are deactivated.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains (a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, logon to one DC system.

2. Examine load module "RHDCSRTT", execute IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD" or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT
while signed onto the CV, and review the output.

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

3. If the TYPE=INITIAL #SECRTT has DFLTSGN=YES specified, you have a finding.
4. If DFLTUID is defined, you have a finding.
5. If there are web-based applications to which individual users sign on, and a generic ID associated with the application

is used to access back-end IDMS databases, you have a finding.
6. On the IDMS CV system where IDMS Web Services executes, enter WEBC to check Web Services configuration.
7. If REQUIRE SIGNON = NO , you have a finding.
8. If a CAISAG base installation completed with EMPDEMO=YES and/or SQLDEMO=YES , or if a base installation completed

with CSM and CREATE_DB_DEMO and/or CREATE_SQL_DEMO selected, you have a finding.
9. In OCF/BCF , DISPLAY DMCL <dmclname> . If segments EMPDEMO , SQLDEMO , and/or PROJDEMO exist, you have a

finding.
10. In OCF/BCF , DISPLAY DBTABLE <dbtbname> . If segments EMPDEMO , SQLDEMO , and/or PROJDEMO exist, you

have a finding.
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11. In OCF/BCF , DISPLAY SCHEMA DEMOEMPL and DISPLAY SCHEMA DEMOPROJ . If either or both exist, your
organization has an audit finding. If schema EMPSCHM exists, you have a finding.

12. If any of the following load modules are in load libs used by the installation, you have a finding.
EMPSS01 , EMPDMCL , EMPLOAD , EMPRPT , EMPINQ

13. If any of the following files are found using the installation, yyou have a finding.
<installation prefix>.EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO. <installation prefix>.EMPDEMO.INSDEMO,
<installation prefix>.ORGDEMO.EMPDEMO, <installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO,
<installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO, <installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.INFODEMO,
<installation prefix>.PROJSEG.PROJDEMO

14. Log on to the IDMS DC system and issue DCPROFIL . Scroll to the Product Intent Status screen. If any unused
product has a status of YES , you have a finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Set DFLTSGN=NO and remove the DFLTUID from the #SECRTT INITIAL that is input to the RHDCSRTT module,
then reassemble and relink RHDCSRTT.
See IDMS STIG BIDMT010 for more details about #SECRTT .

2. After making the above changes, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT,
either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

3. For web-based applications using generic IDs, set the individual user ID (external identity) to be recorded in the
journal:
a. For JDBC applications, use the IdmsConnection setIdentity method.
b. For ODBC applications, use the SQLSetConnectAttr function with the IDMS_ATTR_EXTERNAL_IDENTITY

attribute type.
c. Run journal report JREPORT 010 and JREPORT 008 to audit the individual user ID.

4. On the IDMS CV system where IDMS Web Services executes, enter WEBC REQUIRE SIGNON=YES .
5. In OCF/BCF , ALTER DMCL <dmclname> and EXCLUDE SEGMENT EMPDEMO , SQLDEMO and/or PROJDEMO .

Generate, punch, and relink dmcl. Do the same for DBTABLE <dbtbname> .
6. Remove load modules EMPSS01 , EMPDMCL , EMPLOAD , EMPRPT , and EMPINQ from installation load libraries.
7. Remove files <installation prefix>.EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO. <installation prefix>.EMPDEMO.INSDEMO

, <installation prefix>.ORGDEMO.EMPDEMO , <installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO ,
<installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO , <installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.INFODEMO ,
<installation prefix>.PROJSEG.PROJDEMO from installation and installation JCL.

8. Remove database demo objects from application dictionaries including EMPSCHM record elements and records,
EMPSS01 , and schemas DEMOEMPL and DEMOPROJ , dropping all the tables in these schemas.

9. For future base installs, specify EMPDEMO=NO and SQLDEMO=NO for CAISAG installs and do not select
CREATE_DB_DEMO and CREATE_SQL_DEMO fields on CSM installs.

NOTE
Specified names are default names. Use modified names if they were changed during base installation.

10. Edit RHDCPINT source and remove or comment out products identified as unused. Reassemble, relink, and
implement changes by either recycling any affected CV or issue the following commands in any affected CV:
DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCPINT NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000166, CCI-000381

CCI: CCI-000166

Published Date: 2009-05-22

Definition: The information system protects against an individual (or process acting on behalf of an individual) falsely
denying having performed organization-defined actions to be covered by non-repudiation.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AU-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AU-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AU-10.1

CCI: CCI-000381

Published Date: 2009-09-18

Definition: The organization configures the information system to provide only essential capabilities.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-7
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-7 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-7.1 (ii)

STIG ID - BIDMR023: Protect Against the Use of External Request or Numbered
Exits that Change the User ID
Severity: 3 - Low

Non-repudiation of actions taken is required to maintain data integrity. Examples of particular actions taken by individuals
include creating information, sending a message, approving information (e.g., indicating concurrence or signing a
contract), and receiving a message.

Non-repudiation protects against later claims by a user of not having created, modified, or deleted a particular data item or
collection of data in the database.

In designing a database, the organization must define the types of data and the user actions that must be protected from
repudiation. The implementation must then include building audit features into the application data tables and configuring
the DBMS's audit tools to capture the necessary audit trail. Design and implementation also must verify applications pass
individual user identification to the DBMS, even where the application connects to the DBMS with a standard, shared
account.

User exits changing userids can hide the true identities of those who may perform an action and should be carefully
restricted or eliminated.

The organization must protect against the use of external request or numbered exits in IDMS changing the User ID to a
Shared ID when actions are performed that may be audited.
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This STIG article shows how to detect and rectify any such circumstances.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, logon to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Log in to the CV and enter command DCPROFIL . Press Enter until the page titled Named User Exits appears.
Find the entry for USRIDXIT .

3. If the DEFINED column in the page Named User Exits says YES , then a user-written exit was linked with IDMSUXIT.
4. If a user-written exit USRIDXIT was linked with IDMSUXIT (for batch or TSO-front end use), UCFCICS (UCF access

from a CICS transaction) or IDMSINTC (DML or SQL access form a CICS transaction server front-end) and the
USRIDXIT changes the User ID to a Shared User ID, you have a finding.

5. In the DCPROFIL output, go to the page title * SYSTEM/USER EXITS * and see if exits 27 or 28 are in use. If either
are in use, check them for a change in userid and if there is a change to a shared user ID, you have a finding.

6. Issue LOOK PROGRAM=RHDCUXIT . If there are non-zeros in the 12 bytes starting at X'200', exit 27 is being used.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Remove code from USRIDXIT changing the individual User ID to a Shared User or remove the exit entirely.
2. After making the above changes, assemble and link IDMSUXIT.
3. Remove code from exit 27 and/or exit 28 changing the individual User ID to a Shared User or remove the exit entirely,

then reassemble and relink RHDCUXIT.
4. To implement the new RHDCUXIT and/or IDMSUXIT, either recycle any CVs using them or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE IDMSUXIT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCUXIT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000166, CCI-000381

CCI: CCI-000166

Published Date: 2009-05-22
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Definition: The information system protects against an individual (or process acting on behalf of an individual) falsely
denying having performed organization-defined actions to be covered by non-repudiation.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AU-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AU-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AU-10.1

STIG ID - BIDMR024: Encrypt passwords Sent through ODBC/JDBC
Severity: 3 - Low

Unencrypted passwords transmitted from ODBC and JDBC may be intercepted in a plain-text format.

This STIG article shows how to ensure clear-text passwords are prevented over ODBC and JDBC.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. When using ODBC (with the CCI communications protocol) or a JDBC type 2 driver, if TLS encryption is not used with
CAICCI r2.1 and above, you have a finding.

2. When using ODBC (with the IDMS communications protocol), if TLS encryption is not used as indicated on the
"Server" tab of the Data Source definition, you have a finding.

3. When using a JDBC type 4 driver, if TLS is not used as indicated by the connection URL, you have a finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. If using ODBC (with the CCI communications protocol) or a JDBC type 2 driver, TLS encryption can be enabled using
CAICCI r2.1 and above. Select the TLS option in the CAICCI properties panel and configure and start the CCISSL task
on the mainframe.

2. If using ODBC (with the IDMS communications protocol), to enable TLS encryption, select the TLS check-box on the
Server tab of the Data Source definition, and provide the certificate name(s) on the TLS tab within the IDMS ODBC
Administrator.

3. If using a JDBC type 4 driver, use the TLS parameter on the JDBC connection URL to enable TLS encryption by
Setup. This is described in informational APAR QI83006 on Broadcom Support Online.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see the
National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI: CCI-000197
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CCI: CCI-000197

Published Date: 2009-09-15

Definition: The information system, for password-based authentication, transmits only cryptographically-protected
passwords.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-5 (1) (c)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-5 (1) (c)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-5 (1).1 (v)

STIG Articles by Findings for IDMS for Top Secret
This article provides a list of all IDMS STIG articles for Top Secret. Select the specific IDMS STIG ID to assess and
implement the guidance.

Severity 1
:  High

Severity 2
:  Medium

Severity 3
:  Low

To manage your STIG implementation, download this tracking tool.

Broadcom STIG
ID (Prioritized
by Severity)

Title Description

BIDMT001
Severity 1

Protect APF LOADLIB Data Sets Shows how to identify authorized program facility (APF) load
libraries not secure and describes how to remove access from
unauthorized ACIDs.

BIDMT007
Severity 1

Turn on External Security Shows how to set external security on.

BIDMT008
Severity 1

Implement ESM Auditing of IDMS Shows how to activate logging of resource security
administration, accesses, and denials.

BIDMT009
Severity 1

Only Authorized Users and Accesses on
IDMS CVs

Shows how to verify all signons and resource accesses are
handled through external security.

BIDMT002
Severity 2

Protect IDMS Installation Data Sets Shows how to identify installation data sets not secure and
describes how to remove access from unauthorized ACIDs.

BIDMT003
Severity 2

Protect IDMS CV Data Sets Shows how to identify IDMS CV data sets not secure and
describes how to restrict access based on user role.

BIDMT004
Severity 2

Protect IDMS Database Data Sets Shows how to identify IDMS database data sets not secure and
describes how to restrict access based on user role.

BIDMT005
Severity 2

Define a Unique Top Secret Facility Name Shows how to determine whether a unique facility name is
defined for each IDMS CV and how to define one if necessary.

BIDMT006
Severity 2

Define the IDMS Resource Class within
Top Secret

Shows how to verify the Top Secret FACILITY resource class is
defined and active.

BIDMT010
Severity 2

Define and Protect IDMS Resources Using
the ESM

Shows how to define and permit appropriate IDMS resource
access to an ESM.
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Broadcom STIG
ID (Prioritized
by Severity)

Title Description

BIDMT011
Severity 2

Secure IDMS Programs Shows how to properly secure IDMS installation, registering,
and defining of programs and tasks using an ESM.

BIDMT012
Severity 2

Verify Active Nodes, Lines, and Pterms are
Secured

Shows how to verify any active nodes, lines, pterms, ports,
services, and data transmissions are secured.

BIDMT013
Severity 2

Limit the Number of Concurrent Online
Sessions

Shows how to limit the number of online sessions at the same
time for the same user to one.

BIDMT014
Severity 2

Prevent Unauthorized Access to Sensitive
Data for IDMS, IDMS Server, and Web
Services

Shows how to prevent unauthorized access to sensitive data
in memory, storage, or cache for IDMS, IDMS Server, and web
services.

BIDMT015
Severity 2

Verify Input Data Does Not Compromise
Processing

Shows how to guard against adverse or unintended system
behavior caused by invalid inputs, where information system
responses to the invalid input may be disruptive or cause the
system to fail into an unsafe state.

BIDMT016
Severity 2

Limit the Use of Dynamic Statements and
Code

Shows how to limit the use of dynamic statements and code.

BIDMT017
Severity 2

Limit Access to Error Messages Shows how to limit access to error messages providing
information exploitable by adversaries.

BIDMT018
Severity 2

Terminate User Sessions or Tasks Shows how to configure IDMS to automatically terminate user
sessions or tasks when conditions such as time outs, abnormal
termination, or disconnections occur.

BIDMT019
Severity 2

Limit Elevated Privileges Shows how to rectify situations where user privileges may be
inappropriately elevated. For example, with a combination
of the key specification and the disabling of selected SVC
functions.

BIDMT020
Severity 2

Use Pervasive Encryption to Protect
Sensitive Data

Shows how to use IBM-provided pervasive encryption and
Transport Layer Security (TLS) to ensure sensitive data is
appropriately encrypted.

BIDMT022
Severity 3

Deactivate Extraneous IDs and Functions Shows how to verify extraneous and default IDs and functions
are deactivated.

BIDMT023
Severity 3

Protect Against the Use of External
Request or Numbered Exits that Change
the User ID

Shows how to protect against the use of external request or
numbered exits that change the user ID to a shared ID.

BIDMT024
Severity 3

Encrypt Passwords Sent through ODBC/
JDBC

Shows how to verify clear-text passwords are prevented over
ODBC and JDBC.

STIG ID - BIDMT001: Protect APF LOADLIB Data Sets
Severity: 1 - High

The Authorized Program Facility (APF) list designates the libraries containing program modules that possess a significant
capability to bypass system and security controls. Unauthorized access could result in the compromise of the operating
system environment, External Security Manager (ESM), applications, and customer data. Any APF-authorized libraries in
the LPA or LINKLIST should be considered as covered by this STIG as well.

The organization must verify UPDATE or greater access to all APF-authorized libraries is limited to database systems
programmers only, according to their documented roles. Also, the organization must verify all UPDATE or greater access
is logged according to the procedure in this article. To reduce risk, access to APF load libraries greater than READ should
be authorized only during time frames for approved changes.
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Verifying APF-authorized load library data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization,
verifying the mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of APF.

This STIG article shows how to identify the APF load libraries not properly protected and describes how to remove
access from unauthorized ACIDs. For more information about the libraries that must be APF-authorized, see the IDMS
documentation.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Review the System APF, LLA, and LPA lists, and determine which IDMS LOADLIB data sets are APF-authorized.
The full list of active APF authorized libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:

    D PROG,APF

    

Use to verify the active IDMS APF data set names against the installation list.
The full list of active LPA libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:

   D PROG,LPA

  

Use to verify the active IDMS LPA data set names against the installation list.
The full list of active LINKLIST libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:

   D LLA

  

Use to verify the active IDMS LLA data set names against the installation list.
2. Review Top Secret permissions for those LOADLIB data sets. Generate the reports to display who has access to

IDMS APF-authorized load library data sets:

  TSS WHOHAS DSN(APF_authorized_load_library_data_set_name)

  

APF_authorized_load_library_data_set_name
Specifies the name of any IDMS APF-authorized load library

Example output:

  TSS WHOHAS DSN(hlq.)

  DATASET = hlq.                 OWNER(SYSDEPT )

  XAUTH = hlq.IDMS.V*.LOADLIB    ACID(IDMSSTC1 )

  ACCESS = READ

  XAUTH = hlq.IDMS.V*.LOADLIB    ACID(DBASYS01)

  ACCESS = READ

NOTE
In this example above, the data set is granted directly to the individual IDMS Started Task ACID IDMSSTC1.
Granting access directly to Started task acids or batch acids are a best practice as most often started tasks
do not have collective common access as IDMS databases would normally fall under different data set
names. It is also possible for a site to grant the ALL record read access to the IDMS load library if and as
needed

3. View the reports to identify all ACIDs with access to IDMS APF-authorized load library data sets.
4. If UPDATE or greater access to the APF-authorized load library is limited only to responsible z/OS database systems

programmers and it is based on documented, assigned roles, your organization does not have an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.
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5. If any ACID for a user who is not a responsible z/OS database systems programmerhas has access greater than
READ to IDMS APF-authorized load library data sets, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

6. If the Top Secret data set rules for APF-authorized libraries do not specify logging for UPDATE (or greater) access,
your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team must verify UPDATE and greater access to all APF-authorized libraries is
limited to database systems programmers only, based on their documented roles, and all UPDATE and greater access is
logged.

Limit all access to change the IDMS APF-authorized load library data set to time frames for approved changes. Limit all
access greater than READ to time frames for approved changes. Outside of those approved time frames, reduce access
to READ only (including for database systems programmers).

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. Review the access authorization to IDMS APF-authorized load library data set (or sets) for your organization. Evaluate
the impact of removing access from ACIDs.

2. Remove the IDMS APF-authorized load library data set permissions for each ACID that should not have access to
IDMS APF-authorized load library data sets:

  TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(APF library data set name)

          

acid
Specifies the ACID of the userid/profile from which access is being revoked

APF library data set name
Specifies the name of the IDMS APF-authorized load library that is installed

Example:

  TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(hlq.IDMS.V*.LOADLIB)

              

The product confirms your change.
NOTE
You can put multiple load library names in the same permit, just with a "," (comma) between each and that
works up to 5 at a time. The previous example shows the "individual reading" the sample TSS command to
revoke inappropriate access found.

3. Use one of the following methods to verify logging for UPDATE or greater access is granted to APF-authorized load
library data sets:
– Use ACTION(AUDIT) on any permissions that grant access greater than read access.

TSS PERMIT(acid) DSN(APF Data set name) -

  Access(Update) ACTION(AUDIT) 

OR
– Add APF Load library data set to the Global Audit Record with the access levels to be logged:

    

TSS ADD(AUDIT) DSN(APF data set name)-

ACCESS(update,write,create,scratch,control,all)

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user ID or profile for which access is revoked
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4. Re-issue the WHOHAS command to verify access to the IDMS APF-authorized load library data set no longer exists
for unauthorized ACIDs:

TSS WHOHAS DSN(APF Load library data set name)

                

APF Load library Data set name
Specifies the name of the installed IDMS APF-authorized load library.

Example:

TSS WHOHAS DSN(hlq.IDMS.V*.LOADLIB)

                

Output should confirm IDMS APF load library data set access no longer exists for unauthorized ACIDs.

Verifying APF load library data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization, verifying the
mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of APF.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BIDMT002: Protect IDMS Installation Data Sets
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS installation data sets (the data sets created when you install IDMS, such as SMP/E CSI, target, and distribution
libraries), can use privileged functions and access sensitive data. If access to these data sets is not properly restricted, the
integrity of the base product can be violated, which can compromise the operating system and sensitive data.

The organization must verify UPDATE or greater access to IDMS installation data sets is limited to the responsible system
programmer who installs and upgrades the software product.
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The cybersecurity team must verify all UPDATE or greater access is logged, including the access granted during limited
periods of approved installation and upgrade projects. All access attempts, including successes and failures, must be
logged. READ access can be given to auditors, security team, and security batch users. The organization must verify
only users with valid requirements are granted access with the lowest level of access required to perform their roles. As
required, READ access may be granted to IDMS users who have a valid need to access the distribution libraries. These
libraries typically have data set name qualifiers of CAGJ*.

The system programmer who is responsible for the product must identify and document the product data sets and
categorize them according to users requiring UPDATE or greater access, verifying all UPDATE or greater access is
logged. The system programmer must identify other users or groups requiring UPDATE or greater access for specific
data sets. After documenting the product data sets, the system programmer must work with the mainframe LPAR level
cybersecurity team to properly restrict the resources within the external security manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify installation data sets not properly protected and describes how to remove
inappropriate access from unauthorized ACIDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

Review the Top Secret rules to verify access to the IDMS for z/OS installation data sets is properly restricted.

1. Run a report to display who has access to IDMS installation data sets:

TSS WHOHAS DSN(installation_data_set_name)

installation_data_set_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS installation data sets.

The product displays who has access to the installation data sets.
Example output:

  TSS WHOHAS DSN(hlq.IDMS.)

  DATASET     = hlq.                       OWNER(SYSDEPT ) 

  XAUTH     = hlq.IDMS.V*.CAGJ*            ACID(IDMSCV1  )

  ACCESS  = READ

  XAUTH     = hlq.IDMS.                   ACID(IDMSSYSP)

  ACCESS  = READ

  ...

  

In the example, the data set name is hlq.IDMS.
NOTE
In this case, it would be like hlq.IDMS. or hlq.IDMS.V*.CAGJ) for checking to see who has access to the
IDMS Installation data sets.

2. Review the output to determine whether the data sets are properly restricted. To be properly restricted, the Top Secret
data set rules must meet these requirements:
– Restrict UPDATE and greater access to responsible IDMS systems programming personnel
– Restrict users having valid requirements, such as auditors, to READ access
– Specify all access requests of UPDATE or greater (including failures and successes) are logged

3. If the Top Secret data set rule requirements are met, your organization does not have an audit finding.
4. If any of the Top Secret data set rule requirements are not met, your organization has an audit finding.

See Remediate Audit Finding.

If access to the IDMS for z/OS installation data sets is properly restricted, your organization does not have an audit
finding.
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Remediate Audit Finding

The ISSO must verify UPDATE or greater access to IDMS for z/OS installation data sets is limited to system programmers
only and all UPDATE or greater access is logged. READ access can be given to authorized users who have a valid
access requirement.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. Review the access authorization to IDMS installation data sets for your organization. Evaluate the impact of removing
access from ACIDs.

2. Remove the IDMS installation data sets permissions for each ACID that should not have access to IDMS installation
data sets:

  TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(installation_data_set_name 

acid
Specifies the ACID of the userid/profile from which access is being revoked.

installation_data_set_name
Specifies the name of the IDMS installation data set.

Example:

  TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(hlq.IDMS.V*.LOADLIB)

The product confirms your change.
3. Use one of the following methods to verify logging for UPDATE or greater access is granted to IDMS installation data

sets:
– Use ACTION(AUDIT) on any permissions granting greater than read access:

  TSS PERMIT(acid) DSN(installation_data_set_name) -

  Access(Update) ACTION(AUDIT) 

OR
– Add IDMS installation data set to the Global Audit Record with the access levels to be logged:

  TSS ADD(AUDIT) DSN(installation_data_set_name)-

  ACCESS(update,write,create,scratch,control,all)

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user ID or profile from which access is being revoked.

installation_data_set_name
Specifies the name of IDMS installation data set.

4. Re-issue the WHOHAS command to verify access to the IDMS installation data set no longer exists for unauthorized
ACIDs:

  TSS WHOHAS DSN(installation_data_set_name)

installation data set name
Specifies the name of the IDMS installation data set to be reported.

The product displays who has access to the IDMS installation data sets.
Example:

  TSS WHOHAS DSN(hlq.IDMS.)

Output should confirm IDMS installation data set access no longer exists for unauthorized ACIDs.

Verifying product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BIDMT003: Protect IDMS CV Data Sets
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS CV data sets can access and contain sensitive data, such as records showing the before and after images of
updated database records. Access to these data sets must be properly secured to preserve the confidentiality and
integrity of sensitive or PII data.

The organization must verify all IDMS CV data sets are secured properly according to the requirements described in
Identify Audit Finding. Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets could jeopardize the confidentiality and
integrity of critical applications and data. Verifying product-started task data sets are properly protected reduces risk and
exposures to the organization.

This STIG article shows how to determine what IDMS CV data sets are not properly secured and describes how to restrict
access based on user role.

Identify Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) must verify UPDATE or greater access to IDMS CV data sets is limited to
only system programmers and IDMS CV started task ACIDs or batch job ACIDs. READ access can be granted to auditors
and users requiring access with a valid business justification.

Limit all access to change control options to time frames for approved changes. Outside of the approved time frames,
reduce access, including for system programmers, to READ.

Complete the following steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify IDMS CV data sets such as journals and logs. Ask the IDMS DBAs and system programmers for a list of
current IDMS data sets including the journals, log files, and SYSCTL files on each mainframe system within the
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organization. Often such data set names end with SYSCTL, *LOG, and *JRNL. They may also have DD names such
as //SYSCTL, //J1JRNL, //*JRNL, as found within the IDMS CV JCL.

2. Review the access authorization to the CV data sets for the organization. Evaluate the impact of removing access from
unauthorized ACIDs. Retrieve a list of users who have access to the critical IDMS CV data sets:

TSS WHOHAS DSN(idms_cv_data_set_name)

        

idms_cv_data_set_name
Specifies the name of an IDMS CV data set

The product displays who has access to the IDMS CV data sets.
Example output:
DATASET   = hlq.                                   OWNER(SYSDEPT )  

  XAUTH     = hlq.IDMS.CV1.J*JRNL                    ACID(IDMSCV1  )  

    ACCESS  = ALL         

  XAUTH     = hlq.IDMS.CV1.SYSCTL                    ACID(IDMSCV1  )  

    ACCESS  = READ             

  XAUTH     = hlq.IDMS.CV1.DDLDCLOG                  ACID(IDMSCV1  )  

    ACCESS  = ALL          

  XAUTH     = hlq.IDMS.CV1.DDLDSCR                   ACID(IDMSCV1  )  

    ACCESS  = ALL          

  XAUTH     = hlq.IDMS.                              ACID(SYSPRG01)  

    ACCESS  = READ

…

          

In the example, the data set name is hlq.IDMS.CV1.
3. Review the output and verify the following requirements are met:

– Access to the IDMS CV data sets is limited to only IDMS CV started tasks, IDMS CV batch ACIDs, and system
programmers responsible for IDMS. See Remediate Audit Finding.

– READ access is limited to specific auditors and users with a valid business justification, which is documented.
– UPDATE or greater access granted to individuals such as the responsible system programmers for IDMS is logged.

4. If all requirements are met, your organization does not have an audit finding.
5. If any requirements are not met, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

If the current IDMS data sets including the journals, log files, and SYSCTL files on each mainframe system within the
organization are appropriately protected by the ESM, your organization does not have an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

The ISSO must verify UPDATE or greater access to IDMS CV data sets is limited to system programmers and IDMS
started task ACIDs or IDMS task batch ACIDs. READ access can be granted to auditors and users requiring access and
have a valid business justification.

Limit access to change control options for individuals to time frames for approved changes. Outside of the approved time
frames, reduce access for individuals, including for system programmers, to READ.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. Review the access authorization to IDMS CV data sets for your organization. Evaluate the impact of removing access
from unauthorized ACIDs and adding UPDATE access with logging where appropriate.

2. Remove the IDMS CV data set access for each ACID that should not have access to IDMS CV data sets:

    TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(data set name)
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acid
Specifies the ACID of the user or profile from which access is revoked.

data set name
Specifies the name of IDMS CV data set.

The product confirms your change.
3. Use one of the following methods to verify logging for update or greater access is granted to IDMS CV data sets:

– Use ACTION(AUDIT) on any permissions granting greater than read access:

TSS PERMIT(acid) DATASET(data set name) Access(Update) ACTION(AUDIT)

              

OR
– Add IDMS CV data sets to the Global Audit Record with the access levels to be logged:

    TSS ADD(AUDIT) DATASET(data set name) ACCESS(update,write,create,scratch,control,all)

acid
  Specifies the ACID of the user ID or profile to which access is being added.

data set name
Specifies the name of IDMS CV data set as installed.

4. Re-issue the WHOHAS command to verify access to the IDMS CV data set no longer exists for unauthorized ACIDs:

  TSS WHOHAS DSN(data set name)

              

data set name
Specifies the name of the IDMS CV data set being verified.

Output should confirm IDMS CV data set access no longer exists for ACIDs.

Verifying IDMS CV data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-001754

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-001754

Published Date: 2013-02-28
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Definition: The organization limits privileges to change system-related information within a production or operational
environment.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-5 (5) (a)

STIG ID - BIDMT004: Protect IDMS Database Data Sets
Severity: 2- Medium

IDMS database z/OS STC data sets contain the databases for an organization. These data sets may contain sensitive
data, such as journals containing records showing the before and after images of updated database records.

The organization must verify all IDMS database data sets are secured properly according to the requirements described in
Identify Audit Finding. Failure to properly restrict access to these data sets compromises or violates the confidentiality and
integrity of critical applications and data.

This STIG article shows how to identify IDMS database data sets that are not secure and describes how to restrict access
based on user role.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify IDMS database data sets. Ask the IDMS DBAs and systems programmers for a list of the current IDMS
database data on each mainframe system within the organization. The IDMS CV startup decks and the CV DMCLs
can be used to compile the list.

2. Verify access to the IDMS database data sets is properly restricted to the specific IDMS CV, based on the assigned
role. Identify the users who have access:

TSS WHOHAS DSN(CA_IDMS_database_data_set_name)

CA_IDMS_database_data_set_name
Specifies the name of an IDMS database data set.

The product displays a security report listing who has access to the IDMS database data sets.
Example output:

  DATASET     = hlq.                                       OWNER(SYSDEPT )  

  XAUTH     = hlq.IDMS.database.files                      ACID(IDMSCV1)  

    ACCESS  = UPDATE,CONTROL           

  XAUTH     = hlq.IDMS.databas2.files                      ACID(IDMSCV2)  

    ACCESS  = UPDATE,CONTROL           

  XAUTH     = hlq.IDMS.                                    ACID(SYSPRG01)  

    ACCESS  = READ

  ...

  

In the example, the data set name is hlq.IDMS.
3. Review the output and verify the Top Secret data set rules for the IDMS database restrict access according to

assigned role:
– READ access is restricted to auditors and authorized users with a documented requirement.
– UPDATE or greater access is restricted to DBAs and system programmers responsible for the IDMS software.

Access is logged.
– UPDATE or greater access is restricted to the STCs and IDMS CV batch ACIDs of IDMS for z/OS. Logging is not

required.
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4. If the restrictions are correct for each user based on the assigned role, your organization does not have an audit
finding.

5. If the restrictions are not correct for a user, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit access greater than READ to time frames for approved changes. Outside of the time frames for approved changes,
reduce access to READ, including for system programmers.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. Identify IDMS database data sets by asking the IDMS DBAs and system programmers for a list of current IDMS
database data sets on each mainframe system within the organization.

2. Review Top Secret report and verify access to the IDMS database data sets is properly restricted to the specific IDMS
CV, based on the assigned role.

  TSS WHOHAS DSN(hlq.IDMS.database.file)  

3. Limit access by individuals to modify IDMS data sets to time frames for approved changes. Outside of the time frames
for changes, reduce access to VIEW only. Use the following example Top Secret command to revoke inappropriate
access:

  TSS REV(acid)DSN(hlq.IDMS.database.file)   

The Information Systems Security Officer (ISSO) must verify UPDATE or greater access to IDMS for z/OS STC data sets
is limited to only the following users:

• IDMS DBAs and systems programmers. Access must be logged.
• IDMS CV ACID started tasks or batch jobs. READ access can be given to auditors and authorized users with

documented business requirements.

The following data set is an example of a typical data set you must protect. Because organizations may use other data set
names, the following name is an example only.

hlq.IDMS.database.files

The following sample commands illustrate how to implement data set controls.

When you run the commands, use database.files to limit access to specific database data sets required for each IDMS
CV. Depending upon the type of access required, access levels represent either READ, UPDATE, or ALL.

TSS ADD(department) DSN(hlq.)

TSS PER(idmssysp_profile) DSN(hlq.IDMS.database.files) ACCESS(ALL) ACTION(AUDIT)

TSS PER(idmscv_acid) DSN(hlq.IDMS.database.files) ACCESS(accesslevels)

The product confirms your change.

NOTE
TSS ADD(department) DSN(hlq.) is often already in place.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.
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CCIs: CCI-000225

CCI: CCI-000225

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The organization employs the concept of least privilege, allowing only authorized accesses for users (and
processes acting on behalf of users) which are necessary to accomplish assigned tasks in accordance with
organizational missions and business functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-6
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-6.1

STIG ID - BIDMT005: Define a Unique Top Secret Facility Name
Severity: 2 - Medium

Failure to use a robust external security manager (ESM) to control a product can jeopardize the integrity and availability
of the MVS operating system, applications, and user data. Unauthorized access due to an uncontrolled sign-on can
compromise the database, application, and customer data. To prevent unauthorized access, you must properly define Top
Secret facilities. The organization must verify a unique Top Secret facility is defined for each IDMS CV and ensure that the
MASTFAC is assigned to each IDMS CV ACID.

This STIG article shows how to determine whether a unique facility name is defined for each IDMS CV, and how to define
one.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. List each IDMS CV started task or batch ACID. Each IDMS CV ACID started task or batch job ACID must have a
unique MASTFAC entry. Obtain a list of the MASTFAC entries:

TSS LIST(acid)DATA(ALL)

2. Identify the MASTFAC entries associated with each IDMS started task or batch job ACID. List the Facility Definition,
and verify each is defined:
a. If the organization is using FACSTOR(YES), review the output of TSS LIST(*FACSTOR)FAC(facility) for

each MASTFAC, where MASTFAC=facility. Verify a unique facility name is defined for each IDMS CV.
b. Review the output of TSS MODIFY(FACILITY(facility)) for each MASTFAC, where MASTFAC=facility.

Verify facility is a unique facility name.
3. Verify each facility is defined similarly to the entries in the following example. Each IDMS facility entry should have a

unique name.

  FACILITY(USERxxx=NAME=IDMxxxxx,PGM=IDM,KEY=A,TYPE=IDMS)

  FAC(IDMxxxxx=ACTIVE,SHRPRF,NOASUBM,NOABEND,MULTIUSER,NOXDEF)

  FAC(IDMxxxxx=LUMSG,STMSG,SIGN (S) ,NOINSTDATA,NORNDPW,AUTHINIT)

  FAC(IDMxxxxx=NOPROMPT,NOAUDIT,RES,WARNPW,NOTSOC)

  FAC(IDMxxxxx=NOTRACE) FAC(IDMPyy=UIDACID=8,LOCKTIME=000)

4. If all IDMS Facility definitions are properly set up and all IDMS CV started task or batch ACIDs have the appropriate
unique MASTFAC specified, your organization does not have an audit finding.

5. If you do not properly set up any IDMS Facility definitions, or if all IDMS CV started task or batch ACIDs do not have
the appropriate unique MASTFAC specified, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. The ISSO verifies a unique facility name is defined for each IDMS CV. The following example commands reflect the
recommended facility definitions.

FACILITY(USERxxx=NAME=IDMxxxxx,PGM=IDM,KEY=A,TYPE=IDMS) 

FAC(IDMxxxxx=ACTIVE,SHRPRF,NOASUBM,NOABEND,MULTIUSER,NOXDEF) 

FAC(IDMxxxxx=LUMSG,STMSG,SIGN(S),NOINSTDATA,NORNDPW,AUTHINIT) 

FAC(IDMxxxxx=NOPROMPT,NOAUDIT,RES,WARNPW,NOTSOC) 

FAC(IDMxxxxx=NOTRACE) 

FAC(IDMxxxxx=UIDACID=8,LOCKTIME=000)

2. Once defined, the organization must verify MASTFAC is set to IDMxxxxx for each IDMS CV with a unique facility for
each IDMS CV. We recommend the prefix IDM for easy identification of IDMS facilities.

3. Assign the MASTFAC entry to the IDMS CV started task or batch job ACID. Verify the MASTFAC value for each IDMS
CV is unique:

TSS ADD(idms_CV_acid) MASTFAC(IDMxxxxx)

NOTE
The security administrator displays and verifies when defining each CV, they have unique FACILITY
definitions defined allowing for controlling access to each based upon the FACILITY access users have.
FACILITY controls are unique to Top Secret.

Verifying IDMS uses the External Security Manager reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000336, CCI-002358

CCI: CCI-000336

Published Date: 2009-09-18

Definition: The organization, after the information system is changed, checks the security functions to verify that the
functions are operating as intended.

Type: Policy

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-4 (2)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-4 (2)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-4 (2).1

CCI: CCI-002358

Published Date: 2013-06-25

Definition: The information system implements a reference monitor for organization-defined access control policies that is
always invoked.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-25
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STIG ID - BIDMT006: Define the IDMS Resource Class within Top Secret
Severity: 2 - Medium

Failure to use a robust external security manager (ESM) to control IDMS can compromise the integrity and availability of
the MVS operating system, applications, and user data. To verify the ESM can properly protect IDMS, you must properly
define the resource classes. An undefined or improperly defined resource class presents a security risk by allowing
unauthorized access, potentially compromising the integrity of the operating system environment, the ESM, and customer
data.

The organization must define a unique, specific IDMS resource class within Top Secret and verify it has the DEFPROT
attribute.

This STIG article shows how to verify the Top Secret FACILITY resource class is defined and active.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Review the Top Secret LIST of the RDT to verify the @IDMS resource class is defined properly. List the resource class
definition:

TSS LIST(RDT)RESCLASS(@IDMS)  

 RESOURCE CLASS = @IDMS                                                     

  RESOURCE CODE = X'118'                                                         

    ATTRIBUTE = MASKABLE,MAXOWN(26),MAXPERMIT(255),ACCESS,PRIVPGM,DEFPROT          

    ACCESS = NONE(0000),CONTROL(0400),FETCH(8000),UPDATE(6000)                  

    ACCESS = READ(4000),WRITE(2000),CREATE(1000),ALL(FFFF)                      

    DEFACC = READ                                                    

TSS0300I  LIST     FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

2. If you define the specific IDMS resource class in the RDT with DEFPROT, your organization does not have an audit
finding.

3. If you do not define the IDMS resource class in the RDT with DEFPROT, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. The ISSO must verify the @IDMS resource class is active.
Issue the TSS command: TSS LIST(RDT) RESCLASS(@IDMS) and review the output. It should be the same as the
output shows below in Step 2.

2. Add @IDMS as a resource class to the Top Secret RDT. Refer to the following examples for commands to add a
resource class and produce a list of the resource definitions.

Example: Command to add @IDMS as a resource class to the Top Secret RDT

TSS ADDTO(RDT) RESCLASS(@IDMS) -     

   ATTR(DEFPROT,LONG,PRIVPGM,GENERIC) MAXLEN(255) -     
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   ACLST(NONE,CONTROL,FETCH,UPDATE=6000,READ,WRITE,CREATE,ALL) -     

   DEFACC(READ)  

Example: Command to display the resource class @IDMS

TSS LIST(RDT) RESCLASS(@IDMS)

ACCESSORID = *RDT*     NAME       = RESOURCE DEFINITIONS                    

                                                                          

 RESOURCE CLASS = @IDMS                                                  

  RESOURCE CODE = X'118'                                                  

      ATTRIBUTE = MASKABLE,MAXOWN(26),MAXPERMIT(255),ACCESS,PRIVPGM,DEFPROT

         ACCESS = NONE(0000),CONTROL(0400),FETCH(8000),UPDATE(6000)        

         ACCESS = READ(4000),WRITE(2000),CREATE(1000),ALL(FFFF)            

         DEFACC = READ                                                    

TSS0300I LIST     FUNCTION SUCCESSFUL

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000336, CCI-002358

CCI: CCI-000336

Published Date: 2009-09-18

Definition: The organization, after the information system is changed, checks the security functions to verify the functions
are operating as intended.

Type: Policy

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-4 (2)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-4 (2)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-4 (2).1

CCI: CCI-002358

Published Date: 2013-06-25

Definition: The information system implements a reference monitor for organization-defined access control policies that is
always invoked.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-25

STIG ID - BIDMT007: Turn on External Security
Shows how to set external security on for IDMS

Severity: 1 - High

IDMS must use External Security. By coding a complete SRTT module with #SECRTT macro TYPE=ENTRY , and
SECBY=EXTERNAL , IDMS lets the ESM control the access to data sets and functions. Failure to properly control these
capabilities could compromise the operating system environment, ESM, and customer data.

The organization must verify IDMS External Security is turned on.
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This STIG article shows how to set external security on.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Verify IDMS data sets (APF and installation libraries, CV and database) are appropriately protected by the ESM (Refer
to these IDMS STIG Articles BIDMT001, BIDMT002, BIDMT003, and BIDMT004 verifying they are fully implemented).

3. Issue the IDMS command DCPROFIL . If there is nothing specified for "Security System" and therefore no external
security system used, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. To examine load module RHDCSRTT, execute IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD" or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT
while signed onto the CV, and review the output.

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

5. If TYPE=ENTRY and TYPE=OCCUR macros with all secured RESTYPE values including SGON and SYST and all
with SECBY=EXTERNAL are not found, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. If RESTYPE=SGON or SYST or any other RESTYPE values are secured internally or none, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

7. If the IDMS security domains and data sets are appropriately protected by the ESM, your organization does not have
an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. The SRTT module in the RHDCSRTT macro library member must be coded to enable ESM security and then
assembled and linked; see STIG article BIDMT010 for a full sample of that module, the following excerpt being the
SGON portion:

#SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

        RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

        SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

        EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

        EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏

 

As discussed in STIG article BIDMT006, the EXTCLS is the IDMS resource name. Also, RESNAME is derived from
the SYSTEM ID name in SYSGEN.
After making the above changes, ensure the ESM has the appropriate rules defined to give access to the desired
users. For example, in a Top Secret environment where the SYSGEN SYSTEM ID is SYSO187:
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  TSS PER(user-id) @IDMS(SGON.SYSO187)    

Once the change is made and saved, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new
SRTT, either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY                   ͏ 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD                                     ͏

2. Verify all IDMS datasets, particularly including macro libraries, are protected with the ESM's dataset level security, as
described for APF, Installation, CV, and database datasets (Refer to these IDMS STIG Articles BIDMT001, BIDMT002,
BIDMT003, and BIDMT004 verifying they are fully implemented).

Verifying IDMS uses the External Security Manager reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000015, CCI-000366, CCI-001813, CCI-002235, CCI-002358

CCI: CCI-000015

Published Date: 2009-05-13

Definition: The organization employs automated mechanisms to support the information system account management
functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-2 (1)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-2 (1)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-2 (1).1

CCI: CCI-000366

Published Date: 2009-09-18

Definition: The organization implements the security configuration settings.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-6 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-6 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-6.1 (iv)

CCI: CCI-001813

Published Date: 2013-03-01

Definition: The information system enforces access restrictions

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-5 (1)

CCI: CCI-002235

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system prevents non-privileged users from executing privileged functions to include disabling,
circumventing, or altering implemented security safeguards/countermeasures.

Type: Technical
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References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (10)

CCI: CCI-002358

Published Date: 2013-06-25

Definition: The information system implements a reference monitor for organization-defined access control policies that is
always invoked.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-25

STIG ID - BIDMT008: Implement ESM Auditing of IDMS
Implement IDMS logging of resource security administration, accesses, and denials.

Severity: 1 - High

The ability to create and log records of auditable events is a key requirement of a properly secured system of record
such as an IDMS production database. To accomplish this, use an ESM, as IDMS on its own does not log such records.
However, the ESM’s auditing functionality includes tracking of IDMS security calls such as administering authorization and
accessing or denied access to IDMS-specific resources.

IDMS must use External Security. By coding the SRTT module #SECRTT macros including TYPE=ENTRY ,
RESTYPE=SGON , SYST , DB , DMCL , DBTB , SLOD , SACC , QUEU , TASK , and SPGM , and with SECBY=EXTERNAL (see
STIG article BIDMT010 for a more complete example), and activating EXIT 14 if any custom security is needed, IDMS lets
the ESM control and log the access to data sets and functions. Failure to properly log these events could let threats and
compromises to the operating system environment, ESM, and customer data go undetected.

The organization must verify IDMS External Security and logging of resource security administration, accesses, and
denials are turned on.

This STIG article shows how to activate logging of resource security administration, accesses, and denials.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see STIG articles BIDMT006 and BIDMT007 and the
following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Verify IDMS data sets (APF and installation libraries, CV and database) are appropriately protected by the ESM
(Refer to these IDMS STIG Articles, BIDMT001, BIDMT002, BIDMT003, and BIDMT004), verifying they are fully
implemented).

3. Verify the IDMS ESM external security is turned on (Refer to the IDMS STIG Article BIDMT007, verifying it is fully
implemented).

4. Issue DCPROFIL . If there is nothing specified for "Security System" and therefore no external security system being
used, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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5. Verify the IDMS SAF resources are appropriately protected by the ESM (Refer to IDMS STIG Articles BIDMT006 and
BIDMT010, verifying they are fully implemented).

6. To examine load module RHDCSRTT, execute IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD", or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT
while signed onto the CV, and review the output.

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476, and EXIT 14 are required to complete this step.

7. If the ESM specification does not match the RHDCSRTT entry, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

8. If a TYPE=ENTRY for any of the following RESTYPE= is not found, your organization has an audit finding: SGON , SYST ,
DB , DMCL , DBTB , SLOD , SACC , QUEU , TASK , and SPGM . See Remediate Audit Finding.

9. If any of the following RESTYPE= values are not secured externally (i.e. SECBY=EXTernal ), your organization has an
audit: SGON , SYST , DB , DMCL , DBTB , SLOD , SACC , QUEU , TASK , and SPGM . See Remediate Audit Finding

10. Check the SRTT for externally secured resource SYST which lets the SYSGEN be modified and application program
definitions added.

11. If "SYST" is not found as the resource type in any of the entries, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

12. If "SYST" is secured internally, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
13. If "SYST" is found to be secured externally, verify the ESM contains the correct definition using the external resource

class name and the external name construction rules. If it is not defined or not defined correctly, your organization has
an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

14. To execute IDMS utility IDMSCTAD, examine load module IDMSCTAB or issue command DCMT DISPLAY CTAB
while signed onto the CV and review the output.

NOTE
PTF SO08199 is required to complete this step.

15. If there is execution of certain OCF/BCF commands not defined in the IDMSCTAB module using the #CTABGEN
macro, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

16. If these task codes are defined to the IDMSCTAB module but not defined for the related activities to the RHDCSRTT
module, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

17. To examine load module IDMSUTAB, use IDMS utility IDMSUTAD, or issue command DCMT DISPLAY UTAB while
signed onto the CV, and review the output.

NOTE
PTF SO08527 is required to complete this step.

18. If the execution of DCMT utility command codes is not defined in the IDMSUTAB module using the #UTABGEN macro,
your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

19. If IDMSUTAB load module has defined commands but has not defined the related activities to the RHDCSRTT
module, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

20. If any of the above tasks are completed from local mode, use a custom EXIT 14 to trigger a security check going
through the ESM. If an EXIT 14 is not configured for each such situation, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

21. If the IDMS security domains and data sets are appropriately protected by the ESM, your organization does not have
an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. You must code the SRTT module in the RHDCSRTT macro library member to enable ESM security (see STIG article
BIDMT010 for a full sample below) and then assemble and link; change it in the following manner:

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X
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            RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏

          

The following is the full sample from IDMS STIG article BIDMT010.

    #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,                                         X

            ENVNAME=TEST                                             ͏

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DBNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSUSER’                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSTEM'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSMSG'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CATSYS'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DBTB,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NRU,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=AREA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X
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            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DMCL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYSA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE)                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYST,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,ACTI)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='DBUG'                                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QUEU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X
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            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TABL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SLOD,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPGM,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DDNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=UPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=USER,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X
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            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DCA,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=GROU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=FINAL                                               ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    END                                                              ͏ 

As discussed in IDMS STIG article BIDMT006, the EXTCLS is the IDMS resource name. Also, RESNAME for signons
is derived from the SYSTEM ID name in SYSGEN.

2. If any of the resource types were not defined to the #SECRTT with SECBY=EXTERNAL , update the #SECRTT security
module to include the appropriate definitions.
Access Actions such as login – Resource type SGON
Privileged system access – Resource types SYST, DB, DMCL, DBTB
Privileged object access – Resource types SLOD, SACC, QUEU
Privileged program access – Resource type TASK, SPGM

3. To update the #SECRTT entries, change any invalid settings of SECBY= to SECBY=EXTERNAL for the resources listed
above. If any of the resource types are missing, add them.

4. After making the above changes, verify the ESM has the appropriate rules defined to give access to the desired users.
For example, in a Top Secret environment where the SYSGEN SYSTEM ID is SYSO187:

TSS PER(user-id) @IDMS(SYSO187) ACTION(AUDIT)

            

5. Once the change is made and saved, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new
SRTT, either recycle any CVs that use the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY                          ͏ 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD                                            ͏ 

            

6. Once this is done, confirm the resource types are referenced appropriately by the external security manager:

TSS WHOOWNS @IDMS(*)                                                     

        

7. If the IDMSUTAB load module needs to be updated to secure and audit the OCF/BCF commands, re-run the
#UTABGEN macro to create an updated version. Here is an example of the syntax:

#UTABGEN (FORMAT,14,PRINTPAGE,14)                                      ͏ 

            

This syntax assigns the FORMAT and PRINTPAGE commands to activity 14, which can now be secured by the
RHDCSRTT module.
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8. If the IDMSCTAB load module needs to be updated to secure and audit the DCMT commands, update the #CTABGEN
macro to create an updated version. Here is an example of the syntax:

#CTABGEN (B,2),(N022,B,N050,B)                                         ͏ 

          

This syntax assigns security label B to activity #2, then it assigns the tasks DCMT VARY MEMORY and DCMT VARY
LOADLIB to security label B. With this definition, secure activity #2 appropriately in the RHDCSRTT module.

Verifying IDMS uses the External Security Manager reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000169

CCI: CCI-000169

Published Date: 2009-05-22

Definition: The information system provides audit record generation capability for the auditable events defined in AU-2 a.
at organization-defined information system components.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AU-12 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AU-12 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AU-12.1 (ii)

STIG ID - BIDMT009: Only Authorized Users and Accesses on IDMS CVs
Verify all IDMS signons and resource accesses are handled through external security.

Severity: 1 - High

Unauthorized users signing on to IDMS can pose varying amounts of risk depending upon the security of the IDMS
resources in an IDMS CV. Until the IDMS sign-on resource type (SGON) is secured, anyone can sign on to IDMS. To
mitigate this risk, secure the SGON resource. Like this resource, any other securable IDMS resources must also be
handled through an External Security Manager (ESM) - see IDMS STIG article BIDMT010.

The organization must verify IDMS External Security is turned on.

This STIG article shows how to verify all signons and resource accesses are handled through external security.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Verify the IDMS SAF resources are appropriately protected by the ESM (Refer to these IDMS STIG Articles BIDMT006
and BIDMT010, verifying they are fully implemented).

3. To examine load module RHDCSRTT or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT while signed onto the CV, execute
IDMS utility IDMSSRTD, and review the output.

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

4. Look for a #SECRTT statement with the string RESTYPE=SGON and SECBY=EXTERNAL . If no RESTYPE=SGON is
found or SECBY=OFF or SECBY=INTERNAL is specified, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

5. In the SRTT, #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY and TYPE=OCCURRENCE statements protect resources. Examine the SRTT to
verify there are #SECRTT statements for the desired resources having SECBY=EXTERNAL . If there are none, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. Execute an external security manager (ESM) resource access list for resource SGON for each CV on the system. If
the resource access is not restricted to only users authorized in the site security plan, your organization has an audit
finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

7. If local IDMS security domains sharing a single user catalog and SRTT, your organization does not have an audit
finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to verify IDMS is configured to require users to sign on and have resource access through external
security appropriately:

1. In the source for RHDCSRTT, add or edit an existing #SECRTT entry to secure the sign-on process such as this
example excerpt from the full sample in BIDMT010:

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

  

The following is the full sample from IDMS STIG article BIDMT010.

    #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,                                         X

            ENVNAME=TEST                                             ͏

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DBNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 
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    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSUSER’                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSTEM'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSMSG'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CATSYS'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DBTB,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NRU,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=AREA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DMCL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYSA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE)                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYST,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X
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            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,ACTI)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='DBUG'                                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QUEU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TABL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X
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            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SLOD,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPGM,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DDNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=UPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=USER,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DCA,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=GROU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=FINAL                                               ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 
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    END                                                              ͏ 

          

The RESNAME used during sign-on is the CV system name as defined in SYSGEN. To find the system name, sign
into SYSGEN in the CV. Then issue command SIGNON DICT SYST and then issue command DISP SYS nnn where
nnn is the CV number. Look for SYSTEM ID IS to find the system name used as RESNAME.

2. Update RHDCSRTT adding #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY and TYPE=OCCURRENCE statements as needed to secure
the desired resources. For example:

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=resource,                                     X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

  

3. Before implementing changes, contact the security administrator and verify the ESM has the necessary rules for the
EXTCLS and EXTNAME values chosen. The appropriate ESM rules must then be given to the appropriate users. For
instance, in Top Secret:

TSS PER(user_id) @IDMS(your_extname)                                   ͏ 

  

4. After making the above changes, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT,
either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY                             ͏ 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD                                               ͏ 

 

Verifying IDMS users are required to sign on and access only permitted resources using the External Security Manager
reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-3

STIG ID - BIDMT010: Define and Protect IDMS Resources Using the ESM
Severity: 2 - Medium
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You must define and secure IDMS resources within the external security manager (ESM). You must define and secure
IDMS resources such as tasks, database objects, SYSGEN settings, commands, system profiles, and more. This verifiess
only those users who have a valid requirement to access them are given such access consistent with their documented
roles. There is a wide range of such resources, as described below, and once the ESM resource security was enabled
(see STIG article BIDMT006), these resources must all be defined and access permitted as appropriate to each role. Key
to doing this properly is assessing what each user, whether in an organizational role or others using the system, needs
from a business value and security perspective, and assigning them access entitlements according to their documented
roles.

The organization must define all IDMS resources to the ESM and grant appropriate access for those roles that require
access.

This STIG article shows how to define and permit appropriate IDMS resource access to an ESM.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. To verify all IDMS resources are defined in a manner consistent being externally secured through an ESM, inspect the
relevant IDMS modules:
a. To examine load module "RHDCSRTT" or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT while signed onto the CV,

execute IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD", and review the output.
NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

b. Verify the SRTT has a #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY with a SECBY=EXTERNAL macro for every IDMS resource type
you are securing in your environment. See Roles for a list of recommended roles, Macros and Exit for information
about each relevant macro and exit, Resources for the list of standard resource types, and Figure 1 for a best
practices sample of a complete SRTT. If this load module doesn’t exist, or if any of the types listed in the sample
version in Roles are missing or not SECBY=EXTERNAL, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

c. If there is no IDMSCTAB load module into which the #CTABGEN was generated to specify the nodes names
corresponding to the DCMT commands DCMT VARY DYNAMIC - N046; DCMT VARY MEMORY - N033) , your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

d. To examine load module IDMSCTAB or issue command DCMT DISPLAY CTAB while signed onto the CV, use
IDMS utility IDMSCTAD and review the output.

NOTE
PTF SO08199 is required to complete this step.

e. If DCMT command codes N024, N025, and N033 are not defined, or the command codes for the commands listed
below are not present in the output, your organization has an audit finding See Remediate Audit Finding. See
#CTABGEN for syntax, examples, and command codes.
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• DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY
• DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM
• DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK
• DCMT VARY LOADLIB
• DCMT VARY MEMORY
• DCMT VARY NUCLEUS
• DCMT VARY PROGRAM
• DCMT VARY RUN UNIT
• DCMT VARY SYSGEN

f. To examine load module IDMSUTAB or issue command DCMT DISPLAY UTAB while signed onto the CV, use
IDMS utility IDMSUTAD, and review the output.

NOTE
PTF SO08527 is required to complete this step.

g. If there is no IDMSUTAB load module into which the #UTABGEN was generated to specify the nodes names
corresponding to the UTILITY statements, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

h. If an ACTI statement for DBUG securing DBUG externally is found, verify the program IDMSGTAB resides in the
CV's CDMSLIB concatenation. If not, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

i. If IDMSGTAB is found, perform a DUMPT of IDMSGTAB using AMASPZAP. The last 28 bytes are a table of 14
halfwords, one for each security category secured by the #GTABGEN macro. Examine this table in the DUMPT.
If all halfwords are zero, and no debugger functions are secure, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

j. If the debug activity is found to be secured externally, confer with the security office to verify the external security
manager (ESM) contains the correct definition using the external resource class name and the external name
construction rules. If it is not defined correctly, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

k. If the ESM definition is correct but the role(s)/groups(s) are not defined correctly to give the appropriate
permissions, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

3. Verify each resource type is defined with appropriate security to the ESM. See Resources for a list of resources to
validate plus best practice settings and suggested role security.
a. For each resource type, issue the following command to validate they are defined to the ESM and permitted

appropriately to the specified roles - in this example, using TASK. as the resource type:

TSS WHOHAS @IDMS(TASK.)

   

b. If any of the resources listed in Resources are not defined to the ESM, or if the permission is not consistent with
that table, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. If CAGJMAC and AAGJMAC libraries and the CUSTLOAD load library, or wherever the generated security load
modules used by the IDMS environment are stored, are not secured with external security manager (ESM) data set
level security are not secured, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. If local IDMS security domain shares a single user catalog and SRTT, your organization does not have an audit
finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

1. The SRTT module must be coded to enable external security. See Figure 1 for a suggested best practice version.
2. Compare it with any local version you may already have and verify any changes ensuing do not violate any

documented local standards. See Macros and Exit for more information.
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3. Assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT, either recycle any CVs using the
SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

  

4. Define the resources specified in the SRTT and give permissions to them consistent with Resources. To define and
give access to a resource, for example, of ADS, one could issue the commands:

TSS ADD(IDMSDEP) @IDMS(TASK.ADS)

TSS PER(DEVPROF) @IDMS(TASK.ADS) ACTION(AUDIT)

            

NOTE
“ACTION(AUDIT)” is only appropriate when specified in Resources.

5. Update the source for IDMSCTAB. This example #CTABGEN entry secures the DCMT commands listed in the check
and assigns a task number to each:

CTAB TITLE 'GENERATE DCMT SECURITY TABLE'                      ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

#CTABGEN LOGIN=YES,                                           X

          (A,1,B,2,C,3,D,4,E,5,F,6,G,7,H,8,I,9),              X

        (N022,A),      DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY                    X

        (N046001,B),   DCMT VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM              X

        (N046002,C),   DCMT VARY DYNAMIC TASK                 X

        (N050,D),      DCMT VARY LOADLIB                      X

        (N033,E),      DCMT VARY MEMORY                       X

        (N063,F),      DCMT VARY NUCLEUS                      X

        (N025,G),      DCMT VARY PROGRAM                      X

        (N073,H),      DCMT VARY RUN UNIT                     X

        (N095,I)       DCMT VARY SYSGEN                          ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    END                                                              ͏ 

  

The ACTIVITY passed to the external security manager (ESM) is the first up to five bytes of the application name
followed by the three-byte activity number or, using the above example, DCMT010 for a DCMT VARY DYNAMIC or a
DMCT VARY MEMORY command.
See #CTABGEN for syntax, examples, and command codes.

6. After making the above changes, IDMSCTAB and RHDCSRTT must then be reassembled and relinked. To implement
the new SRTT and IDMSCTAB, either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE IDMSCTAB NEW COPY                                  ͏ 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD                                                    ͏

  

7. Create, or modify as needed, an entry in the SRTT to secure the DEBUG categories and compile into module
RHDCSRTT. You must specify the external class and external name construction rules. An example of this OCCUR
type macro is in Figure 1.

8. After making the above changes, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT,
either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY
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DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD                                                    ͏

  

9. Review the IDMSGTAB module and make changes to the #GTABGEN macro as needed. Here is an example securing
all possible DEBUG categories:

    #GTABGEN (A,01,B,02,C,03,D,04,E,05,F,06,G,07,H,08,I,09,J,10,  X

            K,11,L,12,M,13,N,14),                                 X

            (UPGMR,A,UPGMU,B,USTGR,C,USTGU,D,SHSTGR,E,SHSTGU,F,   X

            AUPGMR,G,AUPGMU,H,ASYSTGR,I,ASYSTGU,J,                X

            ASYSPGR,K,ASYSPGU,L,ALLR,M,ALLU,N)                       ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    END                                                              ͏ 

    

Assume the TYPE=INITIAL #SECRTT macro specified ENVNAME=TEST0001 and the particular debug activity was
UPGMR (let the user retrieve user programs, schemas, maps, and tables). In that case, the external resource name
would be TEST0001.DBUG001. Using this information, a Top Secret example to grant access could be:

TSS PER(user_1) @IDMS(TEST0001.DBUG001)                                ͏ 

      

10. Confer with the security office to verify the correct entries are in the ESM to give access to the appropriate role(s)/
group(s) permissions for the desired DEBUG categories.

Roles

The following contains the roles and descriptiond for suggested resource permissions:

USER
These are application users who have no responsibility for the technical or security state of IDMS or any of its
data or applications beyond what is available through the applications they use.

DEVELOPER
These are the people who design, write, and maintain applications on IDMS.

DBADMIN
These are the database administrators responsible for configuring, defining, and maintaining the functionality of a
single database under IDMS.

DCADMIN
These are the database administrators responsible for configuring, defining, and maintaining the functionality of
databases under multiple IDMS systems.

SYSADMIN
These are the IDMS-wide security administrators.

Macros and Exit

The following contains the macros and exit and their recommended settings for implementing ESM control of resource
access:

#SECRTT
In module RHDCSRTT, this is the primary macro for activating external security and defining resources. Can be
used to granularly specify which resources are externally, internally, and not secured. Best practices indicate
using the simple “secure everything” approach which requires just a single macro for each resource type. See
Figure 1 for a suggested version of the module.
See #SECRTT for syntax, parameters/usage, and examples.
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#CTABGEN
In module IDMSCTAB, this macro is the DCMT Command Activity Assignments (CTAB). It.assigns activity
numbers to DCMT commands. Displayed using the DCMT DISPLAY CTAB command or the batch program
IDMSCTAD. Its ESM-related function is to have these activity numbers available for external security, so the
absence of this table and its contents constitute a finding.
See #CTABGEN for syntax, examples, and command codes.

#UTABGEN
In module IDMSUTAB, this macro specifies the activity number associated with the utility statement on the
#UTABGEN macro. For example, #UTABGEN (A,3),(OCF,EXPANDPAGE,I). The ACTIVITY passed to the ESMis
the first up to five bytes of the application name followed by the three-byte activity number. Using the activity
number "3" in the #UTABGEN, the ACTIVITY sent to the ESM would be OCF003.
See #UTABGEN for syntax, parameters, usage, and control blocks.

#GTABGEN
In module IDMSGTAB, this macro is provided by the IDMS/DC online debugger macro for assigning activity
numbers to online debugger functions. In the #GTABGEN macro, you associate an activity number with an online
debugger security Category.
See #GTABGEN for syntax, parameters, usage, and examples.

Exit 14
This is an optional user-customizable exit letting for granular securing of individual resources if special exceptions
are required. It issues a security check when a BIND RUN-UNIT or READY AREA is done.
As long as all IDMS resource security is done through the ESM and no custom resources need special treatment,
this exit is not required.
See Numbered Exits for details about coding, changing, and activating IDMS exits.

Figure 1: Sample best practice SRTT

This suggested SRTT has the basic settings for defining the IDMS resources as externally secured. If you already have a
table, be careful not to change or overwrite any local settings without first verifying the reasons for any variations from the
below.

Suggested sample settings for EXTNAME below are reflected in Resources. See Constructing an External Resource
Name for parameter descriptions and additional optional values.

    #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,                                         X

            ENVNAME=TEST                                             ͏

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DBNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSUSER’                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSTEM'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 
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    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='SYSMSG'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DB,                                           X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CATSYS'                                         ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DBTB,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NRU,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=AREA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DMCL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYSA,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE)                                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SYST,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SGON,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X
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            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,ACTI)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='DBUG'                                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QUEU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=QSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=NSCH,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TABL,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SACC,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X
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            RESTYPE=SLOD,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPGM,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DDNA)                           ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=SPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=UPRF,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=USER,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=DCA,                                          X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=GROU,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=FINAL                                               ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    END                                                           

 ͏

Table 1: Resources

The following table contains the resources and the recommended access by roles:

For Top Secret, the resource type is suggested to be @IDMS, and the specific resource names are listed below. So, to
give access to a resource, for example, of ADS, one could issue the commands:

TSS ADD(IDMSDEP) @IDMS(TASK.ADS)                                            ͏ 
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TSS PER(DEVPROF) @IDMS(TASK.ADS)                                            ͏ 

        

In addition, some permissions entail “privileged” access, which would therefore entail auditing accessing in the following
manner:

TSS PER(DEVPROF) @IDMS(TASK.ADS) ACTION(AUDIT)

        

To validate a given resource is defined as owned, either at a high level (e.g. TASK.) or a more granular one (e.g.
TASK.ADS), issue a TSS WHOOWNS command, such as:

TSS WHOOWNS @IDMS(TASK.)                                            ͏ 

        

NOTE
In the below table, an “A” under the role means all access allowed, an “R” means specific relevant instances of
this type may be allowed, and blank means this is not appropriate or available for this role. The Audit column
indicates whether the resource gives sufficiently “privileged” access it should be audited.

Resource Name and
Description:

Audit? USER DEVELOPER DBADMIN DCADMIN SYSADMIN

ACT
Activity

R R R A A

AREA
Database Area

R R R A A

DACC
Database Access Module

R R R A A

DB
DBADMIN, Database

Yes R A A

DBTB
Database Namte Table

R R R A A

DCA
DCADMIN privilege

Yes A A

DMCL
DMCL

R R R A A

GROU
Group

Yes R R R A A

NRU
Database Rununit

R R R A A

NSCH
Database Non-SQL Schema

R R R A A

QSCH
Database Schema (SQL)

R R R A A

QUEU
Queue

R R R A A

SACC
Access Modules

R R R A A
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SGON
Signon

R R R A A

SLOD
Load Modules

R R R A A

SPGM
Program

R R R A A

SPRF
System Profile

R A A

SYSA
SYSADMIN privilege

Yes A

SYST
System

R R R A A

System ID
Literal ID of System when used
in resource names

R R R A A

TABL
Database Table

R R R A A

TASK
Task - generic access

Yes R R R A A

TASK.B
BYE or B signs the user off
from the DC/UCF system and
terminates the connection with
the system.

A A A A A

TASK.CLIST
CLIST executes a series of task
statements in a module and
stored in the data dictionary.

R R R A A

TASK.CLOD
CLOD erases logically deleted
modules from the load area
(DDLDCLOD) of the data
dictionary.

Yes R A A

TASK.DCMT
DCMT lets DC/UCF users
monitor system runtime
activities and update system
definitions while a DC/
UCFsystem is executing.

Yes R A A

TASK.DCPROFILE
DCPROFIL lets DC/UCF users
display information about the
configuration of a DC/UCF
system.

R R R A A

TASK.DCUF
DCUF provides user functions
controlling various aspects of a
DC/UCF terminal session.

A A A A A
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TASK.LOCKMON
LOCKMON lets DC/UCF users
display information about the
lock status in their DC/UCF
system.

R R A A

TASK.LOOK
LOOK lets DC/UCF users view
the contents of selected load
modules.

Yes R R A A

TASK.OLP
OLP (online PLOG) lets DC/
UCF users display the current
contents of the DDLDCLOG
area online.

Yes R A A

TASK.OPER
OPER enables DC/UCF users
to monitor system activity and to
cancel active task threads.

Yes R A A

TASK.QUED
QUED erases expired
queues from the queue area
(DDLDCRUN) of the data
dictionary.

Yes R A A

TASK.SDEL
SDEL erases logically
deleted users from the
database security area
(SYSUSER.DDLSEC).

Yes A A

TASK.SEND
SEND transmits a user-supplied
message to other DC/UCF
terminals.

R R A A A

TASK.SHOWMAP
SHOWMAP displays maps
defined using the IDMS
Mapping Facility.

R A A

TASK.SIGNOFF
SIGNOFF signs the user off
from the DC/UCF system but
maintains the connection with
the system.

A A A A A A

TASK.SIGNON
SIGNON or S signs the user on
to the DC/UCF system.

A A A A A A

TASK.SUSPEND
SUSPEND terminates UCF
dedicated mode but maintains
the connection with the UCF
back end.

R A A
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TASK.other-custom
Other local custom tasks
should be made available as
appropriate to the roles that use
them, and audited if they have
any privileged functionality.

When
privileged

R R R R A

UPRF
User Profile

R R R R A

USER
USER Privilege

Yes R R R R A

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000192, CCI-000213, CCI-000764, CCI-000804, CCI-001082, CCI-001084, CCI-001499, CCI-001812,
CCI-001813, and CCI-002235

CCI: CCI-000192

Published Date: 2009-09-15

Definition: The information system enforces password complexity by the minimum number of upper case characters
used.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-5 (1) (a)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-5 (1) (a)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-5 (1).1 (v)

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-3.1

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of organizational users).

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-2.1

CCI: CCI-000804

Published Date: 2009-09-17
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Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates non-organizational users (or processes acting on
behalf of non-organizational users).

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-8
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-8
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-8.1

CCI: CCI-001082

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Definition: The information system separates user functionality (including user interface services) from information
system management functionality.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SC-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SC-2.1

CCI: CCI-001084

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Definition: The information system isolates security functions from nonsecurity functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SC-3.1 (ii)

STIG ID - BIDMT011: Secure IDMS Programs
Severity: 2 - Medium

The ability to add programs to be executed under IDMS can introduce vulnerabilities if malicious programs are added.
Additionally, if user-level, Developer-level, DBA-level, and DC Administrator-level programs are not secured, then
unauthorized users may use them to access to privileged IDMS capabilities and manipulate various resources within the
DBMS. IDMS must prevent installation of unauthorized programs and unauthorized use, the ability to dynamically register
new programs and tasks, and the failure to properly secure any programs that are added.

The organization must properly secure IDMS installation, registering, and defining of programs and tasks using an ESM.

This STIG article shows how to properly secure IDMS installation, registering, and defining of programs and tasks using
an ESM.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Contact the Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to confirm the programs in this list are secured via
the ESM and assigned to the appropriate users. Each program listed must be secured.
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The following are batch programs executed using JCL rather than by the CV. As a best practice, the external security
manager (ESM) must secure all program resources listed below rather than through the SRTT. If any of them are not
secured via TSS, then your organization has a finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

2. Review and validate the following suggested programs are secured by the ESM and granted to the appropriate user
roles by using the TSS WHOHAS PROGRAM command to find out whether a given program is defined to the ESM and
who has access to it is:

  TSS WHOHAS PROGRAM(program-name)           

            

Example output if program-name is ADSBATCH:

 PROGRAM   = ADSBATCH                                   OWNER(DBADEPT )        ͏   

 XAUTH     = ADSBATCH                                    ACID(SYSADM1 )        ͏ 

   ADMIN BY= BY(SCA0001 )    SMFID(A0001)  ON(11/23/2018)  AT(09:42:16)      

            

3. Review the output to validate the following suggested programs are secured by the ESM and granted to the
appropriate user roles:

4. User-level:
a. ADSBATCH
b. ADSOBPLG
c. CULPRIT
d. IDMSBCF
e. OLQBATCH
f. OLQBNOTE

5. Developer-level:
a. ADSOBCOM
b. ADSORPTS
c. IDMSDMLA
d. IDMSDMLC
e. IDMSDMLP
f. IDMSLOOK
g. IDMSRPTS
h. RHDCMAP1
i. RHDCMPUT

6. DBA-level:
a. ADSOBSYS
b. ADSOBTAT
c. IDMSCHEM
d. IDMSDBN1
e. IDMSDBN2
f. IDMSDDDL
g. IDMSPASS
h. IDMSRSTC
i. IDMSUBSC
j. RHDCOMVS
k. IDMSDIRL
l. RHDCSGEN
m. RHDCTTBL
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7. If the programs in this list are not secured, or if they were not permitted to appropriate roles, contact the Information
System Security Officer (ISSO), for your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding. See also
IDMS STIG article BIDMT010.

If the ESM has secured the programs in this list and they are assigned to the appropriate users, your organization does
not have an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately. See IDMS STIG article BIDMT010
2. Contact the Information System Security Officer (ISSO) to confirm the programs in this list are secured via the ESM

and assigned to the appropriate users. Secure each program in the list in the following manner:

  TSS PERMIT(ACID or PROFILE) PROGRAM(program-name)          

          

Where:
ACID or PROFILE

ACID or PROFILE name to be given access to the specified program per the above lists of user-level, developer-
level, and DBA-level programs.

program-name
Name of one of the above-listed programs appropriate to the role of ACID or PROFILE being granted access.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-001082, CCI-001813

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for logical access to information and system
resources in accordance with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-3
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-3.1

CCI: CCI-001082

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Definition: The information system separates user functionality (including user interface services) from information
system management functionality.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SC-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-2
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SC-2.1

CCI: CCI-001813
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Published Date: 2013-03-01

Definition: The information system enforces access restrictions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-5 (1)

STIG ID - BIDMT012: Verify Active Nodes, Lines, and Pterms are Secured
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS Network access (nodes, lines, pterms, ports, and protocols), services (including the applications supporting them)
and data transmission (including tunneling - i.e., embedding of data types within data types) not explicitly mandated by
production requirements represent security exposures. This can include applications offering multiple services from a
single component (e.g. email and web services). It is important to explicitly disable all such access points, transmission
types, and network services not proven to be required and fully secured, and to properly secure those kept active.

The organization must verify any active nodes, lines, pterms, ports, protocols, services, and data transmission are fully
and properly secured.

This STIG article shows how to verify any active nodes, lines, pterms, ports, services, and data transmissions are
secured.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. For each load area, run a CREPORT 43 to check the nodes and access types for each node. Here is a sample of
CREPORT 43:

REPORT NO. 43                                  CA IDMS/DC NODE NAME REPORT   REL nn.n                     

      mm/dd/yy PAGE   1

 CREPORT 043                                            LISTING OF NODES

      SYSTEM VERSION                                                                                      

 BUILDER      ACTION

          NUMBER          NODE NAME      ACCESS TYPE      DEFAULT NODE      CV NUMBER      SVC NUMBER     

   CODE        CODE

              71           A06IVT12        CCI                                                            

    R

              71           SYSTEM22        CCI                                                            

    R
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              71           SYSTEM92        CCI                                                            

    R

              71           DBDCGR          GROUP            NULL                                          

    R

              71           DBGNOD1         GROUP            NULL                                          

    R

              71           DBGNOD2         GROUP            LOCAL                                         

    R

              71           DBGNOD3         GROUP            SYSTEM72                                      

    R

              71           IDMSGR          GROUP            NULL                                          

    R

              71           SYSTEM71        LOCAL                                                          

    R

              71           CVNOD1          SVC                                  101            173        

    R

              71           CVNOD2          SVC                                  102            102        

    R

              71           SYSTEM72        TCP/IP                                                         

    R

              71           SYSTEM73        TCP/IP                                                         

    R

              71           SYSTEM74        VTAM 

            

            

For each node, issue:

DCMT D LINE
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The following is an example of such a command:

For each LINE type with a status of InSrv, inspect the access type for potential unauthorized connection types. In the
above example, three lines are status InSrv and they are all type LIST.

3. For TCP/IP, any line with access type SOCKET, issue:

DCMT D LINE <tcp-line-id>

If any terminals are of type LIST and status InSrv, check port number for a valid port. In the previous example, ports
37602, 03760, and 03960 are used. If the port number is unacceptable as defined in the PPSM CAL, your organization
has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. For each terminal with the type of LIST and InSrv, issue DCMT D PTE <pterm-id> .
5. For each task and (possible PARM STRING which could pass a task) identified in the PTE display, issue DCMT D

TASK <task-id> . If the task is IDMSJSRV and the associated program is NOT RHDCNP3J, your organization has
an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
If the task/program was not authorized, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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6. If other access types (e.g., VTAM, SVC, CCI) were deemed nonsecure in the PPSM CAL, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

If any active nodes, lines, pterms, ports, services, and data transmissions are secured, your organization does not have
an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

Complete the following steps to determine if you need remediation:

1. For any pterm found to have nonsecure attributes (task, program, or port), disable by issuing:

DCMT V PTE <pterm-id> OFF

          

2. Using SYSGEN, remove offending lines, pterms, lterms, and/or port numbers, then validate and regenerate the
system. The following is an example SYSGEN.

            SYSTEM01

.

.

LINE TCPIP

     TYPE IS SOCKET.

PTERM TCPDDS2

      TYPE IS DDSTCPIP

      TARGET ADDRESS IS DDSNODE2

      TARGET PORT IS 3772

      IDLE INTERVAL IS 60

      NUMBER PERMANENT CONNECTIONS IS 5.

LTERM TCPDDS2 PTERM IS TCPDDS2.

PTERM TCPLIST1

      TYPE IS LISTENER

      PORT IS 3771

      BACKLOG IS 100

      TASK IS RHDCNP3J

      MODE IS SYSTEM

      PARM IS 'TASK=IDMSJSRV'.

LTERM TCPLIST1 PTERM IS TCPLIST1.

PTERM TCPBLK01

      TYPE IS BULK

      REPEAT COUNT IS 20.

LTERM TCPBLK01 PTERM IS TCPBLK01.

          

You can see various LINE, PTERM, and LTERM statements. Any which meet the above criteria for elimination may
be removed, and the SYSGEN in question be regenerated. The following online method may be followed to update a
SYSGEN:

1. Use the DISPLAY or PUNCH verb to display the entity definition as syntax.
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2. Modify the definition by typing over the displayed syntax. You can make changes to the entire work file by scrolling
through the file and by using the top-line command APPLY (or a control key associated with the APPLY command) to
apply the changes to the files without submitting the syntax to the compiler.

3. Submit the modified syntax to the compiler by using the top-line command UPDATE (or a control key associated with
the UPDATE command).

NOTE
When you update an entity definition online, you can verify your modifications before you enter the
GENERATE command by using DISPLAY CHANGES .

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000382, CCI-001762

CCI: CCI-000382

Published Date: 2009-09-18

Definition: The organization configures the information system to prohibit or restrict the use of organization-defined
functions, ports, protocols, and/or services.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-7
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-7 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-7.1 (iii)

CCI: CCI-001762

Published Date: 2013-02-28

Definition: The organization disables organization-defined functions, ports, protocols, and services within the information
system deemed to be unnecessary and/or nonsecure.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-7 (1) (b)

STIG ID - BIDMT013: Limit the Number of Concurrent Online Sessions
Learn how to limit concurrent online sessions.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Multiple interactive sessions (may also be referred to as connections or logons for the purposes of this requirement) can
provide a way to cause a DoS (Denial of Service) attack against IDMS by exhausting connection resources if a user ID
and password were compromised; and a system can also fail or be degraded by an overload of legitimate users.

Database management includes the ability to control the number of sessions by account type, by account, or a
combination thereof, concurrently using a DBMS. Limiting the number of concurrent sessions per user (for example, by
use of a logon trigger) is helpful to reduce these risks.

Note it is not sufficient to limit sessions via a web server or application server alone, because legitimate users and
adversaries can potentially connect to the DBMS by other means.

In defining the appropriate number, it is important to consider the work requirements of the various types of users. For
example, one or two might be an acceptable limit for general users accessing the database via an application; but
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10 might be too few for a database administrator using a database management GUI tool, where each query tab and
navigation pane may count as a separate session.

Top Secret FACILITY definitions also can specify, using the SIGN(S) control option, that individual user accounts cannot
logon more than once concurrently to a given FACILITY, which can be overridden on a case-by-case basis using the
SIGNMULTI keyword on individual ACIDs.

The organization must verify the SIGN parameter within the IDMS facility definition is set to SIGN(S).

This requirement addresses concurrent session control for a single account. It does not address concurrent sessions by a
single user via multiple system accounts; and it does not deal with the total number of sessions across all accounts.

This STIG article shows how to limit the number of online sessions at the same time for the same user to one.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Display the definition of the Top Secret FACILITY(S) as defined in IDMS STIG article BIDMT005:

TSS MODIFY FAC(IDMS_Facility_Name)

  

2. If you have SIGN(S) in the facility definition and you want all users to only be able to sign on once at a time, your
organization does not have an audit finding.

3. If you have SIGN(S) but you want some users to have the ability to sign on multiple concurrent times, then issue this
command:

TSS LIST(ACIDS) DATA(BASIC)

  

4. Search the output for users who have FACILITY = IDMSPROD with SIGN(M). If the users who have this setting are
only and all of the ones you wish to be able to sign on multiple times concurrently, then your organization does not
have an audit finding.

5. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the recommended

best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by IDMS internal
security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems sharing a user catalog, the repository of IDMS user
definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

6. Use task SYSGEN if online, or program RHDCSGEN if batch.
7. Sign on to the dictionary where the System definition is maintained:

SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM

  

for example.
8. Enter:

DISPLAY SYSTEM 123

  

where 123 is the number of the system checked.
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9. Scroll through the returned text until "MULTIPLE SIGNON" is found.
If the associated value is "YES", your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

10. Consult the system DBA and review system procedures for measures establishing a dataset to be used as a lock file.
If there is no such procedure, your organization has an audit finding.

If there is a limit to the number of online sessions at the same time for the same user to one, your organization does not
have an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

If you wish to control the number of concurrent signons using the Top Secret FACILITY control options, then:

1. Set the SIGN(S) control option for any Top Secret IDMS FACILITY(S) defined using this command:

TSS MODIFY FAC(IDMS_Facility_Name=SIGN(S))

             

If you wish to use IDMS configurations instead, then:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains (a set of DC systems and local mode applications sharing a single user catalog
and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.

2. Use TASK SYSGEN if online, or program RHDCSGEN if batch.
3. Sign on to the dictionary where the System definition is maintained:

SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM

for example.
4. Enter:

MODIFY SYSTEM 123 MULTIPLE SIGNON IS NO

where 123 is the number of the system being modified.
5. Enter:

VALIDATE

  

6. Enter:

GENERATE

  

7. The change becomes effective the next time the CV is stopped and started.
8. To implement single-threading in batch, one approach is to require users to use specific JCL including exclusive

access to a dataset used as a lock file. This would prevent more than one job from running at a time. However, unless
each user has their own individual lock file, it would not let multiple users have one session active at a time; this would
be one active session, no matter how many individual users attempt to run the batch jobs.
As an example, if you were to choose a data set, allocate it with a unique name, and use it for locking, if that data set’s
name was, for example, “MYAPPL.MYLOCK.FILE”, then you would include the following DD (your choice of file/DD
name) in each step of each job that needed exclusive access to an arbitrary resource for single-threading purposes:

//MYDD     DD DSN=MYAPPL.MYLOCK.FILE,DISP=OLD

            

9. The IDMS DBA must develop a Journal Analyzer procedure for authorized users to capture, record, and log all content
related to a user.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000054

CCI: CCI-000054

Published Date:: 2009-05-19

Definition:: The information system limits the number of concurrent sessions for each organization-defined account and/or
account type to an organization-defined number of sessions.

Type: Technical

Note: The organization may define the maximum number of concurrent sessions for an information system account
globally, by account type, by account, or a combination. This control addresses concurrent sessions for a
given information system account and does not address concurrent sessions by a single user via multiple
system accounts.

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AC-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AC-10.1 (ii)

STIG ID - BIDMT014: Prevent Unauthorized Access to Sensitive Data for IDMS,
IDMS Server, and Web Services
Severity: 2 - Medium

IDMS manages critically strategic and confidential data, which must therefore be protected from exposure to unintended
third parties, either in transit or in storage or cache during and after its active use, whether or not encrypted. The purpose
of this control is to prevent such exposure.

If such information is produced by the actions of a prior user/role (or the actions of a process acting on behalf of a prior
user/role), it must be protected from any current user/role (or current process) obtaining access to a shared system
resource (e.g., registers, main memory, secondary storage) after the resource was released back to the information
system. Control of information in shared resources is also referred to as object reuse.

Information can also be either unintentionally or maliciously disclosed or modified during preparation for transmission,
including, for example, during aggregation, at protocol transformation points, and during packing/unpacking. These
unauthorized disclosures or modifications compromise the confidentiality or integrity of the information.

When transmitting data, the DBMS, associated applications, and infrastructure must leverage transmission protection
mechanisms.

Finally, assigning each process a separate address space means database management systems can maintain separate
execution domains for each executing process. Each process has a distinct address space so communication between
processes is controlled through the security functions. One process cannot modify the executing code or data of another
process. Implementing separate address spaces can achieve maintaining separate execution domains for executing
processes.

Use of this requirement is appropriate for situations where the data owner has a strict requirement for ensuring data
integrity and confidentiality is maintained at every step of the data transfer and handling process.

This STIG article shows how to prevent unauthorized access to sensitive data in memory, storage, or cache for IDMS,
IDMS Server, and web services.
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The organization must prevent unauthorized and/or unintended exposure of sensitive data in memory, storage, or cache
for IDMS, IDMS Server, and web services.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Log on to an IDMS DC system and issue DCPROFIL . The output may look something like this, referenced in this
section and the next:

            

VERSION:          19.00.02              NUMBER OF SCTS:        0006

                                        OPERATING SYSTEM:      z/OS   ZIIP=Y

                                        zIIP ENGINES:          0004

SYSTEM TRACE:            NO             TRACE SAVE:  OFF  (DDLDCLOG)

 

CWA SIZE:         0000005000            DMCL TABLE:          CVDMCL

 

                                        PRIMARY STORAGE

SCRATCH HWM       0000000005            PROTECT KEY:             04

 

SIZE OF XA                              ACTIVE TRANSACTION

STORAGE AREA:     0040861696            COUNT:                 0015

 

QUEUE AREA                              SECURITY

LOW PAGE:         0000040001            SECURITY SYSTEM: CA TOP SECRET

HIGH PAGE:        0000041000            SIGNON SECURITY: OFF

 

DC VERSION ID:          0072            SVC NUMBER:             173

 

USER TRACE BUFFERS:     0500            GETMAIN SUBPOOL:        001

              PAGE 00001 - NEXT PAGE:

SYSTEM SHORT ON STORAGE:      NO        SHORT ON ONE OR MORE RESOURCES:   NO

MAX TASKS CONDITION EXISTS:   NO        SHORT ON RLES:                    NO

SYSTEM STORAGE PROTECTED:     YES       SHORT ON RCES:                    NO

HPSPO ENABLED:                YES       SHORT ON DPES:                    NO

TRACING TURNED ON:            NO        VECTOR TIMING ENABLED:            NO

STACK CHECKING TURNED ON:     YES       WAITING FOR ERUS QUIESCE:         NO

64-BIT ADDRESSING SUPPORTED:  YES       KEPT RESOURCE TIMEOUT OCCURRED:   NO

TIMER SUPPORTED:              NO        USER TRACE WANTED:                YES

SYSTEM BEING QUIESCED:        NO        DDLDCRUN AREA AVAILABLE:          YES
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RUN THIS TASK ONLY:           NO        XA CAPABLE OPERATING SYSTEM:      YES

REENTRANT SNAPS WANTED:       NO        31-BIT AMODE SUPPORTED:           YES

LE/370 SUPPORTED:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS DISABLED:            NO

INIT. OF DC DONE:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:     NO

PAGE RELEASE ENABLED:         YES       TASKS SNAPS DISABLED:             NO

DC RUNNING AUTHORIZED:        NO        TASKS SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:      NO

ONLINE RESOURCE LIMITS:       YES       STATISTICS DRIVEN BY TIMER:       NO

EXTERNAL RESOURCE LIMITS:     NO        STATISTICS FOR EACH TASK:         YES

ONLINE LIMITS ENABLED:        YES       STATISTICS COLLECTED BY TRANSACT: YES

EXTERNAL LIMITS ENABLED:      NO        STATISTICS WRITTEN PER TASK:      NO

ANY RESOURCE LIMITS:          YES       STATISTICS FOR EACH LINE:         NO

ANY LIMITS ENABLED:           YES       STATISTICS FOR USER MODE:         YES

LOG GOES TO DATABASE:         YES       STATISTICS GO TO DATABASE:        NO

 

              PAGE 00002 - NEXT PAGE:

 

                              * CURRENT SVC *

SVC NUMBER (#SVCOPT):         174       CV NUMBER (CENTRAL VERSION #):      203

SVC NAME:                     IDMSMSVC  SVC COMPILE DATE:              20140806

SVC RELEASE:                  19.0      SVC COMPILE TIME:                 15.49

SVC FMID:                     CAGJJ00   SVC PTF:                            N/A

 

                              * SVC OPTIONS *

AUTHREQ:                      NO        CVKEY:                        UNSECURED

SMF:                          YES       SVCXLEN (ERE Extension length):   00112

 

                              * SVC CV TABLE *

CV LIST:                      203 -209 210

 

              PAGE 00003 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * SYSTEM/USER EXITS *

EXIT                            CALL             NEED TO           ENTRY POINT/

NUMBER     DEFINED     MODE     CONVENTIONS      LOAD    AMODE     MODULE NAME

 

  017      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECAA4

  018      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECB00

              PAGE 00004 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Named User Exits *

EXIT                   ENTRY              EXIT                   ENTRY

NAME       DEFINED     POINT              NAME       DEFINED     POINT

BTCIDXIT   NO          00000000           DBLUEREX   NO          00000000

IDDEXITB   NO          00000000           IDDEXITO   NO          00000000

IDMSAJNX   NO          00000000           IDMSCLCX   NO          00000000

IDMSDPLX   NO          00000000           IDMSIOXT   NO          00000000

IDMSIOX2   NO          00000000           IDMSJNL2   NO          00000000

SCHEXITB   NO          00000000           SCHEXITO   NO          00000000

SGNEXITB   NO          00000000           SGNEXITO   NO          00000000

SUBEXITB   NO          00000000           SUBEXITO   NO          00000000

TCKREXIT   NO          00000000           USRIDXIT   NO          00000000

WAITEXIT   NO          00000000           WTOEXIT    NO          00000000
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WTOREXIT   NO          00000000

              PAGE 00005 - NEXT PAGE:

                                  *  R C E  *

  ALLOCATED             IN USE                THRESHOLD             FREE

  0000002945            0000000267            0000002925            0000002678

 

            TYPE      # IN USE            DESCRIPTION

 

            00        0000002678          UNALLOCATED

            01        0000000080          STORAGE

            02        0000000164          PROGRAM

            03        0000000000          FILE CONTROL ELEMENT

            04        0000000001          SCRATCH ELEMENT

            05        0000000000          INTERNAL RUN-UNIT ALLOC.

            06        0000000000          QUEUE ELEMENT

            07        0000000000          CHUNK TO DUMP, TASK ABND

            08        0000000000          MESSAGE QUEUE ELEMENT

            09        0000000000          SIGNON ELEMENT

            10        0000000000          ENQUEUE ELEMENT

            11        0000000004          SINGLE THRD. RES. ELEM.

            12        0000000000          ECBID ELEMENT

            13        0000000001          MSG. DICT QUEUE ELEMENT

            14        0000000015          IDMS RUN UNIT

            15        0000000002          INTERVAL CONTROL ELEMENT

            16        0000000000          BLL LIST (COBOL SUPPORT)

            17        0000000000          BLAST MESSAGE BUFFER

            FF        0000000000          UNINITIALIZED RCE TYPE

              PAGE 00006 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * ADSO CONTROL BLOCK *

 

MENU PROC. PRG. TASK     ADS            MAIN PROC. TASK CODE     ADS2

AUTO DIALOG NAME                        PRIMARY REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084

SECOND. REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084     INTRNL. TASK CDE TCF     ADS2T

FAST MODE THRESHOLD      NO             THRESHOLD FOR SCRTCH     0000000000

MAX. LINK LEVEL          0010           STAT. DEF. REC. VRSN     0001

USER MENU ONLY           YES            KEEP MENU IN SCRATCH     NO

AUTOSTATUS = YES         YES            AUTOSTATUS MANDATORY     NO

STAT. DEF. MANDATORY     NO             BYPASS DIAG. SCREEN      NO

MAPOUT NEWPAGE REQ.      NO             RELOCATABLE STORAGE      NO

ACTIVITY LOGGING         YES            DIAGLOG STATS. COLL.     NO

SELECTED DIALOG STAT     NO             COBOL MOVE               NO

STATS. CHKPOINT CNT.     0000           STORAGE MODE CALC.       NO

COMMENT DELIMITER        !

STATUS DEF. REC NAME     ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

              PAGE 00007 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * OLQ CONTROL BLOCK *

 

PRINT LINE SIZE             0080        PRINT PAGE SIZE             0060

INTERRUPT COUNT             0100        INTERNAL STG PAGE SIZE      1920

REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE       4000        INPUT LINE SIZE             0004
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REPORT RETENTION            0001        MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION    0005

MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES        0030        MAXIMUM REPORTS COUNT       0005

USER QUEUE RETENTION        0000        USER MENU MODE DISALLOWED   NO

USER MENU MODE ONLY         NO          USER UPLOW CASE             NO

USER SECURITY - HIGH        NO          USER SECURITY - LOW         NO

USER SECURITY - NO          NO          CONTINUATION CHARACTER      -

SEPARATOR CHARACTER         !           COMMENT CHARACTER           ;

TRANSACTIONS IDENTIFIER     OLQ         PFKEY MODULE NAME

MAX INTERRUPT COUNT         0000        REPORT DICTIONARY NAME

MAX SORT SPACE IN K BYTES   0040        BATCH CLASS                 0000 

              PAGE 00008 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * STARTUP OPTIONS *

 

         OS ROUTE CODES                             00000000

         ATTACH TCKR AND CHKR FROM STEPLIB          YES

         ATTACH STARTUP AUTOTASKS                   YES

         LENGTH OF ABEND STORAGE IN WORDS           3000

         MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TASKS                    0136

         LENGTH OF TCE STACK IN WORDS               3000

         RUNAWAY TASK TIME INTERVAL                 0120

         INACTIVE TASK TIME INTERVAL                0300

         DUMP REQUESTED ON SYSTEM ABEND             YES

         SYSTEM IS MP                               YES

         ALTERNATE STORAGE KEY                      09

         TICKER INTERVAL IN SECONDS * 100           0000000100

         INTERVAL IN SECONDS FOR STATISTICS         0000

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT INTERVAL            NONE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAM             RHDCBYE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAMS VERSION    0001

         NUMBER OF STORAGE PAGES                    0000000203

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN STORAGE CUSHION         0000000000

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN PROGRAM POOL            0000000125

         RENT. PGM. POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLOCKS    0000004000

         XA PROGRAM POOL SIZE IN 4K PAGES           0000000125

         XA RENT. PGM POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLKS    0000024000

         SCRATCH IN XA STORAGE                      YES

              PAGE 00009 - NEXT PAGE:

** OPTION FLAGS (RHDCOPTF) **

 

              PAGE 00010 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Product Intent Status *

IDMS Core Products                        IDMS Tools Products

---------------------                     ----------------------

CA ADS                             YES    CA ADS Alive                       YES

CA ADS Batch                       YES    CA ADS Trace                       YES

CA ADS APPC                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Analyzer                YES

CA IDMS CMS Option                 YES    CA IDMS/DB Audit                   YES

CA IDMS DDS                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Extractor               YES

CA IDMS Dictionary Loader          YES    CA IDMS/DB Reorg                   YES

CA EDP Auditor                     YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator        YES
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CA ICMS                            YES    CA IDMS DML Online                 YES

CA CULPRIT for CA IDMS             YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor   YES

CA IDMS/DB                         YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Query Facility  YES

CA IDMS/DC                         YES    CA IDMS Enforcer                   YES

CA OLQ                             YES    CA IDMS Journal Analyzer           YES

CA IDMS/TP Monitor                 YES    CA IDMS Log Analyzer               YES

CA IDMS Performance Monitor        YES    CA IDMS Masterkey                  YES

CA IDMS Presspack                  YES    CA IDMS Online Log Display         YES

CA IDMS Server                     YES    CA IDMS SASO                       YES

CA IDMS SQL                        YES    CA IDMS Schema Mapper              YES

CA IDMS UCF                        YES    CA IDMS/DC Sort                    YES

                                          CA IDMS Task Analyzer              YES

 

IDMS Transparency Options                 Endevor/DB for IDMS

----------------------------              ----------------------

CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency         YES    CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS          YES

              PAGE 00011 - NEXT PAGE:

CA IDMS DLI Transparency           YES

CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency         YES

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency          YES

V72  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release 18.0 tape GJI00B node SYSTEM72

              PAGE 00012 - NEXT PAGE:

            

a. If PRIMARY STORAGE PROTECT KEY is the same as the ALTERNATE STORAGE KEY, your organization has
an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

b. If SYSTEM STORAGE PROTECTED is "NO", your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

c. If HPSPO ENABLED: display is "NO", your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
3. Issue commands:

DCMT DISP PROG xxxxxxxx

DCMT DISP DYN PROG xxxxxxxx

          

replacing [xxxxxxxx] with the names of user programs in addition to ADSOMAIN, ADSORUN1, and RHDCWSSP and
look for Storage Prot. If any are "NO", then your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. Issue command:

DCMT DISP BUFFER

  

If any of the buffers do not have OPSYS in the Getstg column, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

5. For IDMS CV, issue:

SELECT * FROM SYSCA.DSCCACHEOPT

          

a. If rows are returned, caching is on.
b. For local, if no statement, SQL_CACHE_ENTRIES=0 exists in the SYSIDMS specification, caching is on.
c. If caching is on, to determine whether SQL cache tables are secured, issue the following commands

(which assume the EXTNAME settings in the SRTT are set as described in IDMS STIG BIDMT010:
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EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME) for RESTYPE=TABL and EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME,DBNA) for
RESTYPE=DB - adjust accordingly if you have other parameter values).

TSS WHOHAS @IDMS(TASK.DSCCACHE)

TSS WHOHAS @IDMS(DB.DSCCACHE)

      

d. If you receive specific accesses listed for each, then it is secured. Otherwise it is not.
e. If caching is on and is not secured, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. Check the SRTT for externally secured ACTI which can be used to secure DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY and DCMT VARY
MEMORY .
a. Examine load module RHDCSRTT using IDMS utility IDMSSRTD, or by issuing command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT

while signed onto the CV and reviewing the output.
NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

b. If RESTYPE=ACTI is not found as the resource type in any of the entries, your organization has an audit finding.
See Remediate Audit Finding.

7. If RESTYPE=ACTI is found but the entry is secured internally, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

8. Use IDMS utility IDMSCTAD to examine load module IDMSCTAB or issue command DCMT DISPLAY CTAB while
signed onto the CV and review the output. Here is example output:

DISPLAY CTAB 

                     #CTABGEN DCMT Command Activity Assignments

               The IDMSCTAB load module was created Apr 22 2019 07:56

                         All DCMT commands will be logged

                         Code   Activity DCMT Command

                         N001      3     SHUTDOWN 

                         N002      3     ABORT 

                         N011     10     VARY DATABASE PROGRAM 

                         N025     10     VARY PROGRAM 

                         N025007  60     VARY STORAGE PROTECT ON 

                         N033      3     VARY MEMORY 

                         N040    251     DISPLAY REPLIES 

                         N041     13     DISPLAY/VARY/WRITE STATISTICS 

                         N042     14     DISPLAY JOURNAL 

                         N043     15     VARY JOURNAL 

                         N044     16     VARY UCF FETID 

                         N045     17     VARY UCF SYSTEM

          

The column under code shows the codes that are in place.
NOTE
PTF SO08199 is required to complete this step.

a. Verify these DCMT command codes are present:

N022 - DISPLAY MEMORY

N033 - VARY MEMORY
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b. If they are not present, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

If there is authorized access to sensitive data in memory, storage, or cache for IDMS, IDMS Server, and web services.
Otherwise, your organization does not have an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Verify IDMS is configured to use external security appropriately.

Complete these steps to determine if you should remediate:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.

2. Use DCMT DISPLAY ALL STORAGE POOLS to take note of what pools support any type of user storage, that is, user,
user-kept, shared, shared-kept, or ALL, in preparation for the next steps. See the DCPROFIL command output in the
previous section for an example of the output and parameters.

3. Do the following to place buffers into storage acquired from the operating system rather than from IDMS and enable
the use of high performance storage protection. Use the following system generation parameters to enable the use of
OPSYS storage for the buffers:
a. Set the STORAGE KEY parameter of the SYSGEN SYSTEM statement to “9” and verify the ALTERNATE STORAGE

KEY is different.
b. Set the PROTECT/NOPROTECT parameter of the SYSGEN SYSTEM statement to PROTECT .
c. Set the PROTECT/NOPROTECT parameter of the SYSGEN PROGRAM statement to PROTECT for ADSOMAIN,

ADSORUN1, RHDCWSSP, and user PROGRAMS required to run with the alternate protect key (i.e., 9).
4. If necessary, redefine storage pools in such a manner all forms of user-oriented storage (user, user-kept, shared, and

shared-kept) are segregated from the system storage (database, terminal). For example:

ADD STORAGE POOL 1

CONTAINS TYPES ( SHARED SHARED-KEPT USER USER-KEPT )

ADD XA STORAGE POOL 128

CONTAINS TYPES ( USER USER-KEPT )

ADD XA STORAGE POOL 129

CONTAINS TYPES ( SHARED SHARED-KEPT )

ADD XA STORAGE POOL 130

CONTAINS TYPES ( TERMINAL DATABASE )

5. Generate and start the system. The storage pool definitions were set up correctly if the message DC004001 HPSPO
HAS BEEN DISABLED DUE TO INCORRECT STORAGE POOL DEFINITIONS is not issued at startup.

6. Using the #CTABGEN macro, secure DCMT commands:
a. VARY BUFFER (code N010)
b. DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY (code N022, TASK 011)
c. VARY PROGRAM (code N025)
d. DCMT VARY MEMORY (code N033)
e. VARY DYNAMIC PROGRAM (code N046001, TASK 001)

7. Here is an example where all five commands are assigned task code 3:

    CTAB TITLE 'GENERATE DCMT SECURITY TABLE'                        ͏ 

                                                                     ͏

    #CTABGEN (A,3),                                               X

            (N010,A,N022,N025,A,N033,A,N046001,A)                    ͏

                                                                     ͏

    END                                                              ͏ 
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a. Using the above example, and assuming the SYSTEM ID of this IDMS system specified in SYSGEN is TEST001,
the SRTT entry could be: ͏

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=ACTI,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(SYST,ACTI)                                      ͏ 

              

b. After making the above changes, IDMSCTAB and RHDCSRTT must be reassembled and relinked. To implement
the new SRTT and IDMSCTAB, either recycle any CVs that use the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE IDMSCTAB NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

  

c. The ACTIVITY passed to the ESM is the first up to 5 bytes of the application name followed by the 3 byte activity
number or, using the above example, DCMT011 for a DCMT DISPLAY MEMORY .

d. Assign DCMT commands to users in Top Secret. Verify the ESM gives access to the appropriate people. Here are
some Top Secret commands based on the above information. Assume the SYSTEM ID in SYSGEN is TEST001:

TSS PER(user_id) @IDMS(TEST001.DCMT001) 

TSS PER(user_id) @IDMS(TEST001.DCMT011)   

  

NOTE
For more comprehensive examples of these tables see IDMS STIG BIDMT010.

8. Reassemble the SRTT and/or module IDMSCTAB and issue commands:

DCMT VARY NUC MODULE IDMSCTAB NEW COPY - for IDMSCTAB

DCMT VARY NUC MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY - for RHDCSRTT

  

a. then for either or both:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD 

              

9. To set buffers to OPSYS storage:
a. Access OCF or BCF and connect to the applicable dictionary.
b. Enter DISPLAY BUFFER nnnnnnnn AS SYNTAX VERB ALTER where [nnnnnnnn] is the name of the buffer.
c. Change the DC STORAGE parameter to "OPSYS STORAGE".
d. After changing all needed buffers, GENERATE the DMCL.
e. Punch and link the DMCL module.
f. Cycle the CV or issue DCMT VARY DMCL NEW COPY .

NOTE
If specifying OPSYS storage for buffers, IDMS attempts to allocate the buffer storage in operating system
storage rather than in IDMS storage. Should the allocation attempt fail, IDMS attempts to allocate the
buffer in IDMS storage, and messages DC205032 and DC205029 are issued indicating this.

10. Either turn off use of SQL cache or externally secure SQL cache tables.
a. To turn off SQL cache use in local, use SYSIDMS parameter SQL_CACHE_ENTRIES=0.
b. To turn off SQL cache use in IDMS CV, modify sysgen with statement DELETE SQL CACHE .
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c. Otherwise, to secure SQL cache tables add RESTYPE=DB entry and RESTYPE=TABL occurrences for SQL cache
tables (table procedures and views) DSCCACHE, DSCCACHEOPT, DSCCACHECTRL, DSCCACHEV and any
other views of DSCCACHE created by the organization. See IDMS STIG BIDMT010 for an example of #SECRTT
macros securing RESTYPE DB and TABLE. Verify SECBY=EXTERNAL .

d. Per IDMS STIG BIDMT010, to give access to the protected resource, once it was defined using the TSS ADD
command, then use TSS PERMIT commands such as:

TSS PER(GOODUSR) @IDMS(TASK.DSCCACHE)

TSS PER @IDMS(DB.DSCCACHE)

  

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-001090, CCI-002420, CCI-002422, CCI-002530

CCI: CCI-001090

Published Date: 2009-09-21

Definition: The information system prevents unauthorized and unintended information transfer via shared system
resources.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SC-4
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-4
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SC-4.1

CCI: CCI-002420

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system maintains the confidentiality and/or integrity of information during preparation for
transmission.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-8 (2)

CCI: CCI-002422

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system maintains the confidentiality and/or integrity of information during reception.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-8 (2)

CCI: CCI-002530

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system maintains a separate execution domain for each executing process.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-39
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STIG ID - BIDMT015: Verify Input Data Does Not Compromise Processing
Severity: 2 - Medium

Invalid user input occurs when a user inserts data or characters into an application's data entry fields and the application
is unprepared to process that data. This can result in unanticipated application behavior, potentially leading to an
application or information system compromise. Invalid user input is one of the primary methods employed when
attempting to compromise an application.

With respect to database management systems, one class of threat is known as SQL injection, or more generally, code
injection. It takes advantage of the dynamic execution capabilities of various programming languages, including dialects
of SQL. Potentially, the attacker can gain unauthorized access to data, including security settings, and severely corrupt or
destroy the database.

Even when no such hijacking takes place, invalid input recorded in the database, whether accidental or malicious, reduces
the reliability and usability of the system. Available protections include data types, referential constraints, uniqueness
constraints, range checking, and application-specific logic. Application-specific logic can be implemented within the
database in stored procedures and triggers, where appropriate.

When the use of dynamic SQL or other code is necessary, the code should be written so the invalid data can be found
and the appropriate action taken.

This STIG article shows how to guard against adverse or unintended system behavior caused by invalid inputs.
Information system responses to the invalid input may be disruptive or cause the system to fail into an unsafe state.

The organization must verify data input to IDMS, directly or indirectly, cannot compromise processing with invalid values,
code injection, or other dynamic invocation of unpredictable and undesirable actions.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Validating user input, for example against a list of valid values for a given column, is a standard programming
behavior which must be included when accepting user input. Such validation, whether in COBOL or ADS or any
other programming language, must compare the values of relevant input fields to ensure no restricted characters
are present, and if there is a set list of accepted values, to compare those fields against the values to ensure nothing
invalid is accepted.

2. Validate SQL-defined tables with DISPLAY TABLE <schema-name>.<table-name> . If there is not a CHECK
for the columns and accompanying accepted values, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

3. Validate network-defined records using DISPLAY SCHEMA or DISPLAY RECORD . If there is no CALL to a procedure
BEFORE STORE and BEFORE MODIFY , your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. Review the source code for checks, procedures, and edits to identify how the system responds to invalid input. If it
does not implement the documented behavior, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. For any data inputs specifically identified by the organization as exempt from validity checks, this is not applicable. If
the procedure does not validate the non-exempt columns, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

6. Other applications and front-ends using mapping can use the automatic editing feature and edit and code tables to
verify an input value is valid. If dynamic code execution is used and identified user input is not validity checked, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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If your organization’s input data does not compromise processing, your organization does not have an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine if you need remediation.

Revise and deploy source code changes for checks, procedures, and edits to implement the documented behavior:

1. For SQL-defined tables, ALTER TABLE <schema-name>.<table-name> ADD CHECK (search-condition) .
2. For network-defined records, MODIFY <record-name> CALL procedure BEFORE STORE/MODIFY . Create or

update procedure to validate provided record field values as described in step 1 of the previous section.
3. Other applications and front-ends using mapping can use the automatic editing feature and edit and code tables to

verify an input value is valid.

Verifying all application and database input is validated to avoid code injection or data corruption is an important measure
to preserve the integrity of IDMS and its applications and protect them from hacking.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-001310, CCI-002754

CCI: CCI-001310

Published Date: 2009-09-22

Definition: The information system checks the validity of organization-defined inputs.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SI-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SI-10.1

CCI: CCI-002754

Published Date: 2013-07-11

Definition: The information system behaves in a predictable and documented manner that reflects organizational and
system objectives when invalid inputs are received.

Type: Policy, Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-10 (3)

STIG ID - BIDMT016: Limit the Use of Dynamic Statements and Code
Severity: 2 - Medium

Dynamic statements, whether SQL or IDMS Common Facilities commands, must prevent unauthorized users from
executing.

Dynamic SQL statements are compiled at runtime and, if manipulated by an unauthorized user, can produce an
innumerable array of undesired results. These statements should not be used casually. Additionally, server tasks can
execute dynamic SQL code and should be protected.
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The IDMS Common Facilities (BCF and OCF) can execute commands making updates to IDMS, and their use should
likewise be protected.

This STIG article shows how to limit the use of dynamic statements and code.

The organization must limit the use of dynamic statements and code in IDMS and IDMS Server exclusively to trusted and
authorized users.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation.

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Execute IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD" to examine load module RHDCSRTT or
3. Issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT while signed onto the CV, and review the output. Here is an example of what

the output of the command may look like:

      DISPLAY SRTT                                                   ͏ 

                          Security Resource Type Table                 ͏

                                                                     ͏

                The RHDCSRTT load module was created Feb 05 2019         ͏

                                                                     ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=INITIAL,                                         X

               ENVNAME=SYSO219,                                        X

               SGNRETN=2,                                              X

               SYSPROF=(DEFAULT,OFF),                                  X

               USRPROF=(USER,OFF),                                     X

               DFLTSGN=YES,                                            X

               DFLTUID=(VTAMNODE,PTERMID,LTERMID),                     X

               EXTRUID=EXTUSER,                                        X

               MAXRESN=150,                                            X

               SVCNUM=174                                               ͏ 

                                                                     ͏

*                                                                    ͏    

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DB,                                             X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

                                                                     ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DMCL,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X
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               RESTYPE=DBTB,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=AREA,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=QSCH,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=TABL,                                           X

               SECBY=OFF                                                ͏

*                                                                    ͏      

         #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

               RESTYPE=DACC,                                           X

              PAGE 00001 - NEXT PAGE                                             

            

4. Check the SRTT for externally secured resource TASK for command facility task codes (e.g.OCF or organization-
defined task codes invoking program IDMSOCF or IDMSBCF ) and IDMS Server task codes IDMSJSRV and CASERVER
. Here is an example of what you’re looking for:

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='OCF'                                            ͏            

            

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

5. Review the output looking for those statements securing RESTYPE=TASK and RESNAMEs OCF or any organization-
defined task codes invoking programs IDMSOCF or IDMSBCF . (See previous.) If none are found for OCF , your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. BCF may not be defined as a task. If it is, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
7. If no TASK entry is found for either IDJSJSRV or CASERVER , or either is not secured externally, your organization has

an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding. Here’s an example of what you’re looking for:

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='IDMSJSRV'                                       ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CASERVER'                                       ͏ 

8. The program invoked by installation-defined task codes can be determined by issuing command DCMT DISP TASK
task-name . Issue this command and look for organization-defined tasks, then

9. Issue the DCMT DISP TASK task-name to determine the program invoked. Review the code to determine if any of
these execute dynamic code. If any do, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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10. Review source code in applications, procedures, and exits. If EXECUTE IMMEDIATE , PREPARE , and EXECUTE
statements are found in code not requiring it, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

See IDMS STIG BIDMT010 for a more comprehensive discussion of externally securing SRTT and related resources and
tables.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Create, or modify as needed, entries in the SRTT and then reassemble and relink the module RHDCSRTT for the
security domain. RESTYPE=TASK should have SECBY set to EXTERNAL , as in the following example (see also IDMS
STIG BIDMT010).

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

            

2. If RESTYPE=TASK had a different value than EXTERNAL for SECBY and you were not in a position to correct that, then
you would want specific OCCUR entries for OCF , IDMSJSRV , and CASERVER , as in the following example. However,
that would violate the best practice of having all TASK resources externally secured:

    #SECRTT TYPE=ENTRY,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=OFF,                                            X

            EXTCLS='@IDMS',                                       X

            EXTNAME=(RESTYPE,RESNAME)                                ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='OCF'                                            ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='IDMSJSRV'                                       ͏ 

                                                                     ͏ 

    #SECRTT TYPE=OCCUR,                                           X

            RESTYPE=TASK,                                         X

            SECBY=EXTERNAL,                                       X

            RESNAME='CASERVER'                                       ͏ 

3. Consult with the security department to verify the ESM contains the correct rules to secure the entries and permit
access to the appropriate users.

4. After making any above changes, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT,
either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD
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5. Modify the code to remove the dynamic statements EXECUTE IMMEDIATE , PREPARE , and EXECUTE . If these
statements must be used, secure resources (databases, access modules, tasks, programs, etc.) to use other
measures to eliminate possible code injection success. Because security checks are issued by IDMS as it executes
the commands and the authorization permissions are cached for the life of the transaction or task, whichever ends
first, the use of strongly typing parameters and validating inputs are other ways to guard against code injection when
dynamic statement execution must be used.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI: CCI-001310

CCI: CCI-001310

Published Date: 2009-09-22

Definition: The information system checks the validity of organization-defined inputs.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SI-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SI-10.1

STIG ID - BIDMT017: Limit Access to Error Messages
Learn how to limit access to error messages so it is not exploited.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Error messages and codes issued by IDMS and its applications and custom and user code may contain information
misusable by non-privileged users and adversaries. Such messages should not display confidential information to anyone
who is not trusted with it.

Databases can inadvertently provide a wealth of information to an attacker through improperly handled error messages.
In addition to sensitive business or personal information, database errors can provide host names, IP addresses,
usernames, and other system information not required for troubleshooting but very useful to someone targeting the
system.

This STIG article shows how to limit access to error messages providing information exploitable by adversaries.

The organization must prevent non-privileged users from having access to information in error messages and codes
exploitable by adversaries.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Log on to IDMS DC system and issue DCPROFIL . Following is example output, as referenced in the following points:

            

VERSION:          19.00.02              NUMBER OF SCTS:        0006

                                        OPERATING SYSTEM:      z/OS   ZIIP=Y

                                        zIIP ENGINES:          0004

SYSTEM TRACE:            NO             TRACE SAVE:  OFF  (DDLDCLOG)

 

CWA SIZE:         0000005000            DMCL TABLE:          CVDMCL

 

                                        PRIMARY STORAGE

SCRATCH HWM       0000000005            PROTECT KEY:             04

 

SIZE OF XA                              ACTIVE TRANSACTION

STORAGE AREA:     0040861696            COUNT:                 0015

 

QUEUE AREA                              SECURITY

LOW PAGE:         0000040001            SECURITY SYSTEM: CA TOP SECRET

HIGH PAGE:        0000041000            SIGNON SECURITY: OFF

 

DC VERSION ID:          0072            SVC NUMBER:             173

 

USER TRACE BUFFERS:     0500            GETMAIN SUBPOOL:        001

              PAGE 00001 - NEXT PAGE:

SYSTEM SHORT ON STORAGE:      NO        SHORT ON ONE OR MORE RESOURCES:   NO

MAX TASKS CONDITION EXISTS:   NO        SHORT ON RLES:                    NO

SYSTEM STORAGE PROTECTED:     YES       SHORT ON RCES:                    NO

HPSPO ENABLED:                YES       SHORT ON DPES:                    NO

TRACING TURNED ON:            NO        VECTOR TIMING ENABLED:            NO

STACK CHECKING TURNED ON:     YES       WAITING FOR ERUS QUIESCE:         NO

64-BIT ADDRESSING SUPPORTED:  YES       KEPT RESOURCE TIMEOUT OCCURRED:   NO

TIMER SUPPORTED:              NO        USER TRACE WANTED:                YES

SYSTEM BEING QUIESCED:        NO        DDLDCRUN AREA AVAILABLE:          YES

RUN THIS TASK ONLY:           NO        XA CAPABLE OPERATING SYSTEM:      YES

REENTRANT SNAPS WANTED:       NO        31-BIT AMODE SUPPORTED:           YES

LE/370 SUPPORTED:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS DISABLED:            NO

INIT. OF DC DONE:             YES       SYSTEM SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:     NO

PAGE RELEASE ENABLED:         YES       TASKS SNAPS DISABLED:             NO

DC RUNNING AUTHORIZED:        NO        TASKS SNAPS PHOTOS DISABLED:      NO

ONLINE RESOURCE LIMITS:       YES       STATISTICS DRIVEN BY TIMER:       NO

EXTERNAL RESOURCE LIMITS:     NO        STATISTICS FOR EACH TASK:         YES

ONLINE LIMITS ENABLED:        YES       STATISTICS COLLECTED BY TRANSACT: YES
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EXTERNAL LIMITS ENABLED:      NO        STATISTICS WRITTEN PER TASK:      NO

ANY RESOURCE LIMITS:          YES       STATISTICS FOR EACH LINE:         NO

ANY LIMITS ENABLED:           YES       STATISTICS FOR USER MODE:         YES

LOG GOES TO DATABASE:         YES       STATISTICS GO TO DATABASE:        NO

 

              PAGE 00002 - NEXT PAGE:

 

                              * CURRENT SVC *

SVC NUMBER (#SVCOPT):         174       CV NUMBER (CENTRAL VERSION #):      203

SVC NAME:                     IDMSMSVC  SVC COMPILE DATE:              20140806

SVC RELEASE:                  19.0      SVC COMPILE TIME:                 15.49

SVC FMID:                     CAGJJ00   SVC PTF:                            N/A

 

                              * SVC OPTIONS *

AUTHREQ:                      NO        CVKEY:                        UNSECURED

SMF:                          YES       SVCXLEN (ERE Extension length):   00112

 

                              * SVC CV TABLE *

CV LIST:                      203 -209 210

 

              PAGE 00003 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * SYSTEM/USER EXITS *

EXIT                            CALL             NEED TO           ENTRY POINT/

NUMBER     DEFINED     MODE     CONVENTIONS      LOAD    AMODE     MODULE NAME

 

  017      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECAA4

  018      YES         SYSTEM   DC             NO        ANY       002ECB00

              PAGE 00004 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Named User Exits *

EXIT                   ENTRY              EXIT                   ENTRY

NAME       DEFINED     POINT              NAME       DEFINED     POINT

BTCIDXIT   NO          00000000           DBLUEREX   NO          00000000

IDDEXITB   NO          00000000           IDDEXITO   NO          00000000

IDMSAJNX   NO          00000000           IDMSCLCX   NO          00000000

IDMSDPLX   NO          00000000           IDMSIOXT   NO          00000000

IDMSIOX2   NO          00000000           IDMSJNL2   NO          00000000

SCHEXITB   NO          00000000           SCHEXITO   NO          00000000

SGNEXITB   NO          00000000           SGNEXITO   NO          00000000

SUBEXITB   NO          00000000           SUBEXITO   NO          00000000

TCKREXIT   NO          00000000           USRIDXIT   NO          00000000

WAITEXIT   NO          00000000           WTOEXIT    NO          00000000

WTOREXIT   NO          00000000

              PAGE 00005 - NEXT PAGE:

                                  *  R C E  *

  ALLOCATED             IN USE                THRESHOLD             FREE

  0000002945            0000000267            0000002925            0000002678

 

            TYPE      # IN USE            DESCRIPTION
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            00        0000002678          UNALLOCATED

            01        0000000080          STORAGE

            02        0000000164          PROGRAM

            03        0000000000          FILE CONTROL ELEMENT

            04        0000000001          SCRATCH ELEMENT

            05        0000000000          INTERNAL RUN-UNIT ALLOC.

            06        0000000000          QUEUE ELEMENT

            07        0000000000          CHUNK TO DUMP, TASK ABND

            08        0000000000          MESSAGE QUEUE ELEMENT

            09        0000000000          SIGNON ELEMENT

            10        0000000000          ENQUEUE ELEMENT

            11        0000000004          SINGLE THRD. RES. ELEM.

            12        0000000000          ECBID ELEMENT

            13        0000000001          MSG. DICT QUEUE ELEMENT

            14        0000000015          IDMS RUN UNIT

            15        0000000002          INTERVAL CONTROL ELEMENT

            16        0000000000          BLL LIST (COBOL SUPPORT)

            17        0000000000          BLAST MESSAGE BUFFER

            FF        0000000000          UNINITIALIZED RCE TYPE

              PAGE 00006 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * ADSO CONTROL BLOCK *

 

MENU PROC. PRG. TASK     ADS            MAIN PROC. TASK CODE     ADS2

AUTO DIALOG NAME                        PRIMARY REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084

SECOND. REC. BUFF SZ     0000004084     INTRNL. TASK CDE TCF     ADS2T

FAST MODE THRESHOLD      NO             THRESHOLD FOR SCRTCH     0000000000

MAX. LINK LEVEL          0010           STAT. DEF. REC. VRSN     0001

USER MENU ONLY           YES            KEEP MENU IN SCRATCH     NO

AUTOSTATUS = YES         YES            AUTOSTATUS MANDATORY     NO

STAT. DEF. MANDATORY     NO             BYPASS DIAG. SCREEN      NO

MAPOUT NEWPAGE REQ.      NO             RELOCATABLE STORAGE      NO

ACTIVITY LOGGING         YES            DIAGLOG STATS. COLL.     NO

SELECTED DIALOG STAT     NO             COBOL MOVE               NO

STATS. CHKPOINT CNT.     0000           STORAGE MODE CALC.       NO

COMMENT DELIMITER        !

STATUS DEF. REC NAME     ADSO-STAT-DEF-REC

              PAGE 00007 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * OLQ CONTROL BLOCK *

 

PRINT LINE SIZE             0080        PRINT PAGE SIZE             0060

INTERRUPT COUNT             0100        INTERNAL STG PAGE SIZE      1920

REPORT FILE PAGE SIZE       4000        INPUT LINE SIZE             0004

REPORT RETENTION            0001        MAXIMUM REPORT RETENTION    0005

MAXIMUM REPORT PAGES        0030        MAXIMUM REPORTS COUNT       0005

USER QUEUE RETENTION        0000        USER MENU MODE DISALLOWED   NO

USER MENU MODE ONLY         NO          USER UPLOW CASE             NO

USER SECURITY - HIGH        NO          USER SECURITY - LOW         NO

USER SECURITY - NO          NO          CONTINUATION CHARACTER      -

SEPARATOR CHARACTER         !           COMMENT CHARACTER           ;

TRANSACTIONS IDENTIFIER     OLQ         PFKEY MODULE NAME

MAX INTERRUPT COUNT         0000        REPORT DICTIONARY NAME
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MAX SORT SPACE IN K BYTES   0040        BATCH CLASS                 0000 

              PAGE 00008 - NEXT PAGE:

                              * STARTUP OPTIONS *

 

         OS ROUTE CODES                             00000000

         ATTACH TCKR AND CHKR FROM STEPLIB          YES

         ATTACH STARTUP AUTOTASKS                   YES

         LENGTH OF ABEND STORAGE IN WORDS           3000

         MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TASKS                    0136

         LENGTH OF TCE STACK IN WORDS               3000

         RUNAWAY TASK TIME INTERVAL                 0120

         INACTIVE TASK TIME INTERVAL                0300

         DUMP REQUESTED ON SYSTEM ABEND             YES

         SYSTEM IS MP                               YES

         ALTERNATE STORAGE KEY                      09

         TICKER INTERVAL IN SECONDS * 100           0000000100

         INTERVAL IN SECONDS FOR STATISTICS         0000

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT INTERVAL            NONE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAM             RHDCBYE

         KEPT RESOURCES TIMEOUT PROGRAMS VERSION    0001

         NUMBER OF STORAGE PAGES                    0000000203

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN STORAGE CUSHION         0000000000

         NUMBER OF PAGES IN PROGRAM POOL            0000000125

         RENT. PGM. POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLOCKS    0000004000

         XA PROGRAM POOL SIZE IN 4K PAGES           0000000125

         XA RENT. PGM POOL SIZE IN 512 BYTE BLKS    0000024000

         SCRATCH IN XA STORAGE                      YES

              PAGE 00009 - NEXT PAGE:

              ** OPTION FLAGS (RHDCOPTF) **

 

              PAGE 00010 - NEXT PAGE:

                             * Product Intent Status *

IDMS Core Products                        IDMS Tools Products

---------------------                     ----------------------

CA ADS                             YES    CA ADS Alive                       YES

CA ADS Batch                       YES    CA ADS Trace                       YES

CA ADS APPC                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Analyzer                YES

CA IDMS CMS Option                 YES    CA IDMS/DB Audit                   YES

CA IDMS DDS                        YES    CA IDMS/DB Extractor               YES

CA IDMS Dictionary Loader          YES    CA IDMS/DB Reorg                   YES

CA EDP Auditor                     YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Migrator        YES

CA ICMS                            YES    CA IDMS DML Online                 YES

CA CULPRIT for CA IDMS             YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Module Editor   YES

CA IDMS/DB                         YES    CA IDMS Dictionary Query Facility  YES

CA IDMS/DC                         YES    CA IDMS Enforcer                   YES

CA OLQ                             YES    CA IDMS Journal Analyzer           YES

CA IDMS/TP Monitor                 YES    CA IDMS Log Analyzer               YES

CA IDMS Performance Monitor        YES    CA IDMS Masterkey                  YES

CA IDMS Presspack                  YES    CA IDMS Online Log Display         YES

CA IDMS Server                     YES    CA IDMS SASO                       YES
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CA IDMS SQL                        YES    CA IDMS Schema Mapper              YES

CA IDMS UCF                        YES    CA IDMS/DC Sort                    YES

                                          CA IDMS Task Analyzer              YES

 

IDMS Transparency Options                 Endevor/DB for IDMS

----------------------------              ----------------------

CA IDMS DBOMP Transparency         YES    CA Endevor/DB for CA IDMS          YES

              PAGE 00011 - NEXT PAGE:

CA IDMS DLI Transparency           YES

CA IDMS TOTAL Transparency         YES

CA IDMS VSAM Transparency          YES

V72  ENTER NEXT TASK CODE:      CA IDMS release 18.0 tape GJI00B node SYSTEM72

              PAGE 00012 - NEXT PAGE:

3. Scroll to the OPTION FLAGS screen (see boldfaced highlighted section). If "OPT00051" is not listed (as in the
previous example), your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

4. Also in the “** OPTION FLAGS (RHDCOPTF) **” section, for IDMS LOG messages, if OPT00226 is not listed, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. Check custom database code to verify error messages do not contain information beyond what is needed for
troubleshooting the issue. If database errors contain Personable Identifiable Information (PII) data, sensitive business
data, or information useful for identifying the host system or database structure, your organization has an audit finding.
See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. Check custom database code to determine if detailed error messages are ever displayed to unauthorized individuals.
If detailed error messages are displayed to individuals not authorized to view them, your organization has an audit
finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

7. Check security messages from external security managers (ESMs) are sent only to the log which can be secured. Log
on to IDMS DC system and issue DCPROFIL .

8. Contact the security office and verify the user, groups, and roles are defined to the ESM so DC log can only be viewed
by Information System Security Officer (ISSO), Information System Security manager (ISSM), Systems Administrator
(SA), and Database Administrator (DBA). If others can view it, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

9. Consult the system DBA and review system procedures for WTO exits modifying IDMS messages going to non-
privileged users. If there is no procedure, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

To verify if there is limited access to error messages, complete these steps:

1. In the source for RHDCOPTF, add lines:

#DEFOPT OPT00051 <-for messages sent to user

#DEFOPT OPT00226 <-for messages sent to IDMS log

            

2. Reassemble and relink RHDCOPTF. To reload RHDCOPTF in the CV, issue the following commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCOPTF NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

            

3. Contact the security office to verify ADSOBPLG, the ADS print log utility, is secured via the ESM and assigned to the
appropriate users, and the ADS log file is secured from being read by others than ISSO, ISSM, SA, and DBA, also via
the ESM.
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4. Configure custom database code, and associated application code not to divulge sensitive information or information
useful for system identification in detailed error messages to those not authorized to view them.

5. Develop an IDMS user exit WTOEXIT to review, alter, redirect and suppress text of IDMS messages written to the
operator's console.

NOTE
Some system messages are written to the DC/UCF log as they are originally issued. Some system
messages are written only to the console, regardless of how they are defined in the message dictionary).

Verifying IDMS messages do not divulge sensitive information to unauthorized parties reduces risk and exposure to the
organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-001312, CCI-001314

CCI: CCI-001312

Published Date: 2009-09-22

Definition: The information system generates error messages that provide information necessary for corrective actions
without revealing information that could be exploited by adversaries.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SI-11 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-11 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SI-11.1 (iii)

CCI: CCI-001314

Published Date: 2009-09-22

Definition: The information system reveals error messages only to organization-defined personnel or roles.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): SI-11 c
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SI-11 b
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): SI-11.1 (iv)

STIG ID - BIDMT018: Terminate User Sessions or Tasks
Severity: 2 - Medium

When an IDMS user or connected process finishes their session, it is appropriate to explicitly terminate and/or log off
from any active processes or connections they have (other than batch jobs deliberately designed to persist). However,
for reasons ranging from leaving a terminal unattended (possibly after turning it off) to having a connection abend, it is
possible for DBMS sessions and other related processes to remain active, even if they appear closed.

It is thus important to use available mechanisms to detect when connected sessions terminate, and also to detect when
a session was inactive long enough it was likely abandoned, to terminate any associated sessions or processes not
deliberately intended to persist. Essentially, both the explicit and implicit logouts must be detected by the DBMS. Similarly,
if a batch request terminates abnormally the external run unit process needs to be terminated.

It may also be desired to limit the amount of time a task can wait for a resource before terminating it.
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In all cases, the DBMS must verify the user's DBMS session and all processes owned by the session are terminated,
other than those intentionally running as batch and allowed to persist.

The organization must configure IDMS to automatically terminate user sessions or tasks when certain conditions are
reached such as time outs, abnormal termination, or disconnection.

This STIG article shows how to configure IDMS to automatically terminate user sessions or tasks when conditions such as
time outs, abnormal termination, or disconnections occur.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Use task SYSGEN if online, or program RHDCSGEN if batch. Sign on to the dictionary where the System definition is
maintained: SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM. , for example.

3. Enter: DISPLAY SYSTEM 123. where 123 is the number of the system checked.
4. Scroll through the returned text until CHKUSER TASK is found.

If the associated value is not the organization-defined number of subtasks detecting abnormally terminated batch
external request units, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

5. Scroll through the returned text until RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL is found.
If the associated value is not the organization-defined timeout number of wall-clock seconds, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. Scroll through the returned text until EXTERNAL WAIT is found.
If the associated value is not the organization-defined timeout number of wall-clock seconds, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

7. Scroll through the returned text until INACTIVE INTERVAL is found.
If the associated value is not the organization-defined timeout number of wall-clock seconds, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

8. Scroll through the returned text until RUNAWAY INTERVAL is found.
If the associated value is not the organization-defined timeout number of wall-clock seconds, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.
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2. Use TASK SYSGEN if online, or program RHDCSGEN if batch.
3. Sign on to the dictionary where the system definition is maintained: SIGNON DICTIONARY SYSTEM. , for example.
4. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL is <the organization-defined timeout

number of wall-clock seconds>. where 123 is the number of the system being modified.
NOTE
The system RESOURCE TIMEOUT INTERVAL can be overridden with the TASK RESOURCE TIMEOUT
INTERVAL for individual tasks.

5. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 CHKUSER TASK is <the organization-defined number of subtasks>.
where 123 is the number of the system being modified.

6. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 EXTERNAL WAIT is <the organization-defined timeout number of
wall-clock seconds>. where 123 is the number of the system being modified.

NOTE
The system EXTERNAL WAIT can be overridden with the EXTERNAL WAIT parameter of the TASK
statement.

7. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 INACTIVE INTERVAL is <the organization-defined timeout number of
wall-clock seconds> where 123 is the number of the system being modified.

NOTE
The system INACTIVE INTERVAL can be overridden with the INACTIVE INTERVAL TASK parameters,
e.g., for task RHDCNP3S which services external tasks/sessions.

8. Enter: MODIFY SYSTEM 123 RUNAWAY INTERVAL is <the organization-defined timeout number of
wall-clock seconds>. where 123 is the number of the system being modified.

9. Enter: VALIDATE .
10. Enter: GENERATE .

The change becomes effective the next time the CV is stopped and started.

NOTE
Upon completion of the above tasks, as an option, the UCFCICZ interface may be used to clean up
the IDMS session if access was through CICS, once the CICS session has ended.

Verifying abandoned sessions are terminated keeps IDMS data and applications protected from misuse of those sessions.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-002361, CCI-002363

CCI: CCI-002361

Published Date: 2013-06-26

Definition: The information system automatically terminates a user session after organization-defined conditions or
trigger events requiring session disconnect.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-12
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-4 (2).1

CCI: CCI-002363

Published Date: 2013-06-26

Definition: The information system provides a logout capability for user-initiated communications sessions whenever
authentication is used to gain access to organization-defined information resources.
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Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-12 (1)

STIG ID - BIDMT019: Limit Elevated Privileges
Severity: 2 - Medium

Whatever the reason, when a user has elevated privileges, they may be able to deliberately or inadvertently make
alterations to the DBMS structure or data.

That includes if an SVC is used to ease interpartition communication for online applications executing under other DC
systems, batch application programs, and programs executed under TP monitors other than DC when running on the
same LPAR.

Such privileged functions must be protected from being used by untrusted entities.

The organization must restrict the use of code in IDMS providing elevated privileges or SVC calls to only select trusted
programs.

This STIG article shows how to rectify situations where user privileges may be inappropriately elevated, for example with
a combination of the key specification and the disabling of selected SVC functions.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Issue DCPROFIL and press ENTER until the page with * CURRENT SVC * is displayed at the top. In the * SVC
OPTIONS * section, verify AUTHREQ is YES and CVKEY has a valid number. If AUTHREQ is NO , or CVKEY is
UNSECURED , your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

3. Review the system documentation, database, and DBMS security configuration (in SRTT and ESM), source code for
DBMS internal logic, source code of external modules invoked by the DBMS, and source code of the application(s)
using the database.

4. If elevation of DBMS privileges is used but not documented, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

5. If elevation of DBMS privileges is documented, but not implemented as described in the documentation, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

6. If the privilege-elevation logic can be invoked in ways other than intended, or in contexts other than intended, or by
subjects/principals other than intended, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
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Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Choose an appropriate value for the CVKEY value in the #SVCOPT macro based on the AllowUserKeyCsa
parameter setting in the z/OS PPT:
a. If AllowUserKeyCsa(YES) is specified, then use a value in the range of 10 to 15 as the CVKEY.
b. If AllowUserKeyCsa(NO) is specified, then use a value in the range of 1 to 7 as the CVKEY; 4 is recommended.

2. Set #SVCOPT parameters CVKEY to the chosen key for startup modules and AUTHREQ=YES to create a secured SVC.
3. Assemble, relink and install SVC.
4. Create an entry in the Z/OS PPT for the startup module in the chosen key. To update the z/OS PPT, ask the authorized

systems programmer to do so, in a manner like the following:
a. Edit SCHEDxx in SYS1.PARMLIB.
b. Insert the required entry.
c. To make changes effective, either IPL the system or issue the z/OS SET SCH= console command.

5. All IDMS CV startup modules must reside in an authorized library and must be linked as authorized (SETCODE
AC(1)).

6. The IBM Z/OS parameter AllowUserKeyCsa should also be checked since the setting may impact the CVKEY choice
(see TEC574934 for details).

7. Document where, when, how, and by what principals/subjects elevated privilege is in place per the steps in the
previous section, and contact the owner or authority over each account to determine what is actually needed.

8. Modify the database and DBMS security configuration (in SRTT and external security manager [ESM]), DBMS internal
logic, external modules invoked by the DBMS, and the application(s) using the database, to verify privilege elevation is
used only as required.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-002233, CCI-002530

CCI: CCI-002233

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system prevents organization-defined software from executing at higher privilege levels than
users executing the software.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AC-6 (8)

CCI: CCI-002530

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system maintains a separate execution domain for each executing process.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-39

STIG ID - BIDMT020: Use Pervasive Encryption to Protect Sensitive Data
Severity: 2 - Medium
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This control is intended to address the confidentiality and integrity of information, whether at rest in non-mobile devices or
in transit. It is applicable to IDMS environments which have data subject to regulatory or other requirements for protection.
It covers user information and system information.

Information at rest refers to the state of information when it is located on a secondary storage device (e.g., disk drive, tape
drive) within an organizational information system.

Information in transit refers to information passing through networks, either public or private.

If the confidentiality and integrity of application data is not protected, the data is open to compromise and unauthorized
modification.

Use of weak or untested encryption algorithms undermines the purposes of using encryption to protect data. The
application must implement cryptographic modules adhering to the higher standards approved by the federal government
since this provides assurance they were tested and validated.

It is the responsibility of the data owner to assess the cryptography requirements in light of applicable federal laws,
Executive Orders, directives, policies, regulations, and standards.

For detailed information, refer to NIST FIPS Publication 140-2, Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules. Note
that the product's cryptographic modules must be validated and certified by NIST as FIPS-compliant.

The organization must use pervasive encryption to cryptographically protect the confidentiality and integrity of all
information at rest and implement NIST FIPS 140-2 validated cryptographic modules to protect data-in-transit for IDMS
data.

This STIG article shows how to use IBM-provided pervasive encryption and Transport Layer Security (TLS) to verify
sensitive data is appropriately encrypted.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. If this IDMS environment has no requirement for confidentiality and integrity of all information at rest in accordance
with the data owner’s requirements, this is not applicable.

2. For each IDMS application having sensitive data, if its critical files are not defined as a VSAM datasets, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

3. Perform the following for each relevant VSAM dataset:
a. Using the IDCAMS utility, issue the following command:

LISTC ENT('dsn') ALL

Where "dsn" is the DSNAME of the cluster; review the ATTRIBUTES section of the output to verify the database is
defined as NONINDEXED (the cluster is an ESDS). If not, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

b. In the IDCAMS LISTC output, look for the SMSDATA section. If none is found, your organization has an audit
finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

c. Otherwise, find the DATACLASS name and query the systems programmer to verify the SMS data class specifies
"Extended Format" but does not specify "Extended Addressing". If not, your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

d. In the IDCAMS LISTC output:
Find the STORAGECLASS and query the systems programmer to verify it supports extended format VSAM datasets.
If not, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

e. Confirm the database(s) have a data set key label. Places to check for a data set key label:
a. In the SMS data class definition by reviewing the entry for the appropriate data class in ISMF.
b. In the output of an IDCAMS LISTC in the ENCRYPTIONDATA section. If IF DATA SET ENCRYPTION is YES ,

then the label is displayed after DATA SET KEY LABEL .
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c. The key label may be assigned through the ESM. Inquire of the security team to determine if this is the case.
d. The database(s) must be defined in the DMCL as VSAM . Run IDMSLOOK to print the contents of the DMCL and

look for the desired database(s). If the TYPE column is not VSAM , your organization has an audit finding. See
Remediate Audit Finding.

4. Verify network connections to IDMS are FIPS-compliant.
a. For ODBC and JDBC Type 2 connections:

a. Configure the Data Source to enable the DTS-JCLI logging option as in this example IDMS Server screen shot:

b. Perform a connection test using the "Test" function on the administrator
using the top right button on the Data Source tab as in this screen shot:

c. View the generated log entries to determine the TLS version, cipher algorithm, and certificate employed. The
following sample output illustrates a desirable response:
2020/04/27 09:51:41.946 P:0000502C T:00005DC8 JCLI Trace: SSL_connect(832) successful!
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2020/04/27 09:51:41.946 P:0000502C T:00005DC8 JCLI Trace: SSL_connect(832) connection attempts: 1
2020/04/27 09:51:41.947 P:0000502C T:00005DC8 JCLI Trace: SSL_connect(832) TLS version TLSv1.2
2020/04/27 09:51:41.947 P:0000502C T:00005DC8 JCLI Trace: SSL_connect(832) cipher
TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA256 (this should be one or more of the accepted ciphers)
Cipher Specifications

3DES_SHA

AES_256_SHA

AES_128_SHA

                      

If the connection is not verified, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
b. For all connection types: IBM provides configuration options for multiple TLS (formerly SSL) components, to force

FIPS-140 compliance.
a. System TLS: The environment variable GSK_FIPS_STATE specifies GSK_FIPS_STATE_ON in the envar file in

the GSKSRVR home directory or message "GSK01057I TLS server starting in FIPS mode" is in the JES log.
b. ICFS: Review the JES log for the ICSF region for the following message is issued on startup:

CSFM015I FIPS 140 SELF CHECKS FOR PKCS11 SERVICES SUCCESSFUL.
• If either of the above is true, you do not have a finding.
• If none of the above is true, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Enable pervasive encryption to protect data at rest:
a. Query system programmers, DBAs, and security team members as needed to determine SMS data and storage

classes and data set key labels to use.
b. Convert the desired database to a VSAM cluster.

a. If necessary, expand the page size of the area(s) current files. The optimal page size is eight bytes less than
the VSAM control interval size.

b. Alter the file definition to change its access method and then generate, punch, and link all DMCLs in which the
file's segment is included. Optionally, specify a new database name or other location information

c. Then, run the IDCAMS JCL or other method to allocate the new database file(s).
c. Modify the CV and batch JCL to reference the new VSAM data set name(s) in the DNS= parameter of relevant JCL

DD cards.
d. Using the appropriate OS utility, copy the original database file(s) to the new VSAM database file(s).

NOTE
The actual data encryption takes place when the database is written to or read from.

2. Contact the appropriate system administrators to make the needed changes to allow the use of AT-TLS and the
associated software.
See Broadcom Techdocs for further information:

1. Configure Secure Sockets
See IBM's z/OS Communications Server bookshelf for information on:

1. Configuring AT-TLS

See IBM's z/OS Cryptographic Services System bookshelf for information on:
a. Algorithms and key sizes
b. System TLS
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c. ICSF Services

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000119, CCI-002450, CCI-2476

CCI: CCI-000119

Published Date: 2009-05-20

Definition: The organization reviews and updates the audit and accountability policy on an organization-defined
frequency.

Type: Policy

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AU-1 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AU-1 b 1
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AU-1.2 (ii)

CCI: CCI-002450

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system implements organization-defined cryptographic uses and type of cryptography
required for each use in accordance with applicable federal laws, Executive Orders, directives, policies,
regulations, and standards.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-13

CCI: CCI-002476

Published Date: 2013-07-02

Definition: The information system implements cryptographic mechanisms to prevent unauthorized disclosure of
organization-defined information at rest on organization-defined information system components.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): SC-28 (1)

STIG ID - BIDMT022: Deactivate Extraneous IDs and Functions
Severity: 3 - Low

Default and generic IDs provided by IDMS and its web applications can be anonymously misused as a back door into
IDMS data and applications. Likewise, demonstration, sample, and unused objects, applications, functions, and services
can be misused as back doors into IDMS if not explicitly configured to give only the necessary access (which, if not
officially used, is no access).

It is therefore imperative IDMS IDs, features, and functions adhere to the principles of least functionality by providing only
essential capabilities and otherwise be disabled.

The organization must remove or disable all default, generic, demo, or unsecured IDs, accesses, and configurations.

This STIG article shows how to verify extraneous and default IDs and functions are deactivated.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:
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• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. To examine load module "RHDCSRTT", execute IDMS utility "IDMSSRTD" or issue command DCMT DISPLAY SRTT
while signed onto the CV, and review the output.

NOTE
PTFs SO07995 and SO09476 are required to complete this step.

3. If the TYPE=INITIAL #SECRTT has DFLTSGN=YES specified, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

4. If DFLTUID is defined from step 2, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
5. If there are web-based applications to which individual users sign on, and a generic ID associated with the application

is used to access back-end IDMS databases, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
6. On the IDMS CV system where IDMS Web Services executes, enter WEBC to check Web Services configuration.
7. If REQUIRE SIGNON = NO , your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
8. If a CAISAG base installation completed with EMPDEMO=YES and/or SQLDEMO=YES , or if a base installation completed

with CSM and CREATE_DB_DEMO and/or CREATE_SQL_DEMO selected, your organization has an audit finding See
Remediate Audit Finding.

9. In OCF/BCF , DISPLAY DMCL <dmclname> . If segments EMPDEMO , SQLDEMO , and/or PROJDEMO exist, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

10. In OCF/BCF , DISPLAY DBTABLE <dbtbname> . If segments EMPDEMO , SQLDEMO , and/or PROJDEMO exist, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

11. In OCF/BCF , DISPLAY SCHEMA DEMOEMPL and DISPLAY SCHEMA DEMOPROJ . If either or both exist, your
organization has an audit finding. If schema EMPSCHM exists, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate
Audit Finding.

12. Using ISPF Browse or similar tools, review the directories of load libs used by the installation. If any of the following
load modules are found, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
EMPSS01 , EMPDMCL , EMPLOAD , EMPRPT , EMPINQ

13. If any of the following files are found using the installation, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.
<installation prefix>.EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO. <installation prefix>.EMPDEMO.INSDEMO,
<installation prefix>.ORGDEMO.EMPDEMO, <installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO,
<installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO, <installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.INFODEMO,
<installation prefix>.PROJSEG.PROJDEMO

14. Log on to the IDMS DC system and issue DCPROFIL . Scroll to the Product Intent Status screen. If any unused
product has a status of YES , your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. In the #SECRTT INITIAL macro inputting to the RHDCSRTT module, set DFLTSGN=NO and remove the DFLTUID from
the #SECRTT INITIAL macro inputting to the RHDCSRTT module, then reassemble and relink RHDCSRTT.
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See IDMS STIG BIDMT010 for more details about #SECRTT .
2. After making the above changes, assemble and link RHDCSRTT to create a new SRTT. To implement the new SRTT,

either recycle any CVs using the SRTT or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCSRTT NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD   

  

3. For web-based applications using generic IDs, set the individual user ID (external identity) to be recorded in the
journal:
a. For JDBC applications, use the IdmsConnection setIdentity method.
b. For ODBC applications, use the SQLSetConnectAttr function with the IDMS_ATTR_EXTERNAL_IDENTITY

attribute type.
c. Run journal report JREPORT 010 and JREPORT 008 to audit the individual user ID.

4. On the IDMS CV system where IDMS Web Services executes, enter WEBC REQUIRE SIGNON=YES .
5. In OCF/BCF , ALTER DMCL <dmclname> and EXCLUDE SEGMENT EMPDEMO , SQLDEMO and/or PROJDEMO .

Generate, punch, and relink dmcl. Do the same for DBTABLE <dbtbname> .
6. Remove load modules EMPSS01 , EMPDMCL , EMPLOAD , EMPRPT , and EMPINQ from installation load libraries.
7. Remove files <installation prefix>.EMPDEMO.EMPDEMO. <installation prefix>.EMPDEMO.INSDEMO

, <installation prefix>.ORGDEMO.EMPDEMO , <installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.EMPLDEMO ,
<installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.INDXDEMO , <installation prefix>.SQLDEMO.INFODEMO ,
<installation prefix>.PROJSEG.PROJDEMO from installation and installation JCL.

8. Remove database demo objects from application dictionaries including EMPSCHM record elements and records,
EMPSS01 , and schemas DEMOEMPL and DEMOPROJ , dropping all the tables in these schemas.

9. For future base installs, as described in the “Add-on Installation for IDMS SQL (Using CAISAG and CSM)” section of
the IDMS documentation, verify all the DEMO parameters are set to NO.

10. Edit RHDCPINT source and remove or comment out products identified as unused. Reassemble, relink, and
implement changes by either recycling any affected CV or issue the following commands in any affected CV:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCPINT NEW COPY 

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD

  

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000166, CCI-000381

CCI: CCI-000166

Published Date: 2009-05-22

Definition: The information system protects against an individual (or process acting on behalf of an individual) falsely
denying having performed organization-defined actions to be covered by non-repudiation.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AU-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AU-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AU-10.1

CCI: CCI-000381
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Published Date: 2009-09-18

Definition: The organization configures the information system to provide only essential capabilities.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): CM-7
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): CM-7 a
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): CM-7.1 (ii)

STIG ID - BIDMT023: Protect Against the Use of External Request or Numbered
Exits that Change the User ID
Severity: 3 - Low

Non-repudiation of actions taken is required to maintain data integrity. Examples of particular actions taken by individuals
include creating information, sending a message, approving information (e.g., indicating concurrence or signing a
contract), and receiving a message.

Non-repudiation protects against later claims by a user of not having created, modified, or deleted a particular data item or
collection of data in the database.

In designing a database, the organization must define the types of data and the user actions that must be protected from
repudiation. The implementation must then include building audit features into the application data tables and configuring
the DBMS's audit tools to capture the necessary audit trail. Design and implementation also must verify applications pass
individual user identification to the DBMS, even where the application connects to the DBMS with a standard, shared
account.

User exits changing userids can hide the true identities of those who may perform an action and should be carefully
restricted or eliminated.

The organization must protect against the use of external request or numbered exits in IDMS changing the User ID to a
Shared ID when actions are performed that may be audited.

This STIG article shows how to protect against the use of external request or numbered exits that change the User ID to a
Shared ID.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Identify local IDMS security domains. IDMS security domains include a set of DC systems and local mode applications
sharing a single user catalog and SRTT). For each given security domain, log on to one DC system.
a. If you specify that IDMS user validation is to be performed by an external security system (which is the

recommended best practice), the IDMS security is the corporate security domain. If user validation is performed by
IDMS internal security, the IDMS security domain is the set of DC systems that share a user catalog, the repository
of IDMS user definitions. See IDMS Centralized Security Overview for more details.

2. Log in to the CV and enter command DCPROFIL . Press Enter until the page titled Named User Exits appears.
Find the entry for USRIDXIT .

3. If the DEFINED column in the page Named User Exits says YES , then a user-written exit was linked with IDMSUXIT.
4. If a user-written exit USRIDXIT was linked with IDMSUXIT (for batch or TSO-front end use), UCFCICS (UCF access

from a CICS transaction) or IDMSINTC (DML or SQL access form a CICS transaction server front-end) and the
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USRIDXIT changes the User ID to a Shared User ID, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

5. Issue LOOK PROGRAM=RHDCUXIT . If there are non-zeros in the 12 bytes starting at X'200', exit 27 is being used.
6. If there are non-zeros in the 12 bytes starting at X'20C', exit 28 is being used.
7. Check exits for a change in User ID and if there is a change to a Shared User ID, your organization has an audit

finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediated Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. Remove code from USRIDXIT changing the individual User ID to a Shared User or remove the exit entirely.
2. After making the above changes, assemble and link IDMSUXIT.
3. Remove code from exit 27 and/or exit 28 changing the individual User ID to a Shared User or remove the exit entirely,

then reassemble and relink RHDCUXIT.
4. To implement the new RHDCUXIT and/or IDMSUXIT, either recycle any CVs using them or issue these commands:

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE IDMSUXIT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS MODULE RHDCUXIT NEW COPY

DCMT VARY NUCLEUS RELOAD   

  

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000166, CCI-000381

CCI: CCI-000166

Published Date: 2009-05-22

Definition: The information system protects against an individual (or process acting on behalf of an individual) falsely
denying having performed organization-defined actions to be covered by non-repudiation.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): AU-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): AU-10
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): AU-10.1

STIG ID - BIDMT024: Encrypt Passwords Sent through ODBC/JDBC
Severity: 3 - Low

Unencrypted passwords transmitted from ODBC and JDBC may be intercepted in a plain-text format.

This STIG article shows how to verify clear-text passwords are prevented over ODBC and JDBC.

NOTE
For more information about setting up external security, see the following topics:

• Using External Security
• Constructing an External Resource Name
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. When using ODBC (with the CCI communications protocol) or a JDBC type 2 driver, if TLS encryption is not used with
CAICCI r2.1 and above, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

2. When using ODBC (with the IDMS communications protocol), if TLS encryption is not used as indicated on the
"Server" tab of the Data Source definition, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

3. When using a JDBC type 4 driver, if TLS is not used as indicated by the connection URL, your organization has an
audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediated Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine if you should consider remediation:

1. If using ODBC (with the CCI communications protocol) or a JDBC type 2 driver, TLS encryption can be enabled using
CAICCI r2.1 and above. Select the TLS option in the CAICCI properties panel and configure and start the CCISSL task
on the mainframe.

2. If using ODBC (with the IDMS communications protocol), to enable TLS encryption, select the TLS check-box on the
Server tab of the Data Source definition, and provide the certificate name(s) on the TLS tab within the IDMS ODBC
Administrator.

3. If using a JDBC type 4 driver, use the TLS parameter on the JDBC connection URL to enable TLS encryption by
Setup. This is described in informational APAR QI83006 on Broadcom Support Online.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements comprising a control or best practice. The following CCI is related to this STIG. For more information, see the
National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI: CCI-000197

CCI: CCI-000197

Published Date: 2009-09-15

Definition: The information system, for password-based authentication, transmits only cryptographically-protected
passwords.

Type: Technical

References: NIST: NIST SP 800-53 (v3): IA-5 (1) (c)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 (v4): IA-5 (1) (c)
NIST: NIST SP 800-53A (v1): IA-5 (1).1 (v)
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